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[Original: English]

[11 May 1988]
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1. By resolution 42/42 L of 30 November 1987, the General Assembly requestedthe Conference on Disarmament to submit a special report on the status of itsnegotiations and its work to the General AsSlf!mbly at. its third special sessiondevoted to dis&rmament.

2. Pursuant to that ;tequest, the Conference on Disarmament submits itsspecial report to the third special session of the Gener~l Assembly devoted todisarmament. The annual reports of the Committee on Disarmament for 1982 and1983 1/ and of the Conference on Disarmament for 1984, 1985, 1986 and 1987 2/may be referred to for additional information concerning the work of this single multilatecal negotiating forum.

3. In that connflction, pursuant to the decision taken by the Conference on·Disarmament as recorded in paragraph 21 of its report to the .thirty-eighth se~sion of the General Assembly of the united Nations (CD/42l),the designation of the "Committee" as "Conference on Disarlllament" came intoeffect on 7 February 1984, the date of the commencement of the 1984 annualsessio.n.

II. ORGiWIZATION OF WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

A. Work of toe COnference from August 1982 to April 1988

4. During this period, the Conference held 288 formal plenary meetings, atWhich member States as well as non-member States invited to participate in thediscussions set forth their views and recommendations on the various questionsbefore the Conference. The Confen'lnce also held 266 informal meetings on itsagenda, programme of work, organization and procedures, as well as on items onits agenda and other matters.

B. Participants in the work of the COnference

5. Representatives of the following member States participated in the workof the C~nference: Algeria; Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria,Burma, canada, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Franc0, GermanDemocratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of, Hungary, India, Indonesia,Islamic Republic of Iran, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Mongoliu Morocco,Netherlandsl Nigeria, PakistanI Peru, Poland, Romania, Sri Lanka, S~edenJUnion of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain andNorthern Ireland, united States of America, Venezuela, Yugoslavia and Zaire.

C. Rules of procedure

6. The work of the Conference continued to be conducted by the Rules ofProcedure adopted early at the 1979 session, with consequential changesresulting from the new designation. 1/

1/ Documents CD/335 and CD/421.

£/ Documents CD/540, 00/642,' 00/732 and CO/787.

1/ Document CD/8/Rev. 2.
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D. 5enda of the CClnferQllce

7. In conformity with the provisions of Section VIII of its Rules of
Procedur~, the COnfErence has adopted its annual &genda within the following
framework which was establiB~ed in 1979&

-The Conference on Diaaraament, aa the multilateral negotiating
forum, shall promote the attainaent of general ~ complete disarmament
undeK effective international control.

-The COnference, taking into account, inter alia. the releyant
provisions of the documents of the first and second special sessions of
the General Assembly devoted to disar~ent. will deal with the cessation
of the arms race and disarmament and othe~ relevant meaSures in the
following areas g

I. Nuclear weapons in all aspects,

:u. Chemical weapons j

Ill. Other weapons of mass de6truction,

IV. COnventional weapons,

v. Reduction of military budgets,

VI. Reduction of armed forces,

VII. Disarmament and development,

VIII. Disarmament and international security,

IX. Collater~l measures, confidence~buildingmeasures, effective
verificatiun methods in relation to appropriate disarmament
measures, acceptable to all parties concerned,

x. 'Comprehensive programme of disarmament leading to general and
complete disarmament under effective international control.~

8. The £allowing substantive agenda items have been considered by the
Conference during its annual sessions since 1982&

1. Nuclear test bar.

2. cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament

3. Prevention of nuclear war, including all related matters

4. Chemical weapons

s. Prevention of an arms race in outer space

6. Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon
States against the use or threat of use of nucle~ weapons
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9. Item 3 was first inscribed in the annual agenda in 1983, as pa~t ofitem 2 and, at the opening of the 1984 session of the Oonfere~ce, became asep&rate agenda item.

10. On the basis of its annual agenda, the Conference establishes itspzogramme of 'Work at the beginnhg of each I=ut of its annual session. Theprogramme of work includes a schedule of the activities of the plenary of theCon£erence in relation to the subst.antiv~ items on its agenda. Whenevernecessary, organ~zationalmatters have bean part of the programme of work.

E. Establishment of subsidiary ~~ies of the Conference

11. The Confer~nce has established, at various stages of ita work, aubsidi&rybodies on the following substantive itel1l$ on its annual a~~ndal Nuclear TestBan, Chemical Weapons, Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space, Efff;::;l:!ve
I~ternational Arrangements to Assure NOn-Nuclear-weapon States Against the USeor Threat of Use of liJclear Weapons, kadiological Weapons and OoIIIprehensiveProgr3mme of Disarmament. The activities of those SUbsidiary bOdies arediscussed in Chapter Ill, under the seotions dealing with those substantiveitems of the agenda.

12. Since the 1982 session, the Ad hoc G~~up of Scientific Experts toCOnsiuer International Co-operative Measures to Detect and Identify SeismicEvents met regularly in two sessions every year in accordance with thearrangements made by ~te Multilateral negotiating forum early during ita1979 session. The Ad hoc group submitted, during that period, its third andfOurth reports to the Conference (00/448 and 00/720).

F. Participation of States not members of the conferenc~

13. In addition to those States not members of the Conference attending itsplenary meetings in conformity wi th Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure, theConferenoe invited the representatives of.

(a) Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland. Norway, Senegal, Spain,Switzerland and Turkey to participate during 1982 in the d~scussions on thesubstantive it~ms on the agenda at plenary and informal meetings of theConference,

(b) Austria, Burundi. Denmark, Finland, Greece~ Ireland. Nb~way,Portugal, Sen~gal, spain, Switzerland and Turkey t,o particip,&te during 1983 inthe discussions on th@ substantive items on the agenda at plenary and infOrmalmeetings of the Conference, viet Nam to make a statement on Che~ical Weaponson 19 April 1983, and Austria, Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Norway andSwitzerland to participate in the informal meeting held also in 1983 toconsider appropriate follow-up measures to the conclusions of the First ReviewConference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacementof Nuolear Weapons and other weapons of Masa Destruction on the Seabed and theOcean FJ~or and in the Subsoil Thereof,
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(c) Austria, Bangladesh, cameroon, Colombia, Denmark, Democratic Yemen,Ecuador, Finland, Greec~, Ireland, New Zealand, Nor~ay, Senegal, Spain,Switzerland and ~rkey to participate during 1984 in the plenary meetings ofthe Confe~enc~, viet Nam to address the plenary meetings on 27 Marcb and26 July 1984 on the items on the agenda dealing with Negative securityAssurances and the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, and t~e Holy see toaddress the plenary meeting of the Conference on 15 Mar~h 1984»

(d) Austria, Bangladesh, Burundi, Cameroon, Denmark, Finland, Greece,Ireland, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland and TUrkeytc participate during 1985 in the plenary meetings of the C~~ference, andViet Ham to address the plenary during the same year on the ComprehensiveProgramme of Disarmament,

(e) Austria, Bangladesh, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland. New Zealand,Norway, Portugal, Spain, SWitzerland and Turkey to participate during 1986 inthe plenary meetings of the Conference, Finland and Norway to parti~ipateduring the same year in the informal meetings on the substance of agendaitem 2, and Viet Nam to address the plenary during 1986 on the ComprehensiveProgramme of Disarmament,

(f) Austria, B~ngladesh, ~~nmark, Finland, Greece, New Zealand, Norway,Portugal, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey and Zimbab~e to participateduring 1987 in the plenary meetingt:. of th~ Conference, viet Nam to address theplenary during the same year on the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament,and Finland, New Zealand and Norway to participate, also Juring 1987, in theinformal meetings on the substance of agenda item 2,

(g) Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Malaysia, New Zealand,Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey and Zimbabwe to participateduring 1988 in the plenary meetings of the Conference, viet Nam to address,during the same year, the plenary meetings on item 8 of the agenda, andBangladesh to participate, also in 1988, at plenary meetings of the Conferencein connection with item 8 of the agenda.

14. At its plenary meeting on 28 April 1987, the Conference also considered arequest for participation from Iraq. The exchange of ~iews on that request isrenected in the relevant records of the Conference (CD/PV. 409) •

15. During the period covered by this special report, invitations were alsoextended to States not members Which had requested to participate in thediscussions held in subsidiary bodies established under substantive items onthe annual agenda. The list of those States not members so invited appearsunder each section of Chapter III of this special report dealing withsubstantive items of the agenda on which subsidiary bodies were established.

G. Ex~nsion of the membership of the Conference

16. The urgency attached to the question of the expansion of its membershipis duly recognized by the Conference.

17. Requests for membership have been received from the following non-member
Sta~es, in chr~~ological order: Norway, Finland, Austria, Turkey, Senegal,Bangladesh, Spain, Viet Nam, Ireland, Tunisia, Ecuador, cameroon, Greece,Zimbabwe and New Zealand.
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(e) Austria, Bangladesh, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland. New Zealand,Norway, Portugal, Spain, SWitzerland and Turkey to participate during 1986 inthe plenary meetings of the Conference, Finland and Norway to parti~ipateduring the same year in the informal meetings on the substance of agendaitem 2, and Viet Nam to address the plenary during 1986 on the ComprehensiveProgramme of Disarmament,

(f) Austria, B~ngladesh, ~~nmark, Finland, Greece, New Zealand, Norway,Portugal, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey and Zimbab~e to participateduring 1987 in the plenary meetingt:. of th~ Conference, viet Nam to address theplenary during the same year on the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament,and Finland, New Zealand and Norway to participate, also Juring 1987, in theinformal meetings on the substance of agenda item 2,

(g) Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Malaysia, New Zealand,Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey and Zimbabwe to participateduring 1988 in the plenary meetings of the Conference, viet Nam to address,during the same year, the plenary meetings on item 8 of the agenda, andBangladesh to participate, also in 1988, at plenary meetings of the Conferencein connection with item 8 of the agenda.

14. At its plenary meeting on 28 April 1987, the Conference also considered arequest for participation from Iraq. The exchange of ~iews on that request isrenected in the relevant records of the Conference (CD/PV. 409) •

15. During the period covered by this special report, invitations were alsoextended to States not members Which had requested to participate in thediscussions held in subsidiary bodies established under substantive items onthe annual agenda. The list of those States not members so invited appearsunder each section of Chapter III of this special report dealing withsubstantive items of the agenda on which subsidiary bodies were established.

G. Ex~nsion of the membership of the Conference

16. The urgency attached to the question of the expansion of its membershipis duly recognized by the Conference.

17. Requests for membership have been received from the following non-member
Sta~es, in chr~~ological order: Norway, Finland, Austria, Turkey, Senegal,Bangladesh, Spain, Viet Nam, Ireland, Tunisia, Ecuador, cameroon, Greece,Zimbabwe and New Zealand.
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18. During its 1982 and 1983 se8.iona, the then Committee on Disarmament
considered the queeticn of the modalities of the review of its membership.
The Federal Republic of Germany submitted document 00/404, dated
4 August 1983, where it is argued that the membership problem would be solved
most effectively by several small enlargement steps over a period of time. In
examining the sUbject-matter, the Committee kept in mind the views expressed
in Chapter IV of the Final Document of the first special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disarmament, particularly that •••• for maximum
effectiveness ••• the negotiating body, for the sake of convenience, should
have a relatively small membership·, and that there is a ·continuing
requirement for a single multilateral disarmament negotiating forum of l~mited

size taking decisions on the basis of consensus·. At the end of its
1983 session, the Committee acce~ted in principle a limited expansion in its
membership, subject to agreement by the Committee on the selection of new
members and taking into account the necessity of maintaining balance. ~e

Committee w~s of the opinion that its membership might increase by not more
than four States and elltrusted its Chairman with the responsibility of .
conducting appropriate consultations with the Members, individually and
collectively, according to established practice, in order to reach a d2cisio~

as to the selection of additional Members.

19. During the 1984 session, the Presidents of the COnference conducted those
consultations. A group of socialist countries presented working paper
CD/,WP.132 regarding modalities and guidelines for expansion. Other
delegations also stated their views on these questions. The Conference agreed
that candidates for membership should be nominated, two by the Group of 21,
one by the Socialist Group and one by the Western Group, so as to maintain
h~lance in the membership of the COnference.

20. During the 1985 and 1986 sessions, the Presidents of the COnference
conducted continuous conSUltations with the Members on the selection of
ddditiona1 Members. ~mbers of the Conference also engaged in consultations
on this ~portant question. The COnference reaffirmed its 1984 decision on
expansion. During the 1986 session, tbe SOCialist and the Western Groups
announced that their candi~tes for membership were Viet Nam (CD/PV.345) and
Norway (CD/WP.351), respectively. The Group of 21 noted that it would select
its candidates when there was agreement on concrete ways and means for
implementing the above-mentioned decision.

21. During the 1987 session, continuing conSUltations were conducted by the
Presidents of the Confe~ence with the Members, who also engaged in
consultations among themselves. In its report to the forty-second session of
the General Assembly of the United Nations, the Conference stated that it
would further intensify its conSUltations with a view to taking a positive
decision at its 1988 session and would inform accordingly the next session of
the General Assembly (00/787, paragraph 17). Those consultations are
continuing.

B. Improved and effective functioning of the Conference

22. During its 1952 session, the then COmmittee on Disarmament held a number
of informal meetings for the consideration of the question of its improved and
effective functioning. Proposals were discussed on a variety of matters,
mainly procedure, organization, duration of sessions, representation,
rationalization of work programmes, fuller participation of non-Member States
and strengthening of the Secretariat. While expressing its apprecia~ion tor
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the structure and functioning of the CD as such, the Committee agreed on theneed to examine lA!riodically its work, procedures and organization, with aview to improving its perrormance as the sole multil~teral negotiating bodyfor disarmament measures.

23. The question continued to be examinod during the 1983 and 1984 sessions.An informal group of seven Members acting in their personal capacitiessubmitted working paper CD,lWP.lOO/Rev.l, dated 19 July 1984. The conferenced_voted three informal meetings to its consideration and, at its282nd plenary meeting on 16 August 1984, took note with appreciation of thatworking paper. Several Members made statements in connection with it and madeproposals concerning further work on the subject.

24. Since 1984, a number of the procedural and organizational suggestionscontained in working paper CD,lWP.100/Rev.l..ave been utilized by theConference.

25. As from 1985 onwards, the Conference has been dealing wi th the questionof its improved and effective functioning on a continuing basis. Theconsideration of this item is reflected in the annual reports of theConference to the General AsseJli)ly for 1985 and 1986. At the 1987 session, itwas agreed to establish an informal group to consider and make suggestions onthe subject, canposed of seven Members who would act on a personal basis.Members of the informal group were Ambassadors J. Alan Bees1ey of Canada,Richard Butler of Australia, Fan Guoxiang of China, Alfonso Garcia RabIes ofMexico, David Meiszter of Hungary, Youri Nazarkin of the Union of SovietSocialist Republics and Jaskaran Teja of India. Ambassador Fan Guoxiang wasappointed Chairman of the Group, which was requested to report on the progressof its work, approximately every six weeks, to an informal meeting of theConference.

26. Various views were expressed on the priority and importance of ways ofimproving the functioning of the COnference. Several ideas were advanced inconnection wi th the establishment of subsidiary bodies and their mandates. Itwas suggested that subsidiary bodies be established under each agenda item onthe basis of the general mandate of the COnference and that each subsidiarybody should then determine its programme of work. The view was also expressedthat subsidiary bodies be establi6hed for all agenda items either withnegotiating mandates or under the general mandate of the COnference pursuantto paragraph 120 of the Final Document of the first special session of theGeneral Assembly devoted to disarmament. Another view was that decisionsconcerning the establishment of SUbsidiary bodies and their mandates and theori,entatinn to be given to the work in accordance with the mandate shouldcontinue to depend on the specific conditions of each item. Members alsodiscussed the scope of the rule of consensus. It was pzoposed that the Rulesof Procedure be amended so that the rule of consensus would not apply in sucha way as to prevent the establishment of subsidiary bodies. Another view wasthat the Conference should continue to conduct its work and adopt all itsdecisions by consensu~. The question of the preparation of the annual reportto the General Assembly was also addressed. SOme delegations noted that ithad become an unnecessarily adversarial procedure which too often andfrUitlessly attempted to lay blame for lack of progress in the COnference andconsumed a disproportionate amount of time, when the report should be conciseand factual and should not repeat or attempt to summarize statements alreadycontained in verbatim records. Other delegations stat~ that theunnecessarily adversarial nature of report-writing often emerged when it had
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not been possible to set up subsidiary bodies with suitable mandates. Thesedelegations opposed sUbstantial modifications of the contents of the annualreport ~~d emphasized that, pursuant to the Rules of Procedure, reports shouldreflect the positions of delegations and should provide full and reliableinformation on the reasons why progress, in their view, had not been made.Various proposals were also advanced in connection with the participation of
non~embers in the work of th~ COnference, including automatic invitations toStates not members except in case of .::ontroversy over representlltion andautomatic participation of all States Members of the United N3tions. The viewwas also expressed that applications from non-members should continue to beconsidered by the COnference on a case-by-ease basis before decisions might betaken.

27. The informal group of seven members reviewed all these issues andconsidered that, in view of the limited time available during the 1987session, it would be appropriate to concentrate on the questions of subsjdiarybodies and the annual report to the General Assembly, with a view to makingreconnendations theraon to the COnference. The report of the group on thosetwo issues was submitted to the COnference as document CDjNP.286, containingsuggestions on ~th questions, and was given ~nitial consideration by theConference at an informal meeting.

28. The informal group of seven members continued its work during the firstpart of the 1988 session, Ambassador J. Alan Beesley of canada being replacedby 1Inbassador Robert van SChaik of the Netherlands. During its deliberations,the group fOcused its attention on six questions on which it intended toreport to the Conference, (a) participation of non~ember States in the workof the COnference, (b) Participation of s~ientific and technical experts inthe work of the COnference, (c) No/.'l-<Joverrimental organizations,(d) Disarmament consultative council, (e) Time, duration and organization ofthe annual session, (f) Membershi~ Df the COnference.

29. As a result of its deliberations, the Group submitted' a second report tothe Conference, conta ioed in document CDjNP.341. The Group agceed to transmi tto the Conference ideas and suggestions on the first three questions, whilethe latter three contained oPtions, the consideration of which coulo not beconcluded in view of the limited time available.

30. During 1988, statements were made at plenary meetin"s on the question ofimproved and effective functioning. The COnference also devoted two informalmeetings to the consideration of the reports of the Group of Seven, as well asto the question in general.

31. The s~'Cia1ist States proposed that tha work of the COnference be put on amore intensive footing by making it work throughout the year with two or threebreaks. They favoured a more active involvement of experts and scientificcentres and proposed the establishment of a consultative council at theConference wi th the participation of world-renowned scientists and publicofficials. They also advanced the proposal of holding sessions at the levelof Ministers of FOreign Affairs in times of critical importance. It is theiropinion th~t the Conference might become, in the future, a permanent universalorgan of dis&rmament negotiations. Socialist countries supported theestablishment of Ad Boc Committees for each agenda item under the generalmandate of the Confezence and the suggestion that they should continue theirwork until their task had been accomplished. Some socialist countries furtherexpressed preference for the general debate at the opening of each annualsession to be confined to two or three weeks, after which work would continue
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in subsidiary bodies. They expressed the view that non-member States shouldhave the right to make statements in the general debate and also participatein the work of subsidiary bodies. The socialist States continued to supportthe decision of the CD, taken in connection with the expansion of itsmembership. 'l'hey put forward the candidate of their Group. Noting growinginterest of the States in the membership of the Conference, they stressed thenecessity to provide for the full participation of all States willing tocontribute to the work of the Conference. The socialist countries pointed outthat the negotiations on questions of security and disarmament which wereconducted on a multilateral as well as a'bilateral basis, should complementone another.

32. Members of the Western Group contributed to the process of consideringthis question, both by reflecting on the views of other delegations and byoffering views for the consideration of the Conference as a whole. SomeWestern delegations emphasized the need to balance alternative periods ofnegotiation and recess during the annual session. The suggestion of holdingfive five-week sessions, spread out over the year, was advanced. Westerndelegations also maintained that universal membership would not make theConference more effective and would duplicate the functions of deliberativebodies. The agreement cn expansion by four members could be implemented on acase-by-ease basis, since the need of consensus would make the requirement ofpolitical balance unnecessary. A proposal was made that the candidate putforward by that Group be admitted to the Conference as a first step toimplement this agKeement. Members of the ~roup expressed the view thatparticipation of non-members could be facilitated by simplifying presentprocedures. Delegations could also consider ways and means of increasing theparticipation of scientists and technical experts, as appropriate, in the workof the Conference. SOme Western countries expressed preference for aconcentrated general debate at the opening of each annual session. Theystressed that the Conference could only conduct its work under the rule ofconsensus. It was further noted that the agenda had been drawn up almost adecade ago and suggested that the Conference review it in the light of newdevelopments. In that context, issues relating to conventional arms werementioned. While indicating preference for the automatic continuation ofsubsidiary bodies from year to year, some western countries expressed seriousdoubts wi th respect to the sug~stion of establishing ad hee conmi ttees foreach agenda item without specific mandates.

33. Members of the Group of 21 stressed the importance of maintaining thepolitical balance in the membership of the Conference. They favoured anannual session lasting not less than seven months with two main workingperiods. Plenary meetings would be held regularly throughout the annualsession. It was noted, in this connection, that delegations should beencouraged to participate at the highest level during the general debate. TheGroup supported the establishment of Ad Hoc Conmittees for each agenda itemunder the general mandate of the Conference, as well ae the suggestion thatthey should continue with their work until their task had been accomplished.In that respect, it was stated that the general negotiating mandate of theConference was fundatr.ental and that Rule 23 of the Rules of Procedure couldonly be interpreted in this context. Members of the Group stated again thatthe rule of consensus should not be used to prevent the establishment ofSUbsidiary bodies. They expressed the view that the expertise of nationaldelegations should be strengthened, as well as that more ~se should be made ofRules 22 and 23 of the Rules of Procedure for the est~blishment of groups ofexperts on such subjects as the prevention of an arms race in outer space and
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the emergence of new types of weapons of masa destruction. The suggeBtio~ of
extending invitations by the Conference to independent eminent scientists to
address it on technical issues was advanced. It was also noted that the
iJ1il9rtance of organizational arral\98ments should not be over-emphasized, as
political conditions were determinan~ in achieving progress in the COnference~

34. One delegation, not belonging to any Group, believed that the COnference
on Disarmament had in the main worked in normal conditions under the present
Rules of Procedure, and that it was useful to continue the consideration of
its improved and effective functioning. It noted that CDlWp.286 was a
consensus paper by the Group of Seven in 1987. It considered that the present
annual schedule and division of the COnference's annual aession into two parts
should be maintained, with the possibility of ad hoc arrangements, as
necessary, for subsidiary bodies and keeping in mind that special sessions of
the Conference could be convened. It welcomed the fact that an increasing
number of States had requested meJl)\lership in the ~ference. In this re,gard,
the rule of consensus should be applied with the acceptaooe of each candidate
on a case-by-ease basis. It appreciated the interest of many non~ember

States in participating in the work of the conference, and suggested that they
should be enabled to make statements in plenary meetings while their requests
to take part in the work of subsidiary bodies were subject to decisions by the
COnference, these decisions should remain in effect for as long as the
related subsidiary bodies were at work.

35. The Conference has not taken any decisions based on its considerations of
the subject in 1988. The COnference will continue during the second part of
the 1988 session the consideration of its improved and effective functioning,
inclUding consideration of the two reports,submitted by the Group of Seven.

I. Measures relating to the financial situation of the United Nations

36. On 10 April 1986, the Personal Representative of the United Nations
Secretary-General and Secretary-General of the Conference advanced a nUmber of
suggestions designed to meet the limitations resulting from the financial
situation of the United Nations. Those suggestions dealt with the effective
utilization of conference resources, reductions in the number and nature of
the official documents circulated in the Conference, the preparation of
official records, avoidance of duplication in documentation and the sho~tening

of reports of SUbsidiary bodies and of the annual report to the
General Assembly of the United Nations. At an informal meeting on 22 April,
the Conference accepted the proposals of the secretariat to proceed with the
technical measures suggested and to maintain ~he matter under review.

37. As from the beginning of the 1987 session, there was general agreement
81110ng Members on the services to be provided to the COnfereace, as outlined by
the Secretary-General, in the implementation of the target reduction of
30 per cent in services allocated to it. Earlier, after informal
consultations in the Conference, the Secretariat toOk measures in the
implementation of the target reduction as from the second part of the
1986 session.

J. Communications from non-governmental organizations

38. In accordance with Rule 42 of the Rules of Procedure, lists of all
communications from non-governmental ~~ganizations and persons have been
periodically circulated to the COnfer, ~.
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K. Documentation

39. The list of official documents of the conf~rence during the period
covered by this report is contained in the varicus annual reports of the
COnference from 1982 onwards, as well as in each section of Chapter III
dealing with the substantive work of ~he conference, for those documents
issued during the 1988 session.

Ill. SUBSTANTIVE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

40. 'lbe substailtive work of the COnference has been based on its agenda and
progra.. of work. At the beginning of each annual session, the COnference
had before it a letter from the Secretary-General of the United Nations
transmitting all the resolutions on disarmament adopted by the
General Assembly at its previous regular session, in particular those
entrusting specific responsibiUtiea to the COnference. The Conference also
recei9ed, at the opening of each session, a message of the Secret~ry-General

conveyed by his Personal Representative and Secretary-General of the
COnference. At the 194th plenary meeting on 15 February 1983 and at the
271st plenary aeeting on 10 July 1984, the secretary-General of the
United Nations addressed this single multilateral negotiating forum. In his
statellenta, be underlined its responsibilities as the sole multilateral body
for negotiating measures of disarmament, as well as the high priority he
attached to its work (CD/PV.194 and CV/PV.271).

41. In addition to documents referred to under each agenda item, the
Confereneer received for the first part of its U8B session the following.

(a) Document CD/7881 dated 3 Septel1lber 1987, submitted by the
delegations of Argentina, India, Mexico and Sweden, entitled "Message to the
International Conference on the Relationship between Dis&rmament and
Development H.

(b) Document CD/797, dated 5 L~bruary 1988, submitted by the delegation
of the United States of America, entitled -Joint United States-SOviet Summit
StatementH•

(c) Document CD/798, dated 5 February 1988, submitted by the delegation
of the United States of Jlmerica, entitled Il~xt of the Treaty between toe
united States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
elimination of their intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, together
with the Protocol on Procedures governing the elimination of the missile
systems subject to the Treaty, the Protocol regarding inspections relating to
the Treaty and its Annex on Provisions on privileges and illll8unities of
inspectors and aircrew members, and the Memorandum of understanding regarding
the establishment of the data base for this Treaty, signed at Washington on
8 December 1987H•

(d) Document CD/799, dated 5 February 1988, submitted by the
delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, entitled HJoint
SOviet-United States Summit Statement R •

(e) Document CD/800, dated 5 February 1988, submitted by the delegation
of the Unio~ of Soviet Socialist Republics, entitled H~xt of tne Treaty
between the thion of Soviet: Socialist Republics and the Unite<:l States of
America on the eliroination of their intermediate-range·and shorter-range
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missiles, the Protocol on Procedures governing the elmination of the missile
systems subject to the Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republ1aa
and the United States of America on the elimination of their
intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, the Protoeol regarding
inspections relAting to the Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United States of America on the elimination of their
intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, together with its Annex on
Provisions on privileges and immunities of inspectors and aircrew members, and
the Memorandum of Understanding regarding the establishment of the data base
for the Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
Unit0d States of America on the elimination of their intermediate-range and
shorter-range missiles, signed at Washington on 8 December 1987".

(f) Document al/807, dated 19 February 1988, sUbmitted by the
delegations of Argentina, India, Mexico and Sweden, entitled "The Stockholm
Declaration"•

(g) Document CD/all i dated 3 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of
~gentina, entitled "Declaration by the Ministers for FOreign Affairs of
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela signed at the
first session of the third ordinary meeting of the Permanent Mechanism of
Political Consultation and Cohcertation". (cartagena de IOOias, Colombia,
25 February 1988.)

(h) Document 00/813, dated 7 March 1988, submitted by Norway, entitled
"COntributions by Norway to the COnference on Disarmament 1982-1987".

(i) Document 00/824, dated 6 April U8S, submitted by the delegation of
Bulgaria, entitled "!ext of the OOmmuniqu' on the Session of the Committee of
Ministers ~r FOreign Affairs of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty
Member States held in Sofia on 29 and 3C March 1988, and of the Appeal to NATO
Member States, and to all States participating in the CSCE, issued at that
Session".

A. Nuclear Test Ban

42. The committee on Disarmament and since 1984 the COnference on Disarmament
has continued, after the second special session of the United Nations
General Assembly devoted to disarmament, to consi';';er "Nuclear Test Ban" as
item 1 of the agenda of its annual sessions.

43. Jibllowing the decision taken ir:. /;)ril 1982, the Chmmittee established a
subsidiary body on that item with the following mandate (00/291),

"In the e¥ercise of its responsibilities as the multilateral
disarmament ne;otiating forum in accordance with paragraph 12.0 of the
Final Document of the first special session of th~ General Assembly
devoted to disarmament, the Committee on Disarmament decides to establis~

an ad hoc wor~ing group under itom 1 of its agenda entitled 'Nuclear Test
Ban' •

Considering that discussion of specific issues in the first
instance may facilitate plogress toward negotiation of a nuclear test
bant the committee requests the ad hoc working group to discuss and
define, through substantive examination, issues relating to verification
and compliance with a view to making further progress toward a n~lear

test ban.
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The ad hoc working gro~p will take into account all existing
proposals and future initiatives, and will report to the Committee on the
progress of its work before the conclusion of the 1982 session. The
COmmittee will thereafter take a decision on subsequent COurses of action
with a view to fulfilling its responsibilities in this regard. n

The subsidiary body on ite~ 1 of the Agenda was re-established in 1983 with
the same mandate (00/358). During the course of the 1983 session a number of
proposals were made with a view to reyising the mandate of the subsidiary
~c;y, but nO consensus could be reached.

44. During the second part of the 1982 session, the SUbsidiary body was
chaired by Jlmbassador Curt Lidgard of Sweden and, in his absence, by
Mr. Carl-Magnus Byltenius of Sweden. In 1983, it was chaired by .
Ambassador Gerhard Herder of the <ierman Democratic Republic, who was succeeded
by Ambassador Barald Rose, lIlso from the German Democratic Republic. During
its 1982 and 1983 sessions, the subsidiary body held a total of 27 meetings.
The delegations of two nuclear-weapon States did not participate in its
proceedings. At various stages of its work, the following States not members
of the COmmittee on Disarmament parU tlipated :I.n the meetings of the subsidiary
body, Austria, Burundi, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Norway, Senegal,
Spain and TUrkey. The account of the work undertaken by the subsidiary body
during the above period as well as its conclusions and recommendation.. can be
found in its respective reports which form an integral part of the reports of
the Committee on Disarmament (00/335 and CD/421). During this period,
pursuant to its programme of work, the Ad Hoc Working Group held a structured
discussion to define issues relating to verification and compliance with a
view to making further progress toward a nuclear test ban. A large number of
delegations considered t~t the Ad Hoc WOrking Group had fulfilled its mandate
by discussing and defining all the issues relating to verification and
compliance of a nuclear test ban during its 1982 and 1983 sessions, and held
that the mandate of the working Group should be changed in order to enable it
to proceed without further delay to negotiations on a nuclear test-ban
treaty. Some delegations, however, maintained that the subject was not
exhausted and that during the discussions a number of views were expressed
which required further examination.

45. Since its 1984 session, the COnference has continued to consider item 1
of its agenda in plenary meetings. Informal meetings to consider proposals
for a mandate of a SUbsidiary body on the item have also been held. Relevant
documents and proposals were submitted by delegations. 11 There has been no
opposition to the re-establishment of the SUbsidiary body on a nuclear test
ban. However, the COnference has been unable to agree on that body's
mandate. During this period, a number of proposals for a mandate for a
suhsidiary bo9Y have been submitted both by individual delegations and by
groups of delegations, including the following,

CD/492 by the Group of 21 for the establishment of an ad hoc
subsidiary body to initiate immediately the multilateral negotiation
of a treaty for the prohibition of all nuclear weapon tests.

1/ The list of documents on the item can be fOUnd in the 1984-1987
annual reports of the COnference on Disarmament to the United Nations
General Assembly (00/540, 00/642, 00/732 and CD/787).
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CD/520 and Rev.l and 2 by the Group of 21 for the establishment of
an ad hoc committee to initiate the multilateral negotiation of a
treaty for the prohibition of all nuclear weapon tests.

CD/521 by a group of Western countries for the re-establishment of
an ad hoc committee to resume its substantive examination of specific
issues relating to a comprehensive test ban, including the iasue of
scope as well as those of verification and compliance with a view to
negotiation of a treaty on the subject and to examine the
institutional and administrative arrangements necessary for
establishing, testing and operating an international seismic
monitoring network as part ef an effective verification system.

CD/522 arA Rev.l by a group of socialist States for the establishment
of an ad hoc committee to carry out practical negotiations with a
view to elaborating a treaty prohibiting all nuclear ~eapon tes~s.

CD/602 by Brazil for the establishment by the Conference, in the
exercise of its responsibilities as the multilateral disarmament
forum, in accordance with paragraph 120 ~f the Final Document of the
First Special Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations
devoted to disarmament, and taking into account the need to achieve
the full implementation of the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests
in the Atmosphere, in OUter Space and Under Water, of 1963, of an
ad hoc co~ittee in order to fulfil that purpose.

CD/772 by eight members of the Group of 21 for the establishment of
an ad hoc conmittee with the objeqtive of carrying out the
multilateral negotiation of a comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty
and for the setting up by the ad hoc committee of two working groups
which would deal, respectively, ~ith the following interrelated
questions:

(
I
! •

d
(a) Working Group I Contents and scope of the treaty,
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Cb) Working Group II - Compliance and verificadon.

CD/829 by the Group of 21, which reproduces CD/772 abOve, with the
following footnote: nThis draft mandate is put forward in a spirit
of co-operation and constitutes a clear proof of the flexible
approach adopted by the Group of 21. If a similar flexibility is
reeiprocated by the other groups, this could replace the draft
mandate contained in document CD/520/Rev.2 of 21 March 1986."

In addition, several proposals have been submitted concerning the possible
structure and programme of work of a subsidiary body on the item (00/621,
CD/629 and CD/70l). At various stages of its werk, the Conference has also
discussed a number of informal proposals for a mandate for a subsidiary body
on item 1, including those advanced by its Pr"·'idents.
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46. The Conference considered the above~entionedmandate proposals in its
plenary meetings. At the request of their sponsors some of these proposals
were submitted to the Conference for decision. No consensus could be reached
on any of the proposals. The detailed account of their consideration by
the Conference can be found in paragraphs 34 and 35 of its report on the
1984 session, para9~aphs 30 to 32 of its report on the 1985 session,
paragraphs 34 to 37 of its report on the 1986 session and paragraphs 33 to 38
of its report on the 1987 session.

47. The sub&tantive positions held by various delegations on the issue since
the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament are
sWlI\Iarized as follows. !/

48. Members of the Group of 21 have consistently reaffirmed both collectively
and individually throughout the period the utmost importance they attach to
the urgent conclusion of a comprehensive treaty on the complete prohibition of
testing of all types of nuclear weapons in all environments by all States - an
objective which has been pursued for more than 30 years and which continues to
remain a matter of the highest priority for them - as a significant
contribution to the aim of ending the qualitative improvement of nuclear
weapons and the development of new types of such weapon~ as well as of
preventing their proliferation. Some members of the group reiterated their
view that such a treaty must provide for the complete cessation of all nuclear
testing. Members of the group have also consistently called for a moratorium
on nuclear testing as a provisional measure pending the conclusion of such a
treaty. Several delegations have drawn attention to the repeated a~peals of
the Six Nations Initiative for the cessation of all nuclear testing and their
offer to assist in the verification of a moratorium. Many delegations
referred to the Declaration adopted by the Eighth Conference of Heads of State
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held in Harare in September 1986, in
which they emphasized the pressing need to negotiate and conclude a
comprehensive multilateral nuclear test-ban treaty prohibiting all nuclear
weapon tests by all States in all environments for all time. Some members of
the group recalled that the Organization of the Islamic Conference
has repeatedly called for serious negotiations under the &egis of the
Conference on Disarmament on a comprehensive test ban treaty. Some other
delegations drew attention to the Declarations made by the South Asian
Association for Regional Co-operation calling for the early conclusion of a
comprehensive test-ban treaty. Some members of the group have further
advocated the convening of a conference of States Parties to the 1963 Partial
Test Ban Tre~ty to consider possible amendments aimed at converting it into
a CTB. Members of the Group of 21 have consistently underlined that the
COnference on Disarmament as the single mUltilateral negotiating body has the
primary role in negotiations to achieve a comprehensive nuclear test ban.
Baving agreed in 1982 and 1983 to participate in a consensus on the setting up
of a subsidiary body on the item with a mandate that they considered

1/ FUll account of the delegations' positions can be found in the
official records of the COnference on Disarmament.
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1Il8d~U.llt., .embers of the group considered also that that mandate was
exbauBted and they the~eeore maintained that the OOnfsrence should initiat,
the .ultilat.ral negotiation of a CT.B treaty and @et up a subsidiary body
that purpose. In 1~87, .everal .embers of the group proposed the
..~lshment of such a body with the objective of carrying out the
.ultilateral negotiation of & CTB and th. setting up by it of two working
tcoupa de.ling, respectively, with contents and scope of the treaty and its
aa.plience and verification. Members of the Group of 21 have consistently
deplored the fact that no consensus has been reached since 1983 on a
nllC)Otiatlng mandate for the renewal of the work of the subsidiary body on that
pdodty ltem, despite a display of flexibility on their part as to the terms
of reference and possible structure of such a body~ Membe::s of the group
CIOfttlnued to maintain that the mandate contained in Q)/521, which had been
tabled in 1964 and was already then considered to be inadequate by members of
Cbe Group of 21, without any attempts at developing a generally acceptable
oolllPr:(.18., could not be interpreted as a sign of either serious intent Qr
flexibility. Several members of the group noted that the inability of the CD
to .stablish a subsidiary body on the complete cessation of all nuclear
te.ting can only lead to undermining confidence in the multilateral
'di••r_.nt process and that therefore the CD wi thout further delay must
initiate substantive work on all aspects of the test ban issue. In their
view, all Member Sta~es have a r&sp:)nsibiUty effectively to contribute to
~t goal. Several members of the group hava SUbmitted during the period a
nQBber: of proposals on the substance of the issue, including, inter alia, a
docuaent submitted by one delegation entitled RDraft treaty banning any
nuclear: .apon test explosion in anY environment· (CD/38l). In an effort to
find • p:)ssible common denominator the 21 members of the group reintroduced in
decu-nt 0)/829 the text which had been submitted one year before by eight of
it•••~er. in documsnt 00/772 through which the conference on Disarmament
would decide Rto establish an !!Lb29 collllli ttee on item 1 of its agenda wi th
tbeabjective of carrying out the m"ltilateral negotiation of a comprehensive
,nuclear test-ban treaty". It was stated that each delegati~,:" would be
entitled to make an interpretative declaration of the meaning and scope it
attributes to the terms "with the objective oP. It would thus be possible to
approve by consensus a mandate to which the members of the Conference gave a
different meaning, since the prop:)sed mandate would permit delegations to
interpret it as referring to an Rlmmedia~eR or a Along-termR objective and
thus to accept it without abandoning their po&itions. The prop:)sal of the
Group of 21 also includes a footnote which indicates that it constitutes a
clear proof of the flexible approach adopted by the group, adding that: if a
8~il.r flexibility is reciprocated by the other groups the new draft mandate
could replace the one contained in document CD/520/Revo:Z of 21 March 1986.
SClIIe delegations, noting the commencement of negotiations between the two
..jor nuclear-weap:)n States on nuclear testing on a stage-by-stage basis,
reiterated their view that the existing bilateral thresholds did not preclude
the lIOdernization of nuclear weapons and thus failed to contribute to the
ceBlIl.1on of the qualitative development of nuclear weapons. Rather than
"er:ifying these thresholds, what was required was that all nuclear tests be
ca.pletely prohibited. Intermediate agreements to limit testing will serve a
oB.ful purpose only if they serve to curb the qualitative development of
nuclear weapons and constitute steps towards the concl~sion of a comprehensive
test ban treaty at an early and specified date. These delegations have urged
the two major nuclear-we~pon States to inform the Conference regUlarly en
pr:ogre•• in their negotiations.
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49. During this period, members of the group of socialist countries have
consistently regarded the earliest elaboration of a treaty on the c~plete and
general prohibition of nuclear weapon tests and, until the conclusion of such
a treaty, the proclamation of a moratorium on all nuclear explosions, among
tile IIIOst urgent and significant measures for halting the nucleAr arms race and
preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons. They have aocordingly
advocated th~ establishment of a subsidiary body of the COnference to carry
out practical negotiations on such a treaty (00/522 and Rav.l). At the qame
time, they have ~onsistently supported the proposals to that effect s~imitt~

by the Group of 21. In particular they stressed their support for tha
PJrQPOsal of the G~oup of 21, contained in document CD/829 "to establ~l~ an
ad hoc colllllittee on item 1 of its agenda with the objectiv~ of carrying ~\ut:.

the multilateral negotiation of a comprehensive nuclear test-ban trea~y~.

which consUltes a good basis for starting practical work on the iasue.
Members of I.""~ group further believed tbat all avenues should ~ !Ased ;:~

achieve progress on that priority issue, including, inter alia, cil~~eral.

trilateral or multilateral negotiations, appropriate inter im .,neil~3L~reS et",,'t (;bl'

oonvening of a conference of States Parties to the 1963 Partt.al Test nail
Treaty to consider possible amendments aimed at convertir.g it into .1 C'm,
During the period, they have both collectively and individually su~~itted a
number of substantive proposals on the issue, in particular a d~~ument

entitled "Basic provisions of a treaty on the complete and general prohibition
of nuclear-weapon tests" (CD/756). .~ putting forward this initiative, the
sponsors stressed that they were g' ~d by a desire to stimulate &n aarly
start of substantive full-scale nego~iations at the COnference for which the
document submitted could form a basis.

50. A nUclear-weapon State, member of that group, has repeatedly stressed
throughout the period its commitment to an early aChievement of a CTa and its
readiness to use all possibilities leading to the fulfilment of that objective.
Thus, it has consistently called for moratoria on nuclear explosions and
has itself observed a unilateral moratorium during an 18~nonth period in
19b5-l986. Baving agreed to proceed with another major nuclear-weapon State
in the context of full-scale negotiations on a step-by-gtep basis leading
to a complete ban on nuclear testing, it has maintained, however, that the
search for agreement at tha bilateral level and the preparation of a
comprehensive treaty within the COnference on Disarmament should be undertaken
concurrently. ~ that end, it has introduced a number of substantive
pro~sals in the Conference, in particular two drafts of a treaty on the issue
in 1983 (00/346) and again in 1987 (00/756) together with other socialist
States. It also proposed in 1987 the setting up of a special group of
scientific experts who would submit recommendations on the structure and
functions of a system of verification for any possible agreement not to
conduct nuclear-weapon tests as well as the establishment of an international
system of global radiation safety monitoring involving the use of space
communication links. These proposals were supported by the other members of
that group.

51. A group of Western countries ha~ repeatedly reaf~irmed during the period
its commitment to a ban on all nuclear tests by all States in all environments
for all time as well as its readiness to contribute to that objective by
actively participating in practical work within a subsidiary body of the
Conference on Disarmament on that issue. Raving considered the work done by
the subsidiary body in 1982 and 1983 as useful but inconclusive, members of the
group, in what they regarded as a spirit of flexibility, proposed, in 1984, a
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revised mandate for such a body (CD/521) which would enable the COnference to
continue its substantive examination of specific issues relating to a nuclear
test ban, including the issue of scope as well as those of verification and
compliance, with a view to the negotiation of a treaty on ~he SUbject.
Subsequently, the same gr.oup of tlestern countries and one non-Member State
proposed a programme of work for a subsidiary body (CD/621). Members of the
group have repeatedly stressed that the draft mandate contained in CD/521 as
well as the draft programme of work contained in CD/621 continued to proVide a
viable framework in which to commence and carry out the substantive examination
of many issues relating to a CTB. Several delegations of that group have
submitted during the period a number of substantive proposals dealing with
various aspects of a nuclear test ban and regretted the COnference's inability
to consider those proposals in a serious manner. One member of the group
submitted a related proposal (CD/7!7) calling for the immediate establishment
of a Global Seismic Monitoring Network. At the same time, the group stood
ready to consider positively any initiative to solve the mandate question'i~

order to start practical work on the subject. In that spirit, members of the
group expressed their readiness to consider an informal proposal made by the
President of the COnference for the month of April 1987, as a basis for
developing a consensus. They felt, however. that the draft mandate contained
in document CD/772 did not involve a new approach. Members of that group have
further maintained that the stage-by-stage approach to the subject offered the
best chance for early progress and have welcomed in that connection the
bilateral talkS between the two major nuclear-weapon States. In response to
the tabling of the draft mandate contained in CD/829 a group of Western States
indicated tha~r the text was the same as that given in CD/772 on which its
position had alreadY' been made clear, the statements of the Group of 21 with
regard to their new flexibility had not been' s~bstantiated b~' any alteration
in the text of the mandate, and the suggestion that CD/829 could be adopted
through the enunciation of overtly different interpretations of its terms
would lead to confusion in the purpose of any work Which might be conducted
under such conditions. The same group expressed its deep regret that an
ad hoc committee on item 1 of the agenda had not been re-established since
1983. It reiterated that such action could be taken under the draft mandate
given in CD/52l and that unlike CD/829 this mandate offered the possibility of
all necessary and relevant practical multilateral work on a nuclear test ban
being undertaken in the Conference. The same group said it hoped that an
ad hoc committee would be able to be established in the summer part of the
1988 session of the COnference, on the basis of the participation of all
Member States willing to take part in work on a nuclear test ba.. in the
Conference, and was willing to continue consultations to this end.

52. A nuclear-weapon State, member of the western group of delegations, has.
since 1982, consistently stressed that a CTB remains its long-term objective
to be aChieved in the context of significant reductions in the existing
arsenals of nuclear weapons, the development of substantially improved
verification measures, expanded confidence-building measures and a greater
balance in conventional forces. It has repeatedly voiced its objections to
moratoria on nuclear testing. Since 1986, it has been seeking with another
major nuclear-weapon State agreements on nuclear testing on a stage-by-stage
be~is leading - in association with reduction and ultimate elimination of all
nuclear weapons - to limitations and the ultimate ending of nuclear testing.
With regard to the role of the Conference on Disarmament, it has expressed its
readiness to support the establishment of a sUbsid~ary body on the item with
an appropriate non-negotiating mandate.
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53. Another nuclear-weapon State from the same group said that it remained
comaitted to the Ultimate objective of a comprehensive nuclear test ban. It
was ready to ta~e part in substantive work in a SUbsidiary body of the
CCnference on issues such as scope and ~erification, on which it had tabled
working papers. In its view, as well as -I.,ine need for effective verification,
political realities had to be taken into account. It.· considered that the
stage-by-stage approach, being pursued in the bilateral negotiations on the
subject, offered the best hope of progress.

54. Another western nuclear~apon State has repeatedly reiterated its view
that international commitments in the field of nuclear testing can be
considered only in the overall context of nuclear disarmament, and has
maintained that the cessation of nuclear-weapon testing was not a
pre-eondition for progress towards nuclear disarmament but, on the contrary,
could become significant at the ena of a long-term process resulting in real
and effective nuclear disarmament. It has stressed that it could not agree to
the obsolescence of its limited nuclear deterrent and th~t it had conducted
only the nuclear explosions necessary to maintain its credibility. It has
also stressed that, in the context of deep reductions of nuclear weapons, the
problem of reliability of the remaining weapons could, in its view, only
became more important. It has therefore not been in a position to participate
in work whose objective is the n~otiation of an agreement to which it cannot
subscribe.

55. Yet another nuclear-weapon State, not belonging to any group, has
consistently reiterated that it will be prepared, once the two States with the
lar~st nuclear arsenals have taken the lead in halting the testing,
production and deployment of nuclear weapons and drastically reducing their
nuclear arsenals, to take corresponding measures. It has announced that it
will no longer conduct nuclear tests in the atmosphere. Since 1985 it has
expressed its willingness to participate in a sUbsidiary body of the
COnference on Disarmament on item I of its agenda in the case of its
re-establishment and has stated its flexible approach wi th regard to that
body's terms of reference.

56. The Ad Doe Group of Scientific Experts to Consider Internat.lonal
Co-operative Measures to ~tect and Identify Seisaic Events has continUed its
work on measures ~hich might be established in the future for the
international exchange of seismological data under a treaty prohibiting
nuclear weapon tests covering nuclear explosions for peacefUl purposes in a
protocol which would be an integral part of the treaty, in accordance with the
terms of reference given to it by the Committee on Disarmament in 1979
(CD/PV.48). 1/ Since the second special session on disarmament, the Ad Hoc
Group has prepared two substantive reports on its work. In 1984, the Ad Hoc
Group presented its third report containing detailed, preliminary instructions
for the comprehensive experimental testing of the global system which might be

1/ In the period under review, the following States, Members and
Hon-Members of the Conference, participated in various sessions of the Ad Boc
Group, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, caroada,
China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, German Democratic Republic,
Germany, Federal Republic of, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Islamic Republic of
Iran, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru,
Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden, 'l\lrkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
united Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America.
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established for the international exohange of seismologioal data under a
future treaty (00/448). The Conferenoe on Disarmament took note of that
report at its 259th plenary meeting on 17 April 1984. In 1986, the Ad Hoo
Group presented its fourth report (00/720) which contained a detailed
desoription of the results of and experienoe gained from the large-scale
technical test c~..ducted by the Group during 1984. !/ That test, which had
been termed the Group of SCientific Experts' Technical Test (GSETT), had
comprised exchange and analysis of parameter (Level I) data using the Global
Telecommunications System of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) on
the regular use basis authorized by the WMO in 1983. The Conference on
Disarmament took note of that report at its 382nd plenary meeting on
26 August 1986 as well as of a summary of that report (00/681jRev.l). The
Group is currently conducting discussions on the overall concept of a modern
international seismic d~ta exchange system based on the expeditious exchange
of waveform (Level 11) and parameter (Level I) data and the processing of such
data at International Data Centres (IDCs). The Ad Boo Group has considered
various preliminary specifications for modern prototype "CO-stations", able to
collect and exchange high quality waveform data from seismic events at all
distances, as well as various technical options for establishing high-speed
communication links to interconnect the International Data Centres. The
Ad Hoc Group has also discussed a preliminary plan for a large-scale global
experiment on the exchange of Level 11 data, using accessible channels of
communication, including WMO/Global Telecommunioations System (GTS) and
satellite transmission where possible.

B. Cessation of the Nuclear Arms Race and Nuclear Disarmament

57. Since the second special session of the' United Nations General Assembly
devoted to disarmament, the Conference has continued the consideration of
item 2 of its annual agenda in plenary and informal meetings. Documents
pertaining to this item have also been submitted by delegations. ~/

!/ According to the original plan for the technical test submitted to
the Conference on Disarmament on 13 August 1984 (00/534), 27 countries had
agreed to take part. These were: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, German Democratic Republic,
Germany, Federal Republic of, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Islamic Republic of
Iran, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Romania, Sweden,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zambia. FOllowing the appeal for
wider participation in the test, contained in the Group's progress repo~t on
its eighteenth session (CD/535), 10 additional countries indicated their
interest in participating: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, France,
Ireland, Kenya, Pakistan, Thailand, Zimbabwe. In addition, a total of
75 seismograph stations in 37 countries contributed Level I data during the
technical test.

~/ The list of documents on the item can be found in the 1982-1987
annual reports of the COmmittee on Disarmament and the Conference on
Disarmament to the United Nations General Assembly (00/335, CD/421, 00/540,
00/642, CD/732 and CD/787).
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58. During the period, the Conference considered a number of proposals
submitted by various delegations and groups of delegations for a decision by
the Conference with a view to s~tting up a subsidiary body on the issue,
including those by the Group of 21 (00/180) and the German Democratic Republic
(00/259) in 1982 and 1983, and by a group of socialist States (00/523) and the
Group of 21 (CD/526) in 1984 and 1985. In addition, in the cuurse of its
1982-1983 sessions, the COnference considered, in the context of its agenda
item 2, proposals concerning the establishment of a SUbsidiary body on the
probibi tion of the nuclear neutron weapon (CD/2l9 and CD/344). No consensus,
however, could be reached on any of the above-mentioned proposals. The
detailed account of their consideration by the Conference can be found in
paragraphs 47 and 48 of its report on the 1982 session, paragraphs 36 and 37
of its report on the 1983 session, paragraph 57 of its report on the
1984 session and paragraph 57 of its report on the 1985 session.

59. During its 19&& session, the COnference decided to hold informal meetings
on the substance of the Agenda item. Some delegations stated that their
agreement with that decision should not be construed as representing a change
in their position of principle, namely, that an ad hoc committee should be
established for the consideration of the item. ~---.---

60. During its 1987 session, the Conference aqain decided to hold informal
meetings on the substance of the agenda item. It also aecided that
discussions at those informal meetings be duly reflected in the annual report
of the COnference to the General Assembly. ~ facilitate a structured
discussion, the President too~ the initiative of preparing a list of topics as
follows I

-Interrelation between bilateral and multilateral consideration of
the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament,
participation in negotiations for the cessation of the nuclear arms
race and nuclear disarmament, role of the Conference on Disarmament,

security concepts relating to nuclear weapons,

Dmplementation of paragraph 50 of the Final Document,

Interrelation between measures for the cessation of the nuclear arms
race and disarmament measures in other areas,

Verification in relation to the purposes, scope and nature of
agreements,

Existing proposals.-

In that connection, a delegation made a statement on behalf of the group of
Western countries noting that the members of the group were ready to play a
full part in the informal meetings and noted that, as pointed out by the
President, the list of topics as submitted was binding upon no delegation. It
also pointed out that this group of delegations did not see, in the
presidential statement, any precedent whatsoever for decisions relating to the
activities of the Conference. During 1986 and 1987, a total of 15 informal
meetings was held. The following States not members of the Conference
participated in those meetings at their request I Finland, New Zealand and
Norway.
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61. At tbe 4513t plenary meeting, on 24 March 1988, after receiving III request
from the Group of 21, the President put before the conference for decision a
proposal of that group, contained in document CD/819, on a draft mandate for
an ad hoc comi ttee on item 2 of the agenda. In accordance wi th that
proposal, the COnference would establish an ad hoc committee under item 2 of
its agenda and would request it, as a first step, to elaborate on paragraph SO
of tbe Final Document of SSOD I and to identify substantive issues for
multilateral negotiations. On behalf of the Group of Western countries, it
was stated that although western delegations were prepared to participate in
informal plenary meetings on the subject matter of item 2, they bad not been
convinced that creation of a subsidiary body would contribute to the cause of
nuclear disarmament and, therefore, were not in a position to join in a
consensus with regard to the proposed mandate. The P~esident of the
Conference noted that there was no consensus at that tilDe on the draft mandate
contained in document CD/819. The delegation of the nuclear-weapon State pot
belonging to any group stated that it could go along, in principle, with the
draft mandate submitted by the Group of 21. At the same time, it expressed
its willingness to consider other ways and means to enable the Conference to
play its role on item 2 and boped that consultations to that effect would
continue. Speaking on behalf of tbe Group of Socialist States, a delegation
e),,"Pressed the support of that group for tha draft mandate proposed by the
Group of 21. While furtber expressing its regret tbat a consensus had not
been reached, it advocated, in view of the forthcoming SSOD III, the
continuation of consultations in order to find an organizational framework
acceptable to all Which would allow a SUbstantive discussion on item 2 of the
Conference's agenda. The Group of 21 expressed regret that despite the
preliminary work carried out on tbe subject 4uring 1986 and 1987, it had still
not been possible to set up a SUbsidiary bodY on itelll 2. It was further
stated that the Group of 21 remained firmly committed to the implementation of
paragraph SO of the Final Document of SSOD I and that tbe establishment by the
COnference of a subsidiary body on item 2 of its agenda provided the best
means to achieve that objective.

62. During the first part of the 1988 session, the documents relating to the
Treaty on the elimination of their intermediate-range and sborter-range
missiles were submitted to the conference by the two major nuclear-weapon
States (CD/797, CD/798, 00/799 and CD/800). They were generally welcomed by
the members of the Conference. The hOpe was further expressed for an early
conclusion by those States of a treaty on SO per cent reductions in their
strategic offensive arms within the framework of the Geneva Nuclear and Space
Talks.

63. In addition to the documents mentioned above, other documents submitted
to tbe Conference during the first part of its 1988 session in connection with
the agenda item include the following.

(a) Ibcument CD/B06, dated 16 February 1988, SUbmitted by the
delegations of Argentina, India, Mexico and Sweden, entitled "Joint
message addressed on 6 December 1987 to President Reagan and
General Secretary Gorbacbev by the six leaders authors of tbe Initiative
for peace and disarmament."

(b) Document CD/B07, dated 19 February 1988, submitted by the
delegations of Argentina, India, Mexico and Sweden, entitled "Tbe Stockbolm
Declaration· 0
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(c) Docum.nt CD/810, dated 3 March 1988, submi tted by the delegation of
the Union of Soviet SOCialist Republics, entitled "Message from A. A. Gromyko,
Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme SOviet of the SOviet Union to the
heads of the States Members of the South Pacific Fbrum in connection with the
ratification by the Soviet Union of Protocols 2 and 3 to the South Pacific
ll1clear Pree zone Treaty ('!'be Treaty of Rarotonga)".

(d) CD/824, dat~ 6 April 1988, submitted by the delegation of Bulgaria,
entitled "!ext of the Communique on the session of the Committee of Ministers
~r Pbreign Affairs of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty Member States
held in Sofia on 29 and 30 March 1988, and of the Appeal to NATO Member
statel!l, and to all States participating in the CSCE, issued at that session".

64. The sUbstantive positions held by various delegations on the item since
the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament are
sUJllllarized as follows. 1/

65. The Group of 21 has consistently reaffirmed its conviction of the
paramount need for urgent mUltilateral negotiations on the cessation of the
nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament through adoption of concrete
measures leading to complete elimination of nuclear weapons. In the opinion
of the Group of 21, multilateral negotiations on nuclear disarmament have been
long overdue. While welcoming the developments of the bilateral negotiations,
the group reiterated that because of their limited scope and the number of
parties involVed, these could never replace the genuinely multilateral search
for nuclear disarmament measures. The Group of 21 fully shared the view
stated in the Final Document of the first special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disarmament that the nuclear arms race, far from
contributing to the strengthenlng of security of all States, on the contrary,
weakened it, and increased the dange.,. of the outbreak of nuclear war. The
Group of 21 reaffirmed its position that all nations had a vital interest in
negotiations on nuclear disarmament, because the existence of nuclear weapons
in the arsenals of a handful of States and their quantitative and qualitative
development directly jeopardized the security of both nuclear and
non-nuclear-weapon States. Further, effective cessation of the nuclear arms
race requires participation of all nuclear-weapon States in multilateral
negotiations. The disparity that may exist between the nuclear arsenals of
the two ilIajor nuclear-weapon States, on the one hand, and the nuclear arsenals
of the other nuclear-weapon States, on the other hand, is a matter that should
be dealt with in the process of multilateral negotiations and should not
constitute an obstacle to the initiation of a process for the elimination of a
fundamental disparity existing between nuclear~weapon States and
non~uclear-weapon States. Consequently, the Group of 21 has repeatedlY
stressed its belief that the Conference on Disarmament, whose members include
all the nuclear-weapon States as well as non-nuclear-weapon States, should be
allowed to fulfil its designated task in the sphere of nuclear disarmament,
which has been entrusted to it by the United Nations General Assembly, in
particular, by the Pinal Document of the first special session devoted to
disarmament. The Group of 21 considered that the doctrines of nuclear
deterrence which in the ultimate analysis were predicated upon the willingness

1/ Full account of the delegations' positions can be found in the
official records of the Conference on Disarmament.
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(c) Docum.nt CD/810, dated 3 March 1988, submi tted by the delegation of
the Union of Soviet SOCialist Republics, entitled "Message from A. A. Gromyko,
Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme SOviet of the SOviet Union to the
heads of the States Members of the South Pacific Fbrum in connection with the
ratification by the Soviet Union of Protocols 2 and 3 to the South Pacific
ll1clear Pree zone Treaty ('!'be Treaty of Rarotonga)".

(d) CD/824, dat~ 6 April 1988, submitted by the delegation of Bulgaria,
entitled "!ext of the Communique on the session of the Committee of Ministers
~r Pbreign Affairs of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty Member States
held in Sofia on 29 and 30 March 1988, and of the Appeal to NATO Member
statel!l, and to all States participating in the CSCE, issued at that session".
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to use nuclear weapons, far from being responsible for the maintenance of
international peace and security, lay at the root of the continuing escalation
of the quantitative and qualitative development of nuclear armaments and led
to greater insecurity and instability in international relations. Military
doctrines based on the possession of nuclear weapons, and thus explicitly or
implicitly admitting the possibility of the use of nuclear weapons, were
indefensible for it was unacceptable that the prospects of annihilation of
human civiliza~ion be used by some states to promote their security. 1be
future of mankind could not be made hostage ~ the perceived security
requirements of a few nuclear-weapon States. The group reiterated that
Article 51 of the United Nations Charter could not be invoked to justify the
use or threat of use of nuclea~ weapons in the exercise of the right of
self-defence in the case of conventional armed attack. !br the above reasons,
the Group of 21 has, throughout the period, reiterated its proposal regarding
the setting up by the COnference of a subsidiary body entrusted to elabora~e

on ~ragraph SO of that dOCU1Dent and to identify substantive issues for
multilateral negotiation of agreements, with adequate measures of verification
and in appropriate stages, for the cessation of the qualitative improvement
and development of nuclear weapons systems, cessation of the production of
all types of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery and the production of
fissionable material for weapons purposes, and the substantial reduction in
existing nuclear weapons with a view to their ultimate elimination. They have
maintained in this regard that in the nuclear age, the only valid doctrine is
the achievement of collective security through nuclear disarmament. Both
individually and collectively they have submitted a nUl mer of proposals
dealing wi th the substance of the agenda item. The Gr)up of 21 reca Hed the
declaration of the 8th COnference of Heads of State 01 Government of
Non-Aligned COuntries at Barare, in particular stressing that bilateral and
multilateral negotiations on disarmament should mutually facilitate and
complement and not hinder or preclude, each other. The COnference on
Disarmament should therefore be kept informed of all steps in bilateral
negotiations and it should be enabled to fulfil its mandate as the sole
mUltilateral negotiating body in the field of disarmament and to adopt
concrete measures of disarmament, in particular, measures for nuclear
disarmament. Many members of the group supported the successive
pronouncements of the Six Nations' Ini tiative in Delhi, Mexico and Stockholm,
which contain concrete proposals for dealing with the substance of this agenda
item. Some members of the group supported the views expressed by the Beads of
State or Government of the South Asian Association for Regional CO-operation
at Dhaka, Bangalore and Kathmandu on the subject of nuclear disarmament.

66. Members of the Group of Socialist States have consistently reiterated the
primary importance they attach to the cessation of the nuclear arms race and
nuclear disarmament. While stressing the crucial importance of the bilateral
ef~rts to this end, members of the group have at the same time repeatedly
pointed out that the total elimination of nuclear weapons they have been
seeking can only be aChieved through multilateral negotiations with the
participation of &11 nuclear-weapon States and that the Conference On
Disarmament, owing to its composition, is particularly well suited for this
purpose. COnsequently, they have themselves proposed and supported p~oposals

by the Group of 21 to establish a subsidiary body of the Conference,
inter alia, to elaborate on paragraph 50 of the Final Document of SSOD I. tn
connection with the participation of the five nuclear-weapon States in the
process of nuclear disarmament, they suggested the setting up of a
sub-eol'llllittee composed of these five States, ht"'ing a negotiating mandate,
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with a view to contributing to a multilateral consideration of item 2 by the
. Conference on Disarmament itself. They have also called for an elaboration of
a multilateral convention on the prohibition of the nuclear neutron weapon.
Members of the Socialist Group supported the stage-by-stage programme for the
achievement of nu~lear disarmament by the year 2000 put forward in 1986 by the
nuclear-weapon State belonging to the Group. They further stressed a
discrepancy between substantial progress, achieved recently in the
SOViet-American bilateral negotiations, embodied by the INF Treaty and lack of
progress in the field of nuclear disarmament on the multilateral level.
Members of the group deem it necessary for all countries to concentrate their
efforts on the following priorities: to ensure the entry into force and the
implementation of the Treaty between the USSR and the United States on the
Elimination of Their Intermediate-range and Shorter-range Missiles, the
conclusion of a treaty in the first half of 1988 between the USSR and the
United States on a 50 per cent reduction in strategic offensive arms, and an
agreement on strict compliance with the ABM Treaty, as signed in 1972, and on
non-withdrawal from that Treaty for an agreed period. In the framework of the
CSCE process, they proposed to commence separate negotiations on reductions of
tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, including the nuclear components of dual
purpose systems, and the ensuing elimination of such weapons. The weapons
eliminated in the process of disarmament and arms reductions should not be
replaced by others. They have consistently criticized the doctrine of nuclear
deterrence and advocated the establishment of a comprehensive system of
international peace and security. Throughout the period, members of the group
have submitt~d a number of proposals on various substantive aspects of the
item, inter alia, on the creation of zones free of nuclear weapons in the
Balkans, central Europe and in northern Europe, the reduction of armaments and
the enhancement of confidence in central Europe, the establishment of a
nuclear-free corridor and of a zone of confidence and a reduced level of
armaments along the line of contact between the Warsaw Treaty and NATO, the
commencement of the process of restricting military activities and lowering
the level of military confrontation in Europe, both north al,j south, and the
turning of the Mediterranean into a zone of peace and co-operation.

67. The nuc1ear-weapon State belonging to the Group of Socialist States drew
attention to the programme fo~ the progressive elimination of nuclear weapons
throughout the world by the year 2000, contained in the statement of
15 January 1986 of the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the
communist Party of the Soviet Union, M. S. Gorbachev, (CD/649). The
delegation of this State pointed out that after the signing of the Treaty on
the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles a prospect
had opened up for reaching agreement on a more difficult question: 50 per cent
reductions in strategic offensive arms in conditions of compliance with the
ABM Treaty, as signed in 1972, and non-withdrawal from it for a specified
period of time. The same delegation also stressed that bilateral efforts,
undertaken through bilateral negotiations, should be complemented by efforts
on a multilateral level. Combined efforts should lead to a world free of
nuclear weapons. While it realized the need for prior reduction of the
arsenals of the two leading nuclear-weapon States, it was still necessary to
know when and under what conditions the other nUclear-weapon States would )Oln
the process of nuclear disarmament. In the view of the delegation of this
State, the real prospect of reducing by half strategic offensive arms of the
SOViet Union and the United States opened up the possibility to start already
now the discussion at the Conference on Disarmament of concrete directions for
multilateral efforts in the domain of nuclear disarmament. Fbr that reason,
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it suggested starting to identify in practice the substance of possible
multilateral measures in this field. The delegation concerned also proposed a
series of points for the activities of the Conference, establishment of a
comprehensive, phased programme with an agreed timetable for the complete
elimination of nuclear weapons, preparation of principles to serve as a basis
fOr implementing nuclear disarmament, examination of the relationship between
nuclear disarmament measures and measures for reducing conventional weapons,
of the order in which nuclear arms would be eliminated, of control and
verification as well as the cessation of the production of fissionable
materials ~r weapons purposes by proposing to this end to create in the
framework of the Conference a group of experts or any other mechanism to study
this problem with the participation of all nuclear powers at the stage of
complete elimination of their nuclear weapons. On the question of security
concepts relating to nuclear arms, the same delegation compared the criterion
of a "reasonably sufficient level" with the concept of deterrence based on the
threat of use of nuclear weapons, a concept which, in its view, aimed at .
military superiority, constituted the basis for continuation of the arms race
and was dangerous also because it doomed all States to live in constant fear,
making them nuclear hostages. It advocated the establishment of a
comprehensive system of international peace and security to replace the
deterrent role played by nuclear ~eapons.

68. Members of the Group of Western countries have repeatedly stressed the
importance they attach to the subject matter addressed under this agenda item
and the importance they attach in particular to substantial and verifiable
reductions of nuclear weapons. In this context, they welcomed the bilateral
negotiations in progress between the two major nuclear-weapon States and
stated that those negotiations played a vitai role in any process for the
cessation of the nuclear ar~ race and nuclear disarmament. They welcomed the
successful outcome of the negotiations by the two main Powers for the
elimination of their intermediate-range nuclear forces. They also hoped that
an agreement could be concluded in the near future for the 50 per cent
reduction of the same two States' strategic arsenals and welcomed their
commitment to the ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons. Delegations of the
group considered that the establishment of a SUbsidiary organ was
inappropriate at the present stage and that, under current circumstances,
informal and plenary meetings constituted the most suitable framework for the
continuation of work on the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear
disarmament. Members of the group also emphasized that nuclear arms
reductions could not be divorced from other disarmament measures and should be
pursued so as to enhance international stability and security. In this
regard, it was noted that deterrence could not be assigned a purely nuclear
status and that there were instances of competition in arms at regional rather
than global level, typically in conventional arms, which often were the
product of mutual suspicion and military and foreign policies. Furthermore,
the continuing importance of nuclear deterrence for security was underscored.
A delegation noted that nuclear disarmament, through the negotiation of
balanced and verifiable agreements, would reduce and should Ultimately remove
the necessity for countries to rely on nuclear deterrents.

69. One nuclear-weapon State belonging to the Western Group observed that it
did not believe that an arms race could be successfully addrassed without
taking into account the tensions between States or groups of States that
generated an arms race. It stressed that States acquired nuclear weapons for
the same reason that they acquired conventional ones, to enhance their
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security, allld that the destructive power of such weapons, however regrettable,
foraed an integral part of the military forces of some States, a situation
that would continue for the forseeable future. Nuclear weapons, it
reiterated, were an essential component of the strategy of deterrence, which,
in its opinion, contributed to preserving peace between the super-Powers and
their allies. It stressed that security is paramount, and that preoccupation
with the complete elimination of nuclear weapons should not divert attention
fra. the critical steps that must precede this ultimate goal - effective,
verifiable arms control agreements that resulted in broad, deep, and equitable
reductions in offensive nuclear arms of the super-POwers and correction of
imbalances in conventional armaments, especially in Europe. It drew attention
to positive trends in the bilateral negotiations between the super-Powers that
might result in deep reductions in the number of their nuclear weapons, but
noted the slow pace of negotiations on reductions in conventional forces.
This State considered that for obvious reasons deriving from the large size of
the nuclear arsenals of the two major Powers, the responsibility to hold as a
2atter of priority negotiations on the limitation or reduction of their
nuclear weapons rested with them. It drew attention, furthermore, to the
achievements and potential aChievements of these bilateral negotiations: the
elimination of an entire class of nuclear weapons by means of the Treaty on
Intermediate Nuclear Fbrces, the agreement establishing Nuclear Risk
Reduction Centres, which had a role in reducing conflict of any kind,
full-scale, stage-by-stage negotiations on nuclear testing, and intensive
negotiations to conclude a treaty that would reduce the strategic arms of both
sides by 50 per cent. It also noted i~~ participation in other multilateral
forums in Europe regarding reductions of forces and armaments, conventional
stability, and confidence building measures. This State concluded that the
eatablishment of an ad hoc committee on agenda item 2 would not contribute to
the process of disarmament.

70. Ano~~er nuclear-weapon State belonging to the Western Group stressed that
in view of the scale of the threat facing it, its security would depend for
the foreseeable future on nuclear deterrence. Meanwhile, its aim was to
maintain continuing security and peace at lower levels of nucl~ar forces,
Efforts in this direction should be combined with complete eliminatio~ of
chemical weapons and progress towards conventional stability at lower levels
of forces taking into account current imbalances. In view of the overwhelming
preponderance (95 per cent) of nuclear veapons held by the two major military
Powers, the most realistic way to make p:ogress was throuyh bilateral
negotiations between these two countries. It believed that this should be
achieved step-by-step through mutual, balanced and effectively verifiable
agreements. It welcomed progress in this direction, particularly the complete
elimination of INF and the prospect of a 50 per cent cut in strategic arms.
Given the minimum nature of its deterrent (less than 3 per cent of the nuclear
forces available to the two major nuclear-weapon States), it did not see any
scope for making a contribution to any reductions in present circumstances~

and would maintain the credibility of its det€~rent. It welcomed recognition
by both sides that this is legitimate. It poifited out, however, that if there
were very substantial reductions in the strategic arsenals of the two major
nuclear-weapon States and there were no significant :'hanges in defensive
capabilities, it would be ready to review i.ts posit:. nand consid&r how best
to contribute to, arms control in the light of the '-'y' Jced threat.
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and would maintain the credibility of its det€~rent. It welcomed recognition
by both sides that this is legitimate. It poifited out, however, that if there
were very substantial reductions in the strategic arsenals of the two major
nuclear-weapon States and there were no significant :'hanges in defensive
capabilities, it would be ready to review i.ts posit:. nand consid&r how best
to contribute to, arms control in the light of the '-'y' Jced threat.
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71. Another nuclear-weapon State belonging to the western Group obser.ved that
nuclear deterrence was a reality and not an ideology or a theory and that it
could not be repl&ced by declarations of i~tent or political initiatives. It
referr~d in that connection to its experience over the past century, the
attempts to institute a new security system had failed to prevent a
devastating conflict, and it could not ~ denied that since then nuclear
deterrence had played a decisive role in international se~urity arrangements~

Nuclear deterrence should, however, go hand in hand with steadily greater ar.a
control. From that point of view, it could not but condemn the absurd logic
of the redundancy of the two main Powers' systems, whereby the number of
weapons far exceeded the number of potential targets, that was a serious
factor of imbalance and tension and it was up to the two particip::.nts in the
incessant race to remedy the situ4tion. While recogni~ing the importance of
the Treaty of washington on the elimination of American and Soviet
intermediate-range missiles, it stressed that nothing should divert now from
the priority objective of a 50 per cent reduction of offensive strategic
weapons of the two main nuclear-weapon States. It stressed that the
INF Treaty stood alone and should not be expected to lead to the
den~clearizationof Europe, and that the priority in this region was the
establishment of conventional stability. While it saw things as they were,
that State did not intend to stand aloof from nuclear disarmament, it had
already said that it would be willing to take part in the process as soon as
three conditions, which were closely linked to the present or future
negotiations, were met, a very substantial reduction in the disparity between
the two main Powers' and its own nuclear arsenals, the non'~eployment nf
defensive systems, and a return to a balance of conventional forces together
with the elimination of chemical weapons.

72. One nuclear-weapon State, not belonging to any group, has repeatedly
stated that it opposes and will never take part in an arms race. It has
consistently called for the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of
nuclear weapons. It has reiterated that its limited nt!clear force solely
serves defence purposes. It has undertaken, since the first day of its
possession of nuclear weapons, not to be the first to use nuclear weapons
under any circumstances and unconditionally pledged not to use or d'lreaten to
use nUclear weapons .tgainst non-nuclear-wE'apon States or nuclear"""''l!,~pon-free

zones. It has signed Protocols to the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) and to the South Pacific
Nuclear Frep. Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga). This State has held that the
two States possessing the largest and most advanced nuclear arsenals in the
world have a special responsibility for curbing the nuclear arms race and
carrying out nuclear di~arffi~~ent. It is of the view that the INF Treaty
signed by them, a fir$t positive ste~ towards nuclear disarrlment, should be
followed, inter alia, by an agreement on the 50 per cent reduction of their
strategic nuclear weapons. It has ml'<intained that to promote nuclear
disarmament, great importance should be accorded to the issues of conventional
disarmament and curbing thE arms race in outer space. The sa~ State has
reiterated that the two major n\1clear States should take the lea~ in halting
the testing, production and deployment of all types of nuclear we~pons sod
drastically reduce them, so as to create favourable conditions for the
convocatioa of a broadly representative international conference with the
participation of all the nuclear-weapon States to discuss measures for further
nuclear disarmament and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons. It is of the
view that the nuclear arms race should stop, both quantitatively and
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qualitatively. I~ ~~9 aleu agreed that bilateral and multilateral
negotiations should complement each ot~.r and consietently reiterated ita
support for the establiGhment by the COnference on D18ar....nt of a SUbsidiary
body under item 2 of its agenda.

73~ Some delegatio~s noted that the Treaty ~r the Prabibition of NUclear
waapons in Latin Amedell ('!'he Treaty of Tlatelolco) which enterM into for~

i,: 1~67 and its two Proto~ls constituted an illportant disarlllll'llltnt _a&iure
designed to contribute to the Objective of achieving a world entirely free oi
nuclear weapons.

74. ~~ delegations stated that the South Pacific NUclear Free zone Tr.aty,
('!'he Treaty of Rarotonga, contained in 0>/633) which enterfld into force on
11 Decel1lber 1986 r.:onstitutes an iJlt)Ortant contribution to the ~intenance of
peace and security in the region it covere and that it is a significant
nuclear aru limi tat ion and arms control agree.nt. 'lbey Ijlao noted tha!t
there were three Protocols attAched to the treaty which w~re o~ned for
signature on 1 Decel1lber 1986 (annexed to CD/633) and e~p=es8ed the hope that
all nuclear-weapon States and States which had t~rritories in the regi~n

covered by that zone would adhere to those Prot.ocols without reservation.

75. The delegation of the union of Soviet Socialist Bepublics drew attention
to the fact that the Presidium of the tSSR Suprarne Soviet has r ..tified
Protccols 2 and 3 to the SOuth Pacific Nuclear Fr~ Zone Treaty (The Treaty of
Rarotonga), thereby declaring the intention of the tSSR to cUscharge fully iu
obligations under those Protocols.

76. Several membet-s of the Group of 21 .:ecalled paragraphs 33 and 60 of the
Final Document of the first spacial session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmment stating that the establishment of nucl"ar-weapon-f~eezones on the
basia of ~rrangements freely arrived at among the States of the region
concerned constitutes an important disarmament measure and drew attentio~ j

the propos2' l 'i for the establishment of such zones iu the Middle East and
South Asia and for the denuclearization of Africa.

c. prevention of nuclear war, inclUding all
related matters

77. This question was first included in the agenda of th~ COmmittee on
Disarl1l5ment in 1983 as the secone part of agenda itGn. J AS follows~

"(".A!ssation or the nuclt.sar arms race and nuclear dis,~}:fll&..\'fient~ prevention of
nuclear war, including all related m5tters". It b~~~~ a a~parate it•• 
item 3 - in 1984. During the period covered by thi8 l~~rt a nUmber of
documents were submi tted dealing wi th procedural as well as substantive
aspects of the question. In addition to the documents of ~revious

sessions, 11 at the 1988 session the Conference had befol'e it the following
documants,

!/ Tbe list of rel~vant documents may be found in tbe 1983-1987 Annual
Reports of the Committee on Disarmament and tbe Conference on Disaraamant to
the General Asselllbly of the United Nations (C'""/421, CD/540, a>/642, CD/732 an:!
CO/787 respectively).
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Document CD/Sl~/Rev.~, dated 7 April 1988, submitted by the Group
of 21, entitled -Draft Ma~ate for an~ Committee on item 3 of
t~e Agenda of the Conference on Disarmament-,

Document CD/814, dated 8 March 1988, submi tted by the delegation of
tn~ Union of Soviet SOuialist Republics, tran~~itting the texts of
the ~reement between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the Unie~ States of America on the Establismnent of Nuclear Risk
Reduction Centers and of Protocol I and Protocol :u to that
Agreement, signed at Washington on 15 September 1987~

Document CD/81S, dated 8 March lia8, submitted by the delegation of
the United S~atee of America, transmitting the text of the Agreement
between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics on the Establishment ~f Nuclear Risk Reductipn
Centers, toge ther vi th its two Protocols, signed at Washington on
15 SEpte~ber 1987.

78. At the 1984, 1965, 1986 and 1981 sessions, consultations were held under
the guidance of the President of the Conference to consider an appropriate
organizational arrangement to deal with item 3, including proposals for the
establishment of a subsidiary body, bu~ no agreement could be reached. At
each sesl>ion, following those c-.:>nsulta'tions the Group of 21 put before the
COnference for decision a draft mandate for an ~~ Committee (CD/SlS and
Rev.l, Rev. 2 and Rev.3) under which the eommitte~ would, as a first step,
consider all proposals relevant to agenda item 3 including nppropriate and
practical measures for the prevention of nUClear war. The group of Western
countries could not join a consenauo thereon. The draft mandate was again put
to a decision at the 1988 session (CD/S1S/Rev.4). As an previous occasions,
the g~oup of Western countries could not associate itself with a consensus on
the proposed mandate. The group was disappointed that such 3 mandat~ was once
again put befo£e the Conference for decision since it did not facilitate work
on the subject. The group also stressed the significance it attached to an
in-dept~ consideration of item 3 since the time it had been inscribed on the
agen~a of the Conference and thus regretted that it had not been possible to
reach agreement on an appropriate format for such consideration. It expressed
the hope that it would still prove possible during the 1988 sessi0n to have a
substantive discussion of all the aspects involved in agenda item 3. It
stated its continued willingness to jointly search for and define an
&pp~opriate framework for dealing with the agenda item. The Group of 21
regretted the inability of the Conference to set up an Ad Bee Committee under
agenda item 3. It noted that, in deference to the position of other
deleg~tions, it had put forward a non-negotiating mandate that would permit a
thorough consideration of all aspects - legal, political, technical,
military - of all the proposals before the Conference. It believed that su~h

consideration would not ~nly contribut~ to a better understanding of the
subject but also pave the way for negotiations for an agreement on the
prevention of nuclear war. an objectiye which could not be achieved through
ciscussions in plenary or informal meetings. The group expressed the hope
that the importance of the matter would lead to a re-thinking on the part of
those who had expressed reservations on the proposed mandate. The group of
social~£t countries expressed its full support for the draft mandate proposed
by the Group of 21 and regr~tted that the Conference was not in a position to
adopt it. It noted that the proposed mandate was goal-oriented, flexible and
comprehensive and dealt. equally with all the elements of the agenda item, thus
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allowing for the oonaideration of both the prevention of nuclear war and of
all related ..tterll. WhUe the group believed that a subsidiary body would be
the ~.t &ppropdate forut to f!eal with agenda item 3, it stated that it was
open to other procedural arrang...nta that would allow the COnference to
~nc:e concrete work on the ite.. One m~~l~ar-toJeapon State, not belonging
to any group, could accept the draft ..ndate contained in document
Cb/S1S/Rev.4 ane! agreed that, ..anwhU.e, the Conference could also carry out
ita work on it•• 3 in other for_.

79. In the absGftCe of con.enllu. on an appropr lal.:e format to deal vi th item 3,
i ••ue. concerning the prevention of nuclear war, including all related matters
were addre••ed at plenary .eUngs of the Conference.

80. !be Group of 21 reiterated it. conviction that the greatest peril facing
aankind was the threat to survival posed by nuclear weapons and that,
consequently, the prevention of a nuclear tlllr was a IMtter of the highest
pricxity. It, therefore, noted with CODCep:n that no progress had been made in
the COnference on it~~ 3 since its inclusion in the COnference's ~genda as a
separate it... !be Group of 21 consistently expresse~ the belief that the
.ur.st way to remove the danger of nuclear war lay in ~he elimination of
nuclear weapons and that, pending the achievement of nuclear disarmament, the
use or threat of use of nuclear weapons should be pr.ohibited. The Group of 21
considered that wbUe nuclear-wapon States had the primary responsibility for
avo11!ng a nuclear war, given the catastrophic consequences that such a war
could bave for unkind a. a wbole, including the danger of a .luclear winter,
all nations had a vital interest in the negotiation of measures for the
prevention of nuclear war. 10

• this regard, the Group recall.ed the repeated
requests adaressed to the Oonf~&.nce by the General Assembly to undertake, as
a utter of the higbeat prio: it.y, negotiations wi th a view to achieving
agre..ent on appropriate and ~~actical measures for the prevention of nuclear
war and to establish for that purpose an Ad Hoc committee. The Group
r.affl~ that it was una~ceptable that the security of all States and the
very survival of ..nkind should be held bostage to the threat of a nuclear
bolocaust. !be Group weleamed the decl~r~tion of the leaders of the union of
Soviet SOcicllst Republica and the uniteJ ~~ates of America that a nucl~ar war
cannot be won 4nd aust never be fought and stated that it was time to
translate it i~~o a binding ca..it8ent. Members of the group conside~ed that
the belief in the ..inte~nce of world peace through nuclear deterrence was
the !lOst dangerous fallacy that existed. Members of the Group also considered
that nuclear weapons posed a unique threat to human survival and, therefore,
could not accept the view that the question of the prevention of nuclear war
abould be dealt with in the context of the prevention of all armed conflicts.
Beyond that, tbflY were of the view tbat, nuclear weapons being weapons of U9S

destruction, the Cbat~er of the united Nations could not be invoked to justify
tbeir u•• ia the .xerCl~e of the right of self-defence against armed attack
not involving the use of nuclear weapons. Many members of the Group
reaffi~~ the conclusion of the Seventh conference of Beads of State or
GDvernsent of non-aligned countries that nuclear weapons were more than
_apons of war, they were instrUJlents of lIIass annihilation. They also
recalled that the Barare Declaration, adoptad at the Eighth conference of
Beaa of State or Q)vernNnt of non-aligned countries, stated that, ·USe of
nuclear weapona, besides being a violation of the Charter of the
Dnited Hation8~ would .l~ be a crime against humanity. In this regard, we
urge the nuclear-weapon States to agree, pending the achievement of nuclear
di.4r....nt, to the concluaion of an internatio~al treaty on the prohibition
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of the utle or thraat of use of nuclear weapolUl.· III this connection, any
Ill8l11bers of the Group endorsed the statellent in the Stockholll Declaration
adopted by the Beads of State or Goveruent of Argentina, Greece, India,
Mexico and Sweden and the Pint President of ~nzania (CD/S07), that no nation
has the right to use nucl~ar we~pons and that their use should be explicitly
prohibited by international law through a binding international agreement.
Other measures were also proposed, such as a moratorium on nuclear-weapon
tests with effective verification arrangements and non-extension of the arM
race to outer space. In addition, certain confidence-bullding _asures were
suggested, i~cluding i.-.diate negotiations for the peaceful solution of
dispt!tes involving nuclear...,eapon States, extension or broadening of existing
agreements to est&blish direct co..unication among all the nuclear-weapon
States and the establishment of a system of orisis control centres, including
the five nuclear....apon States and non-nuclear-weapon States.

81. The socialist countries reaffirmed that the prevention of nuclear war was
the iIOst urgent task at present. They believed that changes in international
relations, the increasing inter-dependence of States, and the exii3tence of
weapons of unprecedented del'Jtruc:tive power ca lled for a new approach to the
issues of war and peace, dbarllUlent aild other complex global and regional
probleJlS, and for the abandonment of the concept of nuclear deterrence Which,
in their view, was a constant threat to strategic stability and a peraanent
source of fuelling the aru race in pursuit of military superiodty and
perpetual international tensions. They shared the view that article SI of the
united Nations Charter could not be invoked to justify the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons in the exercise of the right of self-defence in the
case of armed attack not involving the use of ,nuclear weapons, since nuclear
war ~ld threaten the very survival of f.ankind. They affirmed that in a
nucleu war there could be no winnel'," aftli underlined the iDportance of the
statement at the sWIIDit Meting in Gen~'.:a between General Secretary Gorbachev
and President Reagan that a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be
fought, that any ~ar be~ween the Onion of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
United States of JlIIerica, whether nucleu or conv~ntion&l must be prevented
and that the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of
America will not seek to achieve [., "itary superiority. SOCialist countr:td
called for the creation of a COIlIPI. -,iensive system of international security
embracing nteasures in the military, political, econanc and humanitarian
spheres and leading to a nuclear-free and non-viol@ot world. They 'emPhasized
that, under present-day conditiona, recourse to military means to resolve any
disputes was inadmissible. They pointed to the defensive nature of the
military doctrine of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty, which was
underlined by their determination never under any circumstances to initiate
military action unless they weL'e the_elves the target of an ar_d attack, by
their firm intention not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, by the
absence of territorial clailllS on their part to any other States~ and by the
fact that they did not view any State or any people as their enelllY. They
noted the proposals of the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty to the aeaber
States of the North Atlantic Alliance to enter into consultations in order to
compare the military doctrines of the two Alliances, so as to guarantee that
the military concepts and doctrinea of the two ailitary blocs and their
_libel'S would be based on defensive principles. Other possible subjects for
consultation included iml'alances and assY8@tlioal levels in certain categories
of arlMllents and armed forces. They nated that in conforaity with the
defensive nature of their military doctrine, they were pursuing the following
ObjectivesI first, general a:\nd complete prcmibition of nuclear testing, the
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gradual reduction and fin&l elimination of nuclear weapons and the prevention
of an ara race in outer space, second, prohibition and el1.ination of
chemical weapons and other categories of weapons of mallls destruction, third,
reduction of the armed forces and conventional armaments in Europe to a level
where neither side would have the means to stage a surprise attack or
offensive operations in general, fourth, strict verification of all
disarument lleasures through a combination of national technical mean£l and
international procedures~ including the establishment of appropriate
international bodies, the exchange of military in!Ormation, and on-site
inspections, fifth, establishment of nuclear-weapon-frQe and
chelllical-weapon-free zones in various areas of Europe and i~ other regions, as
well as zones of thinnedo<»ut arms concentration and increased mutual trust,
introducti~, of military confidence-building measures on a r~iprocal basis in
Europe and agreements on duch measures in other regions of the world,
inclUding seas and oceans, siXth, they regarded the division of Europe as
unnatural and favoured the simultaneous dissolution of the North Atlantic
Alliance and the Warsaw Treaty with a view to the fin~l establishment of a
comprehensive system of international security. They emphasized the
significance of the programme proposed by the nuclear-weapon State belonging
to the Group for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons and other weapons
of mass destruction by the end of the year 2000 and the prahibi tion of
space-strike weapons. They also reiterated the importance of commitments on
non-first-use of nuclear weapons and reiterated their support for the proposal
for the conclusion of a ~nvention to prohibit the use of nuclear weapons and
their readiness to consider confidence-building measlires, such as measures for
the prevention of accidental or unLuthorized use of nuclear weapons and the
avoidance of the possibility of surprise attacks. In this context, attention
was drawn to the agreement concluded by the two major nuclear-weapon States on
the establishment of nU\:ilear risk reduction centres and its two protocols
(a>/814-8l5) •

82. Western delegations, including three nuclear-weapon States, while
reaffirming that they attached the utmost importa~.ce to agenda item 3,
underlined that its title ·Prevention of nuclear war, including all related
matters· reflected the comprehensive nature of the subject matter. They
reiterated that the question of preventing nuclear war could not be isolated
from the problem of preventing war and that the question at issue was how to
mclintain peace and international security in the nuclear age. They stressed
that this comprehensive approach to the prevention of war was in no way
designed to belittle the catastrophic consequences and the inadmissibility of
a nuclear war. They underlined the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence in
preventing war and preserving peace in Europe since 1945, While noting that
millions of casualties have heen inflicted around the world in non-nuclear
conflicts dur ing the same per iod. '!'bey noted that large numbers of human
beings continued to be killed in conventional wars. They also observed that
deterrence was not a western phenomenon, rather, it was a fact of life and a
key element in the military doctrine of the other side. western delegations
further considered that deterrence had made a significant contribution
to East-P~st stability. They shared the views expressed by General
secretary 30rbachev and President Reagan in their joint colllllunique of
NoveJllber 1985 about the importance of avoiding any war between them, whether
nuclear or conventional, and welcomed their commitment to the ultimate
elimination of nuclear weapons. They emphasized that that statement reflected
the comprehensive nature of the problem and the need to address the question
of war prevention in all its aspects. They held that, in the present
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circu.tance., nuclear weapona continued to be a basic eleaent in the balance
needed to ..intain peace and 8ecmrity. !hey pointed to the exi8tence of
seriou8 imbalancea in the conventional, chemical and nuclear field. and
reaffirmed that at present there was no alternative to the Western concept for
the prevention of war - the strategy of deterrence based on an appropriate fix
of adequate and effective nuclear and conventional forces, each ele_nt being
indispensable. At the 8de time, Western countries reiterated that none of
their weapons would ever be used, except in response to arMd attack. '!'bey
again emphasized thct strict coapliance by all States with the Charter of the
thited Nations, in particular the obligation to roefrain frOll the threat 01' use
of force and to settle all disputes by peaceful means, was a !cey el..ent in
the prevention of nuclear war. !hey a180 stressed the impeL cance of deep and
verifiable reductions of nuclear weapons, but considered that reductiDns in
one c16ss of weapons !'lUst not make the use of other types of weapons IIDrQ
probable and that, therefore, in order to maintain stability and security, it
was necessary to take into account the threat posed by conventional and
chemical weapons. western countries highlighted the significant contribution
of confidence-building measures to lessening the danger of war, including
nuclear war. Beyond that, they noted the value of measures to reduce the risk
of the aceidental use of nuclear weapons and reference was IlIade to the
aetivation of a third direct-eommunications system between the two aajor
nuclear-weapon States and to their agreement on the establishment of
nuclear-risk reduction aentres.

83. One nuclear-weapon State, not belonging to any group, believed that the
effective prevention of nuclear war called for a stable inte=national
environment. It beU,eved that to safeguard peace and security it was
imperative to oppose hegemonism and power politics, check aggression and
expansion and eliminate regional trouble n,pots 0 It was of the view that all
countries should honour the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity, IllUtual non-aggression, non-interference in each other IS

internal affairs, equality and ~tual benefit, and peaceful co-existence. It
underlined that all countries should respect. and observe the thited Nations
Charter and renounce tbe use or threat of force in international relations and
settle disPltes by peacefUl Mans. It recalled that it had always held th6t
the fundamental way to the elimination of the nuclear threat and the
prevention of >luclear war lay in the complete prohibition and total
destructio., of all nuclear weapons. It held that the two major nuclear power.
bear a special responsibility towards the prevention of nuclear war. In its
view, to reduce the danger of a nuclear war and create conditions for its
completa eliJl1nation, all nuclear-weapon States, should undertake not to be
the first to use nuclear weapons in any circumstances and should
unconditionally pledge not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear~eaponStates or nuclear-we~pon-freezones and, on this basis, an
international convention prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons should be
conclUded, with the participation of all nuclear-weapon States. It further
considered thatc along wi th the prevention of nuclear war, conventional ware
should also be prevented. It noted, in partiCUlar, that the outbreak of a
conventional war in areas with a high concentration of nuclear and
conventional weapons, involved the danger of escalation into a nuclear war.
Therefore, it considered that the two Illilitary blocs should reach agree_nt on
the drastic reduction of their conventional arllled forces and araaaentB.
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D. Chellical .ap:?ns

84. '!'he item on the agenda entitled -Ole.ical weapo... - has been considered
since 1982 _inly in a subsidiary body of the Conference. '!'h. report of the
Ad 8Dc co.aittee referred to 11'1 paragraph 87 contains a d.scription of the
work of thct subsidiary bod1.

85. A nuaber of States have IIllde declarations regarding chellical weapons and
related issu.s and info~ the COnference on visits to military facilities
for the destruction of chollical weapons as .,.11 as to civil chemical
facilities. Other States ha"e'reported various 8yapoaia and tJe.in.~.:

l'Urther exchanges of data and experi_nta to test verification procedur.... ·.;'e
under consideration. '!'hese ..asures are intended to prODOt. confidence am~g

tha n.-gotiating states. to assist in the drafting of the Conv.ntion. and to
facilitat. ita early effici.nt functioning.

86. MIlny delegations in th. pl.nary expressed concern over the repeated and
verified use of ch_ical weapons and called for the speedy conclusion of the
convention.

87. At ita 462nd plenary ...ting on 29 April 1988. t:.. Conference adopt~ the
report of the M Boc eo.itte. r:.-4stablished by the Conference under the
ag.nda item at its 438th pl.nary ••ting. 'l'hwt r.port (m/83l). wh1~h was
su~itted in view of the third special session of the General Assembly devoted
to disar....nt. is an integral part of this special report and reads as
follows.

-I. INTRODUC'l'ION

-1. Taking into consid.ration paragraph 75 of the Final ~Wle~t of the First
S~cial Session of the Gan.rd A8s8llbly of the O1i ted Nations devoted to
disu....nt which. while noting that n.gotiations had been proceeding for
sev.ral y.ars. stated that the conclusion of a convention on chemical weapons
was one of the IllOSt urgent tasks of lIultilateral negotiations. and the
reaffirution of this objecti·"e by' the Gan.ral Assellbly of the O1ited Nations
in 1982 and on SUbsequent occasions. the COnference on DisarJlaJlent continued
the elaboration of a convention to ban chemical weapons during the second part
of its 1982 session as well as during its sessions in 1983. 1984. 1985. 1986.
1987 and in the first part of the 1988 session.

-!l. MANDA'l'BS AND SWSTANTIVB WORK OF TBB AD me aJMMI'l"l'BB
DURING '!'BB PERIOD 1982~U87

-2. During the 1982 and 1983 sessions. the then-COmmittee on Disarmament
re-established the then-M Boc Working Group on Chelllieal Weapons with the
following aanelate •

•••• In discharging its responsibility for the negotiation and
elaboration as 11 utter of high priority. of a multilat.ral convention on
the colIIP1.te and effective prall1bi tion of the devttlopment. production and
stOCkpiling of cbemical weapons and on their destruction. the CDmaittee
on D!su-.nt decides to establish. for the duraUon of its
1982 session. b ad hee working group of the eo_ittee to elaborate such
a convention. taking into account all existing proposals and future
initiatives with a view to enabling the eo...ittee to achieve agree..nt at
the earl iest datee •
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ft. Id Hoc Work ing Group on O1eaical 'NIapen. was chaired by
AMbassador B. Sujka of Poland during the second part of 1982 and by
Alllbassador D.S. McPhail of canada during the 1983 session.

-3. Since the 1984 .ession of the Conference en Diaar....nt, the M Hoc
ee-ittee on Chemical 'NIapons was re-established each year with thfl following
aandatea

In discharging its responsibility to conduct as a prlacity task the
negotiations o~ a multilateral convention on the complete and effective
prohibition of the developmeht, production and stockpiling of chemcal
w£apons and on their de.truction, and to ensure the preparation of the
convention, the Conference on Disarma_nt decides to re-establish, in
accordance with its rules of procedure, the Ad Hoc eommittee to start the
full and complete process of negotiations, developing and working out the
convention, except for its final. drafting, taking into account all
existing proposals and drafts as well as future initiati~es wi th a view
to giving the Conference a possibllty to achieve an agreeaent as soon as
possible.'

In 1984, tbe Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons was chaired by
AlPbassador Rolf Bkeus of Sweden, in 1985 by Ambassador Stanislaw 'l'urbalU!!ki of
poland, in 1986 by 1tIIlbassador lan Cromartie of the Olited KingdOlll ahd in 1987,
again, by Ambassador Rolf Ekeus of Sweden.

-4. 108 of 1983, the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons has held, on a
requ1ar basis, resumed sessions of limited duration during periods in wbich
th8 COnference on Disarmament is not in session.

-5. Throughout the period, a number of official documents and working papers
relating to chemical weapons were presented by del89at1ons. These are listed
in successive annual reports of the Conference on Disarmament to the
General Assembly (CD/335, CD/421, 0>/540, 0>/642, CD/732 and CD/787).

-6. An account of the work undertaken by the lid 8:)c COmmittee and the
progress achieved in the elaboration of the COnvention during this peried are
registered in each of the annual reports of the COnference on Disarmament to
the General Assembly (0)/335, 0>/421, CD/S40, 0>/642, 0>/732 and CO/787).

-7. At various stages of the work of the Ad Boc Oo3mmittee, the following
States not members of the COnference on Disarmament participated in ita worka
Austria, Denmark, Greece, Finland, Ireland~ New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Switzerland, Viet Ham and Zimbabwa.

-Ill. MANDATE AND SUBSTANTIVE WORK OF TUB AD me CXHIITTEB
OORING THE FIRST PART OF THE 1988 SESSION

-A. Organhation of work and documentation

-8. At its 438th plenary meeting on 9 February 1988, the Conference on
Disar~ment adopted the following decision on the re-establishment of the
Ad Hoc cemmi ttee on Chemical Weapons (CD/80S) a
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'Tbe Conference on Disarmament, keeping in mind that the negotiation
of a COnvention should proceed with a view to its final elaboration at
the earliest possible date, in accordance with united Nations
General Assembly resolution 42/37 A, and in discharging its
responsibility to conduct as a priority task the negotiations on a
IllUltilateral convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the
developuent, production and stockpiling of chemical ~eapons and on their
destruction, and to ensure the preparation of the convention, decides to
re-establish, in accordance with its rules of procedure, for the duration
of its 1988 session, the Ad Hoc OOllllllittee to continue the full and
collplete process of negotiations, developing and working out the
convention, except for its final drafting, taking into account all
existing proposals and drafts as well as fUture initiatives with a view
to giving the Conference a possibility to acnieve an agreement as soon as
possible. ~is agreement, if poeJible, or a report on the progress of
the negotiations, should be recorded in the report Which this Ad Ibc
Committee will submit to the COnference at the end of the second part of
its 1988 session.

Tbe COnference further decides that the Ad Hoc Oommictee will report
to the Conference on the progress of its work before the conclusion of
the first part of its 1988 session, in view of the convening of the Third
Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.'

-9. At its 438th plenary meeting on 9 February 1988, the COnference on
Disarmament appointed Ambassador Bogumil Sujka of Poland as Chairman of the
Ad Boc CcmIIIittee. Mr. Abdelkader Bensmail, Senior Political Affairs Officer
of the Department for Disarmament Affairs, continued to serve as Secretary of
the Ad Hoc Committee.

elO. ~e.lld Hoc Committee held la meetings from 12 February to
20 April 1988. In addition, the Chairman held a number of informal
consultations with delegations.

-11. At their request, the representatives of the following States not
members of the Conference participated in the work of the Ad Boc COmmittee,
Austria, Denmark, Greece, Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, SWitzerland and Zimbabwe.

-12. In addition to the papers of the previous sessions listed in the
documents mentioned in paragraph 5, the Ad G:x: (bllllllittee had the following
documents before it,

- Document CD/789, dated 16 December 1987, entitled i Letter dated
16 December 1987 from the Representative of the union of Soviet Socialist
Republica addressed to the Pr~s1dent of the (bnference on Disarmament,
transmitting a Working Paper entitled, "Information on t~e presentation at th~

Shikhanv Military Facility of standard chemical munition~ and of teChnology
for the destruction of chemical weapons at a mobile unit"'.

- Document a1/790, dated 13 January 1988, entitled I Letter dated
12 January 1988 from the Representative of the union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, addressed to the President of the Conference on Disuma_nt,
transaitting the text of the Statem~nt by the Ministry of Pbreign Affairs of
the union of SOviet Socialist Republics of 26 December 19&7' •
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Document CD/791 (also i8sued ae CD/CN/WP.183), dated 25 January 1988,
submitted by the delegation of the Federal Rep.1blic of Garmany, entitled
'Verification of non-productiolu the caS9 for ad hoc checks'.

- Document CD/792 (211.0 issued as CD/CN/WP.184), dated 25 January 1988,
submitted by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, entitled
'Super-toxic lethal chemicals (S'1'LCs)' •

- Docullll!'nt CD/795, dated 29 January 1988, entitled 'Report of the lid Boc
Committee on Chemical weapons to the COnference on Disarmament on its work
during the period 12-29 January 1988'.

- Document CD/802 (also issued as CD/CHIWP.186), dated 5 February 1988,
submitted by the delegation of the United States of America, entitled
''l'hreshold for monitoring chemical activities not prohibited by a convention.'.

- Document CD/80S, dated 9 February 1988 p entitled IDecision on the
Re-establishment of the Ad aoc :·Q:lIDmi ttee on Chemical Weapons'.

~/:- .:
Document CD/808 (also i~'Ued as CD/CN/WP.188), dated 19 February 1988,

entitled, 'Letter dated 18 February 1988 from the Representative of the O1ion
of Soviet Socialist Republics, addressed to the President of the Conference on
Disarmament, transmitting a document entitled ~morandum on multilateral data
exchange in connection with the elaboration of a convention on the complete
and general prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons (proposal by the
USSR)·' •

- Document CD/809 (also issued as 0>/CW/WP.189), dated 26 February lS&8~

submitted by the delegatic,~ of Argentina, entitled 'Assistance for protection
against chemical weapons I •

- Document CD/812, dated 4 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of
the German Democratic Republic, entitled '01emlcal weapons Conventiolu '!'be
Executive couooilz conposition, size, decisi'Qn-makin9 and other procc-dural
matters' •

- Document CD/821 (also issued as CD/CHIWP.196), dated 29 March 1988,
submitted by the delegation of the Onion of Soviet Socialist Republics,
entitled ILetter dated 28 March 1988 from the representative of the Onion of
SOviet Socialist Republics to the President of the Conference on Disarmament
transmitting a text of the Statement of the Ministry of Pbreign Affairs of the
USSR on 16 March 1988'.

- Document CD/822 (also issued as CD/CN/NP.197), dated 29 March 1988,
submitted by the delegations of the Pederal Republic of Germany and Italy,
entitled 9The order of destruction of chemical weapons'.

Document CD/823, dated 31 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of
Canada, entitled 'Chemical Weapons convention: Factors involved in
determining verification inspectorate personnel and resource requirements~.

- Document CD/826, dated 11 April 198e, submitted by the deleg.\t:1on of
the Federal Republic of Germany, entitled INote from the Government of the
E'ederal Republic of Garmany evoked by the recent reports about the use of
chemical weapons in the war between Iraq and Iran'.
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- Document CD/227, dated 12 April 1988, entitled 'letter dated
11 April 1988 from the Permanent Representative of the Islamic Republic of
Iran addressed to the President of the Conference on Dis&rmament, containing
the list of occasions of use of chemical weapons b¥ Iraq against Iran from
January 1981 to March 1988'.

- Document CD/828, dated 12 April 1988, 8ubmi tted by the delegation of
the 1!\aderal Republic of Germany, entitled 'Provisions of data relevant to the
chelllical weapons conventicn'.

- Document CD/830 (also issued as CD/Of/WP. 201), dated 19 April 1998,
entitled 'Letter dsted 18 April 1988 from the Representative Ot the
united States of America addressed to the President of the Conference on
Disarmament transmitting the text of a document entitled ·Information
press: tee:! to the visiting Soviet delegation at the 'l'bOele Army Depot,
18-21 November 1987·'.

R13. In addition, the following Working Papers were presented to the Id Hoc
OoBIllittee.

- CD/Gf/WP.182, dated IS January 1988, submitted by the delegation of
Mongolia, entitled 'Order of destruction of chemical weaI;;lOllls stocks'.

- CD/CW/WP.183, (also issued as r:'/791), dat~a 25 January 1988,
subaitted by the delegation of the Fed~• .I1 Republic of Germany, entitled
'Vet:ification of non-production. the case for ad hoc checks'.

~ CD/CN/WP.184 (also issued as CD/792), dated 25 January 1988, submitted
by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, E=!ntitled eSuper-toxic
lethal chemicals (STLCs)'.

- CD/GfIWP.185, dated 27 January 1988, entitled 'Draft Raport of the
Ad Hoc committee on Chemical weapons to the COnference on Disarmament on its
work during the period 12-19 January 1988'.

- CD/CNlWp.186 (also issued as 00/802), dated 5 February 1988, submitted
by the df!llegation of the United States of Almerica, entitled ''Itlresholds for
8Onitoring chemical activities not prohibited by a convention'.

- CD/GfjWP.187, dated 12 February 1988 entitled, 'Working Paper
presented bV the Chairman. outline for the organization and programme of work
of the Id Hoc commi ttee on Chemical Weapons for the first part of the 1988
eession' •

- CD/afIWP.188 (also issued as CD/808), dated 19 February 1988,
entitled, 'Letter dated 18 February 1988 from the Representative of tbe Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, addressed to the President of the Conference on
DisHllallent, tr-::3uitting a document entitled "Memorandum on raultUateral data
exchange in coru~e©tion with the elaboration of a convention on the complete
and general prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons (proposal by the
USSR) "' •

- CD/0i/WP.189 (also issued as CD/809), dated 25 Pebnary 1988,
submitted by the delegation of Argentina, entitled '~lsistance for protection
against chemical weapons'.
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- Document CD/227, dated 12 April 1988, entitled 'letter dated
11 April 1988 from the Permanent Representative of the Islamic Republic of
Iran addressed to the President of the Conference on Dis&rmament, containing
the list of occasions of use of chemical weapons b¥ Iraq against Iran from
January 1981 to March 1988'.

- Document CD/828, dated 12 April 1988, 8ubmi tted by the delegation of
the 1!\aderal Republic of Germany, entitled 'Provisions of data relevant to the
chelllical weapons conventicn'.

- Document CD/830 (also issued as CD/Of/WP. 201), dated 19 April 1998,
entitled 'Letter dsted 18 April 1988 from the Representative Ot the
united States of America addressed to the President of the Conference on
Disarmament transmitting the text of a document entitled ·Information
press: tee:! to the visiting Soviet delegation at the 'l'bOele Army Depot,
18-21 November 1987·'.

R13. In addition, the following Working Papers were presented to the Id Hoc
OoBIllittee.

- CD/Gf/WP.182, dated IS January 1988, submitted by the delegation of
Mongolia, entitled 'Order of destruction of chemical weaI;;lOllls stocks'.

- CD/CW/WP.183, (also issued as r:'/791), dat~a 25 January 1988,
subaitted by the delegation of the Fed~• .I1 Republic of Germany, entitled
'Vet:ification of non-production. the case for ad hoc checks'.

~ CD/CN/WP.184 (also issued as CD/792), dated 25 January 1988, submitted
by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, E=!ntitled eSuper-toxic
lethal chemicals (STLCs)'.

- CD/GfIWP.185, dated 27 January 1988, entitled 'Draft Raport of the
Ad Hoc committee on Chemical weapons to the COnference on Disarmament on its
work during the period 12-19 January 1988'.

- CD/CNlWp.186 (also issued as 00/802), dated 5 February 1988, submitted
by the df!llegation of the United States of Almerica, entitled ''Itlresholds for
8Onitoring chemical activities not prohibited by a convention'.
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_ CD/CN/KP.190, dated 8 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of
Italy, entitled 'Ccnvention on Chelll1cal Weapons_ some remarks on the toxicity
index (iD 50) chosen as paraJDl!ter to identify chemicals not listed in
SChedules (1], (2] or (3)'.

_ CD/Gi,IWP.l91, dated 11 March 1988, SI1,bmitted by the delegation of the
lederal Republic of Qerma~y, entitled 'Some aspects Qf a challenge inspection
regime'.

_ CD/af,IWP.192, dated 11 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of the
FedIJral RepUblic of Germany, entitled 'Non-production. Annex to
Article VI (1)'.

- CD/QijWP.193, dated 18 Marl;:n 1988, submitted by the delegation of!
Austria, entitied 'Article VI'.

- CD/Of,IWP.194, dated 18 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of the
German Democratic Republic, entitled 'Chemical weapons conventioru provisions
to ensure the confidentiality of infOrmation provided in connection with
verification activities'

- CD/afIWP.195, dated 22 March 1988, submitted by the delegation of the
German Democratic Republic, entitled 'Article VI. ~gime for chemicals in
Soheudle (l)'.

- CD/Qi,IWP.196 (also issued as CD/82l), dated 29 March 1988, entitled
'Letter dated 28 March 1988 from the representative of the onion of So9iet
SOCialist Republics to the President of the COnference on Disarmament
transmitting a text of the Statement of the Ministry of FOreign Affairs of the
USSR on 16 March 1988'.

- CD/Qi,IWP.197 (also issued as CD/8~2), dated 29 March 198f, submitted
by the deleg~tions of the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, entitled 'The
order of destruction of chemical weapons'.

~ CD/CW/NP.198, dated 5 April 1988, submitted by the delegation of the
Gerllllln DelllOcra\':ic RePl3blic, entitled 'Chelll1cal Weapons Convent::ion. on-site
inspection on challenge - guidelines on the International Inspectorate'.

- CD/Qf,MP.199, dated 7 April 1988, submitted by the delegation of
France, entitled 'security stocksl proposed amendments'.

- CD/Qi,iWP.200, dated 15 April 1988, entitled 'Draft Special Report of
the lid Boo Colllllittee on Chemical weapons to the Conference on Disarmament'_

- CD/Qf,IWP.201 (also issued as CD/830), dated 19 April 1988, entitled
'Letter dated 18 Ap~il 1988 from the Representative of tbeUnited States of
America addreas~ to the President of the Conference on Disarmament
transaitting the text of a document entitled ·Information presented to the
visiting Soviet delegation at the ~ele Army Depot, 18-21 Novamber 1987·'.
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"15. The Committe~ agre~J to ~e~l ~itb all the Articles of the draft
cOilvel\tio~ as follows I

liB. ~tanUve tlOrk dllring the n~.•wt part 9f th~ 1218 lIe.8ion

"14. In accordance with its mand~te, th~ ~ Hoc COmmittee continued the
negotiation and f~rth.r elaboration ~f the convGntion. In 80 duing, it
utlised Appendices I, II and III of 0)/195 (Report of the M Doe OMaittee on
Chemical Weapons on ita work dur:f.n~ the p9ricll 12-29 Jenuary 1988), ar; well aA
other propoaala presented ~y the Chairman of the CbmMittee and by delegations.

Cluster 11

Article l.

- Article Us

CluGter It;

Ar'::icle IlIa
AI' .iclc IV's
Article VI
At:ticle x.

Cluster Ill)

Article VI,
- Articl& XI.

Cluster IV.

Article VII,
Article l1XII.
Article IX,

Cluster V.

Article XIlt
Article XIII.
~tiClle XIV.
Article XV.
1.rt1cl~ XV!.
FX$amb!e

Gen~u.ll pfQllrisionl3 on scope
~ti~itions and criteria

Decl.uations
Chemical weapons
Chemical weapons production facilities
Assistance

Jctivit~es not prohibited ~y the convention
~nomic and technological development

National implemantation measures
The Organization
Consultations, co~peration and fact-finding

Relation to other international agreements
~endments

Duratio.n, wi t.bdnwal
Signature, ratification, entry into force
Languages

11

It was further decided to foo,Js the efforts of the eommittee in the first
~nstance on Clusters 11, Ill, IV and V. 10 this end, i~ was agreed that
Group A, under the Chair~nship of Mr. Andrej Cilll! of caechoslovakia, t.'Ould
deal with Articles VI and XI, that Group B, under the Chair_nship of
Mr. Pablo Macedo of Mexico, would deal with ArUolen Ill, IV, V and X, and
that. Gro\JP C, under the Chairmanship of Hr. r~d!\!.iIki Nuuta of Japan, would
deal w~ th Articles VII, VIII and IX. In addition, the ChairlUn ef the
Ad ~ ~mmittee cond~cted o~n-ended consultations aimed at the elaboration
of Articles XII, Xc'Il, XIV, XV, XVI and th~) Prealllble. The CoImlIittee agreed
that C1~ster ! will also be dealt with when it resumes its work in JUly 1986.
All proposals, witr-out exceptl~n, will be ~a~en into account.
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-IV. CURRBNT STAGS 01' TBB HBt»'J..':llTIONS ON ?:'BB
CBBNICAL WEAPONS cx)NVBN'J.'Io..,q

-16. The resulta achieved to date in the neqotiatione On the draft convention
on chemeal weapons are containltd in the attached ~pen4ic.:..

- Appendix I represents the present stage of .labo~ation of the
ptovisions of the draft convention.

- ApPendix II containG papers reflecting the results of work undertaken
80 far on issues under the convention. 'l'hey are enclosed as a basis fQr
tu tue. wor k.
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VIII.

IX.
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XIII.

xv.

XVI.

-PreUainary structure of • O?nv.ntion on cb_ieal w.aR0!!8

-P~.Ulble

Ganeral provisions on scope

Declarations

Oleaical weapons

Chemical weapons produ.::tion facilities

Activities not prohibited by the Convention

National iJll)lementation _asures
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The States Parties to this COnvention,

Determined to act with a view to achieving effective progress towards
general and ce;mplete disarmament under strict and effective international
control, including the prohibition and elimination of all types of weapons of
mass destruction,

Desiring to contribute to the realization of the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nationa,

Recalling that the General Assembly of t~e United Nations ~ganization

has repeatedly condemned all actions contrary 00 the principles and objectives
of the Protocol for Prohibition of the Use in war of Asphyxiating, Poisonou~

or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on
17 June 1925,

Recognizing that the COnvention reaffirms principles and objectives of
and obligations assumed under the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925, and the
Convention on the ProhiL~tion of the Development, Production and Stockpiling
of Bacteriological (Biological) and '!Oxin weapons and on their Destructh.. ,
signed at IDndon, Moscow and Washington on 10 April 1972,

Bearing in mind the objective contained in Article n~ of the COnv~ntion

on the Prohibition of the Development, Productioil and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and '!Oxin Weapons, and ~,\ ~M~ir Destruction,

De~ermined for the sake of all mankind, to ~mpletely exclude the
possibility of the use of Chemical weapons, through the implementation of the
provisions of this COnvention, thereby complementing the obligations assumed
under the Geneva Protocol of June 1925,

Considering that the achievements in the field of chemistry should be
used exclusively for the benefit of mankind,

Convinced that the complete and effective prohibition of the development.
production and stockpiling of Chemical weapons, and their destruction,
represents a necessary step towards the achievement of these common objectives.

Have agreed as follows:

fill Some celegations consider that the texts contain~d in the Preamble
require further. consideration.
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·1. GENERAL PROVISIONS ON SOOPE 1/ 11

·1. Each State Party undertakes not tOt

develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile or retain chemi(".al
weapons, or tra~sfer, directly o~ indirectly, chemical weapons to
anyone.

-2. Each State Party undertakes not tOt

assist, encou~age or induce, in any way, anyone to engage in
activities prohibited to ~arties under this COnvantion.

·11 One delegation pointed out, in CD/CW/NP.199 of 7 April 1988, the
preoccupying effects, in its view, on the security of States deriving from the
very large disproportion, during the transitional period, between existing
chemical weapons caPabilities. In this context, it recalled its opinion that
it is necessary to provide for the possibility, for the States which wish to
do so, to establish, upon entry into force of the COnvention and until the end
of the lO-year peried, a transitory regime orgc;lizing a limited security stock
which would be destroyed during the last two years. The building up and the
maintenance in good condition of this stock would be ensured by one single
production facility attached to it, placed under international control, and
destroyed during the ninth year.

-11 Other delegations stressed that, in their v~ew. the continuation of
the production of chem4~al weapons after the entry into force of the
COnvention would ha"e preoccupying effects from the point of view both of the
spread of chemical weapons and of the distortion of the very objective of the
Convention. As to the disp~oportion between existing chemical weapons
capabilities, the solution would be, in their view, the strict implementation
of the Convention's provisions concern~n9 the declarations, verification,
continuous monitoring of stocks, their uU~$equent destruction and the
ce~sation of the production of chewical ~it(;.·~il"',ns from the beginning.
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"3. Bach state Party undortakes not to us. cbe.ieal weapons. 11 11

-45 IBach State Party undertakes not. to (conduct ether activities in
preparation for use of ehemical weapons) (engage in any ~ilitary preparations
for use of chemical weapons).)

lIilS. Bach state party undertakes to destroy chemeal weapons which are in ita
possession or under ite (jurisdiction o~) control. 11

-6. BllCih state party undertakes to (destroy) (destroy or eUs_nUe) chemeal
weapons production facilities which are in ittJ poIIse.den Or uRiSer ita
(jurisdiction or) control.

-!I It is understood that this prov;gion is c:lo••ly linked to the
defirdtion C!f chemical weapons in another part of tile Convention, the final
formulation of which is yet to be agreed npon. It is also understood that
this provision does not ~pply to the use of toxic che.ieals and tb~it

precursors for permitted purposes still to be defined and to be provided for
in the Convention. This provision is also closely linked to a provision in
the Convention to be agreed upon relating to reservations.

-1.1 The question of herbicides is subject to ongoin«) ccnsultaUons.
The 1986 CMirman of these open-ended consultations has suggest.ed the
following formulation for a provision on herbicid... tEach Stat.e Party
undertakes not to use herbicides as a method of warfare, such a prohibition
should not preclude &ny other use of herbicides'.

-1.1 The view was expressed that the aWlication of this provision to the
destruction of discovered old chemical weapons need. to be further discussed.
Another view was expressed that the applicat.ion of t.his provision does not.
allow for any except.ions.
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"11. DZFINITIONS A~ CRITERIA

"Pbr the pu~po8e8 of this Conventions

"l.!/ The tl&rrl 'cb_ical weapons I shall apply to tbe following, together
or separately. 1/

"(1) todc chemcals, including super-toxic lethal cbemicals, other
lethal chemiCllls, otber ~armful cbemicals and their precursors,
including ~:ey precursors (and key component3 of binary and/or
lIultic(:;lIFD'lent cbemical systelllS for cbemical weapons), 1/ except
sucb chemilcals intended for plrpoaes not prohibited by the
COnvention as long as the types and quantities involved are
conBist~nt wi tb sucb pulCpoeos,

"(11) lIlUnitiol1s lUlCl devices, specifically designed to cause death or other
barm througb the toxic properties of those toxic cbemicals, as
refe~red to abOve, whicb would be released as a result of the
employment of such munitions and devic~s,

"!/ The definitions of chemical weapons are presented on the
understanding that problems related to irritants used for law enforcement and
riot control, and also to chemicals intended to enhance the effect of the us.
of cbemical weapons if their inclusion in the COnvention is agreed could be
handled outside the definitions of chemical weapons if this will result in a
more clear and IlU1derstandable definition. PraliSli[j~ry suggestions t.O solve
tbese problofUiS He given below and consultations on tbem will be continuad.

81.1 One dele~ation expressed its reservation on tbe present formnlatioo
of the definitic". :;:; or-"'ellliaol weapons and on the terminology used in (1) that
failed to ~eflect th,· "neral purpose criterion.

"1/ SoIIIe delegations con,dder that furttler delibera~ion is r:*I~ired 1~

order to clarify at a later stage of tbe negotiations the i~plications of ~~i.

definition for other parts of the Conventi.on. This applies to other f,..l~a~t

parts of t~ Appendix. Other delegations considor that ~ey component of
binary and/or ImltiCOllpOnent cbemeal system for chemic!&l wsapona uail'llU Ii

CCllponeR't lllhich poses ~ IJp8cial risk to the objectiyes of the Q)nvlo(;ntion aa it
can be an integral part in a chemical wea~nlil munition or tlcwice and e&l'iJ £orm
toxic che.ieals at tl;} mament of their employment and possesses the following
charactedsticea '(a) reacts (inte.zall:t9) rapidly with other componenl(~) (l;f
binary and/or multicamponent chemicnl sYGte~ during the munition'a flight to
the target aDd giv•• a high yield of final tox:ic chellical, (b~ play. an
iaportant role in deteraining the toxic properties of the final producti
(c) ..y not be used, or be used only in minimal quantities, for per!ll1ittGd
purpose., (d) possesses the stability necessary for long-term storage9
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- (Ui) any equipnent spenifically designed for use directly in connection
~ith the employment of such munitions or devicos,

(The term 'chemical weapons' .hall not apply to tho.e chemicals
~hieh are not super-to:ii:1c lethal, or other lethal chemicals and
whict are approved by the consultative cammitt~~ for use by a Party
fOT domastic law enforcement and domestic riot control purposes.)

rStates Parties agree not to (develop, prodltC8, stockpile or)
utilize for chemical weapons chemicals intended to enhance the
effect of the use of such weapons.}

-f2. '~xic chemicals' meanst

( ;", ..-

er

it
cm
IUJ

chemicals fhowever or wherever they are produced}, (whether produced in .
plants, munitions or elsewhere] (regardless of the Method and pattern of
production) whose toxic properties can be utilized to cause death or tempol~ry

or permanent harm, to man or animals involving.}

-(2. '~xic chemicals' meanSt

any chemical, regardless of its ori9i~ or method of production Which
through its chemical action on life processes can c~use death i temporary
incapacitation, or permanent harm to man or aniuls .

-~xic chemicals are divided into the following categoriest)

-(a) 'super-togic lethal chemicals', which have a median l~thal dose
which is less than or equal to 0.5 iD9/kg (subcutaneous adainistr~tion) or
2,000 l\J1-min/m3 (by inhalation) when measured by an agreed method 1/ set
for th in ••• 1./

• (b) 'other lethal chemicals', which have a median lethal dose which is
greater than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m3 (by
inhalation) and less than or equal to 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration)
,i)t 20,COO mg-min/m3 (by inhalation) wh~n measured by an agreed m'ethod s@t
fOtth in ••• ]/

"( (c) 'other harmful chemicals' ~ being any [toxic] chemicals not covered
by ~a) or (b) above, [including toxic chemicals which normally cause temporary
incapacitation rather than de~thJ [~t similar doses to those at which
s~pe~-toxic lethal chemicals cause deathJ~}

-(and eother ha~m£ul Chemicals' bas a med~an lethAl dose which is greater
tban 10 llI9/kg (subcutaneous administration» Oil: 20,000 mg-min/m3 (by
inhalation).]

-!/ It was not<!!/d that after lIooh ge••urement:8 Md actu!\lly been
performed, the figurea mentioned in this and the followin9 section miqht be
QubjeC1t to slight CbClingeS in order to ,,--over sulphur lIUstard gas under the
first catego£y.

~1.1 R~~mmended procedures for toxicity determin_tlans are contained in
~9~a 131-135 of this document.
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D3. Purposes not prohibited by the Oonvention ..ana.

D(a) industrial, agr.i0l11tural, research, _dical or other peaceful
purpose., doIIestic law enforcement purposes, and aiUtary purposes not
connected 'Ni th the use of chemical weapons.

D(b) protective purposes, namely those purposes cu'ractly related to
protection against chemical weapons, 1/

Dol. I Precursor I means.

a chemical reagent which takes part in the production of a toxic chemieal.

DCa) I Key Precursor I means.

a precursor which poses a significant ri~k to the obj~~ives of the
COnvention by virtue of its importance in the production of a toxic ch.mical.

It .y possess (possessesJ the following characteristica.

D(i) It may play (playsJ an impo~tant role in determining the toxic
properties of a (toxic cbemicals prohibited by the COnventionJ
(super-toxic lethal chemicalJ.

• (11) It may be used in one of the chemical reactions at the f~ nal stage
of forlliation of the (toxic chellicals prohibited by the ,.;.i~nventionJ

(super-toxic lethal chemicalJ.

D(Ciii) it may (isJ not be used, or (isJ used only in ain1881 quantities,
for permitted purplses.J 1/

Key precursors are listed in •••

For the purpose of the relevant. prOlrisions in a Chemical Weapons
COnvention key precursors should be listed and subject to revisions according
to (charactedstics J [gu..:Selines J•

Chemeals which are not key precursors but are de..d to pose a ~thr.atJ

(particular riskJ with regard to a Chemical weapons COnvention should be
included in a Ust.

Dy The suggestion that such permi tted protec'dve purpose. should relate
only to lan adversary's use of' chemical weapow; 1':111. reaoved pending a
decision on whether in the COn'l.'ention the question of prohibiting other
ailitary preparations for use of chellical weap~ns than thoae ..ntioned under
scope should be dealt with.

811 The position of this paragraph should be decided in relation to bow
30De ~~..icals, for instance, isopropylalcohol, are d.al~ with in the
convention.
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8( (b) Key COII(:IQnent of binary ao%r 1lU1U~!JlP)nent che.ical 8yet... for
ch_ical weapon ..ana.)

8(a key p.r:ecunoc which for. a toxic cb.mea1 in the binary or
aulticcaponent Wltlll(.'ons lIlunition or device and wbicb bas tbe following
additional cbal.'actert.Uca (to be elaborated).)

85. 'aa_ical weapons production facUity' l118ana. 1/

8Y cansultations on tbis issue are under way. A paper tbilt could serve
a. a ba.le for further work is included in Appendix n.
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-Ill. DBCLARA'l'IOHS 11

-1. Bach State Party .hall .ut.1t to the Consultative cammittee, not later
than 30 days after the COnyen'tion entere into force for it, the following
declaration••

-(1) whether it ha. any cheJDical weapon. under its jurisdiction or
control ~I anywhere,

-(i1) whether it has on its territory any chemical weapons under the
jurisdiction or control of others, including a State not party to
the Convention,

- (Ui) whether it has transferred or received any chemical weapons and
whether it has tranaferred to or received from a~.yone the control
over such weapons since (1 January 1946J (26 March 1975J.

- (b) atemical weapona Production Facilities

-(1) whether it haa any cbeJlllcal weapons production facUities under its
jurisdiction or control anywhere or has had such facilities at any
ti.. since (1.1.1946J,

-(H) wbether it has any cbemical weapons product.!on facilities on its
territory under the jurisdiction or control of others, including a
State not Party to this convention, or has had such facilities at
any ti~ since [l.1.1946J.

- (Hi) wbether it has transferred or receive...i any equipment for the
production of chemiCll&l weapons (:iiiU documentation relevant to the
production of chea1cal weapons] since [1.1.1946J, and whether it has
transferred ~, or received from, anyone the control of such
equipaent rana documentation).

-!I '!'he view wa4 expressed that the . mex to this !.\rtiele ne3ds to be
reviewed.

-11 It i. agreed that the concept of 'jurisdiction or control' requires
additional discussion and elaboration. ~ facilitate work on the issue an
infor_l diacus8ion-paper dated 20 March 1987 was pr.epared, on the request of
the aualr..n of the OC-ittee, by or. Bolewski (Pederal Republic of Germany),
Dc. SAM.I (au19ary) and Mr. Effendi (Indoneaia).
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-(c) Otber declarat~ !I

-The precise location, nature and 90neral scope of activities of any
facility and establishment ~I on its territory or under its jurisdiction or
under its control anywbere 11 designed, constructed or ueed since (1.1.46) flor
development of cbe.ical weapons, inter alia, laboratori•• and test and
evaluation sites.

112. Bacb state Party _king affiraative stat••nu in regard to any of the
provisions under subparagrapba la and lb of this Article aball carry out all
relevant measures envisaged in am' or all of •..fticl•• IV and V.

-11 One delegation held the view that these provisions do not apply to
the production facility attacbed to the sec~rity stockpile as defined in
document CD/CW/WP.l99.

·~I The scope of tbe pbrase 'any faciliey and establishment' is to be
clarified and an appropriate formulation found.

":AI It is agreed that tbe concept of 'on its territory or under its
jurisdiction or under its control anywhere' requires addition&l discussion and
elaboration.
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8 IV. CBlMlCAL WEAPONS !I

81. The prcwiai~8 of this artisle and ita Annex shall apply to any and allch_lcal veapons under the juriecliction or control of a State Party,regarcUe.8 of location, including those on the territory of another State.

82. Bach State Party, within 30 daya after the COnvention enters into forcefor it, shall aubait a declaration which.

8 Cc.) apectfi.a the (precilJo locatian,) 1/ ,llCjgregate quantity and detailedinventory of any cheaieal weapona under ita jurisdiction or control,

8(b) reports any chemical weapons Ofi ita territory under the jurisdictionor control of others, includ~g a State not Party to this convention,

8CC) specifies any transfer or receipt by the State Party of any chlPdcalweapons sincti (1 January 1946) (26 March 1975) or any transfer of control bythat State Party of such weApons, and

8Cd) prOl1ides its general plan for destruction of its chemical weapons.

83. (Bach State Party shall, im»ediately after the declar~ti~n underparagraph 2 of this Article has been oubalitte4, prcwide access to its cheldealweapons for the purpose of ayetematic international on-site verification ofthe declaration th.cough on-aita inspection. '!'hereafter, each State Puty lIhallensure, through access to its chemical weapons for the ptlrpose of systeutic
internation~l on-site verification and through on-site inspection andcontinuous monitoring with on-site instruments, that the chemical ~eapon. arenot .:eJllOved eKcept to a destruction facility.) 11
84. Each State Party shall 8u~it dstailed plans for the destruction ofchemical weapons not later than six months before each destruction periodbegins. '!'he detailed plans shall encompass all stocks to be destroyed duringthe next coming period, and shall include the precise location and thedetailed composition of the chemical weapons which are SUbject to destructiondur ing that per iod.

85. Bach State Party shall.

'" Ca) destroy all chellical weapons pursuant to the Order specifi.s in theAnnex to Article IV, beginning not later than 12 months and finishing notlater than 10 years after the Convention enters into force for it,

"'Cb) provide information annually regarding the implementation of itsplans for destruction of chell1cal weapons, and

8(c) certify, not later than 30 days aft_r the destruction proc••• hasbeen completed, that: all chemical ....apons have been destroyed.

811 One del89lStion held the vi_ that the prOl1isions of this Article andits Annex shall apply without exception other than the rules relating to theaecurity stock as defined in docu_nt CD/Of/WPo199.

811 One delegation reserved its position on this question.
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"6. Bach State Party .hall prQVidll.l eec••• to any ch••ical ...apon. de.truction
f.cilitie••nd the f.cilitie.' .tor.~. for the purpoae of .y.t...tic
intern.tional on-.ite verification of d••truction through the continuous
prel: enee of inapectora "net continuous lIOnitoring with on... ite inatruaenta, in
accordance "i th the Annex to Article :rv.

~7. Any ch.-ical we.pon. di.covered by • State Party after the initi~l

declar.tion of chemeal .....pon••h.ll b4t reFOrted, .ecured .nd de.troyed, ••
pr09ided in the Annex to Article IV. 1/ J/

illS. All location. "here chemeal ....pon. are (stored or) A/ destroyed .hall
be ~ubject to 8~cte..tic international on-.ite verifieation, through on-aite
inBp&Ction .nd IDClni tor ing wi t.b on-.ite instrUllltnta in accordance wi tb the
Annex to Article IV.

"9. Any St.te Party which has on iu territory chellical weapons which are
under the control of a State that is not a Party to thb Q3nv9ntion .hall
ensure that such ...apons ar9 reJli0ged frc. ita territory not later than
130 days) after the di.1t& on which the Convention entered into force for it.

"10. The declaration, plans and in~rlllllt1on .ubll3,tted by each State Party
under this article shall be made in accordance with the Annex to Article III
l'IM the Annex to Article :rv•

"11 C4nsultationa were ,~ded out on this i.sll.le. '!'be resultJs are
reflected ip CO/0II/WP.l77/R .1. Different views were expressed, inter alia
on the question of the responsibility for the dest.raction of these weapons.
Further work i8 needed.

"1/ Ib~ aa.e delegations, the question of the applicability of this
Annex to obsolete chuie.l weapons (ordnancfls) retrieveci fl'OIll the coJlbat zones
of World War I wUl have to be l'esol"ed later.

"1/ One 4elegation reserved ita position on this question.
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IIV. CBIICICAL WBUOHS PRODUCTIOR PACILITIIS 11
Ill. '1'be prov:la!ons of thill article Iilbal1 .apply to any ani! all cbellic:a1
~apona production facilities under the jurisdiction or control of a StatnPUty, regardle•• of location. J/

112. Bach State Party vi tb- eny chemeal .apon. production facility .hallcea.e 1-.diately all a"Uv.i.ty at each chellieal weapons production facUityexcept that nquil'e4 for c10.ure.

113. No State Party odl construct any new facility or lIOdiflr any exbUnCJfacility for the pmpe of eh_eal weapens production or for any otherpurpose prClbibite4 by the CCnvention. 1/
~4. Bach State Party, within 30 da,. after the Q)nvention enter. into forcefor it, shall subld t a declaration which,

lI,a) .pecifies any ch.lliea1 weapons production facilities under itsjurisdiction or control, or on itil tordtory under the co>1trol of othll!l~., !Iincluding a State not PArty to this OonvQ3'1Uan, at any ti.. since(l January 1946) (at the tf.aa of entry into force of the Convention],

11 (b) specifies any transfer er any reeeipt by tho State Party of anyequipaent for the production of chelllic;a1 WIltapons (and doculllentaUon relevantto the production of ch_leal weapons) since (1.1.1946) or any tranafer ofcontrol by that Party of such equi~ent (and docu_nf:ationJ,

11 (c) specifies actions to be taken for closure of "ach chell1cal "eaponsproduction facility,

11 (d) outlinlfS i t8 general plan for destruction (or reconstruction forPtac:eful purposes~ for each ch_ieal weapons production facility, and

11 (e) outlines its general plan tor any telllPOrary converaion of anyche.ieal ~eapone proauction facility in~~ a facility for destruction ofcheJl1eal weapons.

liS. Bach State Party .ball, i_ectiat.ly After the declaration, underparagraph 4, hAll been subllittect, provide accees to each che.ical weaponsproduction facility for the purpose of (systelll&t1c] iJiternational on-.iteverification of the declaration through on-site inepection.

1111 One delegation held the view that the provisions of this ArticJ.:shall apply to any and all chemeal weapons production facilities, excePt tileprc:duction facility assigned to the security stock 68 dealt with indocuaent CD/CK/WP.199.

1111 It is understood that the above provisions also apply to anyfacility on the territory of another State (regardlese of ownership and foraof contract, on the basis of wbich they haV& been eet up and functioned forthe purpoaee of product?on of cne.ieal weapons).

IIA/ some delegations consider this parag1:aph redundant.

"'JI SCllle etelegatioM expreseed doubts a. to the appUc:abil1ty of thisphrase.
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- (a) cl08e vi thin ..Dre. mnths after the Convention ente~. into force for
it, ..ch cbnical weapotlll production facility in a _Mer thott will render
.ach facility inaperable, anci

- (b) provide &Ca.s. to each chemeal _Mpone production facility,
aublltlquent to C103U1:., for the purpoae of ayst...tic international on-eite
verification through periodic on-alte inapaction and continuous IlIOnitor ing
with on__ite inatruaftnte in orde~ to en8ur8 that tbe facility ~e.in. closed
and la subsequently (diaantled and) destroyed, 01' [dls.ntled) [and
reconstructed for peaCQful purposes].

Il? Bach State Party shall eutei t d.tlliled plane for [de.truction)
[eUainatlon) of eacb facility not bter than [3 IIODthe) before the
[destruction) [eUlllinationJ [conveuion) of the facility be9ins. 11

-8. Bach Statio Party eall.

-(a) (destroy) [eliminate) all cbemeal weapons production facilities
punuent to (the [order) [schedule) specified in) the Annex to Article V
beginning not later than 12 mnths, and finishing not later than 10 years,
efter tlie Convention enters into force for it, 11

-(b) provide information annually r:egardl,ng the illp1ellentation of its
plans for the (destruction) (elirdnation) of ita ch••iea1 weapons production
facilitie., and

- (c) certify, not later than 30 days ~fter the destruction process has
been ccap1eted, that its chemical weapons production facilities have been
[destroyed) [eliminated).

-9. A cherdca1 '...apons production facility .y be telllpOrarily converted for
destruction of chemical weapons. Such a convertea facility IIUSt be
[destroyed) (eliminated) as soon as it is no longer in uae for destruction of
ch_ieal weapons and, in any caBO, not later than 10 years after the
cenvention enters into force for the state Party.

-10. (Bach State P~rty shall euteit all che.ica1 weapons production
facilities) [All cherdcal weapons production facilities shall be subject) to
syst.matic international on-site verification through on-site inspection and
aonitoring with on-site instrUllents in accordance with the Annex to Article V.

-11. The declaration, plans and inforaation submitted by each Sute Party
under this article shall be made in accordllnce wi th the Annex to Article V.

illl One delegation held the view that the detailed plans in question
llhould be subllitted by each State Party within 12 IIlODths of the entry into
force of the Convention for it.

-11 SOae delegations expressed the desire to .ee the elimination of
ch.-ieal weapons production facilities at the earliest opportunity.
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"VI. AC'J.'IVI'1'IBS 11)'1' PROSJ9ITBD BY 'lRB OOHVBH'1'ION 1/ 11

"(a) has the right, subject to the provision. (If this Convention, to
develop, produce, otherwiae acquire, retain, tranafer and use toxic chstaicale
and their precursor. for purpo.e. not prchibited by the COnvellltion.

"(b) shall ensure that toxic cbeaieals and their preeurBors are not
developed, produced, otherwise acquired, retained, transferred, or 'iS8(J within
its territory or anywhere under ita jurisdiction or control for purposes
prcbibi ted by the Ccmvention.

,,~. Toxic Chemieals and thtdr Precursors.

"(a) Toxic chl!lucals and their precursors consicSerlld in the AnneJl'.as to
Article VI (1), (2), (3) and (••• ), AI whigh could be used for ~rpose8

prClb!bi ted by the Convention, a. well as facilities which pl'oduce, proce!ils or
consume these toxic ch..ieals or precursors, shall be subject to international
moni,toring as provided in those annexesl

Annex to ArUclC! VI (1) SChedule (1) I Super-Toxic Lethal atemctils and
[especially dangerous key precursors)
(key .:aaponents of challlieals weapons
systeJRS) •

Annex to Article VI [2) SChQ(Jule (2)& Key Precursors.

Annex to Article VI (3J Schedule (3) I Chemicals producz;i in large colIDercial
quantities and which could be uBed for
chemical weapons purposes.

Annex to Article VI (••• ) I Production of super-toxic lethal
chelll.'c&ls not listed in Schedules (1).

"!I One delegation considers that the terminology used in this article
and its annexes should be consistent with the final definition of chemical
weapcms to be agreed upon.

-21 One delegation expressed the view that the questi~n of collection
and fnrvarding of data and other inforaation to verify non-production requires
further consideration. This delegation made reference to the Working
Paper CD/af/WP.1S9 of 19 March 1987, which includes draft elements for
inclusion in the rolling text.

-AI Some delegations consider that these chemicals should be dealt vi th
in the Annex to Article VI (2) SChedule 12J. Other delegations consider that
a separate Annex (4) is required. Until this issue is resolved, the
designation AnneK to Article VI f ••• ) is used.
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811 (b) The 8ch64ul.8 of ch.Jlieals contained in the annexes ay be rwised.
Modal1t1es for revision are cont·dned in the Annex to Article (VI) (0. J. !/

113. Within 30 days of the entry into for.oe of it, each State Party shall
declare data on relevant chemicals and the facilities which produce thelli, in
accordance wi th the Annex to Article VI (1), (2 J, (3) a.ld (••• ) •

114. Bach State Party shall aake an annual declaration regardinq the rel~vant

chemeals in accordaocl with the Annex to Articl~ VI (l), (2), (3) and (••• ).

811 5. Bach State party undertakes to subject the chemicals and (facility)
(facilities) under the .Ilnnex to Article VI [lJ to the Ileasures contained in
that Annex.

"6. Each state party undertakes to subject the chemicals and facilities under"
the Annex to Article VI (41) and (••• ) to monitoring by data reporting and
routine systematic international on-site verification, through on-site
inspection and use of on-site instruments as long as production and processing
a~3 not impaired.

117. Bl:lch State Party undertakes to SUbject the chemicals and facilities under
the Ann~A to Article VI (3J to monitoring by data reporting.

~8. The provisions of this article shall be implemented in a manner designed
in so far as possible to avoid hampering the economic or technological
development of parties to the COnvention and international co--operation in the
field of peaceful chemical activities i~cluding the international exchange of
scientific and technical infonultion and chemicals and equipment for the
production, processing er use of chemicals for peacefUl purposes in accordance
wi th the provisions of the COnvention. 1/ 1/

119. In conducting verification activities, the (COnsultative Committee) shall:

11 (a) avoid undue interference in the Statel Party's peaceful chemical
activities,

"(b) take every precaution to protect confidential information coming to
its knowledge in the impleMentation of the COnvention, 1/ and

It (c) require only the miniJOOm alllOunt of informaticn and data necessary
for the carrying out of its responsibilities under the Convention.

1110. For the purpose of on-site verification, each State Party shall grant to
the (Consultative Committee) aceess to facilities as required in the Annex to
Article VI [l), (2), (3) and [••• ).

111/ FurtherlllOre, tIJOrk was earried out on 9Uidelines for considering
inclusion of chemicals in SChedule (1). ~e result of this work is enclosed
in Appendix II to serve as a basis for future work.

1111 It was agreed that provisions to ensure the confidentiality of the
iniormation provided should be elaborated.

. 111/ The inclusion of this para~raph in this Article is to be considered
further.
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·VII. NATIONAL DlPLlIIBN'l'A'l'ION MUSURBS

·Smeh State Party to this COnvention shall adapt any ..aeure. it
considers necessary in accordance with it. eonatitutional proc••••• to
inpl...nt thie Convention and, in partic:ular, to prClhibit and prevent anywbere
under its juriadiction or centrol any activity that a Gtate 'arty to thi.
Convention is prClhlbl ted frea conducting b;{ this oonventiono

-In order to illpl.ent these obligationa, each State Party shall,
according to its needs and epecific conditions g dosignata or establish a
national authority. !/

~Each State Party undertakes to in!or~ the Consultative ODD8ittee
concerning the national authority and other legislative and adninistrative
lIeasures ta~en to i~lement the oanvention.

-Ell<:h State Party undertakes to co-<)perate with tbe Consultative
COIII1tittee In tlte egerctee of all its functions and in part!~lar to prOl7ide
assistance to the Consultative CoDlllittee including data repo:ting~ assistance
for internatiooal on-site inspections, provided for in this O;nvention.. and a
response to all its req",ests for the provision of expertise, mforl!llltion and
laboratory supJiOrt.

-National Technical Means 11

-!I It was suggested that guidelines for the functioning of the national
authority for the 1Ilplellentat1.on of the Convention be elaborated)

-1:1 It was suggested that no reference to National '1'echnical Means is
needed in a future Convention.
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-VI II. '1'Im ORGANIZATION 1/

IIA. General Provis~

•
Ill. The States ~artie. to the Conven~ion hereby establish the Organizatio~

for the Prohibi tion of Cbemical Weapons, to achieve the objectives of thl8
Convention, to ensure the imple.entation of its prOYisions, includ1.ng t.~ose

for internation..l verification of compliance with it, an8 to P!'cvide I! fOlt'um
for consultation and co-operation amang States Partiesr ~/

112. All States Parties to t~e OCnvention shall be members of th~ Organization.

113. '!'be seat of the headquarters ot~e Organization shall be •••

114. '!'here. are hereby established as the organs of the Ol';ganization the
[Consultative oam.!ttee) [General Conference), the Executive Council and t~e

~chnical Sec~atariat.

liB. (The COnsultative Committee) (!he General Conference)

II(~) Composition, procedure and decieion~aking

Ill. '!'he [COnsultative COllmlittee) [General Conference) shall be colllpOsed of
all the States Parties to t~is ConvenUon. Each State Party to tbl! Convention
shall have one representative in the (Oonsultative eommitte~] (General
Confe~'I!nce], who 111ft, be aCCCllllpani~ by alternates and advisers.

82. The first session of the (COnSUltative eommitteel [General Oonfer~nce)

shall be convened by the Dept'sitory at (venue) not later than 30 days after
the entry int~ fOlce of the Convention.

113. Th~ (COnsultati~e Committee~ [Gener&l Oonferencc] shall meet in re9ula~

sessions which should be held annually unless it decides otherwise. It shall
meet in special sessions, as the [Consultative COunittea) [General Conference)
111&1' Qecide~ llt the request of the Eitecut:ive Council or at the request of any
State Party aupported by (8-10) ~/ (one third of] the Statos Par-ties. When
necessary a special session shall be convened at short notice.

II!/ One delegation has expressed reservat~ons with regard to the
approach being given to b~e concept of an Organiz&tion for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapcn9, or any other similar solution for this purpose, and has
express~ the ~iew that before proceeding further in the examination of this
question, ther~ is a need to define the principles that will govern the
financing of such an Organ1z~tion.

111/ A view was expressed that the achievement of these objactives should
be sought in close co-operation with the United Nations.

113/ A view was expressed that a amalle~ number of States Part~es

oupporting such a request could also be sufficient.

--- ~-_._.._----------_._--_.~--------~---
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8~. Se••1Qn. ah~ll take place ~t the headquarters of the Organization un1es.
the [Consultative eo-itt.e) [Glneral COnference) deaideil otherwise.

as. The [Oon.ultativa co..ittee] [Gln.ral Conf.rence) =hall adopt ita rules
of procedure. At the M~inn1..-g of .ach regular ....ten, it .hall elect its
ChairlUn and .uch oth.r offic.r. a...y be requil:ed. They shall hold office
until a new Chairun and oth.r offiaer. are .lected at the next regular
session.

86. A majority of the .e.oer. of the [Consultativ. cammittea] (General
Conference] shall constitute oS quorUII.

87. Bach Illftlllber of the [Consultative COIaitte.] (General conference] shall
have one vote.

88. Decisions on questions of procedur., including deai8~ons to convene
special sessions of the (CoQsultative ComMittee) (General COnference), shall
be taken by a sillple ujority of the MS)eU present and voting. Decisions on
questions of substance £lhall be taken by & two-thirds majority of the members
present ana voting unless otherwi•• specifically provided for in the
COnvention. When the issue arises aB to whether a question is one of
substance or not, t:ha~ qr'estion shall be treatl&d 8S one of substance unless
otherwise decided by the (Consultative CO..ittee] (General COnference) by the
majority required for decisions on questions OIf substance. !I 11

a(b) Powers and functions

al. The (Consultative COnIIlittee) (General COnference) shall be the
(principal] [supreme) organ of the Organization. It shall consider any
questions, matters or issues within the scope of the convention, including
those ~elating to the powers and functions of the Executive COuncil and
Technical Se~retariat. It ..y _ke recoJll!lendations and take decisions 11 on
any questions, matters or issues related to the COnvention raised by a State
Party or brought to its attention by the B1Cecutive COuncil.

"2. The (Consultative COmmittee) [General Conference) shall oversee the
implementation of the Convention, and promote and (assess) review compliance
with it. It shall also oversee the activities of the Executive COuncil and
th~ 'lechnical Secretar iat and ..y issue gui.ielines in accordance wi th the
Convention to either of them in the exercise of their functions.

"!I It has also been proposed that decisions should be taken by
consensus, except as specified elsewhere and, if a consensus were not possible
wi thin 24 hours, by a siq>le ajar i ty of the members present and voting. It
has also been pointed out that there should be no differentiation between
decisions on questions of procedure and those of substance.

all A view was expressed that the report of a fact-finding inquiry
should not be put to a vote, nor should any decision be taken as to whether a
Party is complying with the provisions of the COnvention.
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"3. In addition, the powre and function. of the [Conaultative ex-ittee)
[Gln.~al Conference] ahall bel

-(1) To consider and adopt at its regular ae.aions the report of the
Organi.ation, consider other reports !I and couider and adopt the
progulDe and bud9l!tt of the Organization, aut.itted by the Blcecutive
Council,

"(ii) to (encourage] [promote) international co-operation for peaceful
purposes in the chemical field,

"(Ui) to review scientific and technological develoPlllents which could
affect the operation of the Convention,

"(iv) to decide on the scale of fina~h.l contributions to be paid by .
States Parties, ~/

"(v) to elect the m~mbers of the Bxecutive Council,

• (vi) to appoint the Director of the Technical Secretariat, }.1

• (vii) to approve the rules of procedure of the Bxecutive COuncil 8~bIlitted

by the latter,

"(vUi) to establish such SUbsidiary organs as it finds necessary for the
exercise of its functions in accordance with this Convention. ~/ ~/

"(ix) ••• !/

"1/ It has been proposed that reports should be sent to the
tbited Nations.

n~/ The entire problem of the costs of the Organization needs to be
considered.

"1/ The option of candidates being proposed by the Executive Council and
by States Parties for appointment should be discussed.

"j/ It has been proposed that a SCientific ldvisory Council be
eatablished as a subsidiary body.

"21 It has been proposed that a Fact-finding Panel be established as a
subsidiary body.

"!I The question of functions relating to the implEmentation of
Articles X and XI will be considered at a later stage. Other functions,
e.g. the action to be taken in the event of non-eo~liance by a State Party,
could be included as well.
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W4. The [Consultative Committee) [General COnference) shall, after the expiry
of 5 and 10 years from the date of entry into force of this Convention and at
such other times within that time period as may be agreed on, meet in special
se.sions to undertake reviews of the operation of this Convention. Such
reviews shall take into aocount any relevant scientific and technological
developments. At intervals of five years thereafter, unless otherwise agreed
upon by a majority of the States Parties, further sessions of the
[ConSUltative Committee) (General Conference] shall be conv~ned with the 8a..
objective. 1/

W[5. The Chairman of the [ConSUltative Committee] [General Conference) shall
serve as non-voting Chairman of th~ Executive COuncil.)

-c. The EKecutive Council

-(a) Composition, procedure and decision-making

(To be elaborated)

-(b) Powers and functions

-1. The Executive Council shall be the executive organ of the [COnsultative
Committee) [General COnference), to which it shall be responsible. It shall
carry out the powers and functions entrusted to it under the Convention and
its Annexes, as well as such functions delegated ~o it by the [Consultative
c.:ommittee] [General Conference). In so doing, it shall act in conformity
with the recommenda~ions, decisions and guidelines of the [Consultative
committee) [General Conference] and assure their continuous and proper
implementation.

-2, In particular, the Executive Council shall:

-(a) promote the effective implementation of, and compliance with, the
COnvention,

-(b) supervise the activities of the ~chnical Secretariat,

-(c) co-operate with the appropriate national authorities of States
Parties and facilitate consultations and co-operation among States Parties at
their request,

811 The placement and wording of this provision as well as the possible
need for separate review conferences require further consideration.
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'i W(d) consider any issue or matter within its competence, affecting the
Convention and its implementation, including concerns ragarding compliance,
and cases of non--eompliance, ~I and, as appropriate, inform States Parties and
bring the issue or matter to the attention of the (Consultative committee]
[General Conference],

"(e) consider and sublllit to the (Consultative Committee] [General
Conference] the draft programme and budget of the Organization,

"(f) consider and submit to the (Consultative committee) (General
Conference] the draft report of the Organization on the implementation of the
Convention, the report on the performance of its own activities and such
special reports as it deems necessary or which the (Consultative Committee)
(General Conference] may request,

.,g) conclude agreements with States and international organizations on
behalf of ~he Organization, subject to approval by the [Consultative
CoI\lIIittee] (General Conference], and approve agreements relating to the:
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"(h) ~i) meet for regular sessions. Between regular sessions, it shall
!Ileet as often as may be required for the fulfilment of its
functions,

W(ii) elect its Chairman,]

W(Hi) elaborate and aubmi tits rules of procedure to the
(Consultative Committee) (General Conference] for approval,

"(iv) make arrangements for the sessions of the (Consultative
COmmittee) [General Conference) including the preparation of a
draft agenda.

"3. The Executive Council may request the convening of a special session of
the (Consultative Committee] (General Conference). 11

"!I A view was expressed that the report of a fact-finding inquiry
should not be put tQ a vote, nor should any decision be taken as to whether a
Party is complying with the provisions of the Convention.

"11 It has been proposed that the Executive Council should request the
convening of a special session of the (Consultative Committee) [General
Conference) whenever obligations set forth in Article I of the Convention a~~
violated.
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"'D. !echnical Secretariat

"'1. A ~chnical Secretariat shall be established to assist the [Consultative
co.aitteeJ (General Conference) and the Executive Council in the performance
of their functions. The !echnical Secretariat shall carry out the functions
entrusted to it under the Convention and its Annexes, as well as such
functions assigned to it by the (Consultative committee) (General Conference)
and the Executive Council.

"'2. In p&rticular, the !echnical Secretariat shall.

"'(a) address and receive communications on behalf of the Organization to
and from States Parties on matters ~rtaining to the implementation of the
Convention,

"'(b) negotiate the SUbsidiary agreements with states Parties relating to
systematic international on-site verification for approval by the Executive
Council,

"'(0) execute international verification measure provided for in the
Convention, !/

-(d) inform the ~ecutivc Council of any problems which have arisen with
regaru to the execution of its functions, and of [dOUbts, ambiguities or
uncertainties about conpliance wi th the Convention) which have come to its
notice in the performance of its verification activities and/or which it has
been unable to resolve or clarify through its consultations with the State
Party concerned,

"'(e) provide technical assistance and technical evaluation to States
Parties (in accordance with) (in the implementation of the provisions of) the
Convention, }/

"' (f) prepare and submit to the Executive Council the draft progralllDe and
budget of the Organization,

"' (g) prepare and submit to the Executive Council the draft report of the
Organization on the implementation of the Convention and such othec reports as
the Executive Council and/or the [Consultative Committee) (General Conference)
uy request,

"'(h) provide administrative and technical support ~I to the [Consultative
committee) [General Conference), the Executive Council and other subsidiary
bodies.

"'!I It has been suggested that the International Inspectorate may
request inspections for some insufficiently clear situations in the context of
their systematic verification activities.

"'11 The phrasing of this paragraph needs to be considered fUrther in t~e

light of the elaboration of the relevant provision of the Convention. It has
been suggested that the technical assistance or evaluation may relate,
inter alia, to developing technical procedures, improving the effectiveness of
verification methods, ,00 revising lists of chemicals.
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"3. The Interna~ional Inspectorate shall be a unit of the !echnical
Secretariat and shall act under the supervision of the Director-General of the
Technical Secretariat. GUideli~es on the International Inspectorate are
specified in ••• !/

"4. The Technical Secretariat shall comprise a Director-General, who shall be
its head and chief administ~ative officer, and inspectors and such scientific,
technical and other personnel as may be required.

"5. The Director-General of the ~chnical Secretariat shall be appointed by
the [Consultative CommitteeJ [General ConferenceJ (upon the recommendation of
the Executive CouncilJ 2/ for [4J ISJ years [renewable for one further term,
but not thereafter J. The Director-General shall be responsible to the
[ConSUltative COmitteeJ [General ConferenceJ and the Executive COuncil for
the appointment of the staU and the orCJa~ization and functioning of the
Technical Secretariat. The paramount consideration in the employment of the
staff and in the determinatio~ of the conditions of services shall be the
necessity of securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and
integrity. Only citizens of States Parties shall serve as international
inspectors or as other members of the professional and clerical staff. Due
regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a
geographical basis as possible. Recruitment shall be guided by the principle
that the staff shall be kept to a minimum necessary for the proper execution
of its responsibilities.

"6. In the performance of their duties, the Director-General of the ~chnical

Secretariat, the inspectors and other members of the staff shall not seek or
receive instructions from any Government or from any other source external to
the Organization. They shall refrain from any action which might reflect on
their positions as international officers responsible only to the
(COnsultative Committee) (General COnference] and the Executive COuncil. In
particular, subject to such responsibilities, they shall not disclose to any
unauthorized persons any confidential information coming to their knowledge in
the peK'formance of their official duties. The Director-General shall
establish a regime governing the handling and protection of confidential data
by the 2echnical Secretariat.

·7. Each State Party shall undertake to respect the exclusively intern~tional

character of the responsibilities of the Director-General of the 2echnical
Secretariat, the inspectors and the other members of the staff and not seek to
influence them in the discharge of their responsibilities.

"!/ Because of considerations under way in some capitals, the question
of how to approach these guidelines will be decided later. FOr the
convenience of delegations Attachment (A) of the Report of the Co-ordinator
for Cluster IV (0l/a9/WP.17S) is included as Addendum I to this Appendix.

"1/ It has been proposed vhat the Director-General of the 2echnical
Secretariat be appointed by tht ~nsultative Committee] (General ConferenceJ
upon the recommendation of the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
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'"IX. COHSULTATIOHS, ro-QPERATION AND FACT-FINDING !/ 1/

"1. States Parties shall consult and co~perate, directly among themselves,
or through the Consultative Committee er other appropriate international
procedures, including procedures within the framework of the united Nations
and in accordance with its Charter, on any matter which may be raised relating
to the objectives or the implementation of the provisions of this Convention.

"2. States Parties to the Convention shall make every possible effort to
clarify and resolve, through eXchange of information and consultations among
them, any matter which lIIl!ly cause doubt about compliance with this COnvention,
or which gives rise to concerns about a related matter which may be considered
ambiguous. [A Party which receives & request from another Party for
clarification of any matter which the requesting Party believes causes such
dOUbts or concerns Shall provide the requesting Party, within ••• days of the
request, with information sufficient to answer the doubts or concerns raised
along with an explanation on how the information provided resolves the
matter.] Nothing in this Convention affects the right of any two or more
States Parties to this Convention to arrange by mutual consent for inspections
or any other proceaures among themselves to clarify nnd resolve any matter
which may cause dOUbts about compliance or gives rise to concerns about a
related matter which may be considered ambiguous. Such arrangements shall not
affect the rights and obligations of any State Party under other provisions of
this Convention.

"Procedure for requesting clarification

"3. A State Party shall have the right to request the Executive Council to
assist in clarifying any situation which may be considered ambiguous or which
giv~s rise to doubts about the compliance of another State Party with the
Convention. The Executive ~ouncil shall provide appropriate information and
data in its possession relevant to the situation which can dispel such doubts,
whilst [taking every precaution in] protecting commercial and industrial
secrets and other confidential information coming to its knowledge in the
implementation of the Convention.

"4. A State Party shall have the right to request the Executive Council to
Obtain clarification from another State party on any situation which may be
considered ambiguous or which gives rise to doubts about its compliance with
the Convention. In such a case, the following shall applYi

"Ca) The Executive Council shall forward the request fo~ clarification to
the State Party concerned within [24 hours] of its receipt.

"Cb) The requested State Party shall provide the clarification to the
Executive Council within [seven days] of the receipt of the request.

"1/ Some delegations expressed the view that the issue of verification
of alleged use of chemical weapons and procedures for conducting such
inspections had not yet been considered in~epth and should be discussed at a
later stage on the basis of the proposed Annex to Article IX Cdocuments 00/766
and OD/~IWP.173).

-1/ One delegation held the view that the specific procedures of the
challenge inspection regime applicable to the security stock shall be those
defined in document 00/CW~P.199.
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"Cc) The Executive Council shall forward the clarification to the
requesting State Party within [24 hours] of its receipt.

"Cd) In the event that the requesting State Party deems the clarification
to be inadequate, it may request the Executive COuncil to obtain from the
requested State Party furtber clarification.

"Ce) ~r the purpose of obtaining furthor clarification requested under
paragraph 2 Cd), the Executive Council may set up a group of experts to
examine all available information and data relevant to the situation causing
the doubt. The group of experts shall submit a factual report to the
Executive COuncil on its findings.

"Cf) Should the requesting State Party consider the clarification
obtained under paragraphs 2 Cd) and 2 (e) to be unsatisfactory, it may requ~st

a special meeting of the Executive council in which States parties involved
not members of the Executive COuncil shall be entitled to take part in
accordance wi th provis ions in Atticl e ••• In such a special meeting, the
Executiv~ COuncil shall consider the matter and may recommend any measure it
deems appropriate to cope with the situation.

85. A State Party shall have the right to request the Executive COuncil to
clarify any situation which has been considered ambiguous or has given rise to
doubts abOut its compliance with the COnvention. The Executive Council shall
respond by providing such assistance as approp~iate.

"6. The Executive COuncil shall inform the States Parties to this COnvention
about any request for clarification provided in this Article.

"7. [If the doubts or concerns of a State Party about compliance have not
been resolved within [two months} after the submission of the request for
clarification to tile Executive OOuncil, or it believes its doubts warrant
urgent consideration, without necessarily exercisinq its right to the
challenge procedure, it may request a special session of the Consultative
conmi ttee in accorda nee wi th Articl e ••• In such a special session, the
Co~sultatiYe COmmittee shall consider the matter and may recommend any measure
it deems appropriate to cope with the situalian.)

"Procedure for requesting a fact-finding mission

"The further contents of Article IX remain to be elaborated. !/

"!I Consultations on this issue were carried out by the Chairman of the
hi Ji)c COmittee for the 1987 session. The state of affairs, as seen by the
Chairman is presented in Appendix II with the aim of facilitating further
consider3tion of the issue. FUrther consultations are being carried out by
the Chai~man of Group C.
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"XI.

ASSISTANCE 11

ECONOMIC AND TBCBNOIDGlCAL DEVBLOIM~T 11

"XII. RELATION m OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS ~/

"Nothing in this COnvention will be interpreted as in any way impaidng
the obligations assumed under the Protocol for the Prohibition of the USe in
War of Aaphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods
of War fare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925 and in the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and 'lbxin weapons and on Their Destruction, signed at London,

Moscow and Washington on 10 April 1972.

"XIII. AMBN[MENTS .~I

"XIV. DURATION, WITHDRAWAL ~I

"The withdrawal of a State Party from this Convention shall not in any
way affect the duty of States to continue fUlfilling the obligations assumed
under any relevant rules of inteKnation~l law, particularly the Geneva
Protocol of 17 June 1925.

"xv. SIGNATURE~ RATIFICATION, ENTRY IN'ro FORCE 11

"XVI. LANGUAGES 1/

"11 Work on this Article continued. With the aim of facilitating
further consideration of the issues involved, the text reflecting the current
stage of discussion is included in Appendix II.

"11 During the first part of the 1988 session, work on this Article was
undertaken. With the aim of facilitating further consideration of the issues
involved, the text reflecting the current stage of discussion is included in
Appendix 11.
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"1. Possession of chemical weapons on own territory

"ANNEX 'IO ARTICLE III

"I. DECLARATIONS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
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"2. Possession, jurisdiction or control over chemical weapons elsewhere
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or control of anyone else
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"2. Possession, jurisdiction or control over chemical weapons elsewhere

Yes •••••

No ••••••

"B. Existence on the territory of any chemical weapons uuder the jurisdiction
or control of anyone else

lY Yes •••••
I

~ .
"C. Past transfers

Ye$ •••••

~ •••• ('l.

"II. DECLARATIONS OF CHEMICAL WFAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES

"A. Possession or non-possession
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Yes •••••

No .001) ••
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Yes •••••

:tb 0 •••••
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as. Existence on the territory of any chemical weapons production facilitiesunder the 1urisdiction or control of anyone else

Yea

......
·C. Past transfers of eguiement [or technical documentation] 11

Yea

No ......
• [III. O'l'BBR DBCLARATIONS]

·11 The view was expressed that technical documentation should not beincluded.
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"ANNEX rro ARTICLE IV

"I. DECLARATIONS OF CHl!MICAL WEAPONS

"A. The declaration by IS State Party of the aggregate quantity
[,location], 1/ and detailed composition of chemical weapons under its
jurisdiction or control shall include the following.

"1. The aggregate quantity of each chemical declared.

"[2. The precise location of each declared storage site of chemical
weapons, expressed by:

- nane,

- geographical co~rdinates.] !/

"3. Detailed inventory for each storage facility.

"(1) Chemicals defined as chemical weapons in accordance with Article 11,

"Ca) Chemicals shall be declared within the schedules specified in toe
Annex to Article VI. 1/

"Cb) For a chemical not listed in the SChedules in the Annex to
Article VI, 1/ the information required for possible assignment of the
chemical to one of the proper schedules shall be provided, including the
toxicity of the pure compound. ~r a precursor chemical, the toxicity and
identity of the principal final reaction product(s) shall be provided.

"Cc) Chemicals shall be identified by chemica~ name in accordance with
current IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry)
nomenclature, structural formula and Chemical Abstracts Service registry
number, if assigned. Fbr a precursor chemical, the toxicity and identity of
the principal final reaction product Cs) shall be provided.

"Cd) In cases involving mixtuKep of two or more chemicals, all such
components shall be identified and the percentage of each component sh~ll be
provided, and the mixture shall be declared under the category of the most
toxic chemical.

"Ce) In cases involving m"lti-eomponent munitions, devices, b~l~

containers, and other containers, the quantity of each chemical component
shall be provided, as well as the projected quantity of the final prim::d..pal
reaction product obtained. Such items shall be declared under the category of
the (key precursor] [key component].

"!I One delegation reserved its position on this question.

"1/ A view was expressed that in the context of Article IV,
~nsideration shonld be given to the development of schedules applicable to
chemical weapons declared under the Article.
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"(f) For Elach chemical the form of storage-, Le. munitions,
sUb~unitions, devices, equipment or bulk containers and other containersshall be declared. For each form of storage the following shall be l~stedt

size 01: ca libre

- number of items

weight of chemical fill per item

In :ldition, for chemicals stored in bulk the percentage pl'rity sl'~al1 bedec...ared.

"(g) For each chemical the total weight presen~ at the !tufaqe site shallbe declared.

"(2) Unfilled munitions and/or sub-munitions and/or devices end/orequipment, defined as chemical weapons. For each type j~he information shallinclude:

"(a) the number of i'

"(b) the fill volume per item

"(c) the intended chemical fill, if known.

"(3) Equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection withthe employment of munitions, sub-munitions, devices or equipment under points(1) and (2).

"(4) Chemicals specifically designed for use directly in oonnection withthe employment of munitions, SUb-munitions, devices or equipment und, points(1) and (2).

"B. Detailed information on any chemical weapons on the territory of aState Party which are under the jurisdiction or control of others, including aState not Party to the convention (to be developed).

"C. Past transfers and receipts.

"A State Party that has transferred or received chemical weapons shalldeclare this (these) transfer(s) or receipt (s), (provided the amounttransferred or received exceeded one metric tonne (of chemicals) [perchemical) per year in bulk and/or munition form). This declaration shall bemade according to the inventory format in patagraph 3 above. This declarationshall also indicate the supplier and recipient countries and, as precisely aspossible, timing and current location of the transferred items.
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"Il. INTERNATIONAL VERIFICATION OF DECLARATIONS OF CHENICAL WEAFONS,
INTERNATIONAL SYSTENATIC MONITORING OF STORAGE FACILITIES, INTERNATIONAL
VERIFICATION OF RENOVAL OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS EaR DESTRUCTION !/

~l. Storage facility description

"(a) Each site or location where, pending their destruction chemical
weapons, declared in accordance with Article IV, are stored on the territory
of a State Party or under its jurisdiction or control elsewhere, shall
hereafter be design,,,ted as 'storage facility'.

"(b) At the time of the submission of its declaration of chemLcal
weapons, in accordance with Article IV, a State Party shall provide the
International Authority with the detailed description and location of its
storage facility(ies) containing:

boundary map1

location of bunkers/storage areas, within the facility,

the detailed inventory of the contents of each bunker/storage area,

relevant details of the construction of bunkers/storage areas,

recommendations for the emplacement by the International Authority of
seals and monitoring instruments"

"2. Measures to secure the storage facility and storage facility preparation

"(a) Not later than when submitting its declaration of chemical weapons,
a State ?arty shall take such measures as it consiuers appropriate to secure
its storage facilitY(ies) and shall prevent any movement of its chemical
weapons, except their removal for destruction.

"(b) In order to prepare its storage facility(ies) for international
verification, a State Party shall ensure that its chemical weapons at its
storage facility(ies) are so configured that seals and monitoring devices may
be effectively applied, ann that such configuration all~~s ready access for
such verification.

"(c) While the storage faciHty remains closed for any movement of
chemical weapons other than their removal for destruction activities necessary
for maintenance and safety monitoring by national authorities may continue at
the facility.

"!/ One delegation expressed reservations on this whole aection in view
of its position on the issue of declaration of location of chemical weapons
stocks in Article IV.
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"3. Agreements on subsidiary arrangements !I

"Ca) Within [6J months ~fter entry into force of the convention,
States Parties shall conclude ~tth the International Authority agreements on
subsidiary arrangements fOr verification of cheir storage facilities. Such
agreements shall be based on a Model Agr~~nent and shall specify for each
storage facility the number, intensity, duration of inspections, detailed
inspection procedures ~nd the installation, operation and maintenance of the
seals and monitoring devices by t~~ International Authority. The Model
Agr~ement shall inc~ude provisions to take into account future technological
developnents.

"Cb) States Parties shall ensure that the verification of declarations of
chemical ve~pons and the initiation of the systematic monitoring of storage
facilities can be accomplished by the International Authority at all storage
facilities ~ithin the agreed time frames after the convention enters into
force. 11

"4. International verification of declarations of chemical weapons

"Ca) International v~rification by on-site inSpections

"Ci) The purpos~ of the international verification of declarations of
chemical weapons shall be to confirm through on-site inspections the
accu~acy of the declarations made in accordance wi th Article IV. 1/

"Cii) The International Inspectors shall ~nduct this verification
promptly after a declaration is submitted. They shall, inter alia
verify the quantity and identity of chemicals, types and number of
munitions, devices and other equipment.

"(iit) They shall employ, as appropriate, agreed seals, markers or other
inventory control procedures to facilitate an accurate inventory of
the chemical weapons at each stora~e facility.

"(iv) As the inventory progresses, International Inspectors shall install
such agreed seals as may be necessary to clearly indicate if any
stocks are :ernoved, and to ensure the securing of the storage
facility.

A!I The coverage of the subsidiary arrangements is.to be discussed.

AlI Procedures to ensure toe implementation of the vetification scheme
vi thin designated time frames are to be developed.

A11 The applicability of Article IV, paragraph 2(b) is to be disoussed.
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"Cb) Co-ordination for international systematic monitoring of storage
facilities

"In conjunction with the on-site inspections of verification of
declaration: of chemical weapons, the International Inspectors shall undertake
necessary co-ordination for measure9 of systematic monitoring of storage
facilities.

"5. International systematic monitoring of storage facilities

"(a) The purpose of the international systematic monitoring of storage
facilities shall be to ensure that no undetected removal of chemical weapons
takes place.

"(b) The international systematic monitoring shall be initiated as soon.
as possible after the declaration of chemical weapons is submitted and shall
continue until all chemical weapons have been removed from the storage
fACility. It shall he ensured, in accordance with the agreement on subsidiary
arrangements, through a cOmbination of continuous monitoring with on-site
i~struments and systematic verification by international on-site inspections
or, where the continuous monitoring with on-slte instruments is not feasible,
by the presence of International Inspectors.

f

e "(c) If the relevant agreement on subsidiary arrangements fOr the
systematic monitoring of a chemical weapons storage facility is concluded,
International Inspectors shall install for the purpose of this systematic
monitoring a monitoring system as referred to below under (e). If no such
agreement has been concluded, the International Inspectors will initiate the
systematic monitoring by their continuous presence on-site until the agreement
is concluded, and the monitoring system installed and activated.

"(d) In the period before the activation of the continuous monitoring
with on-site instruments and at other times when this continuous monitoring is
not feasibler seals installed by International Inspectors may only be opened
in the presence of an International Inspector. If an extraordinary event
requires the opening of a seal when an inspector is not present, a State Party
shall immediately inform the International Authority and International
Inspectors will return as soon as possible to validate the inventory and
re-establish the seals.

"(e) Monitoring with instruments.

n(i) For the purpose of the systematic monitoring of a chemical
weapons storage facility, International Inspectors will
install, in the presence of host country ~rsonnel and in
conformity with the relevant agreement on subsidiary
arrangements, a monitoring system consisting of, inter alia,
sensors, ancillary equipment and transmission systems. The
agreed types of these instruments shall be specified in the
Model Agreement. They shall incorporate, inter ali~, seals and
other tamper-indicating and tamper-resistant devices as well as
data protection and data authentication features.
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"(ii) The tnonitoring system shall have such abilities and be
installed~ adjusted or directed in such a way as to correspond
strictly and efficiently to the sole purpose of detecting
prohibited or unauthorized activities within the chemical
weapons storage facility as referred to abcve under (a). The
coverage of the monitoring system shall be limited
accordingly. The monitoring system will signal the
International Authority if any tampering with its components or
interference with its functioning occurs. Redundancy shall be
built into the monitoring system to ensure that failure of an
individual component will not jeopardise the monitoring
capability of the system.

"(iii) When the monitoring system is activated, International
Inspectors will verify the accuracy of the inventory of
chemical weapons, as required.

"(iv) Data will be transmitted from each storage facility to the
International Verification Headquarters by means (to be
determined). The transmission S'lSl'rN4 will incorporate frequent
transmissions from the storage facility and a query and
response system between the storage facility and the
International Verification Headquarters. International
Inspectors shall periodically check the proper functioning of
the monitoring system.

"(v) In the event that the monitoring system indicated any
irregularity, the International Inspectors would immediately
determine whether this resulted from equipment malfunction or
activities at the storage facility. If, after this examination
the problem remained unresolved, the International Authority
would immediately ascertain the actual situation, including
through immediate on-site inspection or visit of the storage
facility if neceS$ary. The International Authority shall
report any such problem immediately after its detection to the
State Party who should assist in its resolution.

"(vi) The State party shall immediately notify the International
Authority if an event at the storage facility occurs, or may
occur, which may have an impact on the monitoring system. The
State Party shall co-ordinate subsequent actions with the
International Authority with a view to restoring the operation
of the monitoring system, and establishing interim measures, if
necessary, as soon as possible.

"(f) Systematic onoosite inspections and visits.

"(i) Visits to service the monitoring system may be required in
addition to systematic onoosite inspections to perform any
necessary maintenance, replacement of equipment or to adjust
the coverage of the monitoring system, if required.
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~(ii) (The guLdelines for determining th~ frequency of systematic
on-site inspections are to be elaborated.) The particular
storage facility to be inspected shall be chosen by the
International Authority in such a way as to preclude the
prediction of precisely when the facility is to be inspected.
During each inspection, the International Inspectors will
verify that the monitoring system is functioning correctly and
verify the inventory in agreed percentage of bunkers and
storage areas.

"(g) When all chemical weapons have been removed from the storage
facility, the International Authority shall certify the declaration of the
National Authority to that effect. After this certification, the
International Authority shall terminate the international systematic
monitoring of the storage facility and will promptly remove all devices and
monitoring equipment installed by the International Inspectors.

"6. International verification of the removal of chemical weapons for
destruction

"(a) The State Party shall notify the International Authority [14] days
in advance of the exact timing of removal of chemical weapons from the storage
facility and of the planned arrival at the facility where they will be
destroyed.

"(b) The State Party shall provide the Inspectors with the detailed
inventory of the chemical weapons to be moved. The International Inspectors
shall be present when chemical weapons are removed from the storage facility
and shall verify that the chemical weapons on the inventory are loaded on to
the transport Vehicles. Upon completion of the loading operations, the
International Inspectors shall seal the cargo and/or means of transport, as
appropriate.

"(c) If only a portion of the chemical weapons is removed, the
International Inspectors will verify the accuracy of the inventory of the
remaining chemical weapons and make any appropriate adjustments in the
monitoring system in accordance with the agreement on subsidiary arrangements.

"(d) The International Inspectors shall verify the arrival of the
chemical weapons at the destruction facility by checking the seals on the
cargo and/or the means of transport and shall verify the accuracy of the
inventory of the chemical weapons transported.

"7. Inspections and visits

"(a) The International Authority shall notify the State Party of its
decision to inspect or visit the storage facility 48 hours prior to the
planned arrival of the inspection team at the facility for systematic
inspections or visits. In the event of inspections or visits to resolve
urgent problems, this period may be shortened. The International Authority
shall specify the purpose(s) of the inspection or visit.
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"(b) A State Party shall make any necessary preparations for the arrivalof the Inspectors and shall ensure their expeditious transportation from theirpoint of entry on the territory of the State Party to the storage facility.The agreement on subsidiary arrangements will specify administrativearrangements for Inspectors.

"(c) !nternational Inspectors shall, in accordance with agreements onsubsidiary a~rangementst

- hav~ unimpeded access to all parts of the storage facilities includingany munitions, devices, bulk containers, or other containers therein.While conducting their activity, Inspectors $hall comply with thesafety regulations at the facility. The items to be inspected will bechosen by the Inspectors,

bring wi th them and use such agreed inst~uments as may be necessaryfor the completien of their tasks,

- receive samples taken at their request from any devices and bulkcontainers and ether containers at the facility. Such samples will betaken by representatives of the State Party in the presence of theInspectors,

- perform on-site analysis of sanples,

- transfer, if necessary, samples for analysis off-site at a laboratorydesignated by the International Authority, in accordance with agreedprocedures,

- afford the opportu~ity to the Host State Party to be present whensamples are analysed,

- ensure, in accordance with agr9~ procedures that sa~les transported,stored and processed are not tampered with,

- communicate freely with the International Authority.

"(d) The State Party receiving the inspection shall, in accordance withagreed procedurest

- have the right to accompany the International Inspectors at all timesduring the inspection and observe all their verification activities atthe storage facility,

have the right to retain duplicates of all samples taken and bepresent when samples are analysed,

- have the right to inspect any instrument used or installed by theInternational Inspectors and to have it tested in the presence of itspersonnel,
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- provide assistance to the International Inspectors, upon their
request, for the installation of the monitoring system and the
analysis of samples on-site,

receive copies of the reports on inspections of its storage
facility (ies) ,

- receive copies, at its request, of the information and data gathered
about its atorage facility(i~s) by the International Authority.

R(e) The International Inspectors may request clarification of any
ambiguities arising from the inspection. In the event that any ambiguities
arise which cannot be resolved in the course of the inspection, the Inspectors
shall inform the International Authority immediately.

R(f) After each inspection or visit to the storage facility,
International Inspectors shall submit a report with their findings to the
International Authority which will transmit a copy of this report to the
State Party having received the inspection or visit. Information (to be
designated) received during the inspection shall be treated as confidential
(procedures to be developed).

RIII. PRINCIPLES, METHODS AND ORGANIZATION OF THE DESTRUCTION
OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

RI. Destruction of chemical weapons means a process by which chemicals are
converted in an essentially irreversible way to a form unsuitable for
production of chemical weapons, and which in an irreversible manner renders
munitions and other devices unusable as such.

R2. Each State Party possessing chemical weapons shall determine how it
shall destroy them, except that the following processes may not be used:
dumping in any body of water, land burial or open.-pit burning. It shall
destroy chemical weapons only at specifically designated and appropriately
designed and equipped facility(ies).

R3. The State Party shall ensure that its chemical weapons destruction
facility (ies) are constructed and operated in a manner to ensure the
destruction of the chemical weapons, and that the destruction process can be
verified under the provisions of this convention.

RIV. PRINCIPLES AND ORDER OF DESTRUCTION 11

RI. The elaboration of the Order of Destruction shall build on the
undiminished security for all States during the entire destruction stage,
confidence-building in the early part of the destruction stage, gradual
acquisition of experience in the course of destroying chemical weapons stocks
and applicability irrespective of the actual composition of the stockpiles and
the methods chosen for the destruction of the chp.mical weapons.

R11 The further development of this entire section has been subject to
consultations by the Chairman of Group B, the result of which is included ~~

Appendix II.
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82. Tbe deatruction of chemical weapons stocks shall start for all States
Parties poaaessing chemical weapons slmultaneously. The whole destruction
atage aball be divided into nine annual periods.

83. Bach State Party ahall destroy not less than one ninth of its stockpile
[in measure of stockpile equivalent and/or equivalent mustard weight] durinq
each destruction period. !/ ~/ However, a State Party is not precluded from
destroying its stocks at a faster pace. Each State Party shall determine its
detailed plans for eaCh destruction period, as specified in part III of this
Annex and shall report annually on the implementation of each destruction
period. 1/ .

81/ It is considered necessary to elaborate a method for comparing
different categories of chemical weapons stocks. '!'he comparison of lethal and
harmful chemicals remains unresolved and is subject to further consideration.

8~/ Some del~gations expressed the view that the question of the
regulation of the destruction of stockpiles needs further and full discussion.

81/ It has been recognized t~at the destruction of chemical weapons
stocks and the elimination of relevant production facilities should be
considered to~ether.
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"4. Order of Destruction (to be elaborated). ~I 11

"v. INTERNATIONAL VERIFICATION OF THE DESTRUCTION OF CBJiHlCAL WEAPONS

f! "1. The
~

n
l:s
3

purpose of verification of destruction of chemical weapons shall be,

to confirm the identity and quantity of the chemical weapons stocks
to be destroyed, and

to confirm that these stocks ~r all practical purposes have been
destroyed.

"2. General plans for destruction of chemical weapOns

"The general plan for destruction of chemical weapons, submitted pursuant
to Article IV shall specify,

"(a) a general schedule for destruction, giving types and quantities of
chemical weapons planned to be destroyed in each period,

"11 Some delegations feel that it would be appropriate to introduce the
idea of security stockpile levels to meet the security concerns of countries
wi th small stockpiles of chemical weapons.

"11 Some delegation drew attention to the proposal contained in CD/822
of 29 March 1988. This proposal is aimed at ensuring the undiminished
security of all States during the destruction stage. ~ this end, it proceeds
from the basic undertaking that all OW production shall cease immediately upon
entry into force of the Convention and that all chemical weapons storage sites
as well as production facilities will be subject from the outset to systematic
international on-site verification.

-Taking account of existing discrepaf~ies in OW stocks it suggests a
specific phased approach, according to which State parties with large
CW stocks are to proceed with the destruction of their stockpile until an
agreed level is reached in the fiest phase. In their view, it is only after
the end of this first phase, which would result at the end of the fifth year
in the levelling out of the large CW stockpiles, that State parties with
smaller stockpiles would be required to start with the destruction of their
stocks. The whole two phased destruction period would be subject to close
monitoring.
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·(b) the number of chemical weapons destruction facilities existing or
planned, to be operated over the 10 years destruction period,

-(c) for each existing or planned chemical weapons destruction facility,

name and address,

location,

chemical weapons intended to be destroyed,

method of destruction,

capacity,

expected period of operation,

p:oducts of the destruction process.

-3. Detailed p~ans for destruction of chemical weapOns

-~e detailed plans submitt~ pursuant to article IV, six months before
each destruction period, shall specify,

- (a) the aggregate quantity of each individual type of chemical weapons
planned to be destroyed at e.ch facility,

- (b) the number of chemical weapons destruction facilities and a det4~iled

schedule for the destruction of chemical weapons at each of these facilit:Les,

-(c) data about each destruction facility,

name, postal address, geographical location,

method of destruction,

end-products ,

layout plan of the facility,

technological echeme,

operation manuals,

the system of verification,

safety measures in force at the facility,

living and working conditions for the international inspectors.
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"(d) data about any storage facility at the destruction facility planned
to provide chemical weapons directly to it during the destruction period,

layout plan of the facilitY6

method and volume of storage estimated by types and quantities
of chemical weapons,

types and quantities of chemical weapons to he stored at the
facility during the destruction period,

safety measures in force at the facility.

nee) After the submission of the first detailed plans, subsequent annual
plans should contain only changes and additions to required d&ta elements
submitted in the first detailed plans.

"4. Review of detailed plans for the destruction of chemical weapOns

"(a) On the basis of the detailed plan for destruction and proposed
meaSl.!res for verification submitted by the State Party, and as the case may
be, on experience from previous inspections and on the relevant agreement(s)
on subsidiary arrangements, the 1echnical Secretariat shall prepare before
each destruction period, a plan for verifying the destruction of chemical
weapons, consulting closely with the State Party. Any differences between the
~chnical Secretariat and the State Party should be resolved through
consultations. Any unresolved matters shall be forwarded to the Executive
Council for appropriate action with a view to .facilitating the full
implementation of the Convention.

"(b) The agreed combined detailed plans for destruction and verification
plans, with an appropriate recommendation by the 1echnical Secretariat, will
be forwarded to the members of the Executive Ctluncil for review. The members
of the Exe~utive Council shall review the plans with a view to approving th~m,

consistent wi th ver ification objectives. This review is designed to determine
that the destruction of chemical weapons, as planned, is ~?nsistent with the
obligation, under the Convention and the objective of desl:coying the chemical
weapons. It should also confirm that verification schemes for destruction are
consistent with verification objectives, and are efficient and workable. This
review should be completed 60 days before the destruction period.

" (c) Each member of the Execu tive Council I!lay consult wi th t....e 'lechnica1
Secretariat on guY issues regarding the adequacy of the combined plan for
destruction und verification. If there are no objG~tions by any members of
the Executive Council, the I:>lan shall be put into action.

"(d) If there are any difficulties, the Executive Council shall enter
into consultationR with the State party to reconcile them. If any
difficulties remain unresolved they should be referred ~o the Consultative
Committee.

nee) After a review of the detailed plans of destruction of ohemiCAl
weapons, the Technical Secretariat, if the need arises, will enter into
consultation with the State Party concerned in order to ensure its chemical
weapons destruction facility(ies) is (are) designed to assure destruction of
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chelllical :-I"'~POIl8t to allow advanced planning on how verification meas"res may
be applied and to ensure that the application of verification measl.3res is
consiatent wi~h proper facil1:y(ies) operation, and that the facility(ies)
operation allows appropriate verification.

-(f) Destruction and verification should proceed according to the agreed
plan as referred to above. Such verification should not interfere with the
destruction proc-.ss.

-5. !!Ireementa on subsidiary arrangements

-For each destruction facility, States Parties should conclude with the
International Authority d~tailed ag~eements on SUbsidiary arrangements £Or the
oystematic verification of destruction of chemical weapons. Such agreements
shall be based on a Model Agreement and shall specify, for each destruction
facility, the detailed on-site inspection procedures and arrangements for the
removal of chemical weapons from the storage facility at the aestruction
£&cility, t~ansport from this stroage facility to their destru~tion and the
monitoring by on-site instru~nta, taking into account the ~Pecific

charact~risticsof the destruction facility and !~s r~e of operation. The
Model Agreement shall iaclude provisions to take into account the need for
maintenancQ and modifications.

-6. International Inspectors will be 9ranted access ~o each chemical weapons
destruction facility (30 days) prior to commencement of active destruction
phases for the purpose of carrying out an engineering review of the facility,
including the facility's construction and layout, the equipment and
instruments for measuring and controlling the destruction process, and the
checking and testing of the accuracy of the verification equipment.

-7. Systematic international on-site verification of destructir- ~f chemical
weap?ns

1 1 n (Cl
procedur

n(d
Secretar
the comp

"(e
subsidia.

- (f)
agreed pr4

-(aj The Inspectors will be granted access to conduct their activities at
the chemical weapons destruction facilities and the chemical w~~r,ns storage
far.ilities thereat during the entire active phase of destruc: ...t'\n. They will
conduct their activities in the presence and with the cc-oper· .ion of
representatives of the fa~il1ty's management and the National Authority if
they wish to be present.

- (b) Tl~ inspectors may monitot by Either phlrsical observation or devices.

-(1) the chemical weapons stor~~Q facility at the destr~ction

facility and the chemical weap:)98 present,

-(ii) the movement of Chemical weapons from the storage facility to
the destruction facility,

U(iii) the process of destruction (assuring that no chemical weapons
are diverted),

-(iv) the ~terial balance, and

-(v) the accuracy and calibration of the instruments.
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Model Agreement shall iaclude provisions to take into account the need for
maintenancQ and modifications.

-6. International Inspectors will be 9ranted access ~o each chemical weapons
destruction facility (30 days) prior to commencement of active destruction
phases for the purpose of carrying out an engineering review of the facility,
including the facility's construction and layout, the equipment and
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-7. Systematic international on-site verification of destructir- ~f chemical
weap?ns

1 1 n (Cl
procedur

n(d
Secretar
the comp

"(e
subsidia.

- (f)
agreed pr4

-(aj The Inspectors will be granted access to conduct their activities at
the chemical weapons destruction facilities and the chemical w~~r,ns storage
far.ilities thereat during the entire active phase of destruc: ...t'\n. They will
conduct their activities in the presence and with the cc-oper· .ion of
representatives of the fa~il1ty's management and the National Authority if
they wish to be present.

- (b) Tl~ inspectors may monitot by Either phlrsical observation or devices.

-(1) the chemical weapons stor~~Q facility at the destr~ction

facility and the chemical weap:)98 present,

-(ii) the movement of Chemical weapons from the storage facility to
the destruction facility,

U(iii) the process of destruction (assuring that no chemical weapons
are diverted),

-(iv) the ~terial balance, and

-(v) the accuracy and calibration of the instruments.
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"(c) ~ the ext~nt consistent with verification needs, verification
procedures should make use of information from routine facility oporatio~.

n(d) After the completion of each period of destruction, the ~chnical

Secretariat ehall certify the declaration of the ~tional Authority, reporting
the completion of destruction of the designated quantity of chemical weapons.

"(e) International Inspectors shall, in accordance with agreements on
subsidiary ~Irangementsl

have unimpeded acce~5 ~o all parts of the destruction
facilities, and the storage facilities tllereat, any munitions"
devices, bulk containers, or other containers, therein. While
conducting their activity, Ins?ectors shall comply with the
safety regUlations at these facilities. The items to be
inspected will be chosen by the Inspectors in accordance with
the verification plan that has been ~greed to by the State
Party and approved by the Executive Council,

bring with them and use such agreed instruments as may be
necessary for the completion of their tasks,

monitor the systematic on-site analysis of samples during the
destruction process,

receive, if necessary, samples taken at their request
devices, bulk cDntainers and other containers at the
destruction facility or the storagg facility thereat.
samples will be taken and analysed by representatives
state Party in the presence of the Ins~ctors,

oommunicate freely with the International Authority,

from any

Such
of the

if necessary, tranSfer samples for analysis off-site at a
laboratory designated by the International Authority, in
accordance with agreed procedures,

ensure, in accordance with agreed procedures, that samples
transported, stored and processed are not tamper~d with,

afford the opportunity to the host State Party to be present
when samples are analysed.

Rtf) The State Pa~ty receiving the inspection shall, in accordance with
agreed procedures:

have the right to accompany the International Inspectors at all
times during the inspection and observe all their verification
activities at the destruction facility, and the storage
facility thereat1

have the right to retain duplicates of all samples taken at the
Inspectors' request and b~ present when samples are analysed,
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have the right to inspect any agreed standard instrument used
or installed by the International Inspectors and to have it
tested in the presence of its personnel,

provide assistance to the International Inspectors, upon their
request, for tbe installation of seals or monitoring devices
and the analysis of samples on-site as appropriate to the
monitorin9 of the destruction process,

receive copies of the reports on inspections of its destruction
facility (ies) ,

receive copies, at its request, of the information and data
gathered ~bout its destruction facilityCies) by the
International Authority.

-(g) If Inspectors detect irregularitias which may give rise to doubts
they will report the irregularities to the representatives of the facility and
the National Authority and request that th' situation be resolved.
Uncorrected irregularities will be reported to the Executive COuncil.

-Ch) After ~ach inspection to the destruction facility, International
Inspectors shall submit a report with their findings to the International
Authority which will transmit a copy of this report to the State Party havin9
received the inspection. Information (to be designated) received during the
inspection aball ~~ treated as confidential (procedures to be developed).

-s. Chemical weaeens storage facilities at chemical weapons destruction
facilities

-Ca) Inte~national Inspectors shall verify any arrival of chemical
weapons at a chemical weapons storage facility at a chemical weapons
destruction facility, as ref~~r~d to in paragraph 6 (d) of section 11 of this
Annex, and the storing of th,~Il'~ cbemical weapons. They sha;',l employ, as
app~opriate, agreed seals, markers or other inventory control procedures to
r~;~!litate an accurate inventory of the chemical weapons in this storage
facility. They shall install such agreed seals as may be necessary to verify
that stocks are removed only for destruotion.

-Cb) As soon and as long as chemical weapons are stored at Chemical
weapons storage facilities at chemical weapons destr~ction facilites, these
storage facilities shall be Subject to international systematic monitoring. as
referred.o in relevant provisions of paragraph 5 of section II of the prflsent
annex, in ~~nfOrmity with the relevant agreements on subsidiary arrangements
OK, if no such agreement has been concluded, with the agreed combined plan for
destruction and verification.

-Cc) The International Inspectors will ~ake any appropriate adjustments
in the monitoring system in accordance with the relevant agreement on
subsidiary at raagements whenever inventory chd.nges occur.

-(d) At the end of an active destruction phase, International Inspectors
will make an inventory of the chemical weapons that have been removed from the
storage facility to be destroyed. They shall verify the accuracy of the
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inventory of the chellieal weapons reuining employing inventory control
procedures as referred to above under (a). They shall install such a9~eed

seals as may be necessary to ensure the securing of the storage facility.

-(e) The international systematic monitoring of a che.ieal weapons
storage facility at a chemical weapons destruction facility aay b&
discontinued when the active destruction phase is COBpleted, if no che.ieal
weapons remain. If, in addition, no cheJllical weapons are planned to be storad
at this facility, the international systematic monitoring shall be terainated
in accordance with section U, paragraph 5 (g) of this Annex.
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"ANNEX 'l'O ARTICLE V

"I. DECLARATIONS AND REPORTS ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES

"A. Declaratiohs of (existing] chemical weapons production facilities

"The declaration should contain for each facility.

"1. Nallle and exact location.

"2. Ownership, operation, control, who orde:-ed and procured the facility.

"3. Desi9nation of each facility.

"(a) Facility for prcducing chemicals defined as chemical weapons.

"(b) Facility for filling chemical weapons.

"~. Products of each facility and dates that they were produced.

"(a) Chemicals produced.

"(b) Munitions or devices filled, identity of chemical fill.

as. capacity of the facility, expressed in terms of.

"(a) The quantity of end product that the facility can produce in
(period), assWlling the facility operates (schedule).

"(b) The quantity of chemical that the facility can fill into each type
of munition or device in (period), assWIling that the facility operates
(schedule) •

"6. Detailed facility description.

"(a) Layout of the facility.

"(b) Process flow diagram.

"(c) Detailed inventory of equipment, buildings am any spare or
replacement parts on site.

"(d) QuCilntities of any chemicals or munitions on site.

-s. Declarations of forlller chemical weapons production facilities

"The declaration should contain for each facility.

"1. All in~oraation as in paragraph A, above, that pertains to the operation
of the facility as a chemical weapons facility~

"2. Date chellli~al weapons production ceased.
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"3. Current status of special equiPQent that was used for chellical weapons
production.

"4. Dates of convercion from CW use, date of beginning of non-oN use.

"5. Current ownership, operation and control.

"6. Current production, stating types and quantities of productCs).

"7. Current capacity of the facility, expressed in terms of the quantity of
end product that ~n be produced in Cper lad), assuming the facility operates
Cschedule ) •

"8. eurr~nt detailed facility descriptionl

"Ca) Layout of the facility.

"Cb) Process flow diagram.

"(c) IDcation of any CW-specific equiPllent re_ining on-site.'

"Cd) ouantities of any chemical weapons remaining on-site.

"C. ~arations of [existing] chemical weapons production facilities under
the control of others on the territory of the State party

- ~~sponsibility for declarations (to be discussed).

- All elements containe~ in part lA of thiB Annex should be declared.

"D. Declarations of former chemical weapons production facilities under the
control of others on the territory of the State party

- Rosponsibility for declarations (to be discussed).

- All elements contained in part 18 of this Annex should be decla~ed.

"E. Declarations of transfers

"1. Chemical weapons production equipment means Cto be developed).

"2. The declaration should specifyl

"Ca) who received/transferred chemical weapons production equipment [and
technical documentation],

"Cb) the identity of the equipment,

"(c) date of transfer,

"(d) whether the chemical weapons production equipment [and
documentation) were eliminated,

"Ce) current disposition, if known.
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-P. Declaration. of .easures to ensure closure of.

-1. I!'acilities under the jurisdiction or ~ntrol of the State Party (data on
national .easur.s and the ttlle-frues).

-2. l'acilities on the State Party'. territory under the control of others (to
be developed).

-G. Annual RefOr ts

-B. Pinal certification of Elimination

-11. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OP ELIMINATION OP CBalICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION
PACUITIES

-A. General

-Each State Party e;hall decide on methods to be applied for the
eliaination of its chemieal weapons production facilities, according to ~he

principles laid down in this Annex. '!'he process of elimination might be
carried out through destruction, 1/ dismantling, ~/ [or conversion l/J.

~esponsibility for carrying out measures when more than one State is
involved (to be discussed).

ftB. Closure and methods for closing the facility (to be elaborated)

ftC. Activities related to elimination

ftl. Facilities producing SChedule [IJ chemicals.

ftl/ One delegation suggests the following formulation: 'Destruction
means disassembling of technological equipment, its removal from buildings and
constructions where it had been installed with its further irreversible
transformation into articles unsuitable for the purposes of production of
chemeal weapons.'

ft1/ One delegation suggests the following formulation: 'Dismantling
_ans disassembling of technological equipment J its removal from buildings and
constructions where it had been installed wi th its fur ther use for permi tted
purposes. '

ft3/ One delegation suggests the following formulation: 'Conversion I:)f
facilities means use of facilities after their reconstruction for permitted
purPlses not connected wi th chemeal weapons.'
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"2. Facilities producing other categories of chemicals.

"3. Filling facilities.
on

"D. Activities related to temporary conv!rsion to destruction facility

(to "E. Activities related to former chemical weapons production facilities

"UI. ORDER OF ELIMINATION (to be developed)

"IV. PlANS

"A. General Plans

"1. Pbr each facility the following infOrmation should be supplied:

"(a) envisaged time-frame for measures to be taken,

"(b) methods of elimination.

"2. In addition, the following information should be supplied for each
facility:

s "(Ca) In relation to dismantling:)

"iCb) In relation to conversion for peaceful purposes;

R(i) desc~iption of the facility after conversion

"(i\) designation of the facility after conversion and
names of products to be manufactured.)

"3. In relation to temporary conversion into Chemical weapons destruction
facility,

"Ci) envieaged tiMe-frame for conversion into a destruction facility,

and

f

R(ii) envisaged time for utilizing the facility as a destruction facility,

"Ciii) description of the new facility,

"(iv) method of elimination of special equipment,

"Cv) time-frame for elimination of the converted facility after it has
been utilized to destroy chemical weapons,

"Cvi) method of elimination of the converted facility.

~4. In relation to former ~hemical weapons production facilities (to be
elabora ted) •

"2. Facilities producing other categories of chemicals.

"3. Filling facilities.
on
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f

R(ii) envisaged time for utilizing the facility as a destruction facility,

"Ciii) description of the new facility,

"(iv) method of elimination of special equipment,

"Cv) time-frame for elimination of the converted facility after it has
been utilized to destroy chemical weapons,

"Cvi) method of elimination of the converted facility.

~4. In relation to former ~hemical weapons production facilities (to be
elabora ted) •
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lIB. Detailed plans

"1. The detailed plans for elimination of each facility should contain:

"(a) detailed time schedule of elimination process,

"(b) layout of the facility,

"(e) process flow diagram,

"(d) detailed inventory of equipment, buildings and other items to be
eliminated,

"(e) measures to be applied to each item on the inventory,

"(f) proposed measures for verification,

"(g) security/safety measures to be observed during the destruction of
the faeil i ty,

"(h) working and living conditions to be provided for international
inspectors.

"2. In addition, the following information should be included,

"(a) In relation to dismantling,]

"( (b) In relation to conversion for peaceful purp::tses:

"(i) projected use of the facility after conversion and products to be
manufactured,

"(ii) layout of the facility after conversion,

"(iii) p~ocess flow diagram of the facility after conversion],

"3. In relation to the temporary conversion into a chemical weapons
destruction facility.

"In addition to the information contained in part IV.B.l of this Annex
the following. information should be provided,

"(1,) method of conversion into a destruction facility,

"(ii) data on the destruction facility, in accordance with the Annex to
Article IV, part IV.B.l(c).

"4. In relation to elimination of a fa 11ity that was te~rarily converted
for destruction of chemical weapons, information should be provided in
accordance with part IV. B.l of this Annex.

"5. In relation to former chemical ~eapons production facilities (to be
elaborated) •
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TI"':
I' 'I

Lil I

INTERNATIONAL VERIFICATION OF DECLARATIONS OF CHJ!HlCAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION
FACILITIES AND THEIR CLOSURE, INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMATIC MONITORING,
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMATIC VERIFICATION OF ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
PRODUCTION FACILITIES !/

n(i) The purpose of the international verification of declarations
of chemical weapons production facilities shall be:

- to confirm that all activity has ceased except that required
for closure,

"(iv) lnternational Inspectors shall install such agreed devices as
may be necessary to indicate if any resumption of production of
chemical weapons occurs or if any declared item is removed.
They shall take the necessary precaution not to hinder closure
activities by the State Party. International Inspectors may
return to maintain ~nd verify the integrity of the devices.

D(iii) They shall employ, as appropriate, agreed seals, markers or
other inventory control procedures to faciliate an accurate
inventory of the declared items at each chemical weapons
production facility.

"(a) International verification by initial on-site inSpections

"(b) Co-ordination for international systematic monitoring of chemical
weapons production facilities

alii) The International Inspectors shall conduct this initial
verification promptly, and in any event not later than
[60] days after a declaration is submitted.

"1. International verification of declarations of chemical weapons production
facilities and of cessation of their activities

"!I This Section of this Annex will require further discussion and
elaboration upon resolution of the definitions of chemical tleapons, chemical
weapons production facilities, and met~hods of elimination.

"In conjunction with the initial on-site inspections to verify
declarations of chemical weapons production facilities, the International
Inspectors shall undertake necessary co-ordination for measur~s of systematic
monitoring of these facilities as provided for in paragraph 4, below.

- to confirm through on-site inspections the accuracy of the
of declarations made in accordance with Article V.
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-2. Agr.e~~nta on subsidiary arrangements 1/

-Ca) Within (6) IIIOnths after entry into fo.rce of the Convention, States
Parties aball conclude with the International Authority detailed agreements on
subsidiary arrange_nts for the systematic JIlOnitoring of their chemical
weapons production facilities. Such agreements shall be based on a Model
_ree.nt and shall specify for each production facility the detailed
inspection procedures and arrangements for the installation, operation ahd
..intenance of the ••als and monitoring device. by the International
Authority, taking into account the specific characteristics of each facility.
!he Nodel Agreement aball include provisions to take into account future
technological developaents. .

-Cb) States Partie. shall ensure that the verification of declarations of
ch_ieal weapons production facilities and the initiation of systematic
IIOnitoring can be accolllPlished by the International Authority at all such
facilities within the agreed time frames after the COnvention enters into
force. 1/

-3. Mea15ures for closure of chemical weapOns production facilities

-Ca) !he purpose of the closure of a chemical weapon~ production facility
. is to render it inoperable as such.

- (b) Agreed measures fot 10sure will be taken by the state Par ty w1 th
due regard to the specific characteristics of each facility. Such measures
shall include, inter alia. 1/

- prohibition of occupation of buildings except for agreed
activities,

- disconnection of equipment directly related to the production of
chemical weapons to include, inter alia, process control
equipment and utilities,

- disabling of protective installations and equipment used
exclusively for the safety of operations of the chemical weapons
production facility,

- interruption of rail and other roads to the chemicals weapons
production facility except those required for agreed activities.

-(c) While the chemical weapons production facility remains closed, the
State Party ·may continue safety activities at the facility.

IlIV The coverage of the subsidiary arrangemenu is to be discussed.

-1/ Procedures to ensure the implementation of the verification scheme
within designated ti_ fra.s are to be developed.

-1/ The activities .nd items in these measures will need further
elaboration.
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"4. International verificati~n of closure of chemical weapons production
facilities

"Subsequent to the on-site verification of declarations as referred to in
paragraph 1, the International Inspectors shall conduct on-site inspections at
each chemical weapons production facility for the purpose of verifying that
measures referred to under 3 (b) have been accomplished.

"5. International systematic monitoring of chemical weapons production
facilities

"(a) The purpose of the international syst~matic monitoring of a chemical
weapons production facility shall be to ensure that no resumption of
production of chemical weapo~9 nor removal of declared items would go
undetected at this facility.

R(b) The international systematic monitoring shall be initiated as soon
as possible after the closure of the chemical weapons production facility and
shall continue until this facility is eliminated. Systematic monitoring shall
be ensured, in accordance with the agreements on subsidiary arrangements,
through a combination of continuous monitoring with on-site instruments and
systematic verification by 1.nternational on-site inspections or, where the
continuous monito£ing with on-site instruments is not feasible, by the
presence of International Inspectors.

"(c) In conjunction with the on-site verification of the closure of
chemical weapons production facilities referred to in paragraph 4 above and,
if the relevant agreement on SUbsidiary arrangements for the systematic
monitoring of a chemical weapons production facility has been concluded,
International Inspectors shall install for the purpose of this systematic
monitoring a monitoring system as referred to under (e) below. If no such
agreement has been concluded, the International Inspectors will initiate the
systematic moni~oring by their continuous presence on-site until the agreement
is conclUded, and the monitoring system installed and activated.

"Cd) In the period before the activation of the monitoring system and at
other ti,mes when the cont inuous moni tor ing wi th on-si te ir:str l1ments is not
feasible, d~vices installed by International Inspectors, in a~cordance with
paragraph 1 above, may only be removed in the presence of an International
Inspector. If an extraordinary event results in, or requires, tne removal of
a device when an inspector is n~c present, a State Party shall immediately
inform the International Authority and International Inspectors w~ll return as
soon as possible to validate the inventbry and re-establish the devices.

"(e) Monitoring with instruments

"(i) For the purpose of the systematic monitoring of a chemical
weapons production facility, International Inspectors will
install, in the presence of host country personnel and in
conformity with the relevant agreement.on subsidiary
arrangements, a monitoring sy~tem co~sisting of, inter alia,
sensors, ancillary equipment .'lnd trar;smission systems. The
agreed types of these instrume~ts shall be specified in the
Model Agreement. They shall incorporate, inter alia, seals

(
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and other tamper-indicating and tamper-resistant devices as
well aa d&ta protection and data authentication features.

-(1i) The monitoring sY8tem shall have such abilities and be
inet~ll&d, adjusted or directed in such a ~ay as to
correspond strictly and efficiently to the sole purpose of
detecting prohibited or unauthorized activities within the
chemical weapons pr~!ucticn facility as referred to above
under (a). The coverage of the monitorin9 system shall be
limited accor~ingly. ~he mo~ito~ing ayatem will signal the
Internaticl1ft.:ll Imthority if i:\l~Y t8Jl1)edng with its components
or inter.€erence with iu. functionAn-._ occut'S. Redundancy
shall be butlt into the monitori~g system to ensure that
failure of an individual oompon~nt will not jeopardize the
!'lOra1~orin9 capability of the system.

-(lil) When the monitoring system is activated, International
IMpectors will verify the accuracy of the inventory of
declared items ~t each chemical WeatlOnS production facility
as required.

-U,v) Data will be transmitted from each production [.;ility to the
International Ver.ification Headquarters by 'me~ 6 to be
determined). The tza~mission syste~ will incorporate
frequent transmissions from the production facility and a
query and r~sponse S~3tp~ between the production facility and
th~ International verii.cation Be~dquarters. International
Inspectors shall per iOl:tlcally check the proper functioning of
t.he llIOnitoring ay6tem.

"(v) :tn the event th&t the Il\OnitcJ:ing system indicates any
irregularity, the International Inspectors would imnediately
determine wb~ther this resulted from equipment malfunction or
activities at the producti~n facility. If, after this
examination the prOhlem remained unresolved, the
International Authority ~uld immediately ascertain the
actual situation, including through immediate on-site
inapecticn or visit of the production facility if necessary.
The Internatior.al Authority shall report any such problem
immediately aft~r its detection to the State party who should
assist in its resolution.

W(vl) The State Party shall immediately notify the International
Autbority if an event at the pr~duc~ion facility occurs, or
lIlay occur, which may have an impact on the IIIOni tor ing
system. The state Party shall co-ordinate subsequent actions
with the International Authority with a view to restoring the
operatiofi of the monitoring system and establishing interim
mea9ures, if necessary, a.s s~on ~s possible.

~(f) SY!te~tic on-aite inspections and visits

"U) During each inspectkm, the International Inspectors will
verify that the monitoring sy~tem is functionin~ correctly
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and verify the deQlared inv&ntQry aa required. I~ addition,
visits to servlc~ th~ monitoring aystem will be required to
perform any necess~ry maintenanc~ or re~la~ement of equipment,
or to adjust the coverage of the monitoring system as required.

·(ii) (The guidelines for determining the frequency of systematic
on--site inspections are to be elaborated). The particular
production facility to be inspected shall be chosen by the
International Authority in such a way as to preclude the
prediction of precisely when the facility is to be inspected.

-6. International v~rification of elimination of chemical weapons production
faciilities

" • (a) The purpose of international verification of elimination of chemical
weapons production facilities will be to confirm that the facility is
eliminat~ as such irn accordance with the c~lig&tions unde~ the Convention and
that each item on the declared inventory is eli~inated in accordance with the
agreed detailed plan foi.' elim1nation.

• (b) (3-6] IlIOnths before eUllIination of a chemical weapona p,roduction
facility a State Party shall provide to the Technical Secreta~iat the
detailed plans for elimination to include proposed measures for verification
of elim~nation referred to in section IV.B.I (f) of the present Annex, with
resp@ct to, e.g.,

timing of the presen~e of the inspectors at the facility to be
eliminatoo,

- procedures fOr verification of measures to be applied to each
item on the declared inventory,

- measures for phasing out systematic monitoring or fc~ adjustment
of the coverage of the monito~ing system,

.. (c) On the basis of the detailed plan for elimination and proposed
measures for verification submitted by the State P~rty. and on experience from
previous inspections, the ~chnical Secretariat shall prepare a plan for
verifying the elimination oi the facility, consulting closely with the State
Party. Any differences between the Technical Secretar iat and the State Party
conce~ning appropriate measures should be resolved through consultations. Any
unresolved matters shall be forwarded to the Executive Council !I for
appropriate action w!th a view to facilitating the full implementation of the
Convention.

·(d) The agreed combined plans for elimination and verification, with an
appropriate recommendation by the Technical Secretariat, will be forwarded to
the members of the Executive Council for re'.dew. These plans should allow a
State PArty to destroy any item agreed to be diverted. The m~mbers of the
Executive Council shall review the plans with a vi.ew to approving til~m,

·11 The role of the Executive Council in the review pKocess will need to
be reviewed in the lisht of its composition and decision~aking process.
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conaistent with veriiication objectives. This review is designed to determine
that the planned disposition of each item is consistent with the Obli~ations

under the OOn~ention and the o~jective of el~minating the facility. It should
also confir. that verification schemes 60r elimination are consistent with
verification objectives, and are efficient and workable. This review shOUld
be completed (60J days before the planned initiation of elimination.

-(e) Bach member of the Executive Council may consult with the ~chnical

secretariat on any issues regarding the adequacy of the combined plan 60r
eli.ination and verification. If there are no objections by any members of
the Executive Council, the plan shall be put into action.

-(f) If there are any difficulties, th~ Executive Council should enter
into consultations with ~he State Party to reconcile them. If any
difficulties re.ain unresL:ved they should be referred to the Consultative
Ccaaittee. The resolution of any differences oyer methods of elimination
should not ~alay the exeoution of other parts of. the elimination plan that are
acceptable.

-(g) If agreement is not reached with the Executive Council 0" aspects of
verification, or if the approved verification plan .;:an.lot be put into action,
verification of elimination will proceed by the continuous on-site monitoring
and presence of inspectors.

-(h) Elimination and verification should proceed according to the agreed
plan. The verification should not undUly interfere with the elimination
process.

"(i) If required ve~ification or elimination actions are not bken as
plar.ned, all States P~rties should be so informed. (Procedures to be
developed. )

-(j) lbr those items to be eliminated through destruction, verification
of elimination should be conduct~ through the presence on-site uf Inspectors
to wi mess the destruction. !I

- (k) Pbr those items that may ~ diverted for permitted purl2Oses. ~I

-(1) When all items on the declared inventory h~ve been eliminat~, the
International Authority shall certify, in writing, the declaration of the
State Party to that effact. After Lt '! ceE'tification, the International
Author i ty shall terIBi,ate the intern~~ional syst@lII&tic I\It)rili tor 109 of the
chemical weapons p~oduction facility and will promptly remove all devices and
monitoring equipment installed by the International Inspectors.

-(11) After this certification, the State Party will make the declaration
that the facility has been eliminated.

-!I This verification measure may not necessarily be th~ only one and
others, as appropriate, may need to be further elaborated.

-11 Specification of the itelllS, permitted purposes ana methods of
verification of disposition will need to be e13borated.
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-7. International verification of temporary conversion of a chemical weapons
production facility into a chemical weapons destruction facility

(to be elaborated)

-0. Inspections and visits

-(a) The International Authority shall notify the State Party of its
decision to inspect or visit a chemical weapons production facility 48 hours
prior to the planned a!:rival of the inspection team at the facility for
syateaatic inspections or visits. In the evert of inspections or visits to
resolve urgent problems, this period ~y be shortened. The Intern~tional

Authodty shall specify the pl:rpose (I, of the inspection or visit.

-(b) A State Party shall make any necessary preparations for the arriva~

of the Inspectors and shall ensur~ their expeditious transportation from their
point of entry on the territory of the State Party to the chemical weapons
production facility. The agreement on subsidiary arrangements will specify
adlliniatrat ive ar rangements for Inspectors.

-(c) International Inspectors shall, in accordanc9 ~ith agl:.:."ilents on
subsidiary arrangements.

have unimpeded access to all parts o~ the chemica.l weapcns
production facilities. While conducting their activity,
Inspectors shall comply with '~;." '5<:~£et~' regulations at the
facility. 'lbe items on the de,~' ;:r1d inventory to be inspected
will be chosen by the Inspector~s

- bring with them and use such agreed instruments as may be
necessary for the completion of their tasks,

communicate freely with the Internati~nal Authority.

Q(d) The State Party receiving the inspection shall, in accordance with
agreed procedures I

have the right to accompany the International Inspectors at all
times during the inspection and observe all their verification
activities at the chemical weapons production facility,

- have the right to inspect any instrument used or installed by the
International Inspectors and to have it tested in the presence of
State P~rty personnel,

- provide assistance to the International Inspectors upon their
request for the installation of the monitoring system,

receive copies of the reports on inspections of its chemical
weapons production facility(ies),

receive copies, at its request, of the information and data
gathered about its chemical weapons pr-oduction facility(ies) by
the International Authority.
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-(e) The International Inspectora 11 may request clarification of anyallbiguitil!8 arising from the inspection. In the event that any ambiguitiesarise which cannot be resolved in the course of the inspections, theinspectors shall inform the International Authority immediately.

-(f) After each inspection or visit to the chemical weapons productionfacility, International Inspectors shall submit a report with their findingsto the International Authority which will transmit a copy of this report tothe state Party having received the inspection or visit. Information (to bedesignated) ~eceived during the in6.pection shall be treated as ~onfidential(procedures to be developed).

-11 The question of whether or not an individual Inspector shall havethe rights set out in this and the following paragraph remains open.
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"ANNEX 'IQ ARTICLE VI [0.]

"MODALITIES FOR REVISION OF LISTS

"1. The revisions envisaged would consist of additions to, deletions from, or
shifts between the lists.

"2. A revi.. ion could be proposed by a State Party. [If the 'nlchnical
Secretariat has information which in its opinion may r~uire a revision of the
lists of chemicals, it should provide that inDormation to the [Executive
Council] which should communicate it to all States Parties.] A State Party
may request the assistance of the ~chnical Secretariat in the substantiation
of its proposal.

"3. A proposal for revision should be submitted to [the International
Authority] (the Executive COuncil] [the Deposit~rr of the convention].

"4. (The International Authority) [The EXecutive Council) [The Depositary of
the COnven~ion), upon receipt of a proposal for revision, will be responsible
fOr informing States Parties abOut it.

"5. The 'roponent should substantiate its proposal with the necessary
information. Any State Party and, as requested. the Technical Secretariat,
could also provide relevant information for the evaluation of the proposal.

"6. 'nlchnical evaluations of a proposal may be made by the International
Authority, (the Executive COuncil), any State Party [and the 'nlchnical
Secretariat) •

"7. The decision on a proposal should be taken by the International Authority
(the Consultative COmmittee] by [a maj~rity vote) [co~sensus) [tacit approval
of all States Parties GO days after they have been informed of the proposal by
the International Authority. If there is no t~~it approval, the matter should
be reviewed by the [Consultative Committee) at its next meeting.) [If urgent
consideration is requested by five or more Parties, a special meeting of the
Consultative Committee should be promptly convened.)

~8. The revision ~rocedura sbn~ld be concluded within (60 days) after the
receipt of the proposal. Once a decision is taken, it should enter into force
after a period of [30 days).

"9. The Technical Secretariat should provide assistance to any State Party,
when requested, in evaluating an unlisted chemical. This assintance should be
confidential (unless it is established in the evaluation that the chemical r~s

chemical weapon properties).
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M3. Chemicals transferred shall not be retransferred to a third State.

"(iv) the ~ggregate amount for [permitted) [protective) purposes acquired
by a State Party in ",ny calendar year through production, withdrawal
from chemical weapons stocks and transfer is equal to or less than
one metric tonne.

"(iii) the aggregate amount of such chemicals at any given time for
[permitted) [protective) purposes is equal to or less than
orae metric tonne, and

" (ii) the types and quantities of chemicals are strictly limited to tho.e
which can be justified for research, medical or protective purpose,
and

"ANNEX '10 ARTICLE VI (1)

"(i) the chemicals are applied to research, medical or protective
purposes, !/ and

"GE~ PROVISIONS

"2. A State Party may transfer chemicals in Schedule (1) outside its
territory only to another state Party and only for research, medical or
p"-'otective purposes in accol'dance wi th paragraph 1.

"4. Thirty days prio!' to any transfer to another State Party both States
Parties shall notify the Consultative COmmittee.

"1. A State Party shall not pr~duce, acquire, retain, transfer or use
ch~micals in SChedule (1) unless.

"s. Each State Party shall make .tl detailed annual declaration regarding
transfers during the previous calendar y~~r. The declaration shall be
siJlbmi tted wi thin ••• months after the end of that year and shall fo~ each
cheillical in SChedule [1) include the following information:

Cl {i) ~he chemical name, structural formula and Ck'iellli.cal Abstracts Sezvice
P.gistry Number (if assigned),

"(ii) the quantity acquired from other States or t~ansferred to o~e:

. States Parties. Fbr each transfer the quantity, ~ecipient ~~d

purpose should be included.

"1/ A view was expressed that for consistency in thiJ Annex, 'permitted
purpose.' should be used instead of 'research, medical or protective
purposes'. The vie~ was also expressed that use of the term 'permitted' would
b~oaden considerably the sphere of use of super-toxic lethal chemicals which
could be used as chemical weapons and that this was very undesirJqble.
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-SINGLE SMALL-SCALE PRQDUCl'ION FACILITY

REach State Party which produces chemicals in SChedule (1) for
(permitted) (protective) purposes shall carry out the production at a single
snaIl-scala facility, the capacity of which shall not exceed (one) metric
tonne per yenr, as measured by the method established in ( ). ~I

~I. Declarations

~A. Initial declarations

REach State Party which plans to operate such a facility Sh3l1 prO?ide
the Consultative Committee with the location and a detailed technical
description of th.,~ facUity, including an inventory of equipment and detailed
diagrams. For existing f~~ilities, this information shall be provided not
later than 30 days after the Convention enters into force for the St~te

Party. Information on new facilities shall be provided six months :~.fore

operations are to begin.

"S. Advance no~ifications

-Each State Party shall give advance notification to the (international
authority) ef planned changes related to the initial declaration. The
notification shall be aubmi tted not later than ••• months before the changes
are to take place.

·C. Annual declarations

• (a) Each state Party possessing a facUity sllall make a detailed annual
declaration regarding the activities of the facility for tbe previous calenaar
year. The declaration shall be submitted within ••• months after the end of
that year and shall include:

Rl. Identification of the facility

M2. Fb~ each chemical in SChedule ill produced, acquired, consumed or
storG4 at the facility, the following inff;)rmation:

.. (i~ the chemical name, structural formula and Chemical Abstracts
Service Registry NUmber (if assigned),

"(H) the methods efll)loyed and quant:lty produced,

"(iii) the name and quanti~y of precursor chemicals listed in
SChedules (1), (2] O~ [3] used for production of chemicals in
SChedule !lh

- (iv) the quantity consumed at the facility and the purpose (a) of tJl.e
consumpti.on ,

R!/ The view was expressed that the single small-scale production
faciJity should be State~~ed.
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"(v) the quantity received from or shipped to other facilities
within the State Party. FOr each shipment the quantity,
recipient and purpose should be included,

"(vi) the maximum quantity stored at any time during the year,

"(vii) the quantity stored at the end of the year.

"3. InfOrmation on any changes at the facility during the year compared
to previously su~itted detailed technical descriptions of the
facility including inventories of equipment and detailed diagrams.

"(b) Each State Party possessing a facility shall make a detailed annual
declaration regarding the projected activities and the anticipated production
at the facility for the coming calendar year. ~~ declaration shall be
submi tted not later than ••• months before the begih:,ing of that year and
shall includes

"1. Identification of the facility

"2. Fbr each chemical in SChedule [1] produced, consumed or stored at
the facility, the following informations

"(1) the chemical nallle, structural formula and Chemical Abstracts
Service Registry Number (if assigned),

"(ii) the quantity anticipated to be produced and the purpose of the
production.

"3. Information on any anticipated changes at the facility during the
year compared to previously submitted detailed technical
descriptions of the facility including inventories of equipment and
detailed diagrams.

"11. Verification

"1. The aim of verification activities at the facility shall be to verify
that the quantities of SChedule [1] chemicals produced are correctly declared
and, in particular, that their aggregate amount does not exceed one metric
tonne.

"2. The single small-scale production facility shall be subject to systematic
international on-site verification, through on-site inspection and monitoring
with on-site instruJ.'mts.

"3. The number, intensity, duration, timing and mode of inspections for a
particular facility shall be based on the ~isk to the objectives of the
COnvention posed by the relevant chemicals, the characteristics of the
facility and the nature of the activities carried out there. The guidelines
to be used shall include: (to be de\'eloped)

"4. Each facility shall receive an initial visit from international
inspectors promptly after the facility is declared. The purpose of the
initial visit shall be to verify information provided concerning the facility,
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including verification that the capacity vill not permit the production, on an
annual basis, of quantities [signifieantly) above one metric tonne, and to
obtain any additional information needed for planning future verification
activities at the facility, including inspection 9isits and use of on-site
instruments,

"5. Each State Party possessL~g or planning to possess a facility shall
execute an agreement, based ~n a model agreement f with the [international
authority} before the ~.Hity begins operation or is used, covering detailed
inspection procedures for the facility. Each agreement shall include, (to be
developed) !I

"OTHER FACILITIES

"[Facilities which synthesize, acquire or use chemicals in SChedule [1)
for research or medical purposes shall be approved by the State Party.
Synthesis at each such facility for research and medical purposes shall be
limited per annum to a total maximum of [•• ]g and to £•• )9 of anyone chemical
on the SChedule.)

"jFacilities which acquire or use chemicals in SChedule [1) Dor permitted
purposes shall be approved by the State Party. Each transfer from the single
small-scale production facility to such facilities shall be notified to the
Consultative COmmittee by inclusion in the annual data reporting, with an
indication of the chemical or chemicals involved, the amount transferred and
the purpose of the transfer.]

"A. Initial declarations

"The location of the facilities approved by the State Party shall be
provided to the COnSUltative Committee.

"8. Advance notifications

"Co Annual declarations

"11. Verification

"F.aciliti~s shall be monitored through annual data reporting to the
Consultative Committee. The following information shall be included, (to be
developed)

"!I Tbe view was expressed that pending conclusion of the agreement
between a State Party and the [International Authority) there would be a need
for provisional inspection procedures to be formulated.
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e.g. QL

e.g. DF

bist2-ehloroethyi)sulphide
l,2-bis(2-ehloroethVlthio)et.han~

bis (2-ehloroethylthioethyl) ether

2-ehlorovinyldichloroarsine
bis(2-eh10rovinyl)chloroarsine
tris(2-ehlorovinyl)arsine

Lewisite 1,
LetJlsite 2,
Lewisite 3,

e.g. Mustard gas (B)I
Sesquimustard (0),
O~ustard (T) I

IIUIbis (2-ch1oroethyl )ethylamine
BN21 bis (2-ehloroethy1 )methylamine
BN3, tris (2..,;:h10roethyl )amine

RS. Lewisites

e.g. VXI O-ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoetbyllllethyl~

phosphonothiolate

e.g. Sarin, O-isopropyl methylphosphonofllJor idate
somanl O-pinacoly1 methylph09phOMi:luoridai:e

RpROVISIOmu. LIST 1/

RANNEX '10 ARTICLE VI [1]
SCHEDULE [1]

e.g. Tabun I O-ethyl N, N-dimethylphosphoramidocyanidate

Rl. O-Alkyl alkylphosphonofluoridates

RS. Alky1phosphonyldifluorides

-4. SUlphur mustards'

-7. 3-Quinuclidiny1 benzilate (BZ)

-g. Ethyl 0-2-diisopropylaminoethyl alky1phosphonites

-,. Nitrogen mustaros

-2. O-Alkyl N, N-dialkylphosphoramidocyanidates

-3. O-Alkyl S-2-dialkylaminoe~~ylalkylphospbonothiolates

-11 Some of the ch~micals on the SChedules exist in more than one
stereoisClIIDeric form. It is proposed that, where aasigned, the Chemical
AbStracts service Registry Numbers be stated for each of them.
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,,~ be discussed further

"1. Sflxitoxin

"2. 3, 3-Dimethylbutan-2~l (pineoly1 alCOhol)

"3. CS

"4. ~

"5. Olloro SoIlIln and Chloro Sar in

"6. SUlphur Mustard8a to incll1de COIIpounds Usted below.

2-ehloroethylchloromethylsulphide

bis(2-ehloroethyl)sulphane

Ms (2-chloroethylthio)Mthar..'

I, 3-Ms(2-ehloroethylthio)-!!-proPMe

1,4-bis(2-ehloroethylthio)-!!-butane
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"ANNEX ~ ARTICLE VI [2J

"KEY PRECURSOR CHl!MlCALS

"DECLARATIONS

"The Initial and Annual Declarations to be provided by a State party
under paragraphs [3J and [4J of Article VI shall include.

"1. Aggr~ate national data on the production, processing and consumption of
each chemical listed in SChedule [2J, and on the export emd import of the
chemicals in the previous calendar year with an indication of the countries
involved.

"2. The following information for each facility which, during the previous
calendar year, produced, processed or consumed more than [ J tonnes per annum
of the chemicals listed in SChedule [2].

"Key Precursor Chemical(s)

.. (i) The chemica1 name, common or trade name used by the fac ility,
structural formula~ and Chemical Abstracts Service Regist~y Number
(if assigned).

"(ii) The total amount produced, consumed, imported and exported in the
previous calendar year. 1/

"(iii) The purpose(s) for which the key precursor chemical(s) are produced,
consumed or processed.

"(a) conversion on-site (specify product type)

"(b) sale or transfer to o~her domestic industry (specify final
product type)

"(c) export of a key precursor (specify which country)

"(d) other.

·1/ Whether the total amount is to be expressed as an exact figure or
Within-a range is to be discussed.
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1\1 (i) The name of the facility and of the owner, colllpAny, 0': enterprise
operating the facility.

"(ii) The exact location of the facility (including the address, location
of the complex, location of the facility within the complex
including the specific building and structure number, if any).

"(iii) Whether the facility is dedicated to producing or processing the
listed key precursor or is multi-purpose.

"(iv) Tte main orientation (purpoRe) of the facility.

"(v) Whether the facility can readily be used to produce a SChedule [lJ
chemical or another Scnedule [2] chemical. Relevant information
should be provided, when applicable.

"(vi) The production capacity 11 for the declared SChedule (2] chemical(s).

"(vii) Which of the following activities ~re perfbrm&d with regard to the
key precursor chemicalsl

" (a) production

"(b) processing with conversion into another chemical

"(c) processing without chemical conversion

"(d) other - specify.

"(viii) Whether at any time during the previous calendar year declared key
precursors were stored on-site in quantities greater
than [ ] [tonnes J•

"!I One delegation suggested that, in the case of a multi-purpose
facility currently producing key precursor chemicals, the following should be
specifiedl

- general description of the products,
- detailed technological plan of the facility,

list of special equipment included in the technological plan,
type of waste treatment equipment,

- description of each fin~\ product (chemical name, chemical structure
and register number),

- unit capacity fo~ Jach product,
- use of each prc Jct.

"~I The view was expressed that a definition of a chemical production
facility was needed and thus sho~ld be elaborated.

"11 Bow to define production capacity remains to be agreed upon. Some
conSUltations with technical experts have taken place on this issue. A report
on these consultations is enclosed in Appendix 11 to facilitate further work
by delegations.
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"Advance notifications

"3. (a) Each State Party shall annually notify the (interndtional authority)
of facilities which intend, during the coming calend~r year, to produce,
process or consume more than ••• of any chemical listed in SChedule (2). The
notification shall be submitted not later than ••• months before the beginning
of that year and shall for each facUity include the following information.

"(l) The information stJecified under paragrapb 2 above, except for
quantitative information relating to the previous calenda~ year,

"(ii) FOr each chemical listed in SChedule (2) intended t(l be produced or
processed, the total quantity intended to be produced or processed
during the coming calendar year and the time period(s) when the
production or processing is anticipated to take place.

"(b) Each State Party shall notify the (international authority) of any
production, processing or consumption planned after the submission of the
annual notification under paragraph 3 (a), not later than one month before the
production or processing is anticipated to begin. The nctification shall for
each facility include the information specified under paragraph 3 (a).

"Ver ification !/

"4. The aim of the measures stipulated in Article VI, ~ragraph 6 shall be to
verify that.

"(1) Facilities declared under this Annex are not used to produce any
chemical listed in Schedule (1). 1/

"(il) The quantities of chemicals listed in SChedule (2) produced,
processed or consumed are consistent ~ith needs for purposes not
prohibited by the Chemical We'apons Convention. 1/

"(iii) The chemicals listed in Schedule (2) are not diverted or used for
purposes prohibited by the Chemical Weapons Convention.

"1/ Some of the provisions contained in this section have general
application throughout the Convention. It is understood that the retention of
these will be reviewed at a later s~age in the negotiations.

"1/ It was suggested that 'or for any other purposes prohibited by the
Convention' should be added.

"1/ Opinions were expressed on the need to consider the question of the
existence in a facility of excessive capacity for the production of chemicals
in SChedule (2).
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-5. (1) Each f~ ..Lt:y notified tC' the {international lluthority3 under thisAnneg oh«ll be sUbject to systematic international on-siteverification on a routine basis.

K(ii) The number, intensity, duration, timing and mode of inspections andmonitoring with on-site instruments ~r II particular facility shallbe based on the risk to the Object!ves of the Convention posed bythe relevant chemical, the characteristics of the facility and thenature of the activities carried out there. !I 11 The guidelines tobe used shall includea (to be developed). 1/
-Selection

-6. The particular facility (;r~ be' inspected shall be chosen by the(intornational authority] in such a way to preclude the prediction ofprecisely when the facility is to be inspe~ted.

"'7. A State Party shall be notified by the (international authority) of thedecision to inspect a facility referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 •••• ho~raprior to the arrival of the inspection team.

-Bost State Pa~ty

ft8. The host State Party shall have the right to designate personnel toaccompany an international inspection team. The exercise of ~his right shallnot affect the right of inspectors to obtain access to the facility, asprovided by the Convention, nor shall it delay or otherwise impede thecarrying out of the inspection.

-11 One delegation suggested that the number of such inspections couldbe from 1 to 5 per year.

-11 A number of possible factors that could influence the number,intensity, duration, timing and mnde of inspections have been identified anddiscussed. The result of this work is enclosed in Appen~ix II to serve as abasis for future work.

-1,1 It was noted that a 'weighted approach' might be taken indetermining the inspection regime for specific chemicals. The importance ofestablishing a threshold(s) in this context was also noted. It was mentionedthat a threshold(s) should relate to 'military significant quantities' of therelevant chemical(s).
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"Initial Visit

"9. Bach facility notified to the (international authority) under this Annex
shall be liable to receive an initial visit from international inspectors,
prQl()tly after the State becomes a party to tht! COwention.

"la. !be purpose of the initial visit shall be to verify information provided
concerning the facility 1:0 be inspected and to obtain any ajditional
information needed for planning future verification activities at the
facility, including inspection visits and use of on-site instruments.

"Agreement on Inspection Procedures

"11. Bach State party shall execute an Agreer4lent, based on a model agreement,
with the (international authority), within j6) IIlOnths after the Convention
enters into force fo~ the State, governing the conduct of the inspections of
the facilities declared by the State Party. !be agreeillent shall provide for
the aetailed subsidiary arrangements which shall gove.cn !nspectio:'lS at each
facility. 1/

"12. Such agreements shall be based on a Model Agreement and shall specify fOt

each facility the number, intensity, duration of inspections, detailed
inapection procedures and the installation, operation and maintenance of
on-site instruments by the International Autho%ity. !be Model Agreement shall
include provisions to take into account future technGlogical developments.

States Parties shall ensure that the systematic international on-site
verifiC3t~on can be accompliShed by the International Authority at all
facilities within the agreed ttme frames after the convention entera into
force. ~/

"Verification InSpections

"13. !be areas of a fa~ility to be inspected under subsidiary arrangements
rosy, inter alia, include, 1/

"1/ Several delegations considered that the model agreement should be
elaborated as part of the negotiations on the Convention. A draft for such a
lIOdel agreement/is contained in Appendix II.

"~ Procedures to ensure the implementation of the verification scheme
wi thin designated time frames are to be developed.

"11 Opinions were expressed on the need to consider the question of the
existence in a facility of excessive Capacity for the production of chemicals
on SChedule (2). '
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"(i) ~rea8 where feed chemicals (reK1tants) are delivered and/or stored,

"(ii) areas where manipulative processes are performed upon the reactants
pri~ to addition to the reaction vessel,

"(iii) feed lines as appropriate from subparagraph (1) and/or
subParagraph (U) to the reaction vessel, togethe~ wi th any
associated valves, flow meters, etc.,

"(1v) the external aspect of the reactluQ vessel and its ancillary
eqUipment,

"{v) lines from the reaction vessel leading to long- or short-term
storage or for further processing of the designated chemical,

"(v 1) control equipment associated wi tb any of the items under
subparagraphs (i) to (v),

"(v11) equipment and areas for waste and effluent handlingp

"(viii) equipment and areas for disposi~!on of off-specification cbemicals.

"14. (a) The International Authority shall notify the State Party of its
decision to inspect or visit the facility (48] (l2] hours prior to the planned
arrival of the inspection team at the facility fOr systematic ins~ctions or
visits. In the event of inspecUons or visits to resolve urgent problelllS,
this period may be shortened. 'lbe International Authority shall specify the
purpose(s) of the inspection or visit.

"Ct) A State Party shall make any necessary preparations for the arrival
of the Inspectors and shall ensure their expeditious transportation from their
point of entry on the ter.ritory of the State Party to the facility. 'lbe
agreement on subsidiary arrangements will specify administrative arrangements
for Inspectors.

"(c) International Inspectors shall, in accordance with agreements on
subsidiary arrangements I

- have unimpeded access to all ar!!as that have been agreed for
inspection. While conducting their activity, Inspectors shall comply
with the safety r89ulations at the facility. The items to be
inspected will be chosen by the Inspectors,

- bring wi th them and use such agreed instrunw:nts as may be necessary
for the completion of their tasks,

- receive samples taken at their request at the facility. Such samples
will be taken by representatives of the State Party in the presence of
the Inspectors,

- per~rm on-site analysis of samplesj
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-,--'

transfer, if necessary, samples for analysis off-site at a laborb' O'ry
designated by the International Authority, in accordance ""ith al}1. ··eel
procedures, 1/

- afford the opportunity to the Host State Party to ~ present when
s_ples are analysed, 1/

- ensure, in accordance vi th procedures (to be developed), that sanples
transported, storet1 and processed are not tampered with, 1/

- COlllllunicate freely wi th the International Author ity.

-(d) ~e State Party receiving the inspection shall, in accordance with
agreed procedures,

- have the right to accompany the International Inspectors at all times
during the inspection and observe 311 their verification activities at
the facUity,

- have the right to ratain duplicates of all samples taken and be
present when samples are analysed,

- have the right to inspect any instrument used or installed by the
International Inspectors and to have it tested in the presence of its
personnel,

- provide assistance to the International Inspectors, upon their
raquest, for the installation of tha monitoring syst~m ~nd the
analysis of sanples Cln-site,

receive copies of the rePQrts on inspections of its facility (ies) ,

- receive copies, at its request, of the information and data gathered
about its facUity(ies) by the International Authority.

-15. The Techni~l Secretariat may retain at each site a sealed container for
photographs, plans and other infer_tion that it may wish to refer to in the
course of subseque4t inspection.

-Sub~8sion of Inspectors' ReElOr t

-16. After each inspection or visit to the facility, International Inspectors
shall submit a report with their findings to the International Authority which
"ill transmit a copy of this report to the State Party ha"1ing received the
inspection or visit. Information received during the inspection shall be
treated as confidential (procedures to be developed).

-17. The International Inspectors may request clarification of any ambiguities
arising from the inspection. In the event that any ambiguities arise which
cannot be resolved in the course of the inspection, the Inspectors shall
infer. the International Authority immediately.

-1/ The view was expressed that all questions related to analysis
off-site required further discussion.
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'Site at a laborf" 'ry
:ordance Il'ith Agl..~

"ANNEX 'lO AR~ctB VI (2)
SCBBDULB (2)

"PROVISIONAL LIS'!'

"'.00 BE DISCUSSED :rf.mTBBR

"(2) EKpanded groups for corapcmnds 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, as follows.

"l. Che.icals containing one P1ethyl, P-etbyl, or P-propyl (nor_l or iso)
bond..

(thiodiglyeol)

(pinacolyl alcohol)

(li'~~ .. ',,8,th H,H-DisubstUuted uinMtbyl-2-baUdes
N,H-Diaubstituted aminoethan-2-o1s
N,N-Disubstituted amin09thane-2-tblols

2-pbenyl-:i-(phenyl, cycldlexyl, cyclopentyl Of

cyclobutyl) -2-bydroxyac:&U,. acids and their methyl, ethyl,
n-propyl and iso-prapyl estera.

(Ho. 6) I 3- or 4-bydroxypipedcUne and their (derivatives] and
(analogs).

(lb. 5) i

"(1) The follow.ng COJlilOUndSI

3,3-Dimethylbutan-2-o1

"2. H,N-Dialkylpboapboraaddic dihalidea.

"3. Dialkyl ~,Hcdialkylph08pbQraaidates.

"". k.enic tr icblor ideo (7794-34-l)

·5. 2,2-Dipb&nyl-2-bydroxyacetic ~cid. (1'-93-7)

"'0 QuinucUdin-3-o1 (1619-34-n

a7. M,N-Diisopropylaa1noethyl-2acbloride. ('6-79-7)

118. N,N-Diiscpropylalll1noethan-2-ol.. (96-80-0)

"9. N,~-DiisopropylUlilloethane-2-tbiol. (5842-07-9)

Bis(2-hydroxyethyl)sul~hide
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"ANNEX 'It) ARTICLE VI (3J

"Chemicals which are produced in large commerciAl guantities and which
could be used for chemical weapons purp98!!

"DECLARATIONS

"1. The Initial and Annual Declarations to be provided by & State Party under
paragraph f4J of Article VI shall include the following information for each
of the chemicals listed in SChedule (3J,

"(i) The chemicals name, common or trade name used by the facility,
structural formula and Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number.

"(ii) The total amount produced, consumed, imported and exported in the
previous calendar year.

"(iii) The final product or end use of the chemical in accordance with the
following ~te90ries (to be developed),

"2. A State Party sh
location of any facil
the Annual Declaratio
listed in SChedule [3J

·VERIFICATION

·The ver ifica tio
cOlllpr ise both the prov
IInternational Au~~ori

[International Authori

,1

·(iv) for each facility which during the previous calendar year produced, I
processed, consumed or transferred more than (30J tonnes of a chemical
listed in SCh~dule f3J. ~/

"(a) The name of the facility and 0" the owner, company, or enterprise
operating the facility.

"(b) The location of the facility.

"(c) The capacity (to be defined) 1/ of the facility.

"(d) T~e approximate amount of production and consumption of the
chemical in the previous year (ranges to be specified).

.1

i
1

.!/ It \:Jas proposed that a threshold for the dual purpose agents
(Phosgene, Cyanogen chloride, HYdrogen cyanide, Chloropicrin) could be
established at 150 tonnes/year) (500 tonnes/year 1 and for precursors at
(5 tonnes/year) 150 tonnes/yearJ. The proposal 4S presented in an informal
discus~ion paper dated 30 March 1987, prepared on the request of the Chairman
of the COmmittee, by Dr. Peroni (Brazil), Lt. COl. Bretfeld (German Democratic
Republic) and Dr. Coms (Natherlands).

"1/ Soma conSUltations wi th technical experts have taken place on this
issue. A report on these consultations is enclosed in Appendix 11 to
facilitate further work by delegations.

. ,u
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"2. A State Party shall notify the (International Authority) of the name and
location of any facility which intends, in the year following submission of
the Annual Declaration, to produce, process or consume any of the chemicals
listed in Schedule [3] (on an industrial scale - to be defined).

"VERIFICATION

"The verification regime for chemicals listed in SChedule (3] will
comprise both the provision of data by a State Party to the
[International Authority] and the monitoring of that data by the
(International Authority]. 1/

"1/ Some delegations consider that provision should be made for resort
to an on-site "spot-check" inspection, if required, to verify information
supplied by a State Party. Other delegations believe that the provisions of
Articles VII, VIII and IX of the convention are sufficient in this respect.
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"AHNBX '10 ARTICLE VI (3)
SCBBDULB (3)

Ibosgene (75-44-5)
]

"Production of e

"The previs

TdchloronitrOMthane (chloropier in)

Di- and TriMthyl/Bthyl BlI~.rIl of
phosphorus [P Ill) Acid,

Cyanogen chloride

Hydrogen cyanide

Phosphorus oxYchloride

phosphorus trichloride

TriJllethyl phosphite

Tdethyl phosphite

Di..thyl phosphite

Diethyl phosphite

Sulpbur llOncm.loride

Sulphur dichloride

(506-77-4)

(74-90-8)

(10025-87-3)

(7719-12-2)

(121-45-9)

(122-52-1)

(868-85-9)

(762-04-9)

(19925-67-9)

(19545-99-0)
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"ANNEX 'l'O ARTICLE VI [••• ) 11

"Production of euper-toxic lethal chemicals not list:..ed in SChedule (1)

"The provisions of this Annex cover,

chemicals with an LDSO equal to or less than 0.5 mg per kg
bodyweight 11 or an LCtSO equal to or less than 2,000 mg-min/m3 1

facilities which

"(a) produce or process more than (10) [100) [1 000) kg 11 per annum !I
of any such chemical, §.I

"[ (b) have a production capacity §I for any such chemical exceeding
1 000 kg 11 per annum. 1/)

"!I SOme delegations consider that the chemicals in this Annex should be
dealt with in the Annex to Article VI (2) SChedule (2). Other delegations
consider that a separate Annex (4) is required.

"11 It is understood that further discussion is needed with regard to
chemicals wi th a sanewhat lower toxicity. In this context var iaus ideas were
put forward, i.a.,

that chemicals falling wi thin a deviation-range of 10-20 per cent could
be considered,

that chemicals wi th an LD50 close to 0.5 mg/kg bodyweight could be
included as exceptional

that the modalities for revisions of lists could be made use of to take
care of possible concerns in this regard.

"11 Some delegations felt that the thresholds for production and
production capacity should correspond to militrrily significant quantities.

"JI The question of production or processing not occurring annually
requires further discussion.

"51 Some delegations expressed the view that additional criteria of
suitabIlity for chemical weapons purposes should be added.

"§I Bow to define production capacity remains to be agreed upon. In
this context reference was made to the prQposal contained in CD/0fIWp.171, as
weB as the report contained in Appendix II to this document.

"1/ It is understcoa that the quantitative value of the threshold for
production capacity remains to be discussed.

"1/ One delegation expressed the view that the question of production
capacities should be considered in accordance with the relevant provisitOl;\lOI in
the Annex to Article VI, Schedules (2) and (3) (cf. CD/0f1WP.167 pp. 6~, ~a).
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IIDECLARATIONS 1/

The Initial and Annual Declarations to be provided by a State Party under
Article VI shall i~cludel

Ill. Aggregate national data on the production or processing of each chemical
(listed in) (covered by) this Annex, 1/ and on the export and import of the
chemicals in tile previous calendar year "i th an indication of the countries
involved.

112. The following information for each facility which, during the previous
calendar ye.r, p~oduCed or processed more than (10] (100) (1 000] kg 1/ of any
chemical (Usted in) (covered by] this Annex.

IIChe..i:alCs)

11(1) The chemical na., COl'llllon or trade name used by the facility,
structural formula, and Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number
(if .-signed).

11 (11) The total alllOunt produced, prccessed, imported and exp:)rted in the
previous calendar year. J/ 2,/

lI(iii) The purp:)se(s) for which the chemical(s) are produced or processed,

lI(a} conversion on-site (Bpecify product type)

lI(b) sale or transfer to other domestic industry (specify final
product type)

liCe) export of a chemical (specify which country)

11Facility

lI(i) The name of the facility and of the owner, company, or enterprise
operating the facility.

111/ The information to be reported on chemicals. will depend largely on
what aims are eventually agreed for verification under paragraph 4 of this
Annex.

111/ A prop:)sal ~r a list of cham1cals, to be included in the Convention
under this category, is contained in 00/792.

111/ SOme delegations felt that the threoholds for production and
production capacity should correspond to militarily significant quantities.

114/ Whether the total alllOunt is to be expressed as an exact figure or
vi thin-a range is to be discussed.

112,/ One delegation expressed the view that aggregate national data on
the production of any such chemical should also be provided.
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"(ii) The e~ct location of the facility (including the address, location
of the complex, locati~n of the facility within the oompl~x

including the specific building and structure number, if any).

"(iii) Whether the facility is dedicated to producing or processing the
declared chemical or is multi-purpose.

"(iv) The main orientation (purpose) of the facility.

"[ (v) Whether the facility can readily be used to produce a SChedule (1)
chemical. Relevant information should be provided, when applicable. J

"(vi) The production capacity for the declared chemical(s) 1/

~(vii) Which of the foll~wing activitiee are performed with regard to
chemicals

"(a) productiCln

"(b) processing with conversion into another chemical

"(c) processing without chemical conversion

n(d) other - specify.

"(viii) Whether at any time during the previous calendar year declared
chemicals were stored on-site in quant~ties greater than I )
[tonnes] •

"Advance notifications

"3. (a) Each state Party shall annually notify the [Intern~.tional Authority)
of facilities which anticipate, during th~ coming calendar y~ar, to produce or
process more than •••••••••• of any chemical [listed in) [covered by) this
Annex. '!'be notification shall be submitted not later than ••• months before
the beginning of that year and shall for each facility include the following
information:

"(i) The information specified under paragraph 2 above, except for
quantitative information relating to the previous calendar
year,

"(ii) Fbr each chemical, the total quantity anticipated to be
produ~ed or processed during the comidg calendar year and the
time per iad (s) when the production or processing is
anticipated to take place.

"(b) Each state Party shall notify the [International Authority) of any
production, processing planned after the submission of the annual notification
under paragraph 3 (a), not later than one month before the production or
processing is anticipated to begin. The notification shall for each facility
include the information specified under paragraph 3 (a).

"1/ How to define production capacity remains to be agreed upon.
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"(ii) The e~ct location of the facility (including the address, location
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including the specific building and structure number, if any).
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·VERIFICATION !I

•!!! ~I

·4. Tbe aim of the measures stipulated in Article VI, paragraph 6 shall be to
verify that,

• (i) facilities declared under this Annex are not used to produce any
chemical listed in SChedule [ll»

• (11) ~he quantities of declared chemi~ls produced or processed are
consistent with needs for purposes not prohibited by the Chemical
weapons Con~ent ion.

• (1U) the declared chemicals are not diverted or used for purposes
prohibited by the Chemical weapons Convention.

-Obligation and frequoncy

·5. (1) Bach facility notified to the [International ~thority] shall be
liable to receive an initial visit from international inspectors,
promptly after the State becomes a Party to the Convantion.

·(ii) Tbe purpose of the initial visit shall be to verify information
prcnided concerning the facility to be inspected and to obtain any
additional information, [including on the capacity of the facility,
needed for planning] [to determine whether systematic on-site
verification on a routine basis is necessary, and, if so, to plan]
future verification activities at the facility, inclUding inspection
visits and use of on-site instruments.

"(1U) Bach facility notified to the [International Authority] under this
Annex shall be subject tu systematic international on-site
verification on a routine basis.

"(iv) Tbe number, intensity, duration, timing and !!lode of inspections and
monitoring with on-site instruments fOr a particular facility shall
be baeed on the risk to the objecUves of the COnvention posed by
the relevant chemical, the characteristics of the facility including
its capacity and the nature of the activities carried out there. 31
The guidelines to be used shall include: (to be developed). -

"!I Some of the provisions contained in this section have general
application throughout the Convention. It is understood that the retention of
these will be reviewed at a later stage in the negotiations.

"~I Thi~ aim requires further consideration. Some delegations have
raised in thieo coratext the issue of suitability for chemical weapons purposes.

"11 One delegation suggested that the number of such inspections might
be one to three per year.
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"Selection

"6. The particular facility to be inspected shall be chosen by the
[International Authority) in such a way to preclude the prediction of
precisely when the facility is to be iL'lopected.

"Bost State Party

"7. The Bost State Party shall have the right to designate personnel to
accompany an international inspection team. The exercise of this right shall
not affect the right of inspectors to obtain access to the facility, as
provided by the COnvention, nor sball it delay or otherwise impede the
carrying out of the inspection.

"Agreement on InSpection Procedur~!

"S. Each state Party shall execute an agreement, based on a model agreement,
with the [International Authority) within (6) months after the COnvention
enters into force for the State, governing the conduct ot the inspections of
[the facilities declared by the State Party) [those facilities which are

determined by ~e 1echnical Secretariat on the basis of the initial visit of
international inspectors to warrant systematic international on-site
verification on a routine basis). The agreement shall provide for the
detailed subsidiary arrangements which shall govern inspections at each
facility.

"9. Such agreements shall be based on a Model Agreement and shall specify for
each facility the number, intensity, duration of inspections, detailed
inspection procedu~es and the installation, operation and maintenance of
on-site instruments by the [International Authority). The Model Agreement
shall include provisions to take into account future technological
developments.

States Parties shall ensure that the systematic international on-site
verification can be accomplished by the [International Authority) at all
facilities within the agreed time fr&mes after the COnvention enters into
force.

·Verification InSpections

"10. The areas of a facility t~ be inspected under subsidiary arrangements,
may, inter alia, includes

"(i) areas where feed chemicals (reactants) are delivered and/or stored,

"(ii) areas where manipulative processes are performad upon the reactants
prior to addition to the reaction vessel,

"(iii) feed lines as appropriate from subparagraph (i) and/or
subparagraph (ii) to the reaction vessel, together with any
associated valves, flow meters,

"(iv) the external aspect of the reaction vessel and its ancillary
equipment,
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-(v) lines from the reaction vessel leading to long- ~! short-term

storage or fOr further processing of the designated chemical,

-(vi) control equipment &ssociated with any of the items under

subparagraphs (i) to (v),

-(vii) equipment and areas for waste and effluent handling,

-(viii) equipment and areas for disposition of off-specificatian chemicals.

-11. (a) The (International Authority) shall notify the State Party of its

decision to inspect or visit the facility (48) (12) hours prior to the planned

arrival of th~ inspection team at the facility for systematic inspections or

visits.

-(b) A State Party shall make any necessary preparations for the arrival

of the Inspectors and shall ensure their expeditious transportation from their

point of entry on the territory of the State Party to the facility. The

agreement on subsidiary arrangements will specify administrative arrangements

for Inspectors.
~i

-(c) International Inspectors shall, in accordance with agreements on

SUbsidiary arrangement:

- have unimpeded access to all areas that have been agreed for inspection.

While conducting their activity, Inspectors shall comply with the safety

regulations at the facility. The items to be inspected will be chosen by

the Inspectors,

bring wi th them and use such agreed instruments as may be necessary for

the completion of their tasks,

receive samples taken at their request at the facility. Such samples

will be taken by representatives of the State Party in the presence of

the Inspectors,

- perform on-site analysis of samples,

transfer, if necessary, samples for analysis off-site at a laboratory

designated by the (International Authority), in accordance with agreed

procedures,

- afford the opportunity to the Host State Party to be present when samples

are analysed,

- ensure, in accordance with procedures (to be developed), that samples

transported, stored and processed are not tampered with,

- conmunicate freely with the [International Authority).

-(d) The State Party receiving the inspection shall, in accordance with

agreed procedures:
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- have the right to accompany the International Inspectors at all times
during the inspection and observe all their verification activities at
facility,

have the right to retain duplicates of all samples taken and be present
when samples are analysed,

- have the right to inspect any instrument used or installed by the
International Inspectors and to have it tested in the presence of its
personnel,

- provide assistance to the International Inspectors, upon their request,
for the installation of the monitoring system and the analysis of samples
on-si te,

receive copies of the reports on inspections of its facility(ies),

- receive copies, at its request, of the info!:mation and data gathered
about its facility(ies) by the [International Authority).

"12. The Technical secretariat may retain at each site a sealed container for
photographs, plans and other information that it may wish to refer to in the
course of SUbsequent ins~ction.

·Submission of Inspectors' Report

R13. After each inspection or visit to the facility, International Inspectors
shall submit a report with their findings to the IInternational Authority)
which will transmit a copy of this report to the State P~xty having received
the inspection or visit. Information received during the inspection shall be
treated as confidential (procedures to be de~eloped).

R14. The International Inspectors may request clarification of any ambiguities
arising from the inspection. In the event that any ambiguities arise which
cannot be resolved in the course of the iHspection, the Inspectors shall
inform the [International Authority) immediately.
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i1O'1'HER DOCtMENTS

I.

"preparatory Commission 1/

·1. IOr the purpose of carrying out the necessary preparations for the
effective operation of the provisions of the COnvention and for preparing for
the first meeting of the COnsultative Committee, the Depository of the
Convention shall convene a Preparatory COmmission not later than (30) days
after the Convention has been signed by (to be determined) States.

·2. '!'he Commission shall consist of the representatives designated by the
States which have signed the COnvention.

·3. '!'he Coi1llllission shall be convened at (••• ] and remain in existellce until
the Convention comes into force and thereafter until the Consultative
Committee has convened.

·4. '!'he expenses of the Commission shall be met by the States signatories to
the COnvention, participating in the COmmission, (in accordance with the
united Nations scale of assessment, adjusted to ta~e into account differences
between the ~ited Nations membership and the participation of States
signatories in the Commission).

"5. All decisions of the Commission shall be made by (consensus) la
two-thirds majority].

·6. '!'he Commission shall

"(a) elect its own officers, adopt its own rules of procedures, meet as
often as necessary and establish such committees as it deems useful,

"(b) appoint an executive secretary and establish a provisional technical
secretariat with units in charge of preparatory work concerning the main
activities to be carried out by the Technical Secretariat created under the
Convention, declarations and data, inspectorate, evaluation of accounts and
reports, agreements and negotiations, personnel, qualifiC"ations and
training. development of procedures and instruments, technical support,
finance and administr~tion,

·(c) make arrangements for the first session of the COnsultative
committee, including the preparation of an agenda and draft rules of procedure

·1/ Provisions on the Commission could be contained in a resolution of
the unIted Nations General Assembly commending the conventi~n or in an
appropriate document associated with the Convention.
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D(d) ~ake studies, reports and recommendations for the fir. ~~usion of
the COnsultative COmaittee and the fir=t meeting of the Bxecuti' JOUncil on
subjects requiring immediate attention after the entry into force of the
Convention, including the programme of wark and the budget for the first year
of activities of b)e COnsulta~ive Committee, the location of the pe~manent

offices of the International Authority, technical problellS rel\!vant to
activities connected with the iuplementation of the convention, establishllent
of the ~chniQal Secretariat and of its staff and financial regulations.

·7. The CClIlIIllission shall report on its activities to the first meeting of. the
COnsultative committee•.
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"II.

"PROCBDURES llOR rroXICITY OETERMINATIONS !/

"In March 1982 consultations were held, involving 32 experts from
25 countries, i.a. on toxicity determination.

"As a result of the discussions, the participants ir~ tilf, consl.11t!\tions
unani.ously ag~eed to recommend standardized operating p!o~~1urea {~r acute
subcutaneous toxicity determinations and for acute inhalat1~~ tay.lcity
determinations. These unanimously agreed reccminenda';ions we.:(: I.'i;::lmitt<ed as
Arexes III and IV to document CD/0il/WP.30.

"It is understood that further work may be neQ.~~ to tak~ !!\to account
technical developments since 1982. In order to fA-::Hiu,+:·c thl1iJ ~lQf'l;,

Annexes III and IV to CD/Gl/WP.30 are reproduced b'low.

"REaHtmmm STANDARDIZED OPERATING PROCEDURES OOR ACUTE
StECUTANEOm rroXICITY DETERMlNATIONS

"1. Introduction

"Three categories of agents were defined on the basis of .their toxicity,

·Ci) super-toxic lethal chemicals,

·Cii) other lethal chemicals,

·Ciil) other harmful chemicals.

·Lethality lim! t.s in terms of ID50 for SUbcutaneous administration were
established to &eparat~, three toxic categories at 0.5 mg/kg and H'~g/kS.

"2. Principles of the test method

·The test substance is administered to a group of animals in duses
corresponding exactly to the category limits CO.5 or 101ll9/lCg respectively).
If in an actual test the death rate was greater than 50 per cent, then the
material would fall into the higher toxicity category, if it was lower than
50 per cent the material would fall into the lower toxicity category.

·3. Description of the test procedure

·3.1 Exper imental animal Healthy young adult male albino rats of
Wistar strain weighing ~OO + 20 g should be used. The animals should be
acclimatized to the laboratory conditions for at least five days prior to the

·1/ It was understood that these recommended standardized operating
procedures for toxicity determinations might be supplemented or modified
and/or, if necessary, reviewed.
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subcutaneous toxicity determinations and for acute inhalat1~~ tay.lcity
determinations. These unanimously agreed reccminenda';ions we.:(: I.'i;::lmitt<ed as
Arexes III and IV to document CD/0il/WP.30.

"It is understood that further work may be neQ.~~ to tak~ !!\to account
technical developments since 1982. In order to fA-::Hiu,+:·c thl1iJ ~lQf'l;,

Annexes III and IV to CD/Gl/WP.30 are reproduced b'low.

"REaHtmmm STANDARDIZED OPERATING PROCEDURES OOR ACUTE
StECUTANEOm rroXICITY DETERMlNATIONS

"1. Introduction

"Three categories of agents were defined on the basis of .their toxicity,

·Ci) super-toxic lethal chemicals,

·Cii) other lethal chemicals,

·Ciil) other harmful chemicals.

·Lethality lim! t.s in terms of ID50 for SUbcutaneous administration were
established to &eparat~, three toxic categories at 0.5 mg/kg and H'~g/kS.

"2. Principles of the test method

·The test substance is administered to a group of animals in duses
corresponding exactly to the category limits CO.5 or 101ll9/lCg respectively).
If in an actual test the death rate was greater than 50 per cent, then the
material would fall into the higher toxicity category, if it was lower than
50 per cent the material would fall into the lower toxicity category.

·3. Description of the test procedure

·3.1 Exper imental animal Healthy young adult male albino rats of
Wistar strain weighing ~OO + 20 g should be used. The animals should be
acclimatized to the laboratory conditions for at least five days prior to the

·1/ It was understood that these recommended standardized operating
procedures for toxicity determinations might be supplemented or modified
and/or, if necessary, reviewed.
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test. The temperature of the animal room before and during the test should
be 22 ± 3'C and the relative humidity should be 50-70 per cent. With
artificial lighting, the sequence should be 12 hours light, 12 hours dark.
COnventional laboratory diets may be used for feeding with an unlimited supply
of drinking water. The animals should be group-eaged but the number of
animals per cage should not interfere with proper observation of each
animal. Prior to the test, the animals are randomized and divided into
groups, 20 animals in each group.

"3.2 1est substance Each test substance should be appropriately
identified (chemical composition, origin, batch number, purity, solubility,
stability etc.) and stored under conditions ensuring its stability. The
stability of the substance under the test conditions should also be known. A
solution of the test substance should be prepared just before the test.
SOlutions with concentrations of 0.5 mg,lml and 10 mg/llll should be prepared.
The preferable solvent is 0.85 per cent saline. Where the solubility of the
test substance is a problem, a minimum amount of an organic solvent such as
ethanol, propylene glycol or polyethylene glycol may be used to achieve
solution.

"3.3 1est method TWenty animals receive in the back region 1 ml/kg of
the solution containing 0.5 mgjml of the test substance. The number of dead
animals is determined within 48 hours and again after 7 days. If the death
rate is lower than 10 animals, another group of 20 animals should be injected
by the same way with 1 ml/kg of the solution containing 10 mg/ml of the test
substance. The number of dead animals should be determined within 48 hours
and again after 7 days. If the result is doubtful (e.g. death rate • 10),
the test should be repeated.

"3.4 Evaluation of the results If the death rate in the first group of
animals (receiving a solution containing 0.5 mg/ml) is equal to or higher than
50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the 'super-toxic lethal
chemical' category. If the death rate in the second group (receiving a
solution containing 10 mg/ml) is equal to or higher than 50 per cent, the test
substance will fall into the 'other lethal chemical' category I if lower than
50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the 'other harmful chemical'.

"4. Data reporting

"A test report should include the following information,

"(i) test conditions, date and hour of the test, air temperature
and humidity,

"(ii) animal datar strain, weight and origin of the animals1

n(iii) test substance characterization, chemical composition, origin,
batch number and purity (or impurities) of the substance, date
of receipt, quantities received and used in the test,
conditions of storage, sOlvent used in the test,

"(iv) results, the number of dead animals in each group, evaluation
of results.
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"ANNEX IV
103.3

of several
"RECOMMENDED STANDARIHZED OPERATING PROCEDURES EOR ACUTE

INHALATION ~XICIT~ CRITERIA

101. In the assessment and evaluation of the toxic characteristics of
chemicals in a vapour or aerosol state determination of acute inhalation
toxicity is necessar~. In every case, when it is possible, this test should
be preceded by subcutaneous toxicity determination. Data from these studies
constitute the initial steps in the establishing of a dosage regimen in
subchronic and other studies and may provide additional information on the
mode of toxic action of a substance.

"Three categories of agents were defined on the basis of their toxicity:

"(i) super-toxic lethal chemicals

" (ii) other lethal chemicalsJ

"!iii) other harmful chemicals.

"Lethality limits in terms of LCtSO for inhalatory application were
established to separate three toxic categories at 2,000 mg minlm3 and
20,000 mg min/m3"

10 2. Principles of the test method

"A group of animals is exposed for a defined period to the test substance
in concentration corresponding exactly to the category limits
(2,000 ~ min/m3 or 20,000 mg min/m3) respectively. If in an actual test
the death rate was greater than SO per cent, then the material would fall into
the higher toxicity category, if it was lower than SO per cent, the material
would fall in~o the lower toxicity category.

10 3. Description of the test procedure

10 3.1 Experimental animal Healthy young adult male albino rats of
Wistar strain weighing 200 ~ 20 g should be used. The animals should be
acclimatized to the laboratory conditicns for at least five days prior to the
test. The temperature of the animal room before and during the test should
be 22 .:!: 3·C and the relative humidity should be 50-70 per cent. With
artificial lighting, the sequence should be 12 hours light, 12 hours dark.
Conventional laboratory diets may be used for feeding with an unlimited supply
of drinking water. The animals should be group-caged but the number of
animals per cage should not interfere wi th proper observation of each
animal. Prior to the test the animals are randomized and divided into two
groupsJ 20 animals in each group.

10 3.2 1est substance Each test substance should be appropriately
identified (chemical composition, origin, batch number, purity, solUbility,
stability, boiling point, flash point, vapour pressure etc.) and stored under
conditions ensuring its stability. The stability of the substance under the
test conditions should also be known.
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"3.3 liguipment
of several methods:

A constant vapour concentration may be produced by one

"(i) by means of an automatic syringe which drops the material on to
a suitable heating system (e.g. hot plate),

"(ii) by sending airsteam through a solution containing the material
(e.g. bubbling chamber),

"(iii) by diffusion of the agent through a suitable material
(e.g. diffusion chamber).

"A dynamic inhalation system with a suitable analytical concentration
control system should be used. The rate of air flow should be adjusted to
ensure that conditions throughout the equipment are essentially the same.
Both a whole body individual chamber exposure or head only exposure may be
used.

"3.4 Physical measurements Measurements or monitoring should be
conducted of the following parameters:

"(i) the rate of air flow (preferably continuously),

"(ii) the actual concentration of the test substance during the
exposed period,

"(iii) temperature and humidity.

"3.5 ~st method Twenty animals are exposed for 10 minutes to the
concentration of 200 mg/m3 and then removed from the chamoer. The number
~f dead animals is determined within 48 hours and again after 7 days. If the
death rate is lower than 10 animals, another group of 20 animals should be
exposed for 10 minutes to the concentration of 2,000 mg/Jn3. The number of
dead animals should be determined wi thin 48 hours and again after 7 days. Zf
the result is dOUbtful (e.g. death rate a 10), the test should be repeated.

"3.6 Evaluation of results If the death rate in the first group of
animals (exposed to the concentration of 200 mgJm3) is equal to or higher
than 50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the 'super-toxic lethal
chemical' category. If the death rate in the second group (exposed to the
concentration of 2,000 mg/m3) is equal to or higher than 50 per cent, the
test substance will fall into the 'other lethal chemical' category, if it is
lower than 50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the 'other harmful
chemical'.

"4. Data reporting

"A test report should include the following information:

"(i) ~st conditions: date and hour of the test, description of
exposure chamber (type, dimensions, source of air, system for
generating the test substance, method of conditioning air,
treatment of exhaust air etc.) and equipment for measur ing
temperature, humidity, air flow and concentration of the test
substance,
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"(ii) Exposure data. air flow rate, tempe~ature and humidity of air,
nominal concentration (total amount of test substance fed into
the equipment divided by volume of air), actJal concentration
in test breathing zone,

"(iii) Animal data. strain, weight and origin of animals,

"(iv) Test substance characterization. chemical composition, origin,
batch number and purity (or impurities) of the substance,
bOiling point, flash point, vapour pressure, date of receipt,
quantities received and used in the test, condition of
storage, solvent used in the test,

"(v) Besul~. number of dead animals in each group, evaluation of
results.
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"ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX I

"GUIDELINES ON THE INTERNATIONAL INSPECTORATE !I ~/

~Attachment (A) to CD/CW/WP.l75

"I. Designation

"1. Verification activities in a State Party to the Convention shall only be
performed by inspectors designated to this State in advance.

"2. The Technical Secretariat shall communicate, in writing, to the State
concerned the names, nationality and ranks of the inspectors proposed for
designation. Furthermore, it shall furnish a certificate of their
qualifications and enter into such consultations as the State concerned may
request. The latter shall inform the Secretariat, within (30) days after
receipt of such a proposal, whether or not it will accept the designation of
each inspector proposed. The inspectors accepted by the State Par ty shall be
designated to that State. The Technical Secretariat shall notify the State
concerned of such a designation.

"3. Should any State Party object to the designation of inspectors, be it at
the time they are proposed or at any time thereafter, it shall inform the
Technical Secretariat of its objection. If a State Party raises objections to
an inspector already designated, this objection shall come into effect 30 days
after receipt by the Technical Secretariat. The Technical Secretariat shall
immediately inform the State concerned of the withdrawal of the designation of
the inspector. In cases of objections to designation of inspectors the
Technical Secretariat shall propose to the State Party in question one or more
alternative designations. The Technical Secretariat Shall refer to the
Executive Council any repeated refusal by a State Party to accept the
designation of inspectors if the Secretariat is of the opinion that such
refusal impedes inspections to be conducted in the State concerned.

"II. Privileges and irnmunities of inSpectors

"1. TO the extent necessary for the effective exercise of their functions,
inspectors shall be accorded the following privileges and immunities, which
shall also apply to the time spent travelling in connection with their
missions:

"(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their
personal baggage,

,~ .

"!/ These guidelines relate to the activities international inspectors
carry out in connection with routine verification in States Parties.

"2/ Some delegations considered that the texts contained in this
document require further consideration.
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W(b) immunity from legal process of every kind in regard to what they do,
say or write in the performance of their official functions,

"(c) inviolability of all the papers, documents, equipment and samples
they carry with them,

"(d) the right to use codes for their communication with the Secretariat
and to receive papers or co~respondence by courier or in sealed bags from the
Secretariat»

"(e) multiple entry/exit and/or transit visas and the same treatment in
entry and transit formalities as is given to mambers of comparable rank of
diplomatic missions,

O(f) the same currency and exchange facilities as are accorded to
representatives of foreign Governments on temporary official missions,

"(g) the same immunities and facilities in respect to their personal
baggage as are accorded to members of comparable rank'of diplomatic missions.

"2. Privileges and immunities shall be granted to inspectors for the sake of
the Convention and not for the personal benefit of the individuals
themselves. The Secretariat shall have the right and the duty to waive the
immunity of any inspector whenever it is of the opinion that the immunity
would impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the
Convention.

"3. If any State Party to the Convention considers that there has been an
abuse of an above-me:.tioned privilege or immunity, consultations shall be held
between that State and the ~cretariat to determine whether such an abuse has
occurred and, if so, to ensure that it does not repeat itself.

"Ill. General rules governing inSpections and the conduct of inSpectors

"1. Inspectors shall carry out their functions under the COnvention on the
basis of the inspection mandate issued by the Technical Secretariat. They
shall refrain from activities going beyond this mandate.

"2. The activities of inspectors shall be so arranged as to ensure on the one
hand the effective discharge of the inspectors' functions and, on the other,
the least possible inconvenience to the State concerned and disturbance to the
facility or other location inspected. Inspectors shall only request the
information and data which are necessary to fulfil their mandate. States
Parties shall furnish such information. Inspectors shall not communicate to
any State, Organization or person outside the Technical Secretariat any
information to which they have access in connection with their activities in a
State Party. They shall abide by relevant regUlations established within the
~chnical Secr.etariat for the protection of confidential information. They
shall remain bound by these relevant regulations after they have left their
functions as international inspectors.
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W(b) immunity from legal process of every kind in regard to what they do,
say or write in the performance of their official functions,

"(c) inviolability of all the papers, documents, equipment and samples
they carry with them,

"(d) the right to use codes for their communication with the Secretariat
and to receive papers or co~respondence by courier or in sealed bags from the
Secretariat»

"(e) multiple entry/exit and/or transit visas and the same treatment in
entry and transit formalities as is given to mambers of comparable rank of
diplomatic missions,

O(f) the same currency and exchange facilities as are accorded to
representatives of foreign Governments on temporary official missions,

"(g) the same immunities and facilities in respect to their personal
baggage as are accorded to members of comparable rank'of diplomatic missions.

"2. Privileges and immunities shall be granted to inspectors for the sake of
the Convention and not for the personal benefit of the individuals
themselves. The Secretariat shall have the right and the duty to waive the
immunity of any inspector whenever it is of the opinion that the immunity
would impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the
Convention.

"3. If any State Party to the Convention considers that there has been an
abuse of an above-me:.tioned privilege or immunity, consultations shall be held
between that State and the ~cretariat to determine whether such an abuse has
occurred and, if so, to ensure that it does not repeat itself.

"Ill. General rules governing inSpections and the conduct of inSpectors

"1. Inspectors shall carry out their functions under the COnvention on the
basis of the inspection mandate issued by the Technical Secretariat. They
shall refrain from activities going beyond this mandate.

"2. The activities of inspectors shall be so arranged as to ensure on the one
hand the effective discharge of the inspectors' functions and, on the other,
the least possible inconvenience to the State concerned and disturbance to the
facility or other location inspected. Inspectors shall only request the
information and data which are necessary to fulfil their mandate. States
Parties shall furnish such information. Inspectors shall not communicate to
any State, Organization or person outside the Technical Secretariat any
information to which they have access in connection with their activities in a
State Party. They shall abide by relevant regUlations established within the
~chnical Secr.etariat for the protection of confidential information. They
shall remain bound by these relevant regulations after they have left their
functions as international inspectors.
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"3. In the perfOrmance of their duties on the territory of a state Party,
inspectors shall, if the State Party so requests, be accompanied by
representatives of this State, provided inspectors are not thereby delayed or:
otherwise hindered in the exercise of their functions. If a State Party
designates the inspectors' point of entry into, and departure from, the State
concerned and their routes and modes of travel within the State, it shall be
guided by the principle of minimizing the time of travel and any other
inconvenience.

"4. In exercising their functions, inspectors shall avoid unnecessarily
hampering or delaying the operation of a facility or affecting its safety. In
particular, inspectors shall not operate any facility or direct the staff of
the facility to perform any operation. If inspectors consider that, to fulfil
their mandate, particular operations should be carried out in a facility, they
shall request the designated representative of the management of the facility
to per fOrm them.

"5. After the inspection visit, inspectors shall submit to the ~chnical

SecretQriat a report on the activities conducted by them and on thei~

findings. The report shall be factual in nature. It shall only contain facts
relevant to compliance with the Convention, as provided for under the
inspection mandate. Relevant regulations, governing the protection of
confidential information, shall be observed. The report shall also provide
information as to the manner in which the State Party inspected co-operated
with the inspection team. Dif£erent views held by inspectors may be attached
to the report.

"6. The report shall be kept confidential. The 'National Authority of the
State Party shall be informed of the findings of the report. Any written
comments, which the State Party may immediately make on these findings shall
00 annexed to it. Immediately after receiving the report, the 'n!chnical
Secretariat shall transmit a copy of it to the State Party concerned.

"7. Should the report contain uncertainties, or should co-operation between
the National Authority and the inspectors not measure up to the standard
required, the ~chnical Secretariat shall approach the State Party for
clarification.

"8. If the uncertainties cannot be removed or the facts established are of a
nature to suggest that obligations undertaken under the COnvention have not
been met, the Technical Secretariat shall inform the Executive Council without
delay.
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shall start the destruction of Category 1 chemical weapons not later
than one year after it becomes a Party to the Convention, and shall
complete it not later than 10 years after the entry into force of the
ConventionJ the comparison factor for such weapons shall be aqent
tons, i.e. the agqreqate weight of the chemicals within such Categorv,

Cateqorv 2: Chemical weapons on the basis of all other chemicalsJ

Category 1: Chemical weapOns on the basis of Schedule rl] chemicalsJ

Category 3: Unfilled munitions and devices, and equiPment specifically
designed for use directly in connection with employment of
chemical weapons.

"6. Each State Party pOssessing chemical weapOns

"3. The entire destruction period is divided into annual periods.

"1. The elaboration of the Order of Destruction shall build on the
undiminished security for all States durinq the entire destruction staqe,
confid~~ce-building in the early part of the destruction staqe, qradual
acquisition of experience in the course of destroyinq chemical weapons stocks
and applicabi1itv irrespective of the actual composition or size of the
stockpiles and the methods chosen for the destruction of the chemical weapons.

"5. The Order of Destruction shall be based on the principle of levelling out
the stockpiles of chemical weapOns of State Parties, while observinq the .
principle of [equal] [undiminished] security. (The level of such stockpiles
shall be agreed upOn.)

"4. For the purpose of destruction. chemical weapons declared by each State
Party are divided into three cateqories:

"2. Each State Party posE:essing chemical weapons shall begin destructio~" not
later than one year after it becomes a Party to the Convention, and all
stockpiles must have been destroyed bV the end of the tenth year after the
entry into force of the convention. y

"~/ The view was expressed that possible additional provisions
applicable to States possessing chemical weapons but which ratify the
Convention at a later stage would need to be discussed. The view was also
expressed that the Convention should i"clude from the beqinning all States
possessing chemical weapons.

"l/ Some deleqations drew attention to another proposal which suggests a
specific phased approach, including a special phase for advance destruction bV
the largest chemical weapons owners until midway of the destruction period.
This proposal is contained in CD/822 of 29 March 1988.
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-7. Within each Cateqory a State Party shall carry out the destruction in
such a way that not more than what is specified in the table below remains at
the end of each annual period. A State Party is not precluded from destroyinq
its stocks at a faster pace.

shall start the destruction of Category 2 chemical weapons not later
than one year after it becomes a Party to the Convention and shall
complete it not later than five years after the entry into force of
the Convention; the comparison factor for such weapons shall be agent
tons. i.e. the agqreqate weiqht of the chemicals within such Cateqory.

- shall start the destruction of Category 3 chemical weapons not later
than one year after it becomes a Party to the Convention. and shall
complete it not later than [four) [five] years after the entry into
force of the Convention; the comparison factor Cs) for unfilled
munitions and devices shall be expressed in fill volume Cm3) and for
equipment in number of items.

Category 3Category 2

TABLE

Category 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

(TO BE DEVELOPED)

"8. Within each category a state Party shall determine its detailed plans for
each annual period in such a way that not more than what is specified in the
Convention will remain by the end of each such period.

These plans .shall be submitted to and approved by the Executive Council.
in accordance with the relevant provisions in Section V of the Annex to
Ar ticle IV.

"9. Each State Party shall repart annually to the Orqanization on the
implementation of the destruction in each annual per lad.
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nization on the

the Executive Council,
of the Annex to

, its detailed plans for
t is sp~ified in the

"GUIDELI~"'ES FOR SCHEDULE [11 1/

"The followinq quidelines, sinqlv or in co~bination, 9hould be taken into
account in considerinq whether a chemical should be included in SChedule flls

"1. Super-toxic lethal chemicals which have been stockpiled as e::henical
weapons.

"2. Super-toxic lethal chemicals whiah pose a particular risk of potential
use as chemical weapons.

"3. Super-toxic lethal chemicals which have little or no use except as
chemical weapons.

"4. Super-toxic lethal chemicals which possess \Jhvsical and chemical
properties enabling them to be used as chemical weapons. y

"5. Super-toxic lethal chemicals with chemical structure related/similar to
those super-toxic lethal chemicals already listed in Schedule 1. 11

"9. Other chemicals which have little or no use except as chemical weapons.

"8. Other chemicals which have been stockpiled as chemical weapOns.

"11. Key precursors which DOSe a hiqh risk to the objectives of the Convention
by virtue of their hiqh pOt1ntial for use to produce c"'emical weapons.

"10. Key precursors which participate in a one-staqe process of producinq
toxic chemicals in munitions and devices. ~/

"6. Chemicals whose principal effect is to cause temporary incapacitation and
which possess physical and chemical properties anablinq them to be used as
chemical weapOns.

"7. Any toxic chemical with a chemical structur e r elated/s imilar to those
chemicals already listed in Schedule 1. 11

"Y A view was expu,<\sed that compOunds listed in Schedule [11 should
possess the properties o~chemical warfare aqentafl

"1/ The bssis and mo~alities for the application and regision of the
quidelines are to be de~eloped.

Cateqory 32

the destruction in
table belO'I remains at
ecluded from destroyinq

cal weapOns not later
onvention, and shall
after the entry in~o

(s) for unfilled
1 volume Cm3) and for

cal weapons not later
onvention and shall
entry into force of
weapOns shall be Bqent

s within suoh Cateqorv,

"3/ The view was expressed that this by itself !ould not be sufficient to
include a chemical in S~hedule [11.

"4/ One deleqation believes that this provision is not necessary and that
it is-already covered under pOint 12.
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ft12. ~~y ~recursors which may possess the following characteristics:

"(i) it may react 't;~th other chemicals to qive, within a short time, a
hiqh yield of a toxic chemical defined as a chemical weapon;

"(ii) the r~ction may be carried out in such a mann~r that the toxic
product is readily available for military use; an~

"f,iii) key precursors wbich have little or no use except for chemical
weapons purposes.
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hiqh yield of a toxic chemical defined as a chemical weapon;

"(ii) the r~ction may be carried out in such a mann~r that the toxic
product is readily available for military use; an~

"f,iii) key precursors wbich have little or no use except for chemical
weapons purposes.
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"POSSIBLE FACTORS IDENTIFIED TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER, INTENSITY,
DURATION, TIMING AND MODE OF INSPECTIONS OF FACILITIES HANDLING

SCHEDULE [2] CHEMICALS 1/

"1. Factors r elated to the listed chemical

"Ca) ToxicitV of the enn product.

"2. Factors related to the facility

"Ca) Multipurpose or dedicated facility

"Cb) Capability and convertibility for initiatinq production of hiqhly
toxic chemicals

"Cc) Production capacity

"Cd) On-site storage of listed key precursors in quantities exceedinq
••• tonnes

"Ce) Location of the facility and infrastructure for transportation.

"3. Factors related to the activities carried out at the facility

"Ca) Production e.g. continuous, batch, types of equipment

"Cb) Processing with conversion into another chemical

"Cc) Process ing without chemical conversion

"Cd) Other types of activities, e.g., consumption, import, export,
transfer

"Ce) Volume produced, processed, consumed, transferred

"Cf) Relationship between maximum and utilized capacity for a scheduled
chemical

multipurpose facility

dedicated facility.

"4. Other factors

"Ca) International monitoring by on-site instruments

"Cb) Remote monitoring.

"1/ The order in which these factors ar e 1 iated does not indicate any
pr iorIty.
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"REPORT ON HOW TO DEFINE 'PRODUCTION CAPACITY'

"During the 1987 session, consultations were held with Lt. Col. BretfeldrGerman Democratic Republio), Dr. Cooper runited Kingdom), Prof. Kuzmin(USSR), Dr. Mikulak (United States), Dr. OOms (Netherlands) andProf. pfirschke (Federal Republic of Germany), as well as with Col. KoutePOv(USSR) and Col. tovelaoe (United States). This report summarized the resultsof the consultations, as seen by the rapporteur, Dr. Santesson (Sweden).

nAlthouqh it was generally f~~t that it would be desirable to have onedefinition of 'production oapacity' applioable all through the Convention, iewas also cono1uded that this might not be possible.

"A definition could consist of a verbal part and a mathematical formulato be used for the oa1cu1ation of the numerical value of the productionoapacity. Such a single definition, as exemplified below, could be utilizedin the Annex to Artio1e V, paragraphs I.A.5 Ca) and I.B.7 (cf. in this contextCD/CW!WP.148l, in the Annex to Article VI (2), paragraph 2 in the Annex toArticle VI £3J, paragraph 1 (iv), and in the case of 'possible factorsidentified to determine Schedule £2} chemicals', contained in CD/782,Appendix II, P. 12.

"On the basis of CD/ew/wp.17l and proposals presented during theconsultations, the following suggestion was worked out.

Verbal part;

Alt. 1 ThL oroduotion oapaoity is the annual quantitative potential forma,ufaoturing a specific substanoe on the basis of the
tech~ological process used at a facility where the substanoe inquestion is actually produced.

Alt. 2 The production capacity is the annual quantitative potential formanufacturing ~ specific substance on the basis of thetechnological pr~ess aotually used or plann~d to be used at afacility.

Mathematical formulae:

Production capacity per year =

=quantity produced x constant x no. of units
hours of production

or in the case of dedicated units not yet in operation

= nameplate or design capacity x constant x no. of unitshours of planned operation
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"The constant is the number of hours of availability per year. In both
formulae, the ConlS tant will have different values for continuous and batch
operations. Furthermore, different values may have to be assigned for
'dedicated batch processes' and 'multipurpose batch processes'. '-ne values of
the constant remains to be determined.

"It was noted that the formulae relate to the production step in which
the product is actually formed. Thev might not necessar ilv be applicable e.g.
to subsequent purification steps in the process.

"It was also noted that in the case of multipurpose facilities producing
more than one declared chemical, the production capacity of the facilitv for
each of the chemicals should be calculated independently of the other
chemicals being produced.

"In the case of the Annex to Article VI [••• 1, it appears that for
limited production, the above mathematical formulae might possibly give rise
to an overestimate of the actual production capacity. It was suggested that
the formulae could be used if the annual productioo was more than five tonnes.

"In the case of the Annex to Article VI [1} it was felt that the above
type of definitioo would be unsuitable and that other wavs of delimiting the
'production capacity' of the single small-scale production facilitv should be
explored.

"Fulther refinement of the definition of production capacitv is
required. Also, methods for verification of the declared production capacity
will have to be discussed. In this context opinions were exPressed on the use
of productioo log books and to which extent inspectors woult'l need access to
technical information on the production process.

"As a continuation of the consultations reported in CD/795. further
consultations were held with Dr. Boter (Netherlands), Lt. Col. Bretfeld
(German Democratic Republic), Dr. Cooper (United Kingdom) Prof. Ruzmin
(Union of Sovi~t Socialist Republicsl, Prof. Pfirs~hke (Federal Republic
of Germany) and Dr. .rOder (Federal Republic of Germanv). This report
summar bee the reeuI\-.:! of the continued consultations, as seen by the
rapporteur, Dr. Santesson (Sweden).

"In the view of the technical experts, 'production capacity' could be
defined thus:

The pr~~uction capacity is the annual quantitative potential for
manufacturing a specific substance on the basis of the technological
process actually used or, in case of processes not vet operational,
planned to be used at the facility, as specined in the subsidiary
8Qr eements •
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WPor the pur~e of the declaration, an appro~imate oroduction capacityshall be calculated usinQ the formula;

Production capacity ftons/year) •

• des. cap. x Ope factor x no. of units
plo OPe hours

where;

des. cap. • nameplate or design capacity of one unit ftons/year)plo OPe hours • hours of planned operation to achieve the design capacityOpe factor • operational factor fhours)

The opera:ional factor should take into account the various facility-specificand ~rocess-specific factors which would affect the actual practicalmoduction ca'Pacity, and could e.Q. be determined during th~ initial visit. Aneed might exist for a provisional value of the operational factor to beapplied before the initial visit has taken place.
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,

Location of the facility within the complex, includinq the
specific building and structure number, if any

"Cb) Name of the facility

Location of the complex

"Cc) CwnerCs) of the facility

"Cd) Name of the company or enterprise operatinq the facility

"Ce) Exact location of the facility

"A. MODEL FOR AN AGREEMENT RELATING TO FACILITIES PRODUCING,
PROCESSING, OR CONSUMING CHEMICALS LISTED IN SCHEDULE f2] 11

"Ca) Facility identification code

"1. Identification of the facility

Loc",tion of relevant support facilities within the complex:
e.q., research and technical services, laboratories, medical
centres, waste treatment plants

"This aqreement is based on the desiqn information obtained durinq the
initial visit on fdate of visit]. Deaiqn information should include:

"Cc) Data on processinq without chemIcal conversion (Drocess enqineerinq
particulars, description of the process and the end-product, concentration in
the end-product)

"Cf) Determination of the area(s) and placeCsl/site(sl to which
inspectors shall have access.

"2. Information on the facilitv

"Cd) Data 00 waste treatment (diSpOSal and/or storaqe, waste treatment
technology, r ecyclinq)

.. (a) Data on the production process (type of process: e.q., continuous
or batch, type of equipment, the technoloqy employed~ process enqineerinq
particulan)

"Cb) Data on processinq with convers~on into another chemical
(descriPtion of the conversion process, process engineerinq particulars and
end-product)

A

c

.ty

V "MODELS FOR AGREEMENTS

"1/ This paper relates to aqreements which have commonly been named
'facility atta,':hments'. Further work is needed on this issue.
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"(e) Data on safety and health measures at the facility

"(f) Data on clean-up procedures and general overhauls

"(g) Data on feedstocks used in the production or processing of declaredchemicals (type and capacity of storaqe)

"Ch) Maps and plans of the facility, includinq data on infrastructure fortransportation (site maps showinQ, for example, all buildinqs and functions,pipework, roads,' fences, mains electricity, water and qas points, and diaqramsindicatinq the relevant mater lal flow at the clesiqnat:ed facilitv).

"2.1. Storage of information

"Designation of information, provided about the facility underparagraph 2, which shall be kept by the International Authority under lock andkey at the facility. (In the event of unresolved ambiguities, theInternational Authority shall have the riqht to study such information.)

"3. Number and IOOdulities of inspections

"After the initial visit, the number and IOOdalities of inspections shallbe decided by the Technical Secretar iat on the basis of quidelines (compareCD/CW/WP.16', page 63, subparaqraph ~.ii. and CD/CW/WP.167, Appendix II,paqe 3).

"4. Verification measures and identification of the specific area(s) andplace Cs) of a facility to be inspected

"(a) Identification of the relationship between feedstocks and thequantity of end-products

"(b) Identificp~ion of key points for measurement (!{MP) andsample-taking (STP)

"(c) Identification of methods for continuous monitorinq andsurveillance, e.g.

key points for the application of monitorinqand surveillancemeasures

installed instruments and devices, seals and markers, methods tocheck the proper functioninq of those instruments, servicinQ ofinstalled instruments

activities to be undertaken by the State Party concerned with aview to providing the conditions necessary for the installationand proper functioning of the devices

M Cd) Certification of relevant losses within the production process andtheir implications for key measurement paints (!(MP).
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"5. Inspection activities

"5.1. Mode of routine inspection
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"To be developed on the basis of the initial visit.

"5.2. Indication of the scope of the inspection effort in agreed areas under
ordinary circumstances

"Access to the area to be inspected, inCluding all key points. Activities
may compr ise:

"(a) Examination of relevant reGords

"(b) Identification of relevant plant equiy:Jlllent

"(c) Identification and validation of measuring equiy:Jlllent (examination
and calibration of measuring equiy:Jlllent; verification of measurinq systems
using, as appropriate, independent standards)

"(d) Taking of analytical samples

"Ce) Verification of chemical inventory records

verification of the operator's inventory-taking for cQI\\1)leteness
and accuracv

verificat\on of the quantities of feedstocka

• (f) Observation of operations relating to movement of chemical
substances in the plant

"(q) Installation, servicing and review of surveillance and monitoring
instruments

"(h)

"5.3. Specific arrangements for the use of special equiDl1lent

"As the need arises, specific arrangements for the use of special
equiDl1lent, as requested by inspectors.

"6. Provisions governing sample-taking, on-site analyses of samples and
on-site analysis eguiDl1lent

"(a) Sample-taking (e.g., standardized procedures)

"(b) On-site analyses (e.g., provisions concerning on-site/in-house
analvses, analytical methods., equipment, nrecision and accuracy of analyses)

"(c) Dupliciltes and additional samples.
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"7. Records

"7.1. TyPe of records

"The records to be examined shall be determined after the initial visit
and shall include the following:

"Ca) Accounting records Cfor example, discards, retained wastes,
shipments of end-products, receipts/shipments)

"Cb) Operating records

"Operating records used to establish the quanti tv, quality and
cCllllpoeition of the end-product. These may include:

Information on any accident that resulted in a loss/qain of
maf~rial

Information on dissolution, evaporation, etc.

"(c) Calibration records

"Information on the functioning of analytical/monitoring equipment.

"7.2. Location and language of.records

"To be determined during the initial visit.

"7.3. Access to records

"To be determined after the initial visit.

"7.4. Retention period of records

"To be determined on the basis of the initial visit.

"s. Services to be provided by the facility

Point of contact for each type of service, e.q.

operator assistance

medical and health services.

"9. Specific facility health and safety rules and regulations to be
observed by inspectors

"10. Changes, revision and updatinq of advance information to be provided
on the facility

CTo be announced in f'eference to the paraqraph on the design inforlklation
obtained during the initial visit)

"11. Interpretation services
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"B. MODEL FOR AN AGREEMENT RELATING TO SINGLE
SMALL-SCALE PRODUCTION FACILITIES Y

"Proposal by the Co-ordinator of Cluster IV

"1. Information on the single small-scale production facility

"(a) Identification

"(i) Facilitv identification code

"(iil Name of the facility

"(iii) E~~ct location of the facility

If the facility is located within a complex, then also

Location of the complex

Location of the facility within the complex, including the
specific building and structure number, if any

Location of relevant support facilHies within the complex,
e.g. research and technical services, laboratories, medical
centres, waste treatment plants

Determination of the area(s) andplace(s)/site(sl '(0 which
inspectors shall have access

"(b) Detailed technical information

"(i) Maps and plans of the facility, including site maps showing,
with functions indicated, for example, all buildings,
pipework, road~, fences, mains electricity, water and gas
points, diaqrams indicating the relevant material flow at the
designated facility and data on infrastructure for
transportation

" (ii) Data on each production process rtype of process, type of
equipment, technology employed, production capacity. process
enqineering particulars)

"riii) Data on the feedstocks used (type of feedstock, storage
capacity)

"(iv) Data on the storage of the chemicals produced (type and
capacity of storage)

"(v) Data on waste treatment (disposal and/or storage. waste
treatment technology, recycling)

"Y Prepared by Lt. Col. Bretfeld, German Democratic Republic,
Dr. Cooper, United Kingdom, Dr. Lau, Sweden; and Dr. Santesson, Sweden.
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"Cc) specific facility health and safety procedures to be observed by
inspectors

"Cdl Dates

"Ci) Date when the initial visit took place

"Cii) DateCs) when additional information was provided

"Ce) Storage of information

"Identification of which information, provided about the facility
under paragraph 1, shall be kept by the International Organization
under lock and key at the facility.

"2. Number and modalities of inspections

"The number and modalitiee of inspections shall be decided by the
Technical Secretariat on the basis of quidelines.

"3. Inspections

"on-site inspection activities may include. but shall not necessarily be
restricted to, the following:

"Cil Observation of any and all activities at the facility

"Cii) Examination of any and all equipment at the facility

"Ciii) Identification of technological changes in the production process

"Civ) Comparison of process parameters with those ascertained during the
initial visit

"Cv) Verification of chemical inventory records

·Cvi) Verification of equipment inventory records

"(vii) Review. servicinq and maintenance of monitoring equipment

·Cviii> Identification and validation of measurinq equipment Cexamination
and calibration of measuring equipment, verification of measuring
systems using, as appropriate, independent standards)

"Cix) Al'plication. examination. renoval and renewal of seals

"Cxl Investiqation of indicated irreQularities.

"4. Monitoring system

"Cal Description of items and their location

"(1) Sensors and other instruments

"Ciil Data transmission system
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ledur ea to be observed bv

Ilace

n was provided

"(iil) Ancillary equipment

" (iv)

"Cb) Installation of the system

"Ci) Time schedule

"(iU Advance pre;?atations

"Ciii) Assistance to be provided by the State Party durinq installation
ovided about the facility
International Orqanization

11 be decided by the

It shall not necessarily be

the facility

:he facility

n the productiiQJn process

se ascertainod during the

s

ds

toring equipment

:j equipment: (examination
I!r ification of measur inq
I: standards)

3Wal of seals

"Cc) Activation, initial testing and certification

11 Cd) Operation

R(i) Regular operation

"Cii) Routine tests

"(iii) Service and maintenance

"(iv) Measures in case of malfunctions

"Cv} Responsibilities of the State Party

"(e) Replacement, modernization.

"5> TempOrary closure

"Ca) Notification procedure

"Cb) Description of the types of seals to be used

Of (c) Description of how and whei:e seals shall be fixed

~(d) Provisions for surveillance and monitoring.

6. Instruments and other equipment to be used durinq inspections

"fa) Instruments and other equipment installed or brought in bv inspectors

R (i) Descr i ption

"(ii) Testing, calibration and examination by the State Party

"(HU Use

"(b) Instruments and other equipment to be provided by the State Party

"(i~ Description

"Cii) Teetinq, calibration and ~xamination by inspectors

"Ciii) Use and maintenance.
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"7. Sample-takinq, on-site analyses of samp108 and on-site anal~siB equi~ent

"Ca) Sample-takin~ ftom production

to (b~ Sample-t&l(ing frOln '3tocks

"(c) Other sample-t&kinq

"(d) Duplicates and addH.iol'lal sampl\'!'£i\

"Ce) On-site analyses {e.cr., DroviBi~ns concerninq on-site/in-hoUGe
analyses, analytical metb!i&\\, equi'pment, 'Precision and E!~curacy of analyses).

"8. Records The x:ecords to be examined shall be determined after t,he
initial visit and ehall include the followinq~

"Ca) Accountinq re-cords

.. Cb) Operatinq records

"(c'l Calibration recoras

U7he followinq shall be determined on the basia of the initial visit:

"Ca~ Location anu lcmg'oJaqe ot racordq

.. Cb) Access to l:'ecord13

"Cc) R0tention petiod of records.

"9. Administrative arranqements

"Ca) Preparations for the arrival and departure of inspectors

WCb\ Transport of inspectors

"(c) Accommodation foe inspectors

"id)

"10. Services to be provided Y

"Such services may include. but shall not necessarily be restricted to,
the followinq:

"Ca) Medical and health services

"Cb) Office space for inspector~

.. Cc) Laboratory space for inspectors

"1/ The question of charqes for the services needs to be diseus6:lld.
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"(9) Interpretati

"For each type of eerv

"Ca) The extent t
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"11. Other matte%s
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"(0) Technical assistance

"(el Telephone and telex

"(f) power and cooling water supplies for instruments

"(g) Interpretation services

"FOr each type of service, the following information shall be included~

"(a) The extent to which that service shall be provided

"(b) Points of contact at the facility for the service.

"11. Other matters

"12. Revisions of the agreement
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"C. MODBL POR AN AGREBM~ RELJ\TING TO CHEMICAL
WEAPONS STORAGE FACILITIBS 11

wProposal by the Co-ordinator of Cluster IV

Wl. Inforllllltion on the storaqe facility

WCa) Identification I

"Ci) Storage facility id~tification code

WCU) Name of the storaqa facility

"Ciii) Exact location of the storaqe facility

"Cb) Dates:

WCi) Date of the initial verifi=ation of the Declaration of the
facility

" Cii) Date Cs) addi tiona! information provided

"Cc) Layout:

"Ci) MapS and plans of the facility, including

boundary map to show entrances, exits, nature of boundary
Ce.g. fence)

site maps to include locations of all buildings and other
~tru~tures, bunkers/storage areas, fences with access points
indicated, mains electricity and wat~r ~ints, and
infrastructure for transports including loadin~ areas

WCil) Details of the construction of bunkers/storage areas which
might be of relevance for ver .!.fication measures

"CiH)

"Cd) Detailed inventory of the contents of each bunker/storaqe Mea

"Ce) Specific facility, healA and safety procedu1I:es to be observed by
inspectors.

"2. Information relating to the transport of chemical weapons from the
facility

"Ca) Detailed description of loadb,,., area Ca)

"Cb) Detailed description of loading procedures

"!! Prepared by Lt. Col. Bretfeld, German Deoocratic Republic,
Dr. Cooper, United KinqdoftU Dr. Lau, Sweden, and Dr. Santesson, Swed@n.
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-(c) Type of transport to be used, including construction details
relevant to verification &ctivities, ",.g. where to place seals

-(d) ••••

-3. NUJlIber and lIDdalities of systematic inspections, &tc.

-The number and modalities of systematic inspecticns will be decided bv
the Technical Secretariat on the basis of quidelings.

- (a) Systematic on-site insl'" , ctions

Systematic on-site inspection activities may include, but are not
necessarily restrict1!d to, the followinq:

*(i) Application, examination, removal and renewal of seals

-'il) Review, servicing and maintenance of monitoring equipment

*tliil Verification of tha- i.nventory of randomly sele-.;t:."ti sealed
bunkers/storaqe areas

Percentaqe of bunkers/storage areas to be verified durinq each
systematic on-site insp~':1.l:.d

*(b) On-site inspections of trans;pC. ..6 frOm the facility

WOn-s;'te inspections of transports of chemical weapons fran the storaqe
facility may inclUde, but are not necessarily restricted to, the followinq:

• (1) APPlication, examination, removal and renewal of any seals
relevant to the transportation of chemical weapons

·tii) Verification of the inventory of bunkers/storaqe areas from
which chemical weapons are to be transported

*tiil) Observation of the loading procedure and verification of items
loaded

*(iv) Adjustment/realiqnment of the coveraqe of the IlOnitorinq system

*(c\ Inspections to resolve indicated irregularities (ad hoc inspections)

WAd hoc inspection activities may include, but are not necessarily restricted
to, the followinq:

·(i) Investigation of indicated irregularities

*(il) Examination, removal and renewal of seals

·tiii) Verification as required of the inventory of bunkers/storage areas.
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"(d) Continuous presence of inspectors "(e) R

"The activities of continuouslY present inspectors may include, but are not
necessarily restricted to, the following;

"(1) APplication, examination, removal and renewal of seals

"(ii) Verification of the inventory of any selected sealed bunkers/storaqe
areas

"Ciil) Observation of any and all activities at the stor~ge facility,
in~luding any handllng of stored chemical weapons for the purpose of
cransport from the storage facility.

"5. Seals and markers

"Ca) Description of types of seals and markers

"(b) How and where seals are to be fixed.

"6. Monitoring system

"Ca) Description of items and their locatiol'1s;

"Ci) Sensors and other instruments

"Cii) Data transmission system

"(iii) Ancillarv equipment

"(iv)

"Cb} Installation:

"Ci) Time Echedule

"Cii} Advance preparations at the storage facility

"Ciii) Assistance to be provided by the State p~rtv during instal~ation

"Cc) Activation, initial testinQ and certification

"Cd) Operation:

"(i) Reqular operation

"Cii} Routine tests

"(iii) Service and maintenance

"(iv) Measures in case of malfunctions

"Cv~ ResPOns~bilities of the State Party
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"(ii) Verification of the inventory of any selected sealed bunkers/storaqe
areas

"Ciil) Observation of any and all activities at the stor~ge facility,
in~luding any handllng of stored chemical weapons for the purpose of
cransport from the storage facility.

"5. Seals and markers

"Ca) Description of types of seals and markers

"(b) How and where seals are to be fixed.

"6. Monitoring system

"Ca) Description of items and their locatiol'1s;

"Ci) Sensors and other instruments

"Cii) Data transmission system

"(iii) Ancillarv equipment

"(iv)

"Cb} Installation:

"Ci) Time Echedule

"Cii} Advance preparations at the storage facility

"Ciii) Assistance to be provided by the State p~rtv during instal~ation

"Cc) Activation, initial testinQ and certification

"Cd) Operation:

"(i) Reqular operation

"Cii} Routine tests

"(iii) Service and maintenance

"(iv) Measures in case of malfunctions

"Cv~ ResPOns~bilities of the State Party
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"(e) Replacements, modernizations

"(f) Dismantling and removal.
;

~ "7. provisions croverning instruments and C'lther equipment to be used durincr
" inspections

·1.

"(a) Instruments and other equipment brouqht in bv inspectors:

'; " (i) Descr i ption

"(ii) Testinq, calibration and examination by the State Party

"(iii) Routine use

"(b) Instro..:unents and other equipment to b~ :; (ovided bV the state Party:

" (i) Descr i ption

"(il) Testing, calibration and examination bv inspectors

, •Hi) Routine use and maintenance.

N8. Provisions qoverninq sample-taking. on-site analyses of samples and
on-site analysis equipment

"(a) Sample-takinq from munitions. notably tpe srandardization of methods
for each different type of munition present at the facility

t

,on

"(b} Sample-takinq from bulk stocks

"(c) Other sample-takinQ

NidI Duplicates and additional samples

"(e) On-site analyses (e.cr., provisions concerninq on-site/in-house
analyses, analytical methods, equipment, precision and accuracy of analyses).

~9. Administrative arranqements

"(a) preparations for arrival of inspectors

"(b) TranSpOrt for inspectors

"(cl Accommodation for inspectors

" (d)
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"10. Services to be provided y

·Such services should include, but are not necessarily rest~icted to, the
f'l)llowincu

- medical and health services

- office sPace for inspector:s

laboratorv sJ),lce for insl)ectors

technical assistance

telePhone and telex

- powe~ and coolinQ water supplies for instruments

interpretation services

"Por each type of service, the followinQ information should be included:

the extent to which that service is to be Drov!ded

- DOint of contact at the facility for the service.

1111. Amend!llents and revisions of the t!Qreement

·(e.Q. chanqes in loadinq procedures, types of transDOrt, analvtical
methods) •

012. Other IMttera

·Y The quflStion of ehar:qes for the services needs to be discussed.
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"ON-SITE INSPECTION ON CHALLENGE

:ed to, the

Idee:

tical

ased.

"This paper represents the state of affairs of work done on the issue of
On-Site Inspection on Challenqe, as seen by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc
committee for the 1987 session. Nothina contained therein constitutes any
aqreement and therefore does not olnd any uele~ation. The paper is presented
with the aim of facilitatinq for deleqations to analyse the situation and to
arrive at common positions in the future work nf the Committee.

"Under Part I, (paraaraphs 1-131 material is found on the initial procers
for an on-site inspection on challenae, up until the submission of the report
by the inspectors. The material under Part II refers to the process after the
submission of t~~ report and has been subject to less thorouqh consultations
bV the Chairman. However a number of points and questions have been raised.
They are summarized in Part Il, as seen by the Chairman.

"PART I

"I. Each State Party has the riaht at any time tc request an on-site
inspection of any site under the jurisdiction or control 1/ of a State Party,
anywhere, in order to clarify doubts about compliance with the provisions of
the COhvention. A requestin, State is under the obliaation to keep the
request within the objectives of the convention.

"2. Throuqhout the inspection the requested State has the riqht and is under
the obligation to demonstrate its compliance with the Convention.

"3. The on-site inspection on challenqe shall' be carried out in accordance
with the request.

"(The initiation of a challenae inspection)

"4. The request shall be submitted to the Head of the Technical
Secretariat. 2/ It shall as precisely as possible specify the site to be
inspected and-the matters on which reassurance is required, includinq the
circumstances and ~lature of the suspected non-compliance, as well as indicate
the relevant provision (s) of the Convention, about which doubts of compliance
have arisen.

"5. The Head of the Technical Secretariat shall immediately notify the State
~artv to be inspected, and ~nfo~m the members of the Executive Council about
the request.

-1/ The question of 'jurisdiction or control' spans over many ~artE of
the Convention. It is under continuous discussion an~ the exact formulation$
r~in to be aqreed upon.

-.,g/ It has been pointed out that there is a need to discuss ways and
means tl) prevent miause of such requests. One suqQested apl)roach is to
transmit the request +;hrouqh a Fact Findinq Panel.
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-6. A team of inspectors shall be dispatched as s~on as possible and arrive
at the site to be inspected not later than ••• hours 1/ after the request.

-7. The requested State is obliqed to admit the team of inspectors and
reoresentativefs) of the requestinq State into the country and assiat them so
that they can arrive at the site on tim",. '1-'

-S. The inspectors shall at the arrival be permitted to secure the site in a
way they deem necessary to ensure that no material of relevance for the
inspection is removed from the site.

-9. Access to the site for the inspection team shall be provided not later
than ••• hours after the request.

-(The conduct of challenqe inspection)

-10. The team of inspectors shall conduct the requested on-site inspection
with the purpose of establishinq relevant facts.

-11. The inspectors shall have the access to the site they deem necessary for
the conduct of their mission, within the limits of the request. Thev shall
conduct the inspection in the least intrusive manner possible to accomplish
their task. The requested State shall facilitate the task of the inspectors.

The inspectors shall consult with the requeste1' State which in keepinq
with its riqht and obliqation may prODOBe ways and ~~ans for the actual
conduct of the inspection. The requested State may also make proposals for
the protection of sensitive e:tU1J:lIlIent or information, not related to chemical
weapons. The inspectors shall consider the ~roposals made to the extent they
deem them adequate for the conduct of their mission.

The inspectors shall conclude the inspection as soon as possible and not
later than ••• after the commencement of the inspection, and return to the
Readquarter.

Cl12. In Fl exceptional case the requested State proposes arranqements to
demonstrate cCllllpliance, alternative to a full and cOlllprooensive access, it
shall make every effort throuqh consultations with the requestinq State to
reach agreement on the modalities for establishinq the facts and thereby
clarifying the doubts.

If agreement is reached within ••• hour$ after the request. the
inspection team shall carry out its task in accordance ~ith the aqreement. If
no agreement ·s ree.ched within ••• hours after the request fthe inspection
shall be carried out in accordance with points 10 and 11 above.l fthe
insP4t'..:tion team shall report on the matter to the Executive Council which,
withi~ ••• hours, shall ••• 1.

-l/ A time span of 24-48 nours from the request to the arrival has been
discussed.

-2/ Situations could be envisaqed, i.a. when the site to be inspected is
not on-the .territorv of the requested State Party. Such cases could however
be considered in the context of questions related to jurisdiction.
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R(The report)

R130 The team of inspectors shall submit a report to the Head of the Technical
secretariat as soon as possible and not later than ••• days after the
conclusion of the inspection.

The report shall be strictly factual and onlY contain relevant
information, and may within these parameters, include information as to the
manner in which the State Party inspected co-operated with the inspection
team. Different views held bv inspectors shall be attached to the report.

The Head of the Technical Secretariat shall promptly transmit the report
to the requestinq State, the request\~ st~te and to the Executive Council.

RCThe process after the submission of the reportl

1'l'O be elaborated)

"Pi.!'tT II

RConsideration of the Report

- Whether the Executive Council should meet as soon as possible to
consider the Report?

RI. The character of the evaluation

"(a) The role of the requestinq State and the siqnificance of whether
that State Party. is satisfied or not,

"Cbl Should the Executive Council establish formally li) whether it
considers a violation of the Convention has taken place?, liil whether an
abuse of the riqhts under Article IX has taken place?

"Cc) If a violation has been established as a consequence of the
evaluation of the report, what further stepS?

"(il measures with a bearinq on the violatinq state Party. such as
suspension of riqhts and privileqes, export control
arranqements etc.,

"~ii) a request','th21t the violator remedy the situation,

Rlii~\ assistance to States Parties threatened as a consequence of
violations CArt. X),

ariv) conveninq of a special meetinQ of the Consultative committeel
General Conference,

RCV) other measures,

RCd) If no formal establishment of violation is called for, could the
steps mentioned under Ccl above anyhow be undertaken?
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• (e) Measures of two tVJ)es:

·(i) directives to the Secretariat to undertake certain actions,

• (H) recOllllllendations to the States Parties to undert~ke certainaction.

·2. '!'he process of the evaluation

·(a) Row should the Executive Council arrive at ita ~itions

·(i) unanimously

·(ii) qualified majority

·(iii) simple majority

• (iv) other.

·(b) In which form should the Execut;;:'17e Council exPress itself

• (i) decisions

·(U) opinions

• (Hi) other.

• (c) The role of the requestinq and the requested State in the process ofevalnatiol!:! of the Executive Council

• (il participation in the deliberation of the Council

C(il) non-participation.

·3. '!'he role of Consultative COI'IiJlIittee/General Conference in the evaluation

·(a) establish a violation,

·(b) make decision.

• (c) make recommendations,

• (d) endorse liOS itions takm by the BC.

·Concerninq the process of evaluation of the Consultative Committee/General Conference, compare alternatives under Executive Council above.

·4. In the event of an abuse of the riqhts under Article IX, what meaf~ures tobe considered,

·ta) notification of States Parties

• (b) cOlllpensation to the requested party

·(c) other.
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"Article Xa AssistMI:2!

"PART Is Multilateral assistance

"1. Bach state Party has the right to request assistance throuqh the
Executive Councila

"Ca) in case it considers that cheaical weaPOns have been used against

"Cb) in case it has serious reasons to believe t.lat there is a threat of
use of ch_ieal weaP0ft8 against it•

.. (Cc) in case it feels that its security has been, or is likely to be,
thi:eatened as a result of any other violation of the conventim by another.
State Party or of the actions or a~tivities of any State not party to the
Conventicn which pOSe a threat to the objectives of the Convention or blDede
the attainment of thase objeetives. J

·2. Such a request shall be substantiated by relevant infor_tion sUP1)Ortinq
its validity (including, if appropr iate, information derived frOll! challenGe
inspection. J (and treated as a r equee t for a challenqe inSPection if POSsible
and necessary. J

·3. The Technical Secretariat shall promptly inform all States Parties about
the request.

·4. The Executive Council shall: 1-'

• Ca) lIeet U_ediately] to evaluate the request in the liqht of the
inforllatim prov:l.dech Y

·Cb) if so deemed necessary, instruct the Technical Secretariat, within
hours, to initiate an investigation of the facts related to the allec;ed

use or threat of use and, when applicable, to establish an inventory of' the
specific assistance needed. (in appropriate cases, the Executive Council IlI&Y
direct that the investlqation should include cm-site inSPection.] (each State
Party to the Convention undertakes to co-operate in the carryinq out of the
investigation, including on-site inspection.] if an on-site inSPection takes
place, ::ts conduct shall be governed by the principles and rules established
in Article IX of the Convention.

·Cc) on the basis of the results of the investiqation carried out by the
Technical Secretariat, decide on whether to request the provision of
usistance. the decision to request assistance shall require a two-thirds
IlajorityS

·Cd) inform all States Parties of its decision •

•y A view was exPressed that assistance should be provided
auto_tically in case of actual use of chemical weapons. Anot:.,er view wu
expressed ~hat assistance should be provided on a voluntary basis.

·2/ SOIfte reservations have been eXDressed about the abi1i~v of the
BxecutIve Council to assess 'threat: of use l

•
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Technical Secretariat, decide on whether to request the provision of
usistance. the decision to request assistance shall require a two-thirds
IlajorityS

·Cd) inform all States Parties of its decision •

•y A view was exPressed that assistance should be provided
auto_tically in case of actual use of chemical weapons. Anot:.,er view wu
expressed ~hat assistance should be provided on a voluntary basis.

·2/ SOIfte reservations have been eXDressed about the abi1i~v of the
BxecutIve Council to assess 'threat: of use l

•
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"5. The Technical Secretariat, in close co-operation, as appropriate, with
the relevant international agancies in the humanitarian field, will
co-ordinate the actions undertaken in providinq the necessary assistance. 11 11

"PART II: Bilateral assistance

"I. Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as affectinq the right of
all the Parties to the Convention (, among themselves. ) to conduct research
with, develop, produce, acquire and use means of protection against chemical
weaPOns, for purposes not prohibited by the convention.

"(2. All the parties to the Convention undertake to facilitate, and have the
right to participate in, the fullest possible exchange of equipment, material
and scientific and technological information for protection agains~· chemical
We8P<JnS. )

"11 A view was expressed that states Parties should conclude subsidiarv
arrangements with the Technical Secretariat whereby they indicate ways and
means by which they can pcovide assistance. Another view was expressed that
the conclusion of such arrangements was not needed.

"~I The question of hew to meet the costs needs to be discussed.
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"~iclp. XII Economic and technoloqical development !I
"1. Alt. 1

"This Convention does not limit the riqht of all states Parties toconduct research with, to develop, to produce, to transfer and to usechemicals for purposes not prohibited by the Convention subject to such otherinternational aqreements as states Parties may adhere to or establish [withoutdiscrimination].

"Alt. 2

"All States Parties to the convention have the right to conduct researchwith, to develop, to produce, to transfer and to use chemicals for peacefulpurposes without discrimination.

"2. [To the extent possible under their national law or other instruments ofinternational law) states Parties should undertake to facilitate and have ther1ght to participate in the fullest pOssible mtchanqe of chemicals, equipmentand scientific and technological information relating to development andapplication of chemistrv for peaceful purpOses.

"3. [To the extent possible under their national law or other instruments ofinternational lawl States Parties should promote and facilitate fullestpossible international scientific and technological co-operation and transferof non-proprietary technoloqy. S~ates Parties or Governments should notimpose any restrictions on discriminatory basis which would impede developmentand promotion of scientific and technological knowledge in the field ofchemistry.

"4. This Convention shall be implemented in a manner designed to avoidhampering the economic or technological development of States Parties to theConvention or international co-operation in the field of chemistry forpeaceful purposes.

"1/ The view was expressed that this article remains at an early stageof elaboration, and needs to be discussed further. In partiCUlar, thereexists no common understanding as to the definition of key terms in thewording proposed for this article,'and therefore no clear picture of theextent of the obligations to be undertaken by States Parties.
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"Articles XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XVI

"Durinq the first part of the 1988 session, the Chairman of the Ad Roc
COMIittee initiated open-ended consultations o as well as orivate con8t~ltati:Jn8

with interested deleqations, on finel provisions of the Convention
(Articles XII to XVI).

"This discu88ion oaoer constitutes an a~tempt by the Chairman to
sUllUrir:e the views ex~ressecJ durinq these ronsultations. The paper is
presented with the aim of facilitating further consideration. NOtbinq
cantainfd therein constitutes any agreement and therefore does not in any wa"
bind any deleQation.

"'Oqether with existinq aB well as future prooosals and documents Or.
these Articles, the dis~ussion paper will be used fOl: further work on these
Articles.
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Ita
-Article XIII Relat

"PART ONE

";) other internatior.al agreements

- (a) The relationship between the CW Convention and the Geneva Protocol
of 1925 should be reflected in this Convention with due attention paid to
reservations made to the Geneva Prot()col,

- (b) The relation to the SW Convention miqht also be referred to in the
Cif Convention,

- (c) It has also been SUqgested that a qenerl!ll reference to other
international instruments might be included.

·PClBsible wording for_ Article XII, Y

-I. Nothinq in this Convention shall be interpreted as in any way [impairinq)
(limiting or detracting from) the obligations assumed under the Protocol for
the Prohibition of the Use ih War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases,
and of Bacteriol09ical Methods of Warfare, siqned at Geneva on 17 June 1925.

- or alternatively -

Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as in any way [impairinq)
[limitinq or detracting frOQ) the rights and obligations of any State Party
with reqard to the Geneva Protocol.

"2. Nothing in this Convention will be interpreted as in any way limiting or
detracting fram the obligations assumed by any State Party under the
Convention on the Prohibition of the DevelOPment, Production and stockpiling
of Bacteriological (Biological) and ~xin weaPons and on Their Destruction,
signed at London, Moscow and Washinqton on 10 April 1972.

-3. Nothing in this Convention will be interDreted as in any way impairinq
the rights and obligations of States Parties to this Convention which arise
frcm other agreements [compatible with this Convention).

"4. Each Party to this Convention that is also a Party to the Protocol for
the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiatinq, Poisonous or Other Gases,
and of Bacterioloqical Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,
affirms that the obliqation set forth in p~raqraph 3 of Article I supplements
its obligations under the Protocol.

"Y Views were expressed that the final wordinq as regards the
relationship between the Of Convention and the Geneva Protocol or 1925 will
depend on the solution of the question of reservl:iltions made to the latter.
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"Article XIIIz Anlendments

"Commentary

"(a) A differentiated amendment mechanism is required to meet the special
needs c-'" different parts of the Convention)

"(b) It is understood that specific modification procedures (i.e. for
lists) will be provided for in relevant parts of the Convention,

"(c) The view was exPressed that reqardless of the type of procedure to
be followed for the adoption of amendments, they shall enter into force at the!
same time for all States PartiesJ

"{d) Another view was exPressed that: each amendment shall only enter into
force for those States Parties ratifying or acceptin~ it.

·Possible wordin~ for Article XIII

"1. Any State Party may pro!:X)Se amendments to this Conventian. ,!I

"2. The text of a.w proposed amendment shall be conununicated to the
[Deoositary] [Director-Genera! of the Technical Secretariat] not less than
••• days prior to the meetinq of the [Consultative Committee} [General
Conference] [Review Conference], at which such amendment is to be considered,
and shall be communicated promptly by him to all States Parties to this
Convention. y

"3. Amendments to this COtwention shall be adopted by the [consultative
COI1IfIittee] [General Conference] [Review Conference] by a two-thirds majority
of the members present and votinq, and come into force for all Parti~s,

following acceptance by all original states Parties, in accordance with their
respective constitutional processes, and the deposit of their instruments of
acceptance with the Depositary.

"4. Acceptance, as provided in paraqraph 3, is not required in the case of
any amendment modifyinq the provisions in ••• (to be discussed).

"1/ It is to be discussed whether amendments to certain basic provisions
of the-Convention would not be permitted. If this is the case, these basic
provisions should be enumerated.

"2/ It is to be discussed whether the Review Conference or meetinqs of
the Consultative Committee are appropriate forums in which to consider
amendments to the Convention.
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"5. The provisions of this Article do not affect the special amendment
procedures ;.»rovided for in other parts of the Convention.

- or, as an alternative to paragraphs 1-5 above -

Any Party may propose amendments to this conwention. Amendment.s shall
enter into force for Parties ratifying or acceding to them on the thirtieth
day following the deposit af instruments of ratification or accession by ill

majority of the Parties to the Convention and thereafter for each remaining
Party on the thirtieth day following the deposit of its instrument of
ratification or accession.
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"Article XIV: Duration, withdrawal

"Commenta!.I

"(a) The duration of the Convention should be unlimited,

"Cb) States Parties should, under conditions to be determined later on,
have the right to withdraw from the convention. y

"Possible wording for Article XIV

"1. This Convention should be of unlimited duration.

~2. (a) Each state Party to the Convention shall, in exarcisinq its national
sovereignty, have the right to withdraw from this Convention if [it decided
that extraordinary events related to the subject matter of this Convention
have jeopardized its supreme interests] fin the opinion of the withdrawing
State there have arisen extraordinary circumstances connected with the content
of thi~ Convention whi~h affect its s'Jpreme interests]. It shall give notice
of such withdrawal to [the Depositarv who will inform promptly all other
States Parties to the Convention] (the Depositary and the Security Council of
the United Nations]. Such notice shall include a statement of the reasons
for the decision to withdraw.

"(b) The withdrawal shall take effect ••• months after the deposit of t.he
notification by the State Party concerned.

"3. (a) The withdrawal of a State Party from this Convention shall in no way
affect the duty of [States Parties] [this State Party] to continue fulfilling
the obligations assumed under any relevant rule of international law,
pa!:ticularly the Ge?leva Protocol of 17 June 1925. y

"(b) A State Party shall not, by reason of its withdrawal from this
Convention, be discharged from its financial (and] (or such] other obligations
(beinq not incom~atible with the supreme interests which inclined it to
withdraw) which accrued while it was a Party to the Convention.

- or r as an alternative to paragraphs 2 and 3 above -

"2. lhery Party to this Convention shall, in exercising its national
sovereignty, have the right to withdraw from the Convention if it decides that
extraordinary events, related to the SUbject-matter of the convention, have
jec?ardized the supreme inter~ts of its country. It shall give notice of
such withdrawal to all other Parties to the Convention, to the Depositary, and
to the Security Council of the united Nations three months in advance. Such
notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events it regards as
having jeopardized its supreme interests.

"1/ Views were expressed that the right of withdrawal should not be
exercised during the period of destruction of chemical weapons. The view was
also expressed that in case of violation, withdrawal could take place
immediately.

"11 Views were expressed that this Drovieion would not be necessary.
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"Article XV: Siqnature, ratificati0!L.8ItlCeesitin, t:!ntlry into force

"(a) The Convention shall be open for siqnature to all Stat@s,

"(b) The Convention shall be ratified bV siqnatories,

"(c) Non-signatory States shall be entitled to aClcede to the Convention,

"(d) provisions on the entry into 1Eorce shall ensure the widest J)Ci8sible
adh6~ence of States to the Convention.

·Possible wording for .a·~ticle XV

"1. Signature

"(a) This Convention shall be oPen for signature to all St~t~.

"(b) This Convention shall remain oJJen for s!qnature untH idate) (its
entry into force] at (venue).

"2. Ratifi~

"This Con~ention is subject to ratification by signatories accordfnq to
their constitutional processes.

"3. Accession

"Any State which does n"'lt siqn the Convention [until the expiry of lhe
perlod indicated in paragraph 1 !b) of this Article) may accede to it at any
time.

"4. Dlo;!pCSit of instrwllents of ratifi~ation or accession

"Instruments of ratification or accession shall be depOSited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, hereby desiqnated as the DePQSitall:V.

- or, as an alternative to par~Qraphs 2 and 4 above -

"2. This Coovention and its Annexes, which form an inteqral part thereof,
shall be subject to ratification by siqnatorv states. Instruments of
ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, hereby designated as the Depositary.

"5, Entry into for~

IS (a) This Convention shall enter into force (••• days after the date of)
(upon] the deposit of the (40th] (60th] instrument of ratification (o~

acoession] •
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"Cb) ~x each State Party ratifvinq or accedinq to this Convention after
the deposit of the f40thl f60thl instrument of ratification or accession, the
Convention shall enter into force ~n the f ••• th day followinq the) day of the
deposit of its instrument of ratification of accession, subiect to
Ca} above. y

"6. The DePOSitarv shall promDtlv inform all siq"atorv and acceding States of
the date of each sign&ture, the date of deposit of each instrument of
ratification or of accession and the date of the entry into force of this
Convention, and of t.he receipt of other notices. The Depositarv shall
immediately upon receipt transmit any notices required bv this Convention to
every State Partv.

"7. This Convention shall be reqisterad bv the Depositarv pursuant to
Article 102 of the Charter of the united Nations. 1/

"1/ It is to be discus~ed further how to ensure that all 'chemical
weapons caDable States' could be included in those States whose ratification
would be required for the Convention to enter into force.

"2/ The text of Daraqraphs 6 and 7 above, is an ~lternative to certain
provisIons that aDDear in page 174, DaraqraDhs 1 and 2i page 177, Part twoi
and page 176, paraqraDhs 1 and 2.
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"Article XV

"Co11lllentarx

"None.

"Possible wordinq for A
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immediately upon receipt transmit any notices required bv this Convention to
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"Article XVI: Languages, authentic texts, registration

"Commentary

"None.

"possible wordinq for Article XVI 1/

"1. This Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, Enqlish, French, Russian
and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the
secretary-General of the united Nations, who shall send duly certified copies
thereof to the Governments of all signatory and accedinq States.

"2. This Convention shall be reqistered by the Depositary in accordance with
Article 102 of the Charter of the united Nations.

"Done at •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••

"1/ The view was expressed that the portion of this text dealing with
the duties of the Depositary should be combined with the provisions of
Article xv.
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"PART TWO

"O'!'HER PROVISIONS WHICH MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN THE CONVENTION

"views were expressed on the inclusion in the convention of the followinq
final provisions:

"1. Reservations

"Commentary

"Views were expressed that in the case of this Convention, the right to
reservatim should not be permitted. Accordinq to other views, the riqht to
reservation shoul~ be exercised only to provisions :n respect of which such a
right is expressly permitted. A vie- l was also expressed that further
discussion should take place before a decision is made to recommend a
provision limitinq States Parties' riqhts to express reservations.

"Possible ~"Ordi~~ for a provision on reservations

'This Convention shall not be subject to reservations [unless expressly
permitted, and to the extent as permitted, by any other provisions of this
Convention] • '

- or -

r'No reservations or exceptions may be made to this Conventio~ unless
expressly permitt€d by other Articles of this Convention.' J

['This Convention shall not be subject to reservations. Any declaration
or statement made by a State when siqning, ratifyinq or acceding to this
ConvenUoo which purports to exclude or to modify the legal effects of the
provisions of this Convention in their apPlication to that State shall be of
no effect. ']

"2. Status of Annexes

"Commentary

"There is an understanding that the Annexes of this Convention should
cmstitute integral parta of the Convention.

"Possible wording for a provision on the status of Annexes 11

'Annexes Nos ••••••••••••••• form an inteqra1 part of this Convention.'

"1/ The view was exPressed that this provision should be combined with
the provisions of Article XV.
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"3. D€lposi.tary

"CQI\I\\entary

"There is an understandinq that:

·Ca) The Depositary of this Convention should be the Secretary-General ofthe United Nations;

"Cb) The Depositarv should perform the standard funotions of a DePOsitarvunder International Law.

"It is to be discussed what other functions miqht be entrusted to theDepositary with reqara to the special needs of the convention.

"Possible wording for the provision on the Depositary 1/
'I. The Secretary-General of the United Nations is hereby desiqnateCl asDepositarv of this Convention.

2. The Depositarv shall promptly inform all signatory and accedinqStates of the date of eaoh siqnature, the date of deposit of each instrumentof ratification or accession and the date of entry into force of theconvention and of any amendments thereto.'

"The questions of the settlement of disputes' not related to complianceissues, as well as of the placement of the provision for revia. conferences,were also raised but have not vet been discussed.

"1/ The view was expressed that the material in this Section should becombined with the prov1sions of Article xv.
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"CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES

"I. Definition

The term 'chemical weapOns production facility':

"(a) means any equipment, as well as any building housing such equipment,
that was designed, constructed or used since 1 January 1946:

"(i) as part of the stage in the production of chemicals ('final
technoloqical staqer) where the material flows would contain,
when the equipment is in operation, any Schedule [lJ chemical,
or any other chemical that has no use for permitted.purpOses
above ••• kiloqrams per year but can be lJsed for chemical
weapOns purpOS$; 1/ or

"(H) for filling chemical weapOns. ~/

"(b) does not include any facility with an annual capacity for synthesis
of chemicals specified in subparagraph 1 (a) (1) above that is less than
[1,000-2,000J kilograms. 11 11

"(c) does not include the single small-scale production facility provided
under the Annex to Article VI [lJ of the Convention.

"2. Measures for destruction, inclUding verification

"(a) General

- Chemical weapOns production facilities should be destroyed.

"11 Any such chemical should be included in a relevant schedule of
chemicals in the convention.

"ll The filling of chemical weapOns includes, inter alia:

the filling of Schedule I chemicals into munitions, devices, or bulk
storage containers;

the filling of chemicals into containers which form part of
assembled binary munitions and devices and into ~hemical

submunitions which form part of assembled unitary munitions and
devices;

the loading of the containers and chemical submunitions into the
respective munitions and devices.

"31 The disposition of such facilities should be decided in the context
of ArtICles III and VI of the Convention.

"41 This threshold should be decided once an agreed definition for the
term 'capacity' has been developed.
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Destruction and its ver~fication sbould be conducted according toagreed guidelines.

The detailed plans for destruction, as well as correspondingverification measures, should be agreed upon betwGen the
Executive Council and the state Party to ensure that the agreedguidelines are met.

The destruction process should be verified bv systematic internationalon-site inspection.

N(b) Destruction of equipment covered by the definition of a 'chemical weaponsproduction facility'

- All specialh:ed equipment should be ',JhysicallY desb..Jyed.

'Specialized equipment' is:

the main production train, including any reactor or equipment forproduct synthesis, separation or purification, any equipment useddirectly for heat transfer in the final technological stage (forexample, in reactors or in product separation), as well as anyother equipment which has been in contact with any Schedule Ichemical, or any other. chemical that has no use for permittedpurposes above ••• kilograms per year but can be used for chemicalweapons purposes, or would be if the facility were operated.

any chemical weapon filling machines.

any other equipment specially designed, built or installed for theoperation of the facility as a chemical weapons productionfacility, as distinct from a facility constructed according toprevailing commercial industry standards for facilities notproducing super-toxic lethal or corrosive chemicals. (ExamplesinclUde equipment made of high-nickel alloys or other specialcorrosion-resistant material; special equipment for waste control,waste treatment, air filtering, or solvent recoverYJ specialcontainment enclosures and safety shieldsJ non-standard laboratoryequipment used to analyse toxic chemicals for chemical weaponspurposes; custom-designed process control panelsJ dedicatedspares for specialized equipment.)

- All 'standard equipment' should be physically destroyed.

'Standard equipment' includes:

production equipment which is generally used in the chemicalindustry and is not included in the types of 'specialized
equipment' ;

other equipment commonly used in the chemical industry, such asfirefiqhting equipment, guard and security/safety surveillanceequipment, medical facilities, laboratory facilities,communications equipment.
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R (c) Destruction of buildings covered by the definition of a 'chemical weapons
production facility'

The word 'building' should include underground structures.

Specialized buildin9s should be physically destroyed.

~Specialized building' is:

any building containing specialized equipment in a production or
filling configurations

any building which has distinctive features which distinguish it
from buildinqs normally used for chemical production or filling
activities not banned by the convention.

- All 'standard buildings' should be physically destroyed.

'Standard buildings' means buildings constructed to prevailing
industry standards for facilities not producing super-toxic lethal or
corrosive chemicals.

R3. Related Measures

• (a) Faciliti~ fer production of key precursors

- Any facility used since ••• to produce for chemical weapons
purposes a key precursor for which the need for permitted purpOSes
exceeds ••• kilogram per year should be declared as such and
monitored by on-site inspection and other measures provided under
Article VI and the Annex to Article VI [2}.

-(b) Facilities for producing chemical munitions and speciali~ed

equipment for chemical weapons empJLiJyment

- Facilities used exclusively for production of: Ca) non-chemical
parts for chemical munitions or Cb) specialized equipment for
chemical weapons employment, should be declared and eliminated.
The elimination PZOCES3 and its verification should be conducted
according to the provisions of Article V that g~vern elimination of
chemical weapons production facilities.

- All equiPment designed or used exclusively for producing
non-chemical parts for chemical munitions should be destroyed.
Such equigment, which includes specially-designed moulds and
metal-forming dies. may be brought to a special location for
dastruction. International inspectors should be present during the
destruction process.

- All buildings and standard equipment used for such production
activities should be converted to permitted purposes, with
confirmation as necessary through consultations or challenge
inspection.

- Permitted activities may continue while destruction or conversion
proceeds.
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n(c) Facilities for producing ~~n commercial chemicals

Facilities used since ••• to produce a chemical in Scht!dule r3J forchemical weapons purposes should be declared and monitored underArticle VI and the Annex to Article VI r~J.

- Plants producing other common commercial chemicals that are notlisted on one of the schedules of the convention need not bedeclared or 11lOnitored, even if they produced these chemicals foruse in production of chemical weapons."

E. prevention of an arms race in outer space

88. The item on the agenda entitled "Prevention of an arms race in outerspace" was considered until the end of the 1984 session at plenary andinformal meetings of the Conference. Proposals for the establishment of asubsidiary body under the agenda item were also considered at contact groupschaired by the President of the Conference. Since early 1985 work has beenmainly proceeding in an ad hoc conunittee of the Conference.

89. At its 462nd plenary meeting on 29 April 1988, the Conference adopted thereport of the Ad Hoc Committee, re-established by the Conference under theagenda item at its 446th plenary meeting. That report (CD/833), which wasSUbmitted in view of the third special session of the General Assembly devotedto disarmament, is an integral part of this special report and reads asfollows:
"l. INTRODUCTION

"I. The Ad Hoc Committee on the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space wasfirst established at the 1985 sesoion pursuant to the followinq decision ofthe Conference on Disarmament:

'In the exercise of its responsibilities as the multilateral disarmamentnegotiating forum in accordance with paragraph 120 of the Final Documentof the first special session of the General Assembly devoted todisarmament, the Confe~ence on Disarmament decides to establish an Ad RocCommittee under item 5 of its aqenda entitled '?revention of an arms racein outer space'.

'The Conference requests the Ad Hoc Committee, in discharqinq thatresponsibility, to examine, as a first st<::'" at this stage, throughsubstantive and general consideration, isaues relevant to the preventionof an arms race in outer space.

'The Ad HOC Committee will take into account all existing aqreements,existing proposals and future initiatives and report on the progress ofits work to the Conference on Disarmament before the end of its 1985session. '

"At the 1986 session, the Conference re-established the Committee andrequested it ' ••• to continue to examine, and to identify, throuqh substantiveand genaral consideration, issues relevant to the prevention of an arms racein outer space r••• takbq} into account all existing a~reeme7l'lts, existingprOpOSals and future initiatives as well as develOPments which have taken
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place since the establishment of the Ad HOC Committee in 1985 ••• '. At the
1987 and 1988 sessions the Committee was' re-established with the same mandate
as in 1986. In that connection, at both sessions, the President of the
Conference and various de1eqations made statements reqardinq the scope of the
mandate. All of those statements made possible the adoption of the mandate.

"II. ORGANIZA':l'ION OF WORK AND DOctJMENTS

"2. In 1985 the Ad R2£ Commit~~e was chaired by Ambassador Saad Alfararqi
(EgyPt), in 1986 bv Ambassador Luvsandorjiin Bavart fMonqolial, in 1987 by
Ambassador A1do Puq1iese (Italy) and in 1988 by Ambassador Adolfo Rau1
Tay1hardat (Venezuela). Miss Aida Luisa Levin, Senior Political Affairs
Officer, united Nations Department of Disarmament Affairs, served as the
Committee's Secretary.

"3. During the period covered by this report, the Ad Roe Cammittee held a
total of 62 meetings.

"4. At various stages of the work, representatives of the followinq States
not members of the Conference participated in the meatinqs of the Ad Roe
COIlIDittee: Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway,
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"5. In addition to the documents of the 1985, 1986 and 1987 sessions, 1/ the
following documents were before the Ad Roc Committee at the 1988 session:

CD/807

CD/8l6

CD/8l7

Letter dated 15 February 1988 addressed to the President of
the Conference on Disarmament by the Permanent
Representatives of Argentina, India, Mexico and Sweden
transmitting the Stockholm Declaration, adopted in Stockholm
on 21 Januarv 1988 by the Reads of State or Government of
Argentina, Greece, India, Mexico and Sweden and the First
President of Tanzania;

Mandate for an Ad Hoe Committee under item 5 of the aqenda
of the Conference on Disarmament entitled 'Prevention of an
a.ms race in outer space',

Letter dated 17 March 1988 from the Representative of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics addressed to the
president of the Conference on Disarmament, transmitting the
text of a document entitled 'Establishment of an
international system of verification of the non-deploypment
of weapons of any kind in outer space' falso issued as
<:;D/OS/WP.19) ,

"Y The list of documents of these sessions may be found in the
respective reports of the Ad Roe Committee, which are an inteqral part of the
annual l:ePOrts of the Conference on Disarmament to the General Assembly
(CD/642. CD/732 and CO/787).
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"6. In discharging the tasks set forth in its mandate, the Ad Hoc Committeeat the beginning of each session adoDted a proqramme of work covering thefollowing subjects: issues relevant to the prevention of an arms race inoutgr space; existinq agreements and existing proposals and futureinitiatives. Since 1986 the Committee has worked under the followingproqramme of ~ork:

i 1. Examination and identification of issues relevant to the preventionof an arms race in outer space.

'2. Existing agreements relevant to the prevention of an arms race inouter SDace.

'3. Existing proposals and future initiatives on the Drevention of anarms race in outer space.

'In carrying out its work, the Ad Hoc Committee will take into accountdevelopments which have taken place since the establishment of theCommittee in 1985.'

The work of the Cornmi ttee was governed by the mandate only.

nAG Issues relevant to the prevention of an urms race in outer space

"7. In the course of the work, various delegations drew attention to a numberof issues relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer sPace, such as:the status of outer space as the common heritage of .k.ilnkind which should beused exclusively for peacefUl Durposes, the need to ..,event an arms race inouter space, the absence at present of weapons in sPace, the identification ofthreats to which space objects are confronted. the relationshiD between theprevention of an arms race in outer space and arms limitation and disarmamentmeasures in other areas, the relationship between bilateral and multilateralefforts to prevent an arms race in outer space and questions relating toverification and comDliance.
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-s. There was general recognition of the importance of the bilateral
neqotiations between the union of Soviet socialist Republics and the
United States of America. Some deleqations, while stressing that there was
clear need for the Conference on DIsarmament to play a role with respect to
problems relatinq to the prevention of an arms race in outer space, held that
nothing should be done that would hinder the success of the bilateral
negotiations. Purthermore, they believed that multilateral disarmament
measures in this area could not be considered independently of developments at
the bilateral level. Other delegations, emphasized that ongoinq bilateral
negotiations in no way diminished the urgency of multilateral neqotiations and
reaffirmed that, as provided for in the resolutions adopted by the
General Assembly on the subject, the Conference on Disarmament, as the sinqle
multilateral disarmament negotiating forum, had the primary role in the
negotiation of a multilateral agreement or agreements, as appropriate, on the
prevention of an arms race in outer space in all its aspects.

-9. Many delegations reiterated that outer space is the common heritaqe of
mankind and shOUld be reserved exclusively for peaceful uses to promote the
scientific. economic and social development of all nations. Stressinq the
overriding importance and urgency of preventinq an arms race in outer space,
they expressed concern that the military competition between the two major
powers was being extended into outer space. In their view, the introduction
of weapons into space would result in an irreversible competition in the field
of space weaponry which would have danqerous consequences for international
peace and security, qive the arms race a qualitatively new dimension,
undermine existinq aqreements and jeopardize the disarmament process as a
whole. They, therefore, believed that the priority task of the Ad Hoc
Committee should be the immediate prohibition of the testing, production and
deployment of weapons systems and their components adaptable for use in,
towards, or from space. To that end, in their opinion. attention -;hould focus
on the question of the measures that should be adopted. These delegations
also pointed to the military uses of space that were already taking place as
an extension of weapons systems on Earth. In that connection, it was noted
that information gathered by reconnaissance and surveillance satellites had
been used in support of military operations aqainst developinq countries. The
view was expressed that to guard against such uses, satellite reconnaissance
and surveillance activities should be entrusted to an international aqency.
The view was also exPressed that. in the interim, space powers should give
assurances to non-aligned and .neutral States against the discriminatory and
inequitable use of satellites.

"10. Delegations of a qroup of socialist countries shared the view that outer
space is the common heritaQe of mankind and that, consequently, its
exploration and use should be preserved exclusively for peaceful purposes in
order to promote the scientific, economic and social development of all
countries. They also stressed the overriding importance and urgency of
preventinq an arms race in outer space. They were concerned about the danger
of the extension of the arms race into outer space which would, in their view.
accelerate the arms race in other areas and make reductions in strateqic
nuclear arsenals impossible. These delegations were of the view that the
stage of exploring the problem of preventinG an arms race in outer space had
been passed and that the Ad Hoc Canmittee should proceed to more practical and
concrete work on the elaboration of measures aimed at the prevention of an
arms race in outer space. They believed that the IOOst important aspect of the
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problem of preventing an arms race in outer space was preventinq the
introduction of weapons in space through the prohibition of space-strike
weapons. Their understandinq of the term was that it included: first,
space-based ABM sys tf'.ms of any pr inciple of action, second, space-based
systems of any principle of action designed to strike from space targets in
the atmosphere or on the surface of the Earth and, third, systems of any
principle of action and however based desiqned to strike space objects. They
underlined the importance of assuring that the non-deployment of weapons in
space would be effectively verified and to that end supported the
establishment of an international inspectorate, as discussed below in
paragraph 33. These delegations also noted that, although satellites were
being used in a variety of support missions and were playing no important role
in the strategic relationship, there had been no weapons permanently deployed
in outer space up to the present time. They further observed that: ballistic
missiles having their l~unching sites and targets situated on Earth, were not .
space strike weapons either.

-11. Some deleqations, while attaching utmost importance to the objective of
preventing an arms race in outer space, stated that for thirty years space had
appeared as an appropriate environment for national security activities like
the Earth and the atmosphere. They also noted that military systems deployed
in space accomplished a variety of support missions and that they played a
vital role in the strategic relationship of the two major powers. They
believed that it was necessary to give thorough oonsideration to the role that
the military uses of space played in the maintenance of international peace
and security. Beyond that, they noted that outer space was not iJlD\lune from
utilization by existinq weapons systems such as ballistic missiles. These
delegations rejected selective approaches to the prevention of an arms race in
outer space, as represented by the concept ''If 'space strike weapons' which did
not give an accurate picture of the threats faced by space objects and of the
military and st~ategic situation relevant to outer space. They als
criticized attempts to define cateqories of 'space strike weapons' which were
at the same time too broad, because they placed in the same category systems
with different functions and implications, and too narrow because they
exclud~ weapons and other means which have the capability to disrupt the
nor.mal functioning of space objects. They were of the viaf that, while the
Ad Hoc COJlD\littee had had very substantial discussions, fundamental
divergencies persisted and the work was still in an exploratory phase. They
considered that issues relet'ant to the prevention of an aril1S race in outer
space could not be examined in isolation, but should be approached in the
wider context of developments in other fields of arms limitaticJFl and
disarmament t in particular the reduction of nuclear weapons. These
delegations emphasised the need for a more thorough examination of questions
relating to verification of, and compliance with, existinq and future
agreements. They also called for detailed information on national SDace
programmes 0.. "'\ilitarv siqnificance.

-12. One deleqaUon stated that outer space should be explored and used in the
s~vice of peace and economic, scientific and cultural development for the
benefit of the entire human race. It reiterated that it opposed the
qualitative esc~lation of the arms race to outer space. It considered that
the two major space powers, which at present were the only ones that possessed
and were continuing the development of space weapOns, should assume special
responsibility for halting the arms race in outer space. It believed that
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they should adopt practical measures in undertakinq not to develop, test and
deploy space weapons, ~nd an international aqreement on the complete
prohibition of space weapons should be concluded throuqh negotiations as soon
a6 possible. It was of the view that at the pres~nt staqe, work in the
Conference on Dis:rmamenc should centre on the solution of the problems t~~t

were most directly related to preventing the 'weaponization' of outer s~oe.

"B. Existinq aqreements relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer
~

"13. There was qeneral recoqnition that, as provided for in the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty, activities in the exploration and use of outer space ahoul,a b~

carried out in accornce with international law, includinq the Charte!' of t:he
united Nations. Deh,gations generally also recoqnised the relevance of f:)1~

Charter provisions concerninq the non-use of force.

"14. Some delegations emphasized that the Charter of the United Natiocls plaveo
a central role in the legal regime applicable to outer space and, in that
context, hiqhlighted the special importance of the Charter provisions on. the
non-use of force - Articles 2(4) and 51 - which, taken together, prohibit any
act of aggression in outer space. Accordingly, they believed that these
provisions, together with other aqreements, -~forded a substantial deqres of
protection to space objects. Various other ~legations, while acknowledqinq
the importance of the Charter, considered that its provisions on the non-use
of force were not, and by their natura could not be, sufficient to prevent an
arms race in outer space since they did not address the problem of the
development, testinq, production and deployment of weapons in space. For
example, these deleqations recalled that the legal provisions of those
Articles had not prevented the arms race on Earth, nor did they diminish the
universally recoqnized nl:<ed to nec;otiate disarmament agreements and even to
ban specific types or whole classes of weapons. Some deleqations also
maintained that Article 51 of the Charter could not be interpreted as
justifyin~ the use of space weapons for any purpose or the possession of any
type of space weapons. They further str ~sed that Article 51 could not be
~D\ ,ked to le~itimize the use or threat of use of force in or from outer space.

"15. In the course of the work, various multilateral and bilateral instruments
were eX&mined, inter alia: the Treatv Banninq Nuolear Weapon Tests in the
Atmosphere, in OUter Space and Under Water (1963), the Treaty on Principles
Governinq the Activities of states in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1967), the Agreement on the
Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astrona~ts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Outer Space (1968), the Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Risk
of ~utbreak of Nuclear War Between the United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (1971), the Convention on International
L:~bilitv for Damage Caused by Space Objects (1972), the Treaty between the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (1972), the Agreement between the
United States of America and the Union of soviet Socialist Republics on the
Prevention of Nuclear War (1973) I the Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Outer Space (1975), the Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques
(1977) and the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
other Celestial Bodies (1979). In this connection, reference was made to
documents CD!OS/WP.6 and 7.
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carried out in accornce with international law, includinq the Charte!' of t:he
united Nations. Deh,gations generally also recoqnised the relevance of f:)1~

Charter provisions concerninq the non-use of force.

"14. Some delegations emphasized that the Charter of the United Natiocls plaveo
a central role in the legal regime applicable to outer space and, in that
context, hiqhlighted the special importance of the Charter provisions on. the
non-use of force - Articles 2(4) and 51 - which, taken together, prohibit any
act of aggression in outer space. Accordingly, they believed that these
provisions, together with other aqreements, -~forded a substantial deqres of
protection to space objects. Various other ~legations, while acknowledqinq
the importance of the Charter, considered that its provisions on the non-use
of force were not, and by their natura could not be, sufficient to prevent an
arms race in outer space since they did not address the problem of the
development, testinq, production and deployment of weapons in space. For
example, these deleqations recalled that the legal provisions of those
Articles had not prevented the arms race on Earth, nor did they diminish the
universally recoqnized nl:<ed to nec;otiate disarmament agreements and even to
ban specific types or whole classes of weapons. Some deleqations also
maintained that Article 51 of the Charter could not be interpreted as
justifyin~ the use of space weapons for any purpose or the possession of any
type of space weapons. They further str ~sed that Article 51 could not be
~D\ ,ked to le~itimize the use or threat of use of force in or from outer space.

"15. In the course of the work, various multilateral and bilateral instruments
were eX&mined, inter alia: the Treatv Banninq Nuolear Weapon Tests in the
Atmosphere, in OUter Space and Under Water (1963), the Treaty on Principles
Governinq the Activities of states in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1967), the Agreement on the
Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astrona~ts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Outer Space (1968), the Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Risk
of ~utbreak of Nuclear War Between the United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (1971), the Convention on International
L:~bilitv for Damage Caused by Space Objects (1972), the Treaty between the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (1972), the Agreement between the
United States of America and the Union of soviet Socialist Republics on the
Prevention of Nuclear War (1973) I the Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Outer Space (1975), the Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques
(1977) and the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
other Celestial Bodies (1979). In this connection, reference was made to
documents CD!OS/WP.6 and 7.
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"16. It was noted that under the multilateral agreements in force~ (1) it is
prohibited to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear
weapons or any other weapons of mass destruction and to install such weapons
on celestial bodies or statiorl them in outer space in any other manner J
(2) the Moon and other celestial bodies are to be used exclusively for
peaceful purposes and the establishment of military bases, installations and
fortifications, the testing of any type of weapons and the conducting of
military manoeuvres on celestial bodies are forbiddenJ (3) the testinq of
nuclear weapons or any other nuclear explosions in outer space is prohibited.

"17. Many deleqations recognized that the outer space leqal reqime played and
continues to play a siqnificant role for the prevention of an arms race in
outer space. It is for this reason that many delegations stressed the need to
consolidate and reinforce that regime and enhance its effectiveness and the
importance of strict compliance with existing agreements, both bilateral and
multilateral.

"18. Many delegations noted the USSR/US statement at the December 1987 summit
that their bilateral delegations in Geneva be instructed Ito work out an
agreement that would commit the sides to observe the ABM Treaty, as signed
in 1972, while conducting their research, development and testing as required,
which are permitted by the ABM Treaty, and not to withdraw from the ABM Treaty
for a specified period of time l

•

"19. Various deleqations, while recognizing that the existinq legal regime
placed some barriers to the arms race in outer space, throuqh limitations on
certain weapons and military activities in that environment, stressed that in
some areas there were loopholes and some provisions of this leqal regime lent
themselves to different interpretations. They noted that the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty, because of its limited scope, left open the possibility of the
introduction of weapons in space, other than nuclear weapons or other weapons
of mass destruction, in particular anti-satellite weapons and space-based
anti-ballistic missile systems. They also noted that some of the Treaty's
basic terms lent themselves to different interpretations. Furthermore, in
their opinion, current developments in space science and technology, coupled
with ongoing military space programmes, underscored the inadequacy of existing
legal instruments to prevent an arms race in outer space. They, therefore,
held that ther e was an urgent need to strengthen, supplement and ampli fy the
existing leqal regime applicable to outer space with a view to the effective
prevention of an arms race in outer space in all its aspects.

"20. Some delegations considered that there already exists a considerable body
of international law applicable to outer space and that the arms control
regime in that environment is much more comprehensive than that on Earth.
These delegations also believed that broader par ticipation in existing
multilateral agreements and strict observance of both mUltilateral and
bilateral agre~ments would strengthen the legal regime applicable to outer
space. They believed that in order tu identify lacunae that might exist in
the legal regime governing outer space it was first necessary to establish
commOn ground on what were permitted and prohibited uses of outer space. They
noted that the examination of existing aqreements in the Ad Hoc Committee had
revealed differences of view concerning the meaning of a number of basic
terms - such as 'peaceful uses', Imilitarization' - which remain to be defined
in a satisfactory and generally acceptable fashion. Consequently, in their
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space. They believed that in order tu identify lacunae that might exist in
the legal regime governing outer space it was first necessary to establish
commOn ground on what were permitted and prohibited uses of outer space. They
noted that the examination of existinq agreements in the Ad Hoc Committee had
revealed differences of view concerning the meaning of a number of basic
terms - such as 'peaceful uses', Imilitarization' - which remain to be defined
in a satisfactory and generally acceptable fashion. Consequently, in their
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view, there was still a need to arrive at a common understandinq of what is
forbidden and what is ~rmitted under the legal recrime applicable to outer
space. In particular, these delegations were of the opinion that H was
necessary to give in-depth consideration to the ~uestion of termino1oqy with a
view to reaching greater precision in the use of terms and referred to
document CD/OS/WP.15 as a good basis for work. One of theel. delegations
circulated a two-volume dictionary of terms relating to space science and
technology, which was generally welcomed.

"21. One delegation, in addition to &haring the views reflected in the above
paragraph, considered that the existing legal recrime for arlllS control in outer
space was equitable, balanced and extensive and that it could be said that it
had been far JIIOre successful in rreventing an arms race than any comparable
legal regime on Earth. In the view of this delegation, since the advent of
the space age thirty years ago, recuIring predictions of an impending
so-called arms race in outer space have not been borne out. The existinq
legal recrime can be seen to be wide-ranging and 10qica1. Moreover, the
existing regime did not contain qaps and holesJ instead, it W)laced strict
legal controls on virtually any possible type of weapon in outer space and had
several significant accomplishments to its credit. This delegation further
noted that, for example, outer space is a zone free of nuclear weapons and not
one known act in violation of Article 2, paragraph 4 of the united Nations
Charter has occurred in space. In adaition, it pointed out that in several
cases there are even redundant and mutuallv-reinforcinq legal constraints. It
further believed that what was needed now was I\lQre participation in, better
compliance with, and a fuller understanding of the existing leqal reqime. It
maintained that if all nations were to comply fully with all e~isting

agreements, there would be no doubt that outer space would be used only for
peaceful purpoa es •

"22. Many delegations were of the view that all States, in particular the
space powers, shc.uld bt!Cnme parties to the multilateral treaties in force that
contain provisions relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer space,
in partic:ular the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty and the 1967 Outer Space Treatv.

"C. Existinq proposals and future initiatives on the prevention of an arms
race in outer space

"23. Proposals and views were put forward bV various delegations for
consideration in the course of the work.

"24. Many delegations reiterated that the overall objective of the Conference
on Disarmament shpuld be the complete prohibition of- the development,
testing, production Md deployment of space weapons. Pendinq the realization
of that comprehensive objective, they considered that efforts should be
concurrently directed towards the adopt.ion of partial measures. Some
delegations cooaidered one of the most urgent problems to be a ban on
anti-satellite weapons. Some other delegations maintained that the
strengthening of the Regist:ation Convention, inter ali~, throuqh effective
verification provisionsJ prohibition of the intrcduction of new weapon
systems into outer spaceJ and ensuring that existing treaties safeguarding
the peaceful uses of outer space, as well as the 1972 Treaty on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems are fully complied with,
strenghthened and extended as necessary in the liqht of recent technoloqical
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view to reaching greater precision in the use of terms and referred to
document CD/OS/WP.15 as a good basis for work. One of theel. delegations
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paragraph, considered that the existing legal recrime for arlllS control in outer
space was equitable, balanced and extensive and that it could be said that it
had been far JIIOre successful in rreventing an arms race than any comparable
legal regime on Earth. In the view of this delegation, since the advent of
the space age thirty years ago, recuIring predictions of an impending
so-called arms race in outer space have not been borne out. The existinq
legal recrime can be seen to be wide-ranging and 10qica1. Moreover, the
existing regime did not contain qaps and holesJ instead, it W)laced strict
legal controls on virtually any possible type of weapon in outer space and had
several significant accomplishments to its credit. This delegation further
noted that, for example, outer space is a zone free of nuclear weapons and not
one known act in violation of Article 2, paragraph 4 of the united Nations
Charter has occurred in space. In adaition, it pointed out that in several
cases there are even redundant and mutuallv-reinforcinq legal constraints. It
further believed that what was needed now was I\lQre participation in, better
compliance with, and a fuller understanding of the existing leqal reqime. It
maintained that if all nations were to comply fully with all e~isting

agreements, there would be no doubt that outer space would be used only for
peaceful purpoa es •

"22. Many delegations were of the view that all States, in particular the
space powers, shc.uld bt!Cnme parties to the multilateral treaties in force that
contain provisions relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer space,
in partic:ular the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty and the 1967 Outer Space Treatv.

"C. Existinq proposals and future initiatives on the prevention of an arms
race in outer space

"23. Proposals and views were put forward bV various delegations for
consideration in the course of the work.

"24. Many delegations reiterated that the overall objective of the Conference
on Disarmament shpuld be the complete prohibition of- the development,
testing, production Md deployment of space weapons. Pendinq the realization
of that comprehensive objective, they considered that efforts should be
concurrently directed towards the adopt.ion of partial measures. Some
delegations cooaidered one of the most urgent problems to be a ban on
anti-satellite weapons. Some other delegations maintained that the
strengthening of the Regist:ation Convention, inter ali~, throuqh effective
verification provisionsJ prohibition of the intrcduction of new weapon
systems into outer spaceJ and ensuring that existing treaties safeguarding
the peaceful uses of outer space, as well as the 1972 Treaty on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems are fully complied with,
strenghthened and extended as necessary in the liqht of recent technoloqical
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advances, were also urgent. In this context, mention was also I'IIIlde of other
measures called for in the Rarare Declaration adopted at the Eighth Conference
of Reads of State or Governments of Non-aliqned Countries. These delegations
recalled that individually or collectively they had presented the following
propeeels for consideration by the Ad Roc Committee under point 3 of the
programme of work;

- Amendment to Article IV of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty or additional
protocol thereto)

Definitions of space weapons,

Declarations on the non-deployment of weapons in space,

General treaty on the prohibition of anti-satellite weapons with
specific protocols applicable to different categories of satellites,

Prohibition of dedicated ASAT weapons,

- ASAT moratorium,

- Multilateral instrument to sUPl)lement the 1972 ABM Treaty,

Strengthening of the 1975 Registration Convention,

Establishment of a group of qovernmental experts.

"25. Delegations of socialist countries submitted the followinq proposals for
measures aimed at the prevention of an arms race in outer space: draft
treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer
space (CD/274" draft treaty prohibiting the use of force in outer spac~, or
from space aqainpt the Earth (CD/476), main provisions of a treaty on the
p~ohibition of MAT weapons and ways to ensure the i_unity of space objects
(CD/777), establishment of an international system of verification of the
non-deployment of weapons of any kind in outer space, based on the
international space inspectorate (CD/B17) and the proposal for a structured
discussion on item 3 of the programme of work (CD/OS/WP.1B).

"26. Some delegations stated that proposals for measures relating to the
prevention of an arms race in outer space should be judged in terms of their
effectiveness, their contributioo to international peace and security and
their verifiability. Some of those delegations were also not in favour of
proposals which have been made by deleqations calling for an inunediate ASAT
ban, immunity for all satellites, a ban on so-called space weapons, a
comprehensive ban on the use of force in space, an international inspectorate
for the verification of the non-deployment of weapons in outer space and
other similar approaches.

"27. Various delegations considered that existing proposals for the
definition of space weapons (CD/OS/WP.13/Rev.l and CD/OS/wp.14/Rev.l and
Add.!) shared cOI'.1IIOn elements and thus provided a good basis for further work
towards the objective of prohibitinq the emergence of space weapens. Other
delegations were not in favour of this approach since, in their view, it did
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not give an accurate picture of all the threats confronting space objects and
also overlooked other significant factors of the military and strategic
situation relevant to outer space.

"28. Various delegation~ discussed proposals concerning the prohibitian of
anti-satellite wea'POl'ls and the protection of satellites. It was suggested
that one possible structure for an instrument on the subject would be in the
form of a general treaty with specific protocols applicable to different
categories of satellites. Reference was made to the suggestion that, in
order to assure the verifiability of treaty canrnitments, untested
anti-satellite systems could be prohibited, i.e., those c8Dable of attacking
satellites in high orbit. Another suggestion was that for purposes of an
ASAT prohibition, a distinction might be made between dedicated
anti-satellite systems, designed and tested for a flexible attack caDacitv,
and ancillary systems with a limited and not clearly identifiable
anti-satellite capacity. Still another view was that a treaty on the subject
should: ban the use of force against any space object; prohibit the
deliberate destruction, damage or interference with the ao~mal functioning of
space objects; proscribe the development, production or deployment of ASAT
weapons; and provide for the destruction under internati~~ai control of any
existing ASAT weapons and to prevent the utilization and mo{lification of any
space object as well as manned spacecraft for anti-satellite purposes. Some
delegations which supported a ban on ASAT weapons, emphasized that such a ban
on ASAT weaoons should g11.'e protection only to satellites performing peaceful
functions and not to those engaged in activities which threatened the
security of other States. An ASAT ban, therefore, presupposed an agreed
definition of peaceful functions and a verification system aimed at
determining whether objects launched into space fulfilled this criterion.
some other delegations were of the view that the issue of defining peaceful
functions would have to be resolved in the context of negotiations on an ASAT
ban. Canrnenting on proposals for the protection of satell i tes, one
delegatioo noted that it would first be necessary to establish as clearly as
possible within the context of existing international law and established
international practice, which satellites perform functions that are in the
colllllon interest, what these c()J\\J\\()n interests are and how these satellites
contribute to them, following which, it would be necessary to identify how
these satellites could be protected. In this regard one delegation also
recalled that a proposal had been made that active di.scussion be entered into
on measures to protect from attack all satellites - and their associated
ground stations - that contribute to strategic stability and to verification
of arms control arrangements. Some delegations commented in detail on a wide
range of means that were available to interfere with the functioning of
satellites tmic~, in their view, demonstrated that in the examination of
proposals to prohibit ASAT systems it was c1earlv necessary to take into
account that the concept involved much more than weapons systems specifically
desiqned and intended to destroy satellites. They l)Ointed out the
limitations, both of the notion of 'intention' for the classification of a
device as an ASAT weapon, and of any distinction between so-called 'dedicated
ASAT system' and 'ancil1arv ASAT systems'. In additian, they also stated
that the divarsitv and the characteristics of the potential threat aqainat
space objects could, in their view, make a treaty on the prohibition of ASAT
systems difficult to verify and easy to circumvent.
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not give an accurate picture of all the threats confronting space objects and
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"29. Commenting on proposals for the adoption of measures for the protection
of space objects, some delegations noted that the majority of satellites
perform military missions and held that to grant them immunity would be
tantamount to legitimizing the military uses of space. In their opinion, the
adoption of measures to protect space objects should be accompanied by a
strengthening of the 1975 Registration Convention to assure that the
functions and purposes of protected space objects are clear. It was
suggested that the Convention should include provisions to verifY the
accuracy of the information provided thereunder ~nd that the verification of
the nature of space objects could be carried ou the launching sites.

"30. Delegations of socialist countries noted that scope and procedure for
broadening the international exchange of information on the space activities
of States were included in the proposal on the establishment of an
international space inspectorate.

"31. Some delegations mentioned as worthv of study, such ideas and
sugqestions as the possibility of mu1tilateralizing the provisions of
existing bilateral agreements relating to the immunity of satellites; the
role that the international monitoring of satellites might play; the
possibility of placing constraints on some elements of anti-satellite
activity, consistent with the security interests of all States, and a
'ru1es-of-the-road' agreement for space. Some delegations suggested several
possible measures relevant to the security of satellites and to
confidence-building and transparency for consideration by the Conference on
Disarmament in its eXPloration of the prevention of an arms race in outer
space: the reaffirmation and the development of the principle of
non-interference with peaceful space activities; , the elaboration of a code
of conduct in outer space to prevent the risks and fears that could arise
from certain manoeuvres of space objects, the reinforcement for greater
transparency of the system of notification established by the 1975 Convention
on the Registration of Space Objects, and international co-operation for the
use of earth monitoring satellites for the verification of arms control and
disarmament agreements.

n32. Referring to proposals for banning the use of force in outer space,
immunizing satellites from attack, immunizing satellite ground stations from
attack and banning anti-satellite weapons, one delegation held that such
proposals were either redundant or perhaps even prejudicial to the legal
controls that were already in place. In its view, all uses of force except
in self-defence were currently prohibited by law; all satellites and the
ground stations associated with such satellites were already protected from
attack except in cases of self-defence; the existing legal regime placed
many restraints on the nature, deployment and uses of ASATs; and a
comprehensive ASAT ban would raise many complex problems. Regarding
proposals and views to amend the Registration Convention, this delegation
stated that consideration of the Registration Convention falls properly
within the venue of the United Nations Committee for the Peaceful uses of
Outer Space (COPUOS), and not the Conference on Disarmament's Ad Hoc Committee
on Outer Space. -

"33. Va~ious delegations noted that existing legal restraints were not
comprehensive enough to prevent the emergence of non-nuclear ASAT weapons in
outer space and should, therefore, be supplemented by aqreements which would
preclude the introduction of such weapons in that environment.
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-34. Some deleqations, notina that limits on offensive nuclear weapons would

be ~sible onlv if strict constraints were placed on BMD systems, emphasized

the need to supplement the bilateral ABM Treaty throuah the conclusion of a

multilateral aareement of unlimited duration bannina or placina strinaent

limits on such systems. In this connection, they recalled the proposal to

this effect made bv one deleaation in 1986 (CD/OS/WP.12l.

-35. Various deleqations su~ported the proposal that members of the

Conference Oft Disarmament should declare that none of them has deployed

weapOns in outer space on a permament basis. Other deleaations questionen

its usefulness because, in their view, such a declaration was not verifiable

and miaht interfere with the bilateral neaotiations.

-36. Deleaations aenerallv recoanized the importance of verification in the

context of measures to prevent an arms race in outer space. Bevond that,

some daleqations considered that verification did not raise insurmountable

obstacles to tne conclusion of aareements to prevent an arms race in outer

space since, in their view, it should be possible to assure verification of

compliance throuah a combination of national technical means and

international procedures. A number of deleaations were of the view that

verification functions should be entrusted to an international body to

provide the international community with an independent capabilitv to verifv

compliance. In this connection reference was made to the proposed

international satellite monitorina aaencv. Mention was also made of the

possibilities offered bv the PAXSAT concept - a research proaramme on the

feasibility of the application of remote-sensina techniques to the

verification of multilateral arms limitation and disarmament aareements and

ceverina both space-to-space and space-to-around remote-sensina.

-37. Sharina these views, socialist del~ations underlined that the

non-deployment of weapOns in space should be effectively verified. Thev

supported the creation of a world space oraanization which would, inter alia,

perform verification functions. Thev also suaaested that, pendina the

conclusion of an appropriate aareement on space, a start should be made on

establishina a svstem for international verification of the non-deployment of

weapOns of any kind in outer space. The main purpose of such a svstem would

be to determine that ob;eets to be launched into and stationed in space were

not weapOns and were not equipped with weapons of any kind. In the opinion

of the aroup of socialist countries, the central place in such a sYstem of

verification miaht be taken bv an international space inspectorate upon which

the States parties to the aareement would confer the riaht of access, for

inspection purpOses, to any ob;ects intended to be launched into and

stationed in ou~er space. In order to ensure a complete ban on space

ueapOns, measures of verification with the aid of the international space

insoectorate should include, inter alia: advance submission bv the receivina

State to the representatives of the international space inspectorate of

information on every forthcomina launch, includina the date and time of

launch, the type of launch vehicle, the parameters of the orbit and aeneral

information on the space ob;ect to be launched; the permanent presence of

inspection teams at all sites for launchina space ob;ects in order to check

all such obiects irrespective of the vector; and the verification of

undeclared launches from undeclared launchinq pads bv means of extraordinary

on-site inspections without riaht of refusal.
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"38. Some deleqations maintained that issues relatinq to verification andcompliance needed to be considered in qreater depth. Thev noted that manyelements of the existinq lecral recrime applicable to oute~ space wererelativelY simple and stated that the more complicated any arms controlaqreement for outer space was, the more difficult it would be to verifycompliance with it. They believed that verification and compliance issueswere particularly sensitive and complex in this area because, on the onehand, vital national security interests were at stake and, on the other hand,the vastness of space and the possibilities of concealment on Earth posedspecial problems. with respect to the proposal for the establishment of aworld space orqanization, some delecrations were of the opinion that itsconsideration was beyond the competence of the Conference on Disarmament.Thev also foresaw substantial technical, political an" orqanizationaldifficulties associated with an international verification inspectorate. Inthis recrard, they believed that one had to keep in mind that virtuallv anyspace object, if controlled and manipulated properly, is capable of servinqas a weapOn. They stated that this basic fact plus manv technical,definitiona1, orqanizational and political obstacles bar the way to asuccessful international verification inspectorate.

"39. Some delecrations, expressinq concern at restrictions beinq placed on thetransfer of space technoloqv, stated that in the consideration of proposalsit was necessary to contemplate wavs and means of strenqtheninq internationalco-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space so that all States wouldhave access without discrimination to space technoloqv to promote theireconomic and social development accordinq to their needs, interests andpriorities. In that connection, these delecrations underlined the need tofurther the objectives of Article I of the Outer Space Treaty.

"40. Deleqations of socialist countries drew attention to the prOpOsal forthe establishment of a world space orqanization and to the oropOsal that theleadinq space powers establish an international centre for conductinq jointresearch and development of space technoloQV prototypes ordered bv deve10pinqcountries.

~41. Many delecrations emphasized that all aspects of the arms race in outerspace should be dealt with in order to achieve a comprehensive recrime toprevent an arms race in outer space. Three possibilities were suqqested toachieve a complete prohibition of all activities that could directly orindirectly contribute to an arms race in outer space: amendina Article IV ofthe 1967 Outer Space Treaty, an additional protocol thereto, or theelaboration of a new comprehensive treaty or partial aqreements aimed at theprevention of an arms race in oute~ space, as appropriate.
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"42. Some de1eqations supported the idea of establishinq a crroup ofqovernmental exnerts to provide technical exnertise and quidance in theconsideration of issues re1atincr to the prevention of an arms race in
ou~er space. The view was expressed that such a qroup could assist theAd Roc Committee with respect to problems of definition and verifiabi1itv ofspace assets. Another idea advanced by some de1ecrations was that the qroupcould be entrusted with the task of defininq the nature of the informationthat should be provided pursuant to the 1975 Recristr~tion Convention in order
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to ~ermit that a distinction be made between military and non-military space

objects. Other deleqations believed that a aovernmental expert arou~ was not

the only alternative and that other appropriate arranaements could be

considered to provide scientific and technical expertis~ to the Committee.

Some deleaations shared the view that the participation of experts made a

valuable contribution to the work of the Committee and believed that it would

be useful for experts to be included in deleaations. In their opinion,

however, at this staQe of the work, the Committee was not vet in a position

to establish a QrOUD of ex~erts with a specific mandate. Some deleaations

SUQqested that, with a view to reachina a common approach to the objective of

preventina an arms race in outer space, it would be desirable that the

Committee draw UP an open-ended list of questions and, at an appropriate

staqe, identifv those that needed further elaboration bv experts under a

clearly-defined mandate.

"43. Some deleaations were of the view that the Ad Hoc Committee had

com~leted the explorator7 phase of its work·and that it should concentrate on

the consideration of measures to prevent an arms race in outer space in all

its aspects. They believed that the ideas and suaQestions that had been put

forward in the course of the work provided sufficient areas of consensus for

.the initiation of multilateral neaotiations on such measures. Other

deleaations considered that, while the work accomplished had contributed to a

broader anc deeper understandinQ of the subject, it was still necessary to

continue the examination and identification of issues relevant to the

prevention of an arms race in outer space in order to reach a level of common

understandina that would permit the Committee to arrive at a common

definition of the scope and specific objectives of multilateral efforts for

the prevention of an arms race in outer space.

"IV. CONCLUSION

"44. There was Qeneral recoanition in the Ad Hoc Committee of the iJllJ)ortance

and urQencv of preventinQ an arms race in outer space and readiness to

contribute to that common ob;eotive. The work carried out bv the Committee

since its establishment contributed to the accomplishment of its task. The

Commitee advanced and developed further the examination and identification of

various issues relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer space.

The discussions held contributed to a better understandina of a number of

problems and to a clearer perception of the various positions. It was

recoanized that the leaal reaime applicable to outer space bv itself does not

Quarantee the prevention of an arms race in outer space. There was

recoqnition of the siQnificant role that the leaalreaime applicable to outer

space plays in ,the prevention of an arms race in that environment and of the

need to consolidate and reinforce that reaime and enhance its effectiveness

and of the importance of strict compliance with existinQ aQreements, both

bilateral and multilateral. In the course of the deliberations, the common

interest of mankind in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful

~urPOSes was acknowledQed. In this context, there was also reooanition of

the importance of paraQraph 80 of the Final Document of the first special

session devoted to disarmament, which states that ' in order to prevent an

arms race in outer space, further measures should be taken and appropriate

international neaotiations held in accordance with the spirit of the Treatv

on Principles GoverninQ the Activities of Stat~s in the Exploration and Use

of Outer Space, includinQ the Moon and other Celestial aodies'. A
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definition of the scope and specific objectives of multilateral efforts for

the prevention of an arms race in outer space.

"IV. CONCLUSION

"44. There was Qeneral recoanition in the Ad Hoc Committee of the iJllJ)ortance

and urQencv of preventinQ an arms race in outer space and readiness to

contribute to that common ob;eotive. The work carried out bv the Committee

since its establishment contributed to the accomplishment of its task. The

Commitee advanced and developed further the examination and identification of

various issues relevant to the prevention of an arms race in outer space.

The discussions held contributed to a better understandina of a number of

problems and to a clearer perception of the various positions. It was

recoanized that the leaal reaime applicable to outer space bv itself does not

Quarantee the prevention of an arms race in outer space. There was

recoqnition of the siQnificant role that the leaalreaime applicable to outer

space plays in ,the prevention of an arms race in that environment and of the

need to consolidate and reinforce that reaime and enhance its effectiveness

and of the importance of strict compliance with existinQ aQreements, both

bilateral and multilateral. In the course of the deliberations, the common

interest of mankind in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful

~urPOSes was acknowledQed. In this context, there was also reooanition of

the importance of paraQraph 80 of the Final Document of the first special

session devoted to disarmament, which states that ' in order to prevent an

arms race in outer space, further measures should be taken and appropriate

international neaotiations held in accordance with the spirit of the Treatv

on Principles GoverninQ the Activities of Stat~s in the Exploration and Use

of Outer Space, includinQ the Moon and other Celestial aodies'. A
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preliminary consideration was aiven to a number of proposals and initiatives
aimed at preventina an arms race in outer space and ensurina that its
exploration and use will be carried out exclusivelv for peaceful purposes in
the common interest and for the benefit of all mankind."

F. Effective international arranaements to assure non-nuclear-weaPOn
States aqainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons

90. The item on the aaenda entitled "Effective international arranaements to
assure non-nuclear-weapon States aaainst the use or t.hreat of use of nuclear
weapons" has been considered since 1982 mainly in a subsidiary body of the
Conference. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee referred to in the followina
paraaraph contains a description of the work of that subsidiary body.

91. At its 460th plenary meetina on 26 April 1988, the Conference aaopted th~

report of the Ad Hoc Committee re-established bv the Conference under the
aaenda item at its 436th plenary meetina. That report (CD/825), which was
submitted in view of the third special session of the General Assembly devoted
to disarmament, is an intearal part of this special report and reads as
follows:

"I. INTRODUCTION

"1. At its 436th plenary meetina on 2 February 1988 the Conference on
Disarmament decided to re-establish for the duration of its 1988 session, an
ad hoc committee to continue to neqotiate with a view to reachina aareement on
effective international arranqements to assure ~on-nuclear-weapOnStates
aaainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. It further decided that
the Ad Hoc Committee would repOrt to the Conference on the proqress of its
work before the conclusion of the first part of the 1988 session in view of
the forthcominq third special session of the General Assemblv devoted to
disarmament (CD/801). Pursuant to that request, the Ad Hoc Committee submits
its repOrt to the Conference reqardina the present state of neqotiations on
the subject, takina into account neqotiations conducted since Auaust 1982.

"2. In 1982 and 1983 Ambassador Mansur Ahmad of Pakistan was Chairman of the
Ad Hoc Workina Group on the aqenda item. After that, the fo11owina
Ambassadors were apPointed Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the aqenda
item: Ambassador Boris1aY Konstantinov of Bulaaria in 1984;
Ambassador Mansur Ahmad of pakistan in 1985; Ambassador Paul von Stu1pnaae1
of the Federal Republic of Germanv in 1987; Ambassador Dimitar Kostov of
Bulaaria in 1988 and, in his absence, Ambassador Konstantin Tel1alov.
In 1986, the Ad Hoc Committee was not re-established. In the course of the
second part of the 1982 session, as well as the sessions from 1983 to 1985 and
1987 to 1988, the Ad Hoc Workina Group and Ad Hoc Committee held 41 meetinas.

"3. At their request, representatives of the fo110wina states not members of
the Conference on Disarmament were invited to participate in the various
sessions of the subsidiary body since Auaust 1982: Austria, Banqladesh,
Cameroon, Colombia, Democratic Yemen, Finland, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand,
Norway, Portuaal, Seneaa1, Spain and Zimbabwe.
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aimed at preventina an arms race in outer space and ensurina that its
exploration and use will be carried out exclusivelv for peaceful purposes in
the common interest and for the benefit of all mankind."

F. Effective international arranaements to assure non-nuclear-weaPOn
States aqainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons

90. The item on the aaenda entitled "Effective international arranaements to
assure non-nuclear-weapon States aaainst the use or t.hreat of use of nuclear
weapons" has been considered since 1982 mainly in a subsidiary body of the
Conference. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee referred to in the followina
paraaraph contains a description of the work of that subsidiary body.

91. At its 460th plenary meetina on 26 April 1988, the Conference aaopted th~

report of the Ad Hoc Committee re-established bv the Conference under the
aaenda item at its 436th plenary meetina. That report (CD/825), which was
submitted in view of the third special session of the General Assembly devoted
to disarmament, is an intearal part of this special report and reads as
follows:

"I. INTRODUCTION

"1. At its 436th plenary meetina on 2 February 1988 the Conference on
Disarmament decided to re-establish for the duration of its 1988 session, an
ad hoc committee to continue to neqotiate with a view to reachina aareement on
effective international arranqements to assure ~on-nuclear-weapOnStates
aaainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. It further decided that
the Ad Hoc Committee would repOrt to the Conference on the proqress of its
work before the conclusion of the first part of the 1988 session in view of
the forthcominq third special session of the General Assemblv devoted to
disarmament (CD/801). Pursuant to that request, the Ad Hoc Committee submits
its repOrt to the Conference reqardina the present state of neqotiations on
the subject, takina into account neqotiations conducted since Auaust 1982.

"2. In 1982 and 1983 Ambassador Mansur Ahmad of Pakistan was Chairman of the
Ad Hoc Workina Group on the aqenda item. After that, the fo11owina
Ambassadors were apPointed Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the aqenda
item: Ambassador Boris1aY Konstantinov of Bulaaria in 1984;
Ambassador Mansur Ahmad of pakistan in 1985; Ambassador Paul von Stu1pnaae1
of the Federal Republic of Germanv in 1987; Ambassador Dimitar Kostov of
Bulaaria in 1988 and, in his absence, Ambassador Konstantin Tel1alov.
In 1986, the Ad Hoc Committee was not re-established. In the course of the
second part of the 1982 session, as well as the sessions from 1983 to 1985 and
1987 to 1988, the Ad Hoc Workina Group and Ad Hoc Committee held 41 meetinas.

"3. At their request, representatives of the fo110wina states not members of
the Conference on Disarmament were invited to participate in the various
sessions of the subsidiary body since Auaust 1982: Austria, Banqladesh,
Cameroon, Colombia, Democratic Yemen, Finland, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand,
Norway, Portuaal, Seneaa1, Spain and Zimbabwe.
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"It. SUBSTANTIVE NEGOTIATIONS DURING THE SECOND PART OF THE
1982 SESSION AND THE SESSIONS FROM 1983 THROUGH 1937

"4. At the beqinninq of the second part of the 1982 session, one deleqation
recalled in a statement before the plenary that in document C~/280 the Group
of 21 had uraed the nuclear-weapon States concerned to review their policies
and to present revised positions on the subject to the second special
&ession. That deleaation then stated that at the special session there had
been no response at all to these concerns of the Group of 21 from two of the
nuclear-weapon States concerned, and that the work on this item had reached an
impasse. Ravina taken note of the above-mentioned assessment of the state of
neaotiations, it was qenerallv understood that the Workina Group would not
hold any meetinqs durinq the second half of 1982. One deleaation disaareed
with the assessment of the state of neaotiations expressed in CD/280 and with
the views expressed bv the deleaation referrina to the Group of 21 statement
and stated it had been prepared to resume work on the issue.

"5. Durinq the course of the meetinqs of the Ad Roc Workinq Group in 1983 the
prospects for further proGress on the issue were debated. The Chairman of the
Ad Roc Workinq Group suaqested three mutuallv non-exclusive approaches for
DOSsible adoption bv the Workina Group in its consideration of the subject,
namely, (11 to continue neaotiations towards an aareement on a common formula
which could be included in an international instrument of a leaallv bindina
character; (21 to examine the relevance and the direct implications of the
non-first-use of nuclear weapOns to the s~'called neaative security
assurances; and (3) to adopt any other approach which miaht help in the
zesolution of some of the problems. Neaotiations on a 'common formula' did
not result in substantive proqress but the importance of effective security
assurances to non-nuclear-weaPOn states was reaffirmed. It was wid~lv held
that there was an uraent need to reach aqreement on a 'common formula' which
could be included in an international instrument of a leaallv bindina
character. There was also no obiection, in principle, to the idea of an
international convention; however, the difficulties involved were also
nointed out. The relevance of the non-first-use of nuclear weapons to
neaative security assurances was debated, but diveraent views remained on che
subject. One nuclear-weapon State reiterated that it ~ndertook

unconditionallv not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons aqainst
non-nuclear States and nuclear-free zones. One nuclear-weapon State stressed
the importance of its unilateral obli~ation not to be the first to use nuclear
weapons, assumed durinq th'e second special session of the General Assemblv
devoted to disarmament. Another approach was proposed that the question of
security assurances be examined accordinq to the c~teaories of
non-nuclear-weapon States contained in the five unilateral declarations of the
nuclear-weanon ~owers. The discussions on this approach remained
inconclusive. In addition, durina the course of the meetinas, the five
nuclear-weapon States reiterated their unilateral assurances. One nuclear
weaPOn State recalled the substantial expansion ot its pOsition presented
~urina the second special session on disarmament iCD/32l). Different views
were expressed in connection with those stat.ements. Furthermore, the Group
of 21 presented document CD/407 to the Conunitte~ on Dis.. mament containina a
statement that further neqotiations in the Committee w~r unlikely to be
fruitful so Iona as nuclear-weapon States did not exhi' .~ a Cieliuine political
will to reach a satisfactory aqreement.
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non-nuclear-weapon States contained in the five unilateral declarations of the
nuclear-weanon ~owers. The discussions on this approach remained
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"6. DurinQ the 1984 session of the Conference, the Ad Hoc Committee heldconsultations and discussions with a view to overcominQ those difficulties.The importance of effective security assurances to non-nuclear-weaPOn StatesaQainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons was reaffirmed.Discussions were hald to attempt to reach aqreement on a 'common formula' of aleqally bindinQ character. The ~uestion of how to harmonize different viewsand find such a formula was considered. A number of deleqations expressed theview that the 'common formula' should be based on a non-use or non-first-useclause and stressed the impOrtance of the non-stationinq criterion. Otherdeleqations, includinQ three nuclear-weapon States, challenQed that approachand maintained that the common qround should embodY two elements - the statusof non-nuclear-weapon States and a non-attack provision. Those Statesmaintained that no provision of the United Nations Charter limits the riQht ofStates to make use of the means they deem the most appropriate, subject toexistinQ international aQceements, in the exercise of their inherent riqht ofindividual or collective self-defence as recoc:udzad in Article 51. It wasstressed that the 'common formula' should firet of ~ll meet the wishes of thenon-nuclear-weapen States and be conducive to the strenQtheninq of theirsecurity. Many deleQations felt that the very term 'non-nuclear-weaPOnStates' was unambiquous and self-explanatory and it ruled out, by definition,any further need to elaborate on the status of such States. These deleqationsalso maintained that Article 51 of the united Nations Charter could not beinvoked to justify the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons in the exerciseof the riQht of self-defence in the case of armed attack not involvinQ the useof nuclear weapons. The question of form was also discussed. Aqain, therewas no objection in principle to the idea of an international convention;however, the difficulties involved were also pointed out. Some deleqationsSUqQested that pendinQ aQreement on those mattets elements of interimarranQements should be explored. Some deleQations considered that aresolution of the Security Council containinq a common denominator could be anacceptable interim solution but not a substitute to a final solution. Manydeleqations expressed the view that a common denominator should be anunconditional quarantee similar to that Qiven bv one nuclear-weapon State.Thev stated that a 'common formula' was politicallY, leqallv and technicallypossible if four of the five nuclear-weapc"\ States were to review the:'>:policies and formulate -~vised positions so as to reSpOnd positively to theleqitimate concerns of the neutral and non-aliqned States. Other aspects asto the form and substance of such arranqements were also analysed. TheqUMtion of the relevance of the non-first-use of nuclear weapons commitmentto the issue was re-examined as well as the relevance of a mutual non-use offorce commitment. Diverqent views remained on these subjects. In addition,the importance of the establishment of n~clear-weapCn-f~eezones to thequestion was raised. A possible way 0~t of the impasse was sUQ~ested aQain tothe effect that securitv assurances could be provided onIv to t.,ose
non-nuclear-~eaDOnStates which were outside the two major alliance systems.Discussion of this proposal remained inconclusive.

W7. At the 1985 session, owinq to the late establishment of the Ad RocCommittee, the Chairman held informal consultations with a view t~cl~termininqthe most efficacious manner to address the item durinq the remaininq part ofthe session. As a result of those consultations, the Chairman concluded thatpositions eSpOused bv the nuclear.-weanon States durinq previous years had notchanged. Du~inq the course of consultations different views were expressedreqardinq POSsibilit~es for makinQ proqress.
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non-nuclear-~eaDOnStates which were outside the two major alliance systems.Discussion of this proposal remained inconclusive.

W7. At the 1985 session, owinq to the late establishment of the Ad RocCommittee, the Chairman held informal consultations with a view t~cl~termininqthe most efficacious manner to address the item durinq the remaininq part ofthe session. As a result of those consultations, the Chairman concluded thatpositions eSpOused bv the nuclear.-weanon States durinq previous years had notchanged. Du~inq the course of consultations different views were expressedreqardinq POSsibilit~es for makinQ proqress.
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"8. In th~ course of tb~ 1986 session of the Conference, consultations were
held on the agenda item under the quidance 'f successive presidents of the
Conference to explore ways and means to overcome the difficulties encountered
in its work in carryinq out neqotiations on the question. These
consultations, which were particularly focused on the re-establishment of the
Aa Hoc Committee and the appointment of the Chairman, were inconclusive and it
was q~\erally aqreed that this question would be taken UP at the beqinninq of
the 1>J7 session. Some deleaations expressed their disappointment at the lack
of proqress on the question an~ reiterated their appeal to the nuclear Powers
to reo-examine their unilaterally declared policies and po~itions relatinq to
arranqements to assure non-nuclear-weaDOn states aqainst the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons. Some of them noted that security assurances to
non-nuclear-weapon States was the least nuclear-weapon r-tates could expect to
qive L~ exchanqe for the commitment bv other States under the Treatv on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Some deleaations were of the view that
security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States should be without
qualification and pre-conditions, not subject to diverqent interpre~ations and
unlimited in scope, application and duration. In statements before the
plenary, one deleqation pointed out that there were three cateqories of
non-nuclear-weapon States and exPres5ed the belief that there were feasible
treaty formulations for each cateqory, which would be realistic, discouraqe
the qeoqraphical spread of nuclear weapons and satisfv the security
considerations of all parties. This deleqation also held that findinq a
consensus formulation req~ired effective neqotiations and stated that it was
not helpful for deleqations to prejudqe their outcome. Some deleqations
stronqly favoured conclusion of an international leaally bindinq instrument to
assure nou-nuclear-weapon States havinq no nuclear weapons on their
territories aqainst the use or threat of uS& of such weapons and thev pointed
out that the unilateral declaration made by the nuclear-weapon State belonqinq
to those deleqations, was a credible and unconditional assurance which met the
security concerns of the non-nuclear-weapon states. Some other deleqations
drew attention to the unilateral declarations made by three nuclear-weapon
States, which ~hey re4~rd as credible and reliable and which amount to firm
declarat~ons of policy and they expressed their readiness to continue
discussion of the question, thouqh acknowledqinq that previous experience ~~U

shown the difficulties involved in elabora'Cinq an international convention r.}

the sub;ect. One deleqation, not belonqinq to anv qroup, held that, pencil.
the complete prohibition and thorouqh destruction of nuclear weapons, all
naclear-weapon States should undertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons aqainst non-nucl~ar-weaPOn states and nuclear-free zones and
reiterated that it unconditionally assumed such an obl~qation. It also
supported all efforts conducive to reachinq an aqreem~nt on effective
interna~ional ~rranqements in this reqard.

"9. At the start of the work of the Ad Hoc Committee in 1987. the Chairman
put forward ~s topics for discussion in the Ad H~ Committe~ a review of
positions and consideration of new proDOsals-r;-the liqht of recent
developments in arms control and international relations; and a consioeration
of conclusions tha": the Ad Hoc Committee could dt3W, includina, inter alia,
the D03sibiliHes for interim llle,c""'u!:;.<.' and alternatives for action. Durinq
consideration of the first item in the Ad Hoc Committ~e, deleqations painted
to various aspects of recent developments in the field of disarmament and
international relations and different views were exPressed on their relevance
to the question of secur.itv assurances,
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"10. In connection with the second item, one deleqation put forward a proposal
cateqorizinq the non-nuclear-weapon states accordinq to the diversity of their
military situations (document CO!768}, namely: (a} non-members of military
alliances with a nuclear-weapon State; (b) members of military alliances with
a nuclear-weapon State but havinq no nuclear weapOns on their territories;
and (c) members of military alliances that have other States' nuclear weapons
on their territories. That deleqation proposed undertakinqs to be assumed by
the nuclear and the non-nuclear-weapon States in respect of the various .
cateqories, and further proposed that nuclear-weapon states undertake to
commence without delay, and conscientiouslY, neqotiations with a view to
concludinq agreements to remove their nuclear weapons stationed on the
territories of other States, prohibit the use of nuclear weapons, and reduce
and eliminate existinq stocks. An exchanqe of views was held on the proposal
and it was qenerally aqreed that it contained elements that required further
study by the Committee.

hll. In connection with the concept of 'common formula', one deleqation
resubmitted a proposal of 1982 on the form in which the common elements of
such a formula could be embodied. That deleqation proposed aqain, as an
interim measure, that the views of the nuclear-weapon States, which need not
be identical, be inteqrated into a Security Council resolution. That
deleqation further SUqqested that the Conference on Disarmament aqree to put a
paraqraph in its annual repOrt with reqard to elements for a 'common formula',
that is, in the view of that I'leleaation, that Atates that had made an
internationallY bindinq commitment not to acquire nuclear weapOns and were not
a military ally of a nuclear-weapon State had received solemn assurances bv
all nuclear-weaoon States aqainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons,
as well as with reqard to the idea of a Security Council resolution as an
interim measure. Other deleqations reiterated their view that a resolution of
the Security Council embodyinq disparate deolarations of the nuclear-weapon
States could not serve as the effective arranqement souqht by the
non-nuclear-weapon States and emphasized that, in view of the limitations,
conditions and exceptions contained in the declarations made bv some
nuclear-weapon States, these deleqations could not aqree with the above
statement that all States that had made an internationally bindinq commitment
not to acquire nuclear weapons and were not a military ally of a
nuclear-weapon State had received solemn assuranceS from all nuclear-weapon
States aqainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons.

"Ill. PRESENT STATE OF NEGOTIATIONS

"12. At the beqinninq of the 198B session, the Chairman of the Ad Hoc
Committee, after appropriate consultations, proposed a list of topics for
discussion durinq the first part of the session based on the experience of
the 1987 session. In addition to consideration of the present report, the
Ch~irman suqqested the followinq topics: a qeneral exchanae of views; a
review of pOsitions and consideration of existinq proposals and future
initiatives in the liqht of recent developments in the field of disarmament
and international relations; and conclus ions includinq consideration,
inter alia, of the possibilities for interim measures and alternatives for
action.
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"13. The importance attached to reachinq an aqreement on effective

international arranqements not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons was

reaffirmed once aqain. As in the previous years, the Ad Hoc Committee

concentrated primarily on the scope and the nature of the arranqements on the

understandinq that an aqreement on the substance of the arranqements could

facilitate the aqreement on the form. within this context, the proposal made

by one deleqation at the 1987 session (CD/168l cateqorizinq non-nuclear-weapon

States accordinq to the diversity of their military situations was further

discussed. The deleqation that had sponsored the prec~dina proposal put

forward an alternative option to the effect that nuclear-weapon States set

aside their various unilateral declarations to facilitate effective

neqotiations and the adoption of a convention on the basis of a common

approach or formula. Accordina ~o that alternative option, any nuclear-weapon

State would have the riqht to make reservations reflectina its unilateral

declarations while ratifvinq such a convention. The proposals were widely

recoqnized as a aood basis for discussion and neaotiation. This view was not

Shared by a number of del~qations which maintained that these proposals were

not likely to facilitate aqreement on a 'common formula' which could be

included in an international instrument of a leqallv bindir,'l character.

However, the in-depth discussion on the proposals raised some questions and it

was widely felt that more time was needed for reflection. All deleqations

exPressed their readiness'to seek aqreement on a 'common formula' acceptable

to all ~ be included in an international instrument of a leaallv bindinq

character.

"14. Some deleaations reiterated t"eir lona-standina belief that the most

effective auarantee aqainst the us~ or threat of use of nuclear weapons was

nuclear disarmament and the prohibition of nuclear weapons. Thev held that

pendina the achievement of that qo~l, neqative security assurances were an

indispensable measure to assure non-nuclear-weapon States aaainst the use or

threat of use of nuclear weapOlJS'. In their view, nuclear-weapon states had an

obliqation to auarantee, in clear and cateqorical terms and in an

internationally bindina form, that non-nucle~t-weaponStates would not be

attacked or thrbatened with nuclear weapons. Thoy remained convinced that the

existinq assurances and unilateral declarations fell far short of the credible

assurances souqht ~y non-nuclear-weapon St~tes. They continued to assert

their belief that, in order to be effective, those assurances must be

unconditional, without qualification, not subject to diveraent interpretation

and unlimited in scope, application and duration. In the view of these

delegations, the declarations of four of the five nuclear-weapon States were

based solely on their own strateaic considerations and did not respond to the

leqitimate security concerns of the non-nuclear-weapon States, which had

voluntarily renounced th~ nuclear weapon option in the larqer interest of

promoting nuclear disarmaTh~nt. These deleaations held that the positions of

those four nuclear-weapon States confirmed the opinion that the question of

neqltive security assurances continued to be approached bv nuclear-weapon

States from the narrow point of view of their security perceptions vis-a-vis

each other and was not aimed at providina effective and credible quarantees to

assure the security of non-nuclear-weapon States. Those deleqations

maintained that Article 51 of the United Nations Charter cou1d not be invoked

to justifY the use or threat of use of nuclear weaoons in the exercise of the

riqht of self-defence in th~ case of armed attack not involvina the use of

nQclear weapOns, since nuclear war would threaten the very survival of

mankin~. Thev once aqain expressed the apprehension that a situation whereby
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some nualear-weapan states claimed the riaht to use nuclear weapons aaainst
non-nuclear-weaPOn States woule weaken the non-proliferation r~ime. Thev
also continued to maintain that assurances souaht bV non-nuclear-weaPOn States
could best be provided by an international instrument with bindina leqal
effect. Thev stressed aqain that the need for assurances had not lessened but
rather increased with the ~assaae of time. Thev called upon the concerned
nuclear-w~aPOn Stat~s to demonstrate a aenuine will to reach a satisfactory
aqreement and review their positions so as to remove the limitations,
conditions and exceptions contained in their unilateral declarations. Several
deleqations also held that insistence on unilateral declarations by nuclear
weapon States introduced a new element in multilateral disarmament
neqotiations which undermined the sovereianty of States. Similarly, these
deleqations felt that insist~nce on the part of the non-nuclear-weaPOn States
on unconditional assurances without due reqard to the security concerns of the
nuclear-weapon States would be unfruitful, unrealistic and unattainable.
These deleqations felt that security assurances must be effectively n~otiated

takinq into full consideration the realities of the security situation of the
present day. They drew attention to the fact that the maioritv of States
represented at the Conference on Disarmament and of States Members of the
United Nations have renounced, in leaallv bindina international instruments,
their sovereiqn riaht to mannfacture nuclear weapons and appealed for areater
flexibility and understandina on the question of neqative security assurances
from both nuclear and non-nuclear-weaPOn States.

"15. A number of deleqations, includinq a nuclear-weapon State, restated that
they shared the belief that the most effective and reliable quarantee aaainst
the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons was nuclear disarmament and the
complete elimination of nuclear weapons. Thev held the view that pendinq the
achiev~ment of that objective, various interim measures should be taken to
strenqthen the security of non-nuclear-weaPOn States. These deleqations
referred to proposals, such as the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapOns
bV an appropriate international convention, the assumption of a policy of
non-first-use of such weapOns by all nuclear-weapon States which would
actually preclude the use of nuclear weapons aqainst all States, includina the
non-nuclear-weapon States, the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones as
an effective means to ensure the n( ,,,,.,sary prerequisites for all
nuclear-weapon States to assume ob~~4ations not to use or threaten to use
nuclear weapons aqainst the zonal non-nuclear-weapon States. They maintained
their support for the conclusion of an international leqally bindinq
instrument to assure effectively, uniformly and unconditionally the
non-nuclear-weaPOn States havinq no nuclear weapons on their territories
aqainst the use or threat of use of such ~eapOns. The nuclear-weapOn State
belonqina to that qroup of del~qations reaifirmed the continuinq validity of
its quarantee of non-use of nuclear weapons with respect to such
non-nuclear-weapon States, as well as of its obliaation not to be the first to
use nuclear weapons. That nuclear-weapon State painted to the fact that it
had provided relevant quarantees to the States parties to the Tlatelolco
Treaty and had ratified Protocols 2 and 3 to the Treaty of Rarotonqa without
any reservations. It also stated that, in the event of a nuclear-weapOn-free
zone beina created in the Balkans, it would be ready to provide all necessarv
quarantees to the States parties to the zone. These deleqations reaffirmed
their readiness to participate in the search for a solution to the 'neqative
security assurances' problem, which would arrive at a 'common formula' to be
included in an international leqally bindina document. They were of the view
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that the military doctrines of military alliances, Darticularly of the
nuclear-weaoon States parties to those alliances, had a most direct bearinq on
the security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States. These deleqations
rejected the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and pointed to the need for a
fresh political and military approach to urqent security issues, many of which
relate to the security of non-nuclear-weapon States as well. They sUDoorted
the view that Article 51 of the United Nations Charter could not be invoked to
justify the use or threat of use of nuclear weapOns in the exercise of the
riqht of self-defence in the case of armed attack not involvinq the use of
nuclear weapons, since nuclear war would threaten the verv survival of
mankind. In a broad persDective, these deleqations stronqlv favoured the
adoption of a comprehensive system of international peace and ~ecuritv, which
they believed would lead to a world free of nuclear weaDons and a non-violent
world. Thev aqain drew att~ntion to the proposal in the Berlin document of
29 May 1987, entitled 'On the Militarv Doctrine of the States Parti~ to the
Warsaw Treatv' (CD/755) callinq for consultations at expert level between the
WTO and NATO 'in order to compare the military doctrines of the two alliances,
analyse their nature and jointly discuss the patterns of their future
develooment'. These deleqations reaffirmed the position of their States, as
expressed in that document, that Ci) they will never under anv circumstances
initiate military action aqainst any State or alliance of states unless they
are themselves the tarqet·of an armed attack, and that (ii) they will never be
the first to emDlov nuclear weapons, which, toqether with other provisions of
the document, underlined, in their view, the defensive character of their
military doctrine.

N16. A number of deleqations, includinq three nuclear-weaoon States, while
reassertinq the importance they attached to the question, underlined that for
the discussions on the subject to be successful they needed to be placed
squarely in the framework of the aqreed mandate and should be marked bv a
spirit of realism. These deleqations continued to believe in the fundamental
imoortance of adherence bV member States to the commitment contained in
Article 2 of the Charter to refrain from the use or threat of use of force
aqainst the territorial inteqrity or political independence of any State.
Thev also stressed aqain that Article 51 of the United Nations Charter states
that nothing shall impair the inherent riqht of individual or collective
self-defence if an armed attack occurred aqainst a member. Thev reaffirmed
the position of their States as expressed in the Bonn Declaration of June 1982
that none of their weaoons would ever be used except in resoonse to attack.
These deleqations stressed, at the same time, that it was justified that the
States renouncinq the pOssession of nuclear weaoons should receive in return
the assurance that thesp. weaDons would not be used aqainst them. Thev held
that such an assurance, however, should remain qualified bv a Drovision of
non-attack in alliance or in association with a nuclear-weapon State. These
deleqations underlined the fact that the assurances qiven bv the three
nuclear-weapon states amonq them took this ooint into account and were valid
for all non-nuclear-weaoon states, irrespective of th~ir formal adherence to
an alliance or of their non-aliqned status. Thev stated that the condition
that the ~uarantee lapses in the event of an attack covers all continqencies
and indeee. strenqthens the credibilitv of the assurances. Thev asserted that
the unilateral assurances qiven bv the three Western nuclear-weapon States
were firm, credible and reliable commitments and that they constituted
effective security measures for non-nuclear-we~DOnStates. These deleqations
stated that the insistence of some States on referrinq to non-first-use of
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nuclear weapons was not relevant to the topic addressed bV the Committee,
viz., assurances to non-nuclear-weaPOn States. These deleqations reaffirmed
their readiness to c~inue to participate in the search for a 'common
formula' acceptable to all, but pointed aqain to the difficultv in reachinq
this qoal, qiven the diversity of positions and interests. Thev SUqqested
that the existinq unilateral assurances reflected different concerns linked to
specific security pOlicies and that a 'common formula' should probably allow
for the expression of these concerns. Thev reaffirmed the validity of
propOsals for General Assembly or Security Council resolutions takinq stock of
the declarations of the nuclear-weapon States.

"17. A number of deleqations drew attention to the Second Protocol of the
south Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treatv (Treatv of Rarotonqa) ~hich contains
neqative security assurances and expressed the hope that all nuclear-waapon
states would adhere to it without reservation.

"18. One nuclear-weapon State reasserted its lonq-held view that it was
entirely reasonable and leqitimate for non-nuclear-weapOn States to demand
that nuclear-weapon States undertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons aqainst them. It was of the view that the most effective assurances
for the s~curitv of non-nuclear-weapon States was the complete prohibition and
thorough destruction of nuclear weapons and pendinq the achievement of that
qoal, in order to prevent nucl~ar war and reduce the threat to
non-nuclear-weapon Stat~, all nuclear-weapon States should assume obliqations
not to be the first to use nuclear weapons under any circumstances and
undertake unconditionally not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons
aqainst non-nuclear-\Il'eaPOn States and nuclear-weaPOn-free zones. 'l'his was
their minimum obliqation. It restated that on,this basis, an international
treaty on the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapOns should be concluded,
with the participation of all nuclear-weap~n States. The sarns State
reiterated its unilateral declaration made in 1964 when it had its first
nuclear explosion that at no time and under no circumstances would it be the
first to use nuclear weapons and its unconditional quarantee not to use or
threaten to use nuclear weapons aqainst non-nuc1ear-weaoon States and
nuclear-weapOn-free zones. It stated that it was based on this pOsition that
it siqned the relevant protocols to the 'l'reatv for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America and the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone 'l'reatv. At
the same time, it hoped that the ma;or nuclear-weapon States would ad;ust
their positions towards the question of assurinq the security of
non'-nuclear-weapon States so as to make it possible for the Ad Hoc Committee
to move forward in its work. It expressed its support for the conclusion,
throuqh neqotiations, of an international convention to assure
non-nuclear-weaPOn States aqainst the use or threat of use of nuclear weapOns
and its readiness to make further efforts to seek a 'common formula' in
consonance with the demands of non-nuclear-weapon States. It also welcomed
any ideas or specific suqqestions aimed at achievinq this objective. Thesame
State reqretted that difficulties still prevented the Committee from reachinq
aqreement on a 'common formula' 3nd hoped that, in liqht of the favourable
climate in the international situation, ioint efforts be made to break the
deadlock and make proqress in the work on this item so as to meet the
reasonable demands of the non-nuclear-weaPOn States.
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"19. In connection with the topic concerninq recent developments, many

deleqations pointed to the siqnificance of the siqnature of the INF Treaty of

December 1987 and were of the view that it enhanced secur ity on an overall

level, and therefore was particularly relevant to the question. Other States,

while welcominq the Treaty, questioned its relevance to the subject of

neqative security assarances.

"20. Deliberations on the conclusions that could be drawn from the

neqotiations durinq the first part of the 1988 session, includinq a

consideration of the possibilities for interim measures and alternatives for

action, once aqain proved inconclusive. Many deleqations exp~essed aqain

their shared view that the nuclear-weapon States held special responsib'H h l

to break the deadlock in which the item has found itself sincs before th~

second special session on disarmament.

"IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

"21. The Ad hoc Committee once aqain reaffirmed that non-nuclear-weapon States

should be effectively assured by the nuclear-weapon States aqainst th~ use or

threat of use of nuclear weapons pendinq effective measures of nuclear

disarmament. Since Auqust 1982, a number of prOpOSals and specific ideas on

both the form and on the substance of snch effective international

arrangements were put forward. Considerable efforts were made to arrive at a

common approach on the subject. Work on the substance of the arranqements,

however, revealed that specific difficulties relatinq to differinq perceptions

of security interests of nuclear-weapon states and non-nuclear-weapon States

persisted and that the complex nature of the issues involved continued to

pre-"ent agreement on a 'common formula'. At the same time. the discussion

underlined the wide support for continuing the search for such a 'common

formula' which could be included in an international leqally bindinG

instrument to assure non-nuclear-weapon States aqainst the use or threat of

use of nuclear weapons."

G. New tYPes of weaPOns of mass destruction and new

systems of such weapons; radioloqical weapons

92. The question of radioloqical weapons has been considered since 1982

mainly in a subsidiary body of the Conference. The report of the Ad Hoc

Committee referred to in the followinq paragraph contains a description of the

work of that subsidiary b~v.

93. At its 460th plenary meetinq on 26 April 1988, the Conference adopted the

report of the Ad HOC Committee re-established by th_e Conference to deal with

the questlc;, of. radioloqical weapons at its 436th plenary meetinq. That

report (CD/820l'. which was submitted in view of the third special session of

the General Assemblv devoted to disarmamefit, is an inteqral part of this

special report and reads as follows:

"I. INTRODUCTION

"1. Takinq into consideration paraqraph 76 of the Final Document of the first

special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament,

the relevant recommendations of the United Nations Disarmament Commission, in
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particular those adopted in connection with the Second Disarmament Decade in
1980. as well as successive resolutions adopted by the General Assembly on the
sUbject. the Conference on Disarmament continued to consider the question of
radioloqical weapons durinq the second part of its 1982 session as well as
durinq its sessions in 1983, 1984. 1985. 1986 and 1987.

"2. To that end, the Conference successively re-established the Ad Roc
Committee on Radio10qical Weapons */ with a view to reachinq aqreement on a
convention prohibitinq the development. production, stockpiling and use of
radioloqical weapons. It was chaired by Ambassador H. Weqener (Federal
Republic of Germany) in 1982, Ambassador C. Lidqard (Sweden) in 1983.
~assador M. Vejvoda (Czechoslovakia) in 1984. Ambassador R. Butler
(Australia) in 1985. Ambassador C. Le-'Chuqa Revia (Cuba) in 1986 and
Ambassador D. Meiszter (Hunqary) in 1987. Durinq the course of the second
part of its 1982 session and of its 198J to 1987 sessions. the Ad Hoc
Committee held a total of 69 meetinqs. At various staqes of its work. the
following States not members of the C~nference on Disarmament participated in
the meetinqs of the subsidiary body: Austria. Burundi. Denmark. Finland.
Greece. Ireland. New Zealand, Norway. Portuqal. Senegal. Spain. switzerland.
Turkey and Zimbabwe.

"3. Durinq the above-mentioned period. the Ad Roc Committee continued to
consider the prohibition of radioloqical weapons in the 'traditional' senae
and the prohibition of attacks aqainst nuclear facilities. **/ without
prejudice to the final positions of deleqations on a treaty-or treaties as
such. the 'link' between the above two issues. delaqations' positions on the
appropriate manner of dealinq with them and to any other approaches and
questions which miqht be presented. At some staqes of its work the Ad Roc
Committee consider~ those two issues on the basis of the so-called 'unitary'
approach; at other staqes it considered them in two contact qroups.

"4. It was recoqnized throuqhout the period that both the subjects before the
Ad Hoc Committee were important and needed solution. and it was aqreed that
the Conference on Disarmament continue to deal with them.

"5. The activities of the Ad Hoc Committee showed, however. that, while
further intensive efforts were made to overcome the persistent difficulties.
includinq a number of new proposals and initiatives submitted by various
deleqations to that end. different approaches continued to exist with regard
to both the subjects under consideration. in particular on the scope of
prohibition. criteria and definitions, peaceful uses. the relationship of the
proPQsea agreement or aqreements with other international measures in the
field of disarmament. including nuclear disarmament. as well as on the
procedures for verification and compliance and other main elements.

"6. Durinq the 1987 session. the various approaches to the above questions
were considered in a structured and systematic manner. The result of that
work was contained in the annexes to the Ad Roc Committee report to the
Conference on Disarmament (CD/779).

~~/ Ad Hoc Workinq Group in 1982 and 1983.

"**/ One deleqation did not take part in the work on the prohibition of
attackS-aqainst nuclear facilities.
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Committee on Radio10qical Weapons */ with a view to reachinq aqreement on a
convention prohibitinq the development. production, stockpiling and use of
radioloqical weapons. It was chaired by Ambassador H. Weqener (Federal
Republic of Germany) in 1982, Ambassador C. Lidqard (Sweden) in 1983.
~assador M. Vejvoda (Czechoslovakia) in 1984. Ambassador R. Butler
(Australia) in 1985. Ambassador C. Le-'Chuqa Revia (Cuba) in 1986 and
Ambassador D. Meiszter (Hunqary) in 1987. Durinq the course of the second
part of its 1982 session and of its 198J to 1987 sessions. the Ad Hoc
Committee held a total of 69 meetinqs. At various staqes of its work. the
following States not members of the C~nference on Disarmament participated in
the meetinqs of the subsidiary body: Austria. Burundi. Denmark. Finland.
Greece. Ireland. New Zealand, Norway. Portuqal. Senegal. Spain. switzerland.
Turkey and Zimbabwe.

"3. Durinq the above-mentioned period. the Ad Roc Committee continued to
consider the prohibition of radioloqical weapons in the 'traditional' senae
and the prohibition of attacks aqainst nuclear facilities. **/ without
prejudice to the final positions of deleqations on a treaty-or treaties as
such. the 'link' between the above two issues. delaqations' positions on the
appropriate manner of dealinq with them and to any other approaches and
questions which miqht be presented. At some staqes of its work the Ad Roc
Committee consider~ those two issues on the basis of the so-called 'unitary'
approach; at other staqes it considered them in two contact qroups.

"4. It was recoqnized throuqhout the period that both the subjects before the
Ad Hoc Committee were important and needed solution. and it was aqreed that
the Conference on Disarmament continue to deal with them.

"5. The activities of the Ad Hoc Committee showed, however. that, while
further intensive efforts were made to overcome the persistent difficulties.
includinq a number of new proposals and initiatives submitted by various
deleqations to that end. different approaches continued to exist with regard
to both the subjects under consideration. in particular on the scope of
prohibition. criteria and definitions, peaceful uses. the relationship of the
proPQsea agreement or aqreements with other international measures in the
field of disarmament. including nuclear disarmament. as well as on the
procedures for verification and compliance and other main elements.

"6. Durinq the 1987 session. the various approaches to the above questions
were considered in a structured and systematic manner. The result of that
work was contained in the annexes to the Ad Roc Committee report to the
Conference on Disarmament (CD/779).

~~/ Ad Hoc Workinq Group in 1982 and 1983.

"**/ One deleqation did not take part in the work on the prohibition of
attackS-aqainst nuclear facilities.
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nIl. PRESENT STATE OF WORK

"A. Orqanization of work and documentation

"7. In accordance with the decision taken bv the Conference on Disarmament at

its 436th plenary meetinq held on 2 Februarv 1988, as contained in document

CD/804, the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons was re-established, for

the duration of the 1988 session, with a view to reachinq aqreement on a

convention prohibitinq the develol:llllent, production, stockpilinq and use of

radiological weapOns. The Conference further decided that the Ad Hoc

Committee would report to it on the proqress of its work before the conclusion

of the first part of the 1988 session, in view of the forthcominq third

special session of the united Nations General Assemblv devoted to disarmament.

"8. At its 439th plenary meetinq on 11 Februarv 1988, the Conference on

Disarmament appointed Ambassador Tessa SJlesbv of the United Kinqdom as

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee. Mr. Victor Slipehenko, United Nations

Department for Disarmament Affairs, continued to serve as Secretary of the

Ad Hoc Committee.

"9. The Ad Hoc Committee held four meetings from 29 Februarv

to 28 March 1988. In addition, the Chairman held a number of informal

consultations with deleqations.

"10. At their request, the representatives of the following States not members

of the Conference on Disarmament participated in the work of the Ad Hoc

C~amittee: Austria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Norwav,

Portuqal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkev and Zimbabwe.

"11. In addition to various resolutions adopted bV the General Assemblv on the

subject at its previous sessions, the Ad Hoc Committee had before it

resolutions 42/38 Band F adopted bV the General Assemblv at its forty-second

session entrustinq specific responsibilities to the Conference on Disarmament

on this subject.

"12. In addition to the documents of previous sessions, 1/ the Ad Hoc

Committee had before it the followinq new documents for consideration:

CD/RW/WP.77, dated 29 Februarv 1988, entitled 'Proqramme of work for

the first part of the 1988 session'

CD/BW/WP.78 , dated 21 March 1988, entitled 'Report of Contact

Group A'

CD/RW/WP.79, dated 21 March 1988, entitled 'Reoort of Contact

Group B'.

"!I The list of documents of the orevious sessions may be found in the

1982-1987 reports of the Ad Hoc Committee, which are an inteqra1 part of the

reports of the Conference on Disarmament (CD/335, CD/421, CD/540, CD/642,

CD/732 and CD/7e7).
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"B. Work durinq the first part of the 1988 session

"13. At its 1st meetinq on 29 Februarv 1988, the Ad Hoc Committee decided to
re-establish two contact qroups: contact qroup A to consider issues relevant
to the prohibition of radioloqical weapC~G in the 'traditional' sense and
contact qroup B to consider issues relevant to the prohibition of attacks
aqainst nuclear facilities, ~ach to be chaired by a co-ordinator.

"14. Fol10winq the above decision of the Committee, Mr. Hadi Wayarabi of
Indonesia and Mr. Csaba Gyorffy of Hunqary aqreed to assist the Chair bv
servinq as co-ordinators of the contact qroups A and B, respectively.

"15. At its 2nd meetina on 4 March 1988, the Ad Hoc Committee after conductinq
a qenera1 exchanqe of views on the subjects before it, decided on certain
quidelines to be qiven to the two co-ordinators in the conduct of their work
durinq the first part of the 1988 session, in particular on the issues to be
considered in their respective qroups and on a possible order of such a
consideration. Specifically, the contact aroups were directed to concentrate
their attention durinq the time allocated to them to the consideration of
issues pertaininq to verification and compliance as well as other main
elements. The two contact qroups continued the formulation of the various
approaches in a structured and systematic manner.

"16. Followinq the work conducted within the contact qroups, both formally and
informally, the two co-ordinators presented to the Ad Hoc Committee, at its
3rd meetinq on 25 March 1988, their respective rgports CCD/RW/WP.78 and 791
which are reproduced in Annexes I and 11 to this report, reflectinq the
current state of consideration of the issues before the Ad Hoc Committee. It
was understood that the Annexes would be used as a basis for future work of
the Ad Hoc Committee and that the Committee would also qive consideration to
other proposals submitted to it. It was further understood that the contents
of the Annexes were not bindinq on any deleqation.
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8ANNBX I

8RePOrt of Contact Grou~

81. In accordance with the decision taken by the Ad Hoc CClIllIftittee on

RadiolOQical weapons fCD/RII/NP.77), Contact Group A was re-established on

29 February 1988 to continue its consideration of the lsoues relevant to the

prohibition of radiolocdcal weapons.

82. Contact Group A held three illeetinqS from 11 to 21 March 1988. In

addition, the Co-ordinator held a number of informal consultations with

deleqations.

83. PollowinQ the quidelines approved by the Ad Hoc Ccmmittee at its

2nd meeti ~ on 4 March 1988, the Contact Group concentrated its work on the

consideration of elements relatinq to verification and compliance.

84. Por the purpose of facilitatinq the work of the Contact Group, the

Co-ordinator presented a discussion paper based on documents CD/779, CO/4U,

CO/31 and CD/32. Consideration was of a strictly preliminary natur~. The

result of that consideration was recorded by the Co-ordinator in an inteqrated

unner and its main purpose is to facilitate future consideration. The

Co-ordinator IS record is not bindinq upon any deleqation and does not pzeclude

any delegation frCIII. introducinq proposale or. alternatives to the te~t as a

whole or the elements thereof, at a later ': ,\qe.

85. The Co-ordinator's record on the issues of verification and cCllllPliance,

tOQetber with the record contained in Annex I to the Report of the Ad Hoc

C~ittee on its work in 1987 fCO/779), are attached in combined form. It is

rec~ended that the combined record be appended to the Ad Hoc Ccmmitteels

special report to the third special session of the united Nations

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, as a basis for future work.
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"Attachment

"POSSIBLE ELEMENTS FOR A CONVENTJ:ON ON THE
PROHIBITION OF RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS ~

"SCOPE

"1. Each State Party to this Treatv undertakes never under any circumstancesto develoD, produce, stockDi1e, otherwise acquire or possess, transfer or useradi010qical weapons. y

"2. Each State Party -to this Treaty also undertakes never under anycircumstances to employ deliberatelY, bv its disseminaticwo any radiodctivematerial, not defined as a radiological weapen in ••• of this Treaty to ca~sedestruction, damage, or injury by means ol 'che radiation produced bv the decayof such material. Y
"3. Each Stace Party to this Treatv also undertakes not in any way to assist,encourage, or induce any person, State, groUD of States, or internationalorganization to engage in any of the activities which the stat~s parties tothe Treatv have undertaken not to engage in under the Drovisi~~ ofparagraphs 1 and 2 of this Ar~icle.

"4. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes, in accordance with itsconstitutional Drocedures, to take any measures which it considers necessaryanywhere under its jurisdiction or control:

"Ca) to Drohibit and prevent any of the ac~ivities which for a StateParty would constitute a violation of the obligations undertak~n bv the StateParties under this Treaty;

"Cb) to Drohibit and prevent diversion to radioloqical weapons, or tothe employment prohibited by paragraph 2 of this Article, of radioacti~~materials that might be us~ for such weapens or employment;

.. Cc) to prevent loss of radioactive materials that might be used forsuch weapons or employment.

"~! These elements are not intended to prejudice the eventual positionsof delegations regarding the question of 'linkage'.

"Y A view was expressed that the focus should be on the Dr~hibition ofthe use of radiological wea"POns in warfare and that it was necessary tosimplify the formulation in this paragraph.

"~/ A view was expressed concerning the need to focus on the Drohibitionof the use of radiological weapOns in warfare.
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"5.~ Not~ing in paragraph 4 above shall be interpreted as requiring or
permitting a State Party to take measures which could affect the proqrammes of
other States for the use 11 of nuclear enerqv or technology for their economic
or ~:lCial development. ~I

"DEFINITIONS

"~cr the pur~ee of this Treaty;

"The term Iradioloqical weapon' means fJ*/. *'!l*/r 11***/. *****/:

"First alternative

"Ci\ ~ry devic~, inc:ludinq any Wellpon 01" equipment, &pecificallV desicmed
to. e."'IIploy radioactive mate;:ial bV disseminatinq it to cause
destruction, da~ge, or injur.y by means of the radiation produced bv
the decay of such mater ial)

~*I Some ~~leqatians expressed the view that consideration should be
qiven to whethH the concerns reflected in this paragraph should be addressC' 3

v:n~er ('\a 'l3raft elem&nt 'Peaceful uses'.

"**/ A view was p.~presr.~ed that, for the purposes of this Treatv. it mi~ht

be neCesElar)' to clarify 'what is meant by 'r:adioac'::ive matel:ialz'.

-***/ A view ",,,IS eXQrt::Ssed that the term 'radiological weiJljXlns' might
include the sCl-lcallt.>ci particle bPam weapons which give ionizing raoiation in
other ways than thrOf"qh radioactive decavc

-****/ SOIlIe dele'Jaticms expressed the view that 'particle beam weapons'
should not be treated as radiological weapons, that the definition of
radioloc:;1 cal wea'j:ons as contained in CO/31 and CD/32 is based on the decay of
nuclear material, whereas directed ene~gy devices produce particle beams
without nuclear involvement, that known conae~ts of ~irected enerqV devices do
not '!l'Rploy the radiation spectrum of radioloqi>:::al weapons but make use of
j).1':Otons 80·1 electrons whE.e radiological wea'POOs would exploit mainly qamma
and n~utran-radiation as well as beta- and short ranqinq alpha-radiation, and
that therefoce, the development. pl:oduction, stockpiling. acquisition or
oossession, transfer or use of directed enerqv devices is compatible with this
Treaty.

·~I Some deleqations expressed the view that nothin~ in this Treatv
shall be interpreted as in any way leqitimizing the development, production,
stockp!linq, acquisition or pOSsession, transfer or use of directed energy
WMpclnS.

"1/ Some deleqati~ns SUqgested that the word 'pe~~eful' be inserted
hefoi:e-the word 'use'.

"2/ (Jilt! delegation SUqqested the addition at the end of the paraqraph of
'in conformity with the~~ priorities, interests end needs'.
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"(ii) Any radioactive material specifically confiqured 1/ for employment,
by its dissemination, to cause destruction, damaqe, or injury by
means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material.

"Second alternativ~

"Any device, includinq any weapon or equipment, specifically designed to
employ radioactive material to cause destruction, damaqe, or injury bv
means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material.

"PEACEFUL USES

"1. First alternative

"Nothinq in this Treaty should be interpreted 2/ as affectinq in any way
the full exercise of the inalienable rights of all States Parties to apply and
develop their proqranunes for the peaceful 11 uses of nuclear enerqy for
economic and social development in conformity with their priorities, interests
and needs. i/

"Second alternative

"Nothing in this Treaty should be interpreted as affecting the
inalienable rights of the States Parties to this Treaty to develop and apply
their proqrammes for the peaceful uses of nuclear enerqv for economic and
social development, consistent with the need to prevent the proliferation of
nuclear weapons, ~/ in conformity with their priorities, interests and needs.

"2. First alternative

"Each State Party undertakes to contribute 61 to the strengtheninq of
international co-operation in the,peaceful uses of nuclear enerqy in
conformity with 1/ the needs of developinq countries.' il

"Second alternative

"Each State Party undertakes to promote co-operation in the peaceful uses
of nuclear enerqy in conformity with 11 the needs of developing countries.

"11 Some deleqations preferred 'prepared' or 'des iqned , to 'confiqured'.

"Y A suqqestion was made to insert 'or implemented' after 'interpreted'.

"11 Some deleqations suggested the deletion of 'peaceful'.

"il A view was expressed that, in order to strike an inner balance
conducive to consensus, there should be an addition reflectinq the last
sentence of paraqraph 68 of the Final Document of SSOD I.

"5/ Some deleqations suqgested 'under international aqreements' instead
of " ~orisistent with the need' to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
weapons' •

"61 Some deleqations sugqested the insertion of 'to the fullest possible
extent' after 'contribute'.

"7/ A preference was expressed for 'taking into account' instead of 'in
conformity with'.
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"3. Bach state Party undertakes to contribute to the fulle3t possible

extGnt 1/ to the develol:lllent of adequate measures of protection for all States

aqainst-the harmful effects of radiation.

"CESSATION OF THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE

AND NUCLEAR DISAPMAMBNT

"I. The State Parties to this Treatv undertake to pursue urqentlv

negotiations for the cessation of the nuclear arms race, the conclusion of

effective measures to prevent the use or threat of use of nuclear weapOns, and

the achievement of nuclear disarmament. ~/

"2. The implementation of these obliqaUuns should be periodically reviewed

as provided for in Article ••• y

"O'l'BER MAIN '1i..EMENTS

"1. The provisions of tMs Treatv shall not applv to nuclear explosive

devices or to radioactive material produced by them. il

"2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way leqitimizinq

the use of nuclear weapons or detractinq from the obliqation of States to

refrain from the use or threat of use of such weapons. il

"3. First alternative

"Nothinq in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way limitina or

detractinq from existinq rUles of int.ernational law applicable in armed

conflict or limitina or detractinq from obliqations assumed by the

States parties under any other international aareement.

wSecond alternative

"Nothinq in this Treaty shall be interpreted as in any way limitinq or

detractina from existina rules of international law applicable in armed

conflict or limitinq or detraetinq from Obliaations assumed by the

States Parties under any other inte::national aqreement, consi!'tent with the

need to prevent the proliferation 51 of nuclear weapons and the need to

achieve uraent measures of nuclear-disarmament.

"!I Some deleqations SUqqested the insertion of 'and in accordanoe with

international undertakinqs' after 'caltribute to the fullest possible extent'.

"21 Some deleqations were of the view that such an undertakina was

outside the purview of this Treaty.

"1/ Questions were raised ct)ncerninq t' e need for l.,'is paraqraph.

"Y Objections were raised concerning this paraqraph.

"]v Some deleqations prefer~ed 'vertical, horizontal and qeoqraphic

proliferation' to 'proliferation'.
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"VERIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE V **1

"First Element

"1. The States Parties to this Treatv undertake to consult one another and to
co<>operate in solvinq any problems which may be raised in relation to the
objectives of, or in the apPlication of the provisions of, the Treatv.

"2. Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this article may also be
undertaken throuqh appropriate international procedures within the framework
of the United Nations and in accordance with its Charter. These international
procedures may include the services of appropriate intern.:ltiOl'lal
orqanizations, as well as of a consultative commfttee and a fact-findinq panel
as provided for in article ••• of this Treatv.

"3. The States Parties to this Treatv shall ~chanqe to the fullest possible'
extent, bilaterally or multilaterally, informution deemed necessary to provide
assurance of fulfilment of their obliqations under the Treatv.

"Second Element

"I. For the purpose of effective fulfilment of Paraqraph 2 of the previous
article of this Treatv, a consultative committee and a standinq fact-findinq
panel shall be established. Their functions and rules of procedure are
established in Annexes I and 11, respectively, which constitute inteqral parts
of the Treatv.

"2. Any State Party to this Treatv which has reasons tn - :;;:'ieve that anv
other Stat~ Party may not be in compliance with the provisions of the Treatv,
or which has concerns about a related situation which may be considered
ambiq~ous, and is not satisfied with the results of the consultations 'ProvidEd
for under the previous article of the Treatv, may requt!St the DePOSitarv to
initiate an inquiry to ascertain the facts. Such a request shoul~ include all
relevant information, as well as all possible evidence supportinq its validity.

"3. For the purPGSeB set forth in paraqraph 2 of this article, the Depositarv
shall convene as soon as possible, and in any case within 10 days of the
receipt of a request from any State Party, the standinq fact-findinq panel
established pursuant to paraqraph 1 of this article.

"*1 As is reflected in the report of the Ad Hoc Canmittee on
Radioloqical Weapons CCD/779, Annex Il, a view was expressed that the focus
should be on the prohibition of the use of radioloqical weaDOns in warfare.
In accordance with this view, verification should concentrate on the use of
radioloqical weapons.

"··1 Some dele~ations were of the view that the subject n~s further
consideration and ~E!Served their riqht to express their view at a later staqec
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B4. If the possibilities for fact-findinq purcuant to paraqraphs 2 and 3 of

this article have been exhausted without resolution of the problem, (five or

more States Parties) (any State Party) may request the Depositary to convene a

meetinq of the consultative commi~tee of States Pa~ties to consider the matter.

85. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to co-operate to the fullest

possible extent with the consultative committee and with the f~ct~findinq

panel with a view to facilitatinq their work.

W(6. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes to provide assistance, in

accord&'lce with the provisions of the Chal'ter of the United Nations, to any

State Party to the Treaty which has been harmed or is likely to be harmed as a

result of violation of the Tr~~y.)

8(7. The provisions of this article shall not be interp[~ted as affectinq the

rights and duties of States Parties under the Charter of the United Nations,

includinq br inqinq to the attention of the Secur it'I Council concerns about

compliance with this Treatv.)
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"Annex I to Second Element

"(Consultative Committee)

RI. The consultative committee of States Parties (, in addition to
establishing the fact-finding panel as provided for in A~nex 11,) shall
undertake to resolve any problem which may be raised by the (States Parties)
(State Party) requesting a meeting of the committee. For this purpose, the
assembled States Parties shall be entitled to request and receive any
information which a State Partv is in a position to communicate.

R2. The work of the consultative committee shall be orqanized in such a way
as to permit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this
Annex. The committee shall (decide procedural questiO"S relative to the
organization of its work) (take decisions), whe~e possible by consensus, but
otherwise by a majority of those present and voting. (There p.h~11 be no
voting on matters of substance.] The chairman shall have no ".ite.

R3. Anv State Party may participate in the work of the consultative
committee. Each representative on the committee may be assisted at meetinqs
by advisers.

"4. The Depositarv or nis representative shall serve as chairman of the
committee.

85. The consultative committee shall be convened bv its chairman (:

R(a) within 30 days after entry into force'of this Treatv for the
purpOSe of establishinQ the standing fact-finding PanelJ

nCb)] as soon as possible and in any case withi~ 30 daYs aftar a request
for a meetinq pursuant to paraqraph 4 of the second element.

n6. Each State Party shall have the riqht, through the chairman. to request
from States and from international orQanizations such information and
assistance as the State Party considers desirable for the accomplishment of
the committee's work.

ft7. A SQmmarv of any (problem-solvinQ] meeting, incorporatinq all views and
~nformation presented during the meetinq, shall be prepared. The chairman
shall distribute the summary to all States Parties.
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"Annex 11 to Second Element

"[Fact-Finding Panel]

al. The standing fact-finding panel shall undertake to make appropriate

findings of fact and pltO".:ide expert views relevant to any problem referred to

it by the Depositary puuuant to paragraph 3 of the set~ond element. [Pursuant

to paragraph 5 of the se~nd element, the fact-finding panel may carry out

on-site investigations when necessary.)

"(2. The fact-finding panel shall be composed of not more than 15 members

representing States Partlea=

~(a) Ten members shall be appointed by the [chairman] [consultative

committee] after consultation with States Parties. In selecting these members

due regard shall be giv~n to enaurulg an appropriate geographical balance.

Members shall be named fo~ a two-year period, with five members being replaced

each year,

"(b) In addition, those permanent members of the imited Nations Security

Council who are parties to the Treaty shall also be represented on the

fact-finding pa.nel.]

"[2. The tact-finding panel shall be composed of not more than (blank) members

representing States P~rties. Members of the initial panel shall be appointed

by the [chairman, after consultation with States Parties.) [consu.Ltative

committee) at its first meeting, one-third being named for one year. one-third

ror two years, and one-ti<!ird for three years. Thereafter all members shall be

named for a three-year ?eriod by the chairman [of the consultative committee,

following principles decided by the committee during its first meeting and)

after consultation with States Parties. In selecting the members, due regard

shall be given to ensuring an appropriate geographical balance.]

"3. Each member may be assisted by one or more advisers.

"4. The Depositary Ol~ his representative shall serve as Chairman Cif the panel

[, unless the panel decide& otherwise under the procedures established in

paragraph 5 of this annex).

"5. T.."le work of the fac~~n' Hng panel shall be organized in such a way as to

permit it to perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this annex.

(At the first meeting of the panel, to be held not ldter than 60 days ~fter

its establishment (by the consultative committee), the Depositary ,shall submit

recommendations, based on consultations with States Parties and signatories,

as to the organ~~ation of the work of the panel, including any necesaary

resources.) {The panel shall decide procedural ~lestions relative to toe

organization of its work. where possible by consensus, but otherwise by 5

majority of those present and voting. There shall be no voting on matters of

substance.) ['!'he p"nel sh,.ll take decisions. 'I1nere possible by consensus, but

otherwise by a majority of those present and goting.) The chairman snall ~ave

no vote.
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·6. Each member shall have the right, through the chairlllan, to request from
States and from itlternational organizations such information and assistance as
the member considers aes1rable for the &ccompliahment of the work of the panel.

"7. The State Party requesting the inquiry and any ~tate Party against which
the inquiry is dir~ted shall have the right to (participate ~n the work of
the panel) (be represented at meetings but may not take part in decisions),
whether 01' not: they are members of the panel.

"S. The fact-fincing panel shall, without delay, tr.ansmit to fthe Depositary)
fall States Parties! a report an its work, including its findings of fact and
incorporatiug all views and infor_tion presented to the panel during its
proceedings r.] (, together wi th such rl:!C01IIllendations as it may deem
appropriate. If the panel is unabl~ to secure sufficient data for factual
findings, it shall state the reasons for th~~ inability.) (The Depositary
shall distribute the report to all States parties.]
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"ANNEX II

"Report of COntact Group B

"1. In accordanc,", with the decision taken by the .Ad Hoc COmmittee on
Radiological Weapons (al/RW/WP. 77), COntact Group B was re-established on
29 Pebruary 1988 to continue its consideration of the issues r~levant to the
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities.

~2. contact Group B h~ld three meetings from 7 to 21 March 1988. In
addition, the Co~rdinator held a nUmbez of infOrmal consultations with
delegations.

"3. !bllowing the guidelines approved by the Ad Hoc CoIlIlIittee at its
2nd meeting on 4 March 1988, the COntact Group concentrated its attention
during the time allocated to it to the consideration of issues pertaining to
verification and canpliance as well as other main elements. On tl.~ basis of
proposals presented by the Co~rdinator, the views of delegations were
recorded in an integrated manner.

"4. In addition, the COntact Group reviewed the 1987 Co~rdinator's record as
contained in the Attachment to Annex II to the Report of the Ad Hc& COmmittee
r;n its work in 1987 (al/779). Some new proposals were made in connection with
the Attachment.

"5. The new material concerning verification and compliance as well !" other
main elements, together with the amended record of the 1987 work, is a: '.tached
to the report to reflect the current stage of the Contact Gro!Jp's
consideration.

"6. The Co~rdinator 's recor.d is not binding upon any delegation and its main
purpose is to facilitate future consideration. It is recommended that it be
appended to the Ad Hoc ca.ittee's special report to the third special session
of the thited Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament, as a basis for
future work.
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"SCOPE (PurpOse)

"paragraph 1 ~/

"First alternative

"Each State Party undertakes never under any circumstances to atta~knuclear facilities covered by the provisions of this Treaty.

"Second alternative

"Each State Party undertakes never under any circumstances to attack anynuclear facility.

"Third alternative ~/~/

"Each State Party undertakes never under any circumstances to release anddisseminate radioactive substances by attacking nuclear facilities covered bythe provisions of this Treaty.

"~/ This record does not prejudice the even~ual positions of delegationsrelating to the question of 'linkage', or the pOsitions of delegations on thequestion of the need of haVing additional legal protection for nuclearfacilities. As to the latter, a view was expressed that additional discussionon existing international agreements pertaining to the question is needed.

"**/ The placement of the various alternatives in the text should not beregarded as indication of priority or the degree of their acceptability to theCommittee.

"~/ Some delegations suggested that the SCope should also cover anundertaking not to threaten to attack nuclear facilities.

~~/ Some delegations stated that the third alternative.of Scope based onthe criterion of mass destruction read in conjunction with the firstalternative of paragraph 2 (Definitions), the first alternative of Criteria,the first alternative of paragraphs 1 to 8 (Register) as well as the firstalternative of paragraph 1 and the second alternative of paragraph 2 (SpecialMarking) constitute one COl'iW'.iete and consistent set ef elemenfcs to be inCludedin a draft Treaty.

"***~*/ Other delegations pointed out that the criterion of 'massdestruction', on which the third alteLnative of Scope was based. wasirrelevant to the purpose of the proposed Treaty. They also stated thatbesides other flaws, it would amount to legitimizing attacks on nuclearfacilities which did not fUlfil the arbitrarily defined specificationsproposed by the authors of this criterion for such facilities to qualify forprotection. A Treaty based on elements mentioned in the previous footnotewould, therefore, be discriminatory against developing countries as their
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"POurth alternative

"Each State Party undertakes ne\'er under any circumstances to attack
nuclear facilities subject to the specifications of this Treaty.

"Pirst alternative

"Each State Party undertakes not in any way to assist, encourage or
induce any person, State, group of States, or international organization to
engage in any activity which ~e State Parties to the Treaty have undertaken
not to engage in.

"Second alternative

"Fach State Party undertakes not in any way to assist, E"':1c:ourage or
induce any person, State, group of States or international organization to

"DEFINITIONS

·Paragraph 1 ~/ **/

·POr the purposes of this Treaty, the term 'attack D means any act which
causes, directly or indirectly:

"(i) any damage to, or the destruction of, a nuclear facility, or

·(ii) any interEQrence, interruption, impediment, stoppage or breakdown in
the operation of a nuclear facility, or

"(iii) any injury to, or the ceath of, any of the personnel of a nuclear
facility.

nuclear facilities, in many cases, did not come up to the proposed
'threshold'. Furthermore, such a Treaty would weaken the protection afforded
to nuclear facilities under present international law which was n~t

conditional upon their meeting any quantitative specifications. Consequently,
such a Treaty would defeat the main purpose of concluding a new international
agreement on this subject, which is to strengthen the present legal regime in
this regard and to remove existing loopholes.

"~/ some delegations did not see the need for any definition of the word
'attack'. In their view, the definition is clearly linked to the unlimited
scope of paragraph 1 of Scope.

"**/ Other delegations were of the view that it would be necessary to
define the word 'attack' whichever alternative on SCope was eventually
adopted.
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"Paragraph 2
"rirs\ alternative

"For the purpose of this Traaty, the terll 'nuclear facilities' Mans,
"Ci) Nuclear reactors,

"Cii) Intermediate spent fuel storages,
"Ciil) Reprocessing plants,

"Civ) Waste deposits, ~I **/
which "re included in a Regi8lter lIIllintained by the Depositary. ***/
"second alternative

"For the ~rpose of this Treaty, the term 'nuclear facilities' _ans,
"Ci) Nucleaw reactors,

"(ii) Enrichlllent plants,

"Ciii) Reprocesaing plants,

"Civ) Other nuclear fuel cycle facilities,
"Cv) Radioactive ~aste managament facilities, and

"(vi) Facilities for the storage of nuclear fuels or radioactive wastes.
"Third alternative

"For the purpose of this T~eaty, the term 'nuclear facilities' aeans,
"(I) Nuclear reactors,

"(ii) Intermediate spent fuel storages,
"Cii!) Reprocessing plants,

"~/ Some delegations were of. the view that this covers only inter..diatewaste deposits above ground.

"**/ Some delegations suggested that since waste deposits generally meanthose buried deep underground, only interim waste deposits above ground shouldbe included.

"~**/ Some delegations opposed the idea of limiting the scope of the Treatyto ;welear facUities included in a Register.
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"Civ) waste deposits,

"Cv) Temporary waste storages, and

"Cvi) Installations for production of intensive sources of radiation.

"Fburth alternative

aA nuclear facility means a nuclear reactor or any other facility for the
production, handling, treatment, processing or storage of nuclear fuel or
other nuclear material.

"CRITERIA ~/ ~/

"First alternative

"The nuclea~ facililies mentioned in paragraph 2 of Definitions shall
meet the following specifications:

".
meet tI:

"U

"(it

"(Hi

"(iv

"Cv)

"(i) They shall be stationary on land, ~/ ****/

" Cii)

" (Hi)

" (iv)

"Cv)

Nuclear reactors shall be designed for a thermal ~wer which coulu
exceed 1 [10] Megawatt, shall have reached their first criticality
and shall not have been decommissioned, u***/

Intermediate spent fuel storages shall be designed for storing
radioactive material exceeding 1017 [1018] Sq,

p~processing plants shall be designed for containing radioactive
material exceeding 1017 [1018] Bq,

Waste deposits shall contain radioactive material exceeding
1017 (1018 ) Sq.

"(vi;

"Third a

"Tb
meet the

" (1)

" (H)

" (Hi)

"~I A view was expressed that should the second alternative of
paragraph 1 of the Scope be agreed upon, the consideration of 'criteria' was
needed only to specify exceptions.

"~/ Reservations were expressed as to the applicability of specifying
power threshold for nuclear reactors and level of quality and quantity of
radioactive materials for other facilities as mentioned in
sub-paragraphs Ciil), (iv), (v) and (vi) of first and second alternatives.

"~I Regarding (i) in first and second alternatives, a vi~w was expressed
that nuclear facilities other than those stationary on land should also be
covered.

.~/ A view was ex~ressed that such nuclear facilities should not belong
to weapons systems.

n**",.*/ A view was expressed that the aspect of decommissioning has to be
studied furthex.
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"§!cond alternative

"The nuclear facilities mentioned in paragraph 2 of Definitions shallmeet the £0110\. ing specifications.

"Ci) They shall be stationary on land,
CCii) They shall be used for peaceful purposes and subject to IAEAsafeguards,

"(iii) aacleer reactors shall be designed for a tharmal power which couldexceed 1 (10) Megawatt, shall have reached theIr first criticalityand shall not have been decommissioned,
"Civ) Intermediate spent fuel storages shall be designed for storingradioactive material exceeding 1017 (1018) Sq,
"Cv) Reprocessing plants shall be designed for containing radioactivematerial exceeding 101; fl018) Sq,

"(vii Waste deposits shall contain radioac~lve material exceeding1017 [l018) Bq.

"Third alter~tive

"The nuclear facilities mentioned in paragraph 2 of Definitions shallmeet the following specifications.

"(i) Nu~lear reactors designed for a thermal effect which could exceed10 MW,

"(ii) Intermediate spent fuel storages designed for storing radioactivematerial which emit gamma radiation exceeding 105 watt, :1 ~I
"(iii) Installations for reprocessing of nuclear spent fuel,
"(iv) Installations for production of intensive sources of radiationdesigned to contain radioactive material emitting gamma radiationexceeding 105 watt, or

"(v) Waste deposits containing radioactive material which emit gamroaradiation exceeding 105 watt. :1 ~I

":/ Some delegations point~d out that the internationally adopted way ofmeasuring radiation fall-out after a nuclear accident was in decay per second,that is 'Sq'.

"**/ Some delegations suggested that 'Sq' should be used as the standardof measurement for radioactive intensity which was formally adopted by theGeneral COnference on Weights and Measures in 1975.
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"Fourth alternative

"The provisions of paragraph 1 of Scope shall not apply to:

"(i) Nuclear reactors other than those which are stationary on land,

"(ii) Military nuclear facilitieG nf nuclear weapon States.

"Additional specification sugClested to the above specificatio~~/

"The nuclear facilities mentioned in paragraph 2 of Definitions which are
under the safeguards of the Intetnational Atomic Energy Agency are covered by
the pr~visions of this Treaty.

"DEPOS ITARY

"The Depositary shall be

"REGISTER **/ ~/

"First alternative

"1. The Depositary shall maintain a Register of nuclear facilities covered by
the provisions of this Treaty and shall transmit certified copies tnereof to
each State Party to the Treaty.

"Second alternative

"1. The Depositary shall maintain a Register of nuclear faciliti.:!s subject to
the specifications of this Treaty and shall transmit certified copies thereof
to each State Party to the Treaty.

"First alternative

"2. State Parties requesting that nuclear facilities under their jurisdiction
be included in the Registe~ shall for each such fa~ility communicate to the
Depositary the following written information:

"(a) Details on the exact geographical lOC"'3tion of the nuclear .....cility,

"(b) Identification of the type of nuclear facility, i.e. if it is a
reactor, intermediate spent fuel storage, reprocessing plant or waste deposit,

"(c) Detailed specifications as applicable in accordance with
Paragraph ••• (De£inition~ and Paragraph ••• (Criteria) of this Treaty.

"Y This refers either to the first, second or third alternative of
Criteria. A view was expressed that the first, second or third alternative
should become paragraph 1 of Criteria and this additional specification should
become paragraph 2.

"**/ Some delegations opposed the idea of limiting the scope of the Treaty
to nuclear facilities included in a Register.

"~/ Other delegations maintained that nuclear facilities covered by the
provisions of this Treaty should be included in a Register.
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become paragraph 2.

"**/ Some delegations opposed the idea of limiting the scope of the Treaty
to nuclear facilities included in a Register.

"~/ Other delegations maintained that nuclear facilities covered by the
provisions of this Treaty should be included in a Register.
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ftSecond alternative

ft2. State Parties requesting that nuclear facilities under their jurisdictionbe included in the Register shall for each such facility ccmmunicate to theDepositary the following written informat ion a

R(a) Details on the exact geographical location of the nuclear facility,

R(b) Identification of the type of nuclear facility, i.e. if it is areactor, intermediate spent fuel storage, reprocessing plant or waste deposit.

"Third alternative

"2. State Parties requesting that nuclear faciJ.iti'ils under their jurisdictiGlnbe included in the Register shall for each such facility communicate to theDepositary the following written information:

"(a) Details 011 the exact geographical location of the nuclear facility,

R(b) Identification of the type of nuclear facility, i.e. if it is anuclear reactor, enrichment plant, reprocessing plant, other nuclear fuelcycle facility, radioactive waste management facility or facility for thestorage of nuclear fuels or radioactive wastes.

"First alternative

-3. Upon receipt of a request for an inclusion in the Register, theDepositary shall without delay initiate procedures to confirm that theinformation contained in the request is correct:

It (a) Through, to the extent possible, documentation from the IAEA; and/or

.. (b) Through other means, including mission to the facility, whennecessary.

-4. Fbr the purpose of carrying out the procedures in paragraph 3 (a) abovethe Depositary may, as it deems necessary, enter into agreement with the IAEA•

"5. Fbr the purpose of carrying out the procedures in paragraph 3 Cb) abovethe Depositary shall, with the co-operation of State Parties to the Treaty,compile and maintain a list of qualified experts, whose services could be,madeavailable to undertake such missions.

-6. The Depositary shall include the facility in the Register as well asrelevant details about tha facility concerned, as soon as the informationgiven in the request has been substantiated, and shall immediately notifyState Parties to the Treaty of any new inclusion in the Register.

"7. State Parties having nuclear facilities under their jurisdiction includedin the Register shall immediately inform the Depositary of any change that ~y,occur concerning the information given in the raquest.

"8. The costs for implementing these procedures shall be borne by the
reque~ting State.
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R(b) Identification of the type of nuclear facility, i.e. if it is anuclear reactor, enrichment plant, reprocessing plant, other nuclear fuelcycle facility, radioactive waste management facility or facility for thestorage of nuclear fuels or radioactive wastes.

"First alternative

-3. Upon receipt of a request for an inclusion in the Register, theDepositary shall without delay initiate procedures to confirm that theinformation contained in the request is correct:

It (a) Through, to the extent possible, documentation from the IAEA; and/or

.. (b) Through other means, including mission to the facility, whennecessary.

-4. Fbr the purpose of carrying out the procedures in paragraph 3 (a) abovethe Depositary may, as it deems necessary, enter into agreement with the IAEA•

"5. Fbr the purpose of carrying out the procedures in paragraph 3 Cb) abovethe Depositary shall, with the co-operation of State Parties to the Treaty,compile and maintain a list of qualified experts, whose services could be,madeavailable to undertake such missions.

-6. The Depositary shall include the facility in the Register as well asrelevant details about tha facility concerned, as soon as the informationgiven in the request has been substantiated, and shall immediately notifyState Parties to the Treaty of any new inclusion in the Register.

"7. State Parties having nuclear facilities under their jurisdiction includedin the Register shall immediately inform the Depositary of any change that ~y,occur concerning the information given in the raquest.

"8. The costs for implementing these procedures shall be borne by the
reque~ting State.
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~Second alternative

"3. Upon reoeipt of a request for an inolusion in the Register, theDepositary shall oommunicate it to all State ~arties.

"4. The Depositary shall include the facility in the Register as well asrelevant details about the facility oonoerned, as soon as the informationgiven in the request has been substantiated, and shall immediately notifyState Parties to the Treaty of any new inolusion in the Register.

"5. State Parties having nuolear facilities under their jurisdictior. inoludedin the Register shall immediately inform the Depositary of any change that mayoccur o~ncerning the information given in the request.

"6. The costs for impl~menting these procedures shall be borne by therequesting State.

"SPECIAL MARKING -:./ ~/

"Paragraph 1

"First alternative

"Nuclear facilities which are included in the Register should bearSpecial Marking.

"Second alternative

-Any nuclear facility covered under Paragraph ••• (Definition) andParagraph ••• (Criteria) of this Treaty should bear Special Marking.

"First alternativei I

"~ State party may request the Depositary to mark its nuclear facilities
ref~rred ~o in paragraph 1 with the Special Marking.

"~~alternative

"A State party may mark its nuclear facilities referred to in paragraph 1with the Special Marking upon the consent of the Depositary.

·~alternative

"A State party may mark its nuclear facilities referred to in paragraph 1with the Special Marking upon the consent of other State Parties.

"./ Some delegations opposed the idea of limiting the scope of the Treatyto nuclear facilities having Special Marking"

"**/ Other delegations maintained that nuclear facilities covered by theprovisions of this Treaty should be included in a Register and might bearSpecial Marking.
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"FOurth alternative

"A State party may mark its nuclear facilities referred to in paragraph 1
with the Special M&rking.

"VERIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MAIN ELEMENTS

"Paragraph 1

"rirst alternative

aA State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary ~/ in case it
believes that any othel: State Party acted in breach of obligations deriving
from the provisions of the Treaty. **/ Such complaint shall include all
relevant information ~nd all possihle evidence supporting the validity of tne
complaint.

"Second al~ernative

"A State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary in case it
believes that any of its nuclear facilities subject to the specificaticns of
this Treaty was attacked by ..mother State Party.

"Third alternative

"A State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary in case it
believes that an attack has been carried out on any nuclear facility on its
territory by any other State Party in breach of obligations deriving from the
provisions of the Treaty. Such a complaint shall be accompanied by all
possible evidence and other relevant information supporting the validity of
the complaint.

"Paragraph 2

"First alternative

"Within ••• days of the receipt of a complaint from any State Party the
Depositary may initiate an investigation of the alleged attack including
arrangaments for a fact-finding mission on or at the site, if possible, co
ascertain the facts ***/ relevant to the complaint. The fact-finding panel.
shall transmit to the-Depositary the summary of its findings of fact. ****/

"~/ A view was expressed that procedures othar than the one th~ough the
Depositary should also be considered.

"**; It was suggested to add after 'Treaty' the words 'related to its
scope' •

"***/ A view was expressed that the task of the fact-finding mission would
rat~ be to evaluate the damage caused to the facility.

"~/ A view was expressed that a fact-finding mission will have to be
carried out not on a routine basis but only if requested by the State Party
concerned.
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"A State party may mark its nuclear facilities referred to in paragraph 1
with the Special M&rking.
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aA State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary ~/ in case it
believes that any othel: State Party acted in breach of obligations deriving
from the provisions of the Treaty. **/ Such complaint shall include all
relevant information ~nd all possihle evidence supporting the validity of tne
complaint.

"Second al~ernative

"A State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary in case it
believes that any of its nuclear facilities subject to the specificaticns of
this Treaty was attacked by ..mother State Party.

"Third alternative

"A State party may lodge a complaint with the Depositary in case it
believes that an attack has been carried out on any nuclear facility on its
territory by any other State Party in breach of obligations deriving from the
provisions of the Treaty. Such a complaint shall be accompanied by all
possible evidence and other relevant information supporting the validity of
the complaint.

"Paragraph 2

"First alternative

"Within ••• days of the receipt of a complaint from any State Party the
Depositary may initiate an investigation of the alleged attack including
arrangaments for a fact-finding mission on or at the site, if possible, co
ascertain the facts ***/ relevant to the complaint. The fact-finding panel.
shall transmit to the-Depositary the summary of its findings of fact. ****/

"~/ A view was expressed that procedures othar than the one th~ough the
Depositary should also be considered.

"**; It was suggested to add after 'Treaty' the words 'related to its
scope' •

"***/ A view was expressed that the task of the fact-finding mission would
rat~ be to evaluate the damage caused to the facility.

"~/ A view was expressed that a fact-finding mission will have to be
carried out not on a routine basis but only if requested by the State Party
concerned.
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"Paragraph 3

ft-finding mission the DepOsitary shallof carrying out a ac . l't' 1 od
alified experts, selected on as wide a po 1 lca a

qu .bl.... whose services may be available to undertakeas POSSl "" ,

"Paragraph 4

"States Parties undertake to co-operate in carrying out the investigation
which the Depositary may initiate on a complaint received from any State
Party. The Depositary shall inform the State Parties of the results of the
investigation.

"Paragraph 5

"First alternative

"The Depositary shall convene the Conference of States Parties to
consider the report on the results of the investigation. ~/

"Second alternative

"The Depositary shall submit to States Parties a report on the results of
the investigation carried out by him, including the findings of the
fact-finding mission, and shall convene a conference of States Parties to
consider the report and adopt such measu~es as may be appropriate.

"Paragraph 6

"Relationship of IAEA safeguards to verification and compliance

"First alternative

"The continuing application of lAEA safeguards at a nuclear facility will
form an essential part of the arrangements to verify that the facility is a
peaceful nUclear facility within the meaning of the Treaty. ~/ ~/

":../ A view was expressed that the Conference of States Par ties should
consider taking concrete measures on the basis of the report.

":::'1 It was stated that the appl ication. of lAEA safeguards was irrelevant
to the objectives of this Treaty and that if anyway addressed, the issue
belonged under the provisions for inclusion in the Register.

"~/ The view was expressed that the application of lAEA safeguards could
not verify that a nUClear facility was a peaceful one but rather that nuclear
material remained in peacefUl use.
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"Second e,:,: er-native- -_ .."~

"The application .of !AEA safeguards to a nuclear facility ,shall be of no
relevance to the verification of compliance with obligations assumed by States
parties under this Treaty.

"Third alternativE!

"The determination that a facility ;"S and remains a peaceful nuclear
facility within the meaning of the Trea~y shall be nade by the application of
IAEA safeguards. :'1 ~I

"Para:ilraph 7

"Assistance

"States Parties undertake to provide or support assistance to ..ny State
Party harmed as a r.esult of the violation of the Treaty. ~I

"Paragraph ,8

"Relationship to other tr~aties

"Provisions of this Treaty are wi thout prejudice to the obligations of,
States Parties undertaken in other international instruments relevant to the
subject of this Treaty.

94. After the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament, the Conference continued to deal with the question of new types
of weapons of mass destruction alld new systems of such weapons, in its plenary
and informal meetings. In particular, during the second part of its
1982 session, the Conference held two informal meetings, under the agenda
item, with tbe participation of experts from some Member ,States, with ,a view
to examining proposals and suggestions pertaining to that issue.

95. At various stages of its work the Conference has received a number of
proposals from members of the Socialist Group regarding the agenda item, which
included the. establishment of an ad hoc group of qualified governmental
experts to elaborate a draft general agreement on the issue as well as
separate agreements banning particular weapons of mass destruction,
declarations by the permanent members of the Security Council and other

"·1 It was stated that the application ·of !AEA safeguards was irrelevant
to the objectives of this Treaty and that if anyway addressed. the issue
belonged under the provisions for inclusion in the Register.

"**1 The view was expressed that 'the application of lAEA safeguards could
not verify that a nUQlear facility was a peaceful one but rather that nuclear
material remained in peaceful use.

"***1' A view was expressed that the,obligation of States Parties to provide
asoistance was limited to thecradiological damage ca~sed by an attack.
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militarily significant Sta~es containing pledges not to develop any suchweapons, pledges by all States members of the conference on Dissrmament,either in a joint declaration or in unilateral declarations, to etartnegotiations immediately on the prohibition of any new type of W&apon of massdestruction once it has been identified, accompanied by a simultaneousIlIOratorium on practical development of such a weapon, and the setting upwithin or outside the framework of the COnference of a group of qualifiedexperts entrusted with the task of detecting and identifying new types ofweapons of mass destruction, and a ban on development of non-nuclear-weaponabased on new physical principles whose destructive capacity is close to thatof nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction. Some of theseproposals have been supported by members of the Group of 21.

96. It has been generally ~ecognized that it would be a most seriousdevelopment and a great danger to international peace and security ii; llny newkind of weapon of mass destruction were invented or deployed. Westerndelegations stated that, as no new types of such weapons had been identifiedsince existing types of weapons of mass destruction had been categorizedin 1948 as nuclear, lethal chemical, biological and radiological, nor wastheir existence imminent, the practice followed in the past of holdinginformal meetings of the Conference from time to time, with the participationof experts as appropriate, would be the mest practical way of enabling theConference to deal with this question. These delegations also did not believethat it would be appropriate to negotiate a comprehensive agreement on ahypothetical SUbject. Such an agreement could be neither specific in scopenor susceptible of verification and therefore could not command internationalconfidence.

H. Oomprahensive progral'll1le of disarmament

97. The item on the agenda ~ntitled "comprehensive programme of disarmament"has been considered sin~e 1982 mainly in a subsidiary bOdy of the COnference.The report of the Ad Hoc COmmittee referred to in the followlng paragraphcontains a description of the work of that subsidiary bOdy.

98. At its 462nd plenary meeting on 20 April 1988, the Conference adopted thereport of the Ad Bee Committee re-established by the Conference under theagenda item at its 436th plenary meeting. That report (00/832), which wasprepared for its submission to the third special session of theGeneral Assembl.y devoted to disarmament, is an integral part of this specialreport and reads as follows:

"I. INTRODUCTION

"I. FOllowing the second special session of the General Assembly devoted todisarmament, the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Comprehensive Programme ofDisarmament was re-established to continue negotiations on the s~bject with aview to submitting a revised draft of the Progr&mme to the General Assembly atits thirty-eighth session, taking into account the views expressed and theprogress achieved On the subject at the second special session of theGeneral Assembly dev?ted to disarmament. The subsidiary body was againre-established at the lS84 session, and renamed 'Ad Hoc Committee', to renew,as soon as the circumstances were propitious for that purpose, the work on theelaboration of the ComprehQnsive Programme of Disarmament with a view to the
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96. It has been generally ~ecognized that it would be a most seriousdevelopment and a great danger to international peace and security ii; llny newkind of weapon of mass destruction were invented or deployed. Westerndelegations stated that, as no new types of such weapons had been identifiedsince existing types of weapons of mass destruction had been categorizedin 1948 as nuclear, lethal chemical, biological and radiological, nor wastheir existence imminent, the practice followed in the past of holdinginformal meetings of the Conference from time to time, with the participationof experts as appropriate, would be the mest practical way of enabling theConference to deal with this question. These delegations also did not believethat it would be appropriate to negotiate a comprehensive agreement on ahypothetical SUbject. Such an agreement could be neither specific in scopenor susceptible of verification and therefore could not command internationalconfidence.

H. Oomprahensive progral'll1le of disarmament

97. The item on the agenda ~ntitled "comprehensive programme of disarmament"has been considered sin~e 1982 mainly in a subsidiary bOdy of the COnference.The report of the Ad Hoc COmmittee referred to in the followlng paragraphcontains a description of the work of that subsidiary bOdy.

98. At its 462nd plenary meeting on 20 April 1988, the Conference adopted thereport of the Ad Bee Committee re-established by the Conference under theagenda item at its 436th plenary meeting. That report (00/832), which wasprepared for its submission to the third special session of theGeneral Assembl.y devoted to disarmament, is an integral part of this specialreport and reads as follows:

"I. INTRODUCTION

"I. FOllowing the second special session of the General Assembly devoted todisarmament, the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Comprehensive Programme ofDisarmament was re-established to continue negotiations on the s~bject with aview to submitting a revised draft of the Progr&mme to the General Assembly atits thirty-eighth session, taking into account the views expressed and theprogress achieved On the subject at the second special session of theGeneral Assembly dev?ted to disarmament. The subsidiary body was againre-established at the lS84 session, and renamed 'Ad Hoc Committee', to renew,as soon as the circumstances were propitious for that purpose, the work on theelaboration of the ComprehQnsive Programme of Disarmament with a view to the
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sUbmission to the General Assembly of a complete draft of such a Programme,
not later than at its forty-first session. In accordance with the Ooilllllittee's
mandate, the results of its work, as contained in the annex to its 1987 report
(CO/7S3), were SUbmitted to the General ~sembly at its forty-first session.
In that report, the committee, noting that areas of disagreement remained with
respect to various aspecte of the Programme and, bearing in mind that the
preparatory committee for the Third Special Session of the General Assembly
Devoted to Disarmament had recommended the inclusion in the agenda of the
third special session of an item entitled 'Considerati~ and adoption of the
comprehensive Programme of Disarmament', recommended to the Conference on
Disarmament that the Committee be re-established at the outset of the
1988 session with a view to resolving outst~nding issues and concluding
negotiations on the Programme in time for its submission to the
third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. The
conference agreed to that recommendation (CO/787, para. 91) and r~-established

the Ad Hoc Committee at its 436th plenary meeting, on 2 February 1988, wit~ a
view to resolving outstanding issues and concluding negotiations on the
programme in time for its submission to the General Assembly at its
third special session devoted to disarmament.

nu. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND DOCtMENTATION

"2. During the period covered by this report, Ambassador Alfonso Garcia Robles
(Mexico), was Chairman of the M Hoc Committee. Ms. Aida Ll.I.isa Levin, Senior
Political Affairs Officer, United Nations Dep.3rtment of Disarmament Affairs,
served as the Committee's Secretary.

"3. During this period, the M Hoc Committee held a total of 100 meetings.

"4. At various stages of the work, representatives of the following States
not members of the Confer~nce participated in the meetings of the M Hoc
committeei Austria, Bangladesh, Burundi, cameroon, Colombia,
Democratic Yemen, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, Senegal, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey and Zimbabwe.

"s. In addition to the documents submitted by member States in the course of
the 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 and 1987 sessions, !/ the Ad Hoc Committee had
before it at the 1988 session a proposal submitted by the United Kingdom for
inclusion in the Section 'Other Measures' of chapter Vof the draft
Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament (CO/CPDjt·JP. 90) •

"lII. SUBSTANTIVE WORK DURING 1983-1988

"6. In 1983, the Ad Hoc Working Group, in accordance with its mandate, took
as th~ basis of its work the texts that resulted from the negotiations on the
Comprehensive Programme on Disarmament at the second special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disarmament (A/S-12/32, Annex I). Contact groups

1/ The list of documents may be found in the releva~t reports of the
Ad Hoc Working Group and of the Ad Hoc Committee, which are an integral part
of the annual reports of the committee on Disarmament and of the Conference on
Disarmament to the United Nations General Assembly (CD/335, CO/421, CD/540,
CD/642 and CD/732 and Md.l).
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were established to deal with the various chapters of the Programme. Theresults of the work were reflected in the annex to the 1983 report, with theunderstanding that delegations could not take final positions until agreementwas reached on outstanding points of difficulty and until the document wascomplete. As indicated in the annex, the text of some' paragraphs remain~dpending and there were differences of view regarding the appropriateness ofincluding certain paragraDhs and the desire to add further paragraphs. Inaddition, in the time available to it, the Working Group was no~ able toconsider certain questions.

"7. As noted above (para. 1), under the terms of its mandate in 1984, theAd Hoc COmmittee was called upon to renew the work on the elaboration of theCOmprehensive Progranme of Disarmament as soon .... s the circumstances werepropitious for that purpose. At the ·1984 session, it was ag~eed that ,thecircumstances were not conducive to making progress towards the resolution ofoutstanding issues ~nd that, therefore, it would not be fruitful to pursue theelaboration of the programme at that session.

"8. In 1985, the Ad Hoc Committee resumed th~ task of the elaboration of theComprehensive Programme of Disarmament, taking as the basis of its work thetext annexed to the lS83 report of the previous Ad Hoc Working Group. At thatand subsequent sessions, the Committee concentrated its work on th~ resolutionof various outstanding issues. At each session, contact groups were'established and consultations were held among interested delegations with aview to resolving existing differences. In addition, at various stages.cOi1sultations and informal meetings were held under the guidanc~ of theChairman. In ~~e course of the work new proposals were submitted. Additionalpoints of disagreement also arose wi th respect to existing texts.

"9. Intensive efforts were made with a view to completing the elaboration ofthe Programme-and SUbmitting a draft thereof to the General Assembly at its'third special session devoted to disarmame~t. In some-cases it was possibleto Leach agreement on the text of the relevant paragraphs and in othersconsiderable progress was made towards harmonizing positions. However, asreflected in the annex to this report, points of difference remained on anumber of issues.

"IV. CONCLUS ION

"10. In accordance with its mandate, the Ad Hoc COmmittee agreed to submit tothe Conference on Disarmament the results of its work on the elaboration ofthe Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, as contained in the annex to thisreport, for submission to the General Assembly at its third special sessiondevoted to disarmament. It was understood that delegat.ions could not ~akefinal positions until agreement was reached on ou-tstanding points ofdifficulty and until the document was complete.
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"(Draft Comprehensive Programme of Disarmall1ent]

"(Texts for the Comprehensive Prmamme of Disarmament]

"l. Introduction

"1. The States Members of the United Nations reaffirm that the ultimate goal
of a comprehensive prog~amme of disarmament is general and compl~te

disarmament under effective international control. Progress towards this. goal
requires the implementation of measures to halt and reverse the arms race and
clear the path towards lasting peace •. Negotiations on the entire range of
those issues should be based on ~he strict obsE;!rvance of the pu;poses and
principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, with full
recognition of the role of the United Nations in the field. of disarmament: and.
reflecting the vi tal interest of all peoples of the, world .in; this sphere.

"2. In paragraph 109 ,of the Final Document of the first special session ~f

the General Assembly devoted to disarwAment, the committee on Disarma~nt 
now the Conference on Disarmament - was requested to ('] undertake the
elaboration of a comprehensive programme of disarmament enco~passing all
measures thought to be advisable in order to ensure that the goal. of general
and complete disarmament under ef.fective interna,tional control becomes a
reality in a world in which international peace and security prevail (and in
which the new international economic order is strengthened and consolidated'].
In the same paragraph of the Final Document it was also stated tha~: 'The
comprehensive programne should contain appropriate procedures for ensuring
that the General Assemblt is kept fully informed of the progress. of the
negotiations including an appraisal of the situation when appropriate and, in
particular, a continuing review of the implementation of the programme'.

"3. The Conference on Disarmament has elaborated and adopted by' consensus
this draft comprehensive programme of disarmament for its presentation to
the ••• session of the United Nations General Assembly. In addition to th~

present introduceion, the programme comprises five chapters, the titles of
which are the following: 'Objectives', 'Principles', 'Priorities', 'Measures
and stages.of implementation', and 'MaChinery and procedures'. ~I

"4. The Programne is adopted by consensus by the United Nations
General Assembly. Through tre adoption of the Progra~~e all Member Stat~~ of
the united Nations express their willingness to make every effort possible
toward the realization as soon as possible of general and complete disarmament
under effective international control.

II~I The final text of this paragraph will be determined when the .
Conference on Disarmament adopts the Programme. ..,
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nII. Objectives

nl. The immediate objectives of tho Comprehensive Programme of Disarmamentshould be to eliminate the danger of war, [in particular nuclear war. theprevention of which remains the most acute and urgent task of the presentday,) [inter alia, nuclear war,) to implement measures to halt and reverse thearms race, [in particular the nuclear arms race,) and to clear the pathtowards lasting peace. !b this end the programme will also aim:

~ maintain and further the momentum gene~ated by the first specialseasion of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament,

~ initiate or engage in further negotiations, to expedite the halting ofthe arms race in all its aspects, [in particular the nuclear arms race,)

~ consolidate and develop the results reflected in agreements andtreaties achieved so far, relevant to the problems of disarmament,

~ open and accelerate the process of genuine disa~mament on aninternationally agreed basis.

~2. The ultimate objective of the comprehensive Programme is to ensure thatgeneral and complete dis4rmament und~r effective international control becomesa reality in a world in which international peace and security prevail [and inwhich the New International Economic Order is fully achieved).

n3. Throughout the implementation of the Programme towards th~ progressivereduction and final elimination of armaments and armed forces, the followingobjectives should be pursued:

~ strengthen international peace and secur i ty, as well as the seCUr i tyof individual States, in accordance with the Charter of theunited Nations,

~ contribute to the safeguarding of the sovereignty and independence ofall States,

~ make, through the inplementation of the programme, an effectivecontribution to the establishment of conditions favourable to theeconomic and social development of States, in particular developingStates,

~ increaae international confidence and relaxation of internationaltension, ,

~ establiSh international relations based on peaceful coexistence andtrust between all States, and to develop broad international co-operationand understanding with a view to promoting conditions favourable to theimplementation of the Programme,

~ promote further public understanding and support for the efforts tohalt the arms race and achieve disarmament, through accurate, balanced,factual and objective information and education in all regions of theworld.
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"[1. [The United Nations Charter together with the Final Document of the First
special Session of the General Asse~~ly on Disarmament embodies the basic
philosophy for achieving general and complete disarmament.]

"2. IThe objective of security, which is an inseparable element of peace, has
always been one of the most profound aspirations of humanity. Yet today the
accumulation of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons which alone are
sufficient to destroy all life on earth, constitutes much more a threat than a
protection for the future of mankind and, far from helping to strengthen
international security, on the contrary weakens it. Ther.efore, it is
ess~ntial to halt and reverse the nuclear arms race in all its aspects in
order to avert the Janger of war involving nuclear weapons. ~

"3. All States Members of the United Nations reaffirm their full cornmitffiQnt
to the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations and their obligation
strictly to observe its principles as well as other relevant and generally
accepted principles of international law relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security. [They stress the special importance of
refraining from the threat or use of force against the sove~eignty,

territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or against
peoples under colonial or foreign domination seeking to exercise their right
to self-determination and to achieve independence, non-acquisition and
non-annexation of territories by force and non-recognition of such acquisition
or annexation, non-intervention and non-interference in the internal affairs
of other States, the inviolability of international frontiers, and the
peaceful Bettlement of disputes, having regard to the inherent right of States
to individual and COllective self-defence in accordance with the Charter.]

"4. In order to create favourable conditions for success in the disarmament
process, all States should strictly abide by the provisions of the Charter of
the united Nations, refrain from actions which might adversely affect efforts
in the field of disarmament, and display a constructive approach to
negotiations and the political will to reach agreements.

os. [Enduring international peace and security cannot be built on the
accumulation of weaponry by military alliances or be sustained by a precarious
balance of deterrence or doctrines of strategic superiority. Genuine and
lasting peace can only be created through the effectiv~ implementation of the
security system provided for in the Charter of the United Nations and the
speedy and substantial reduction of arms and armed forces, by international
agreement and mutual example, leading ultimately to general and complete
disarmament under effective international control. At the same time, the
causes of the arms race and threats to peace must be reduced and to this end
effective action should be taken to eliminate tensions and settle disputes by
peacefUl means.]

"6. [The arms race, particularly in its nuclear aspect, runs counter to
efforts to achieve further relaxation of international tension, to establish
international relations based on peaceful coexistence and trust between all
States, and to develop broad international co-operation and understanding.
The arms race impedes the realization of the p"rposes, and is incompatible
with the principles, of the Charter of the Uni ~ Nations, especially respect
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strictly to observe its principles as well as other relevant and generally
accepted principles of international law relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security. [They stress the special importance of
refraining from the threat or use of force against the sove~eignty,

territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or against
peoples under colonial or foreign domination seeking to exercise their right
to self-determination and to achieve independence, non-acquisition and
non-annexation of territories by force and non-recognition of such acquisition
or annexation, non-intervention and non-interference in the internal affairs
of other States, the inviolability of international frontiers, and the
peaceful Bettlement of disputes, having regard to the inherent right of States
to individual and COllective self-defence in accordance with the Charter.]

"4. In order to create favourable conditions for success in the disarmament
process, all States should strictly abide by the provisions of the Charter of
the united Nations, refrain from actions which might adversely affect efforts
in the field of disarmament, and display a constructive approach to
negotiations and the political will to reach agreements.

os. [Enduring international peace and security cannot be built on the
accumulation of weaponry by military alliances or be sustained by a precarious
balance of deterrence or doctrines of strategic superiority. Genuine and
lasting peace can only be created through the effectiv~ implementation of the
security system provided for in the Charter of the United Nations and the
speedy and substantial reduction of arms and armed forces, by international
agreement and mutual example, leading ultimately to general and complete
disarmament under effective international control. At the same time, the
causes of the arms race and threats to peace must be reduced and to this end
effective action should be taken to eliminate tensions and settle disputes by
peacefUl means.]

"6. [The arms race, particularly in its nuclear aspect, runs counter to
efforts to achieve further relaxation of international tension, to establish
international relations based on peaceful coexistence and trust between all
States, and to develop broad international co-operation and understanding.
The arms race impedes the realization of the p"rposes, and is incompatible
with the principles, of the Charter of the Uni ~ Nations, especially respect
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for .O¥er.ignty~ refraining fzom the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence ot any State, the peaceful
.ettlement of disputes and non-i~tervention and non-interference in the
internal affairs of State.. On the other hand, progress on detente and
progress on disarmament mutually complement and strengthen each other.]

-,. Di.ar....nt, relaxation of international tension, respect for the right
to .elf-determination and national independence, the peaceful settlement of
disputes in accordance wi th the Char ter of the United Nations and the
.trengthening of international peace and security are directly related tc each
other. Progress in any of these sphens has a beneficial effect on all of
them, in turn, failure in one sphere has negative effects on others.

-S. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institution. for maintaining peace and the settlement of international
di.putes by peaceful means.

-9. (The Member. of the United Nations are fully aware of the conviction of
their peoplea that the question of general and complete disarmament is of
utJlll).t iqlOrtance and that peace, security and economic and social development
are indivisible, and they have therefore recognized that the cor~esponding .
obligations and responsibilities are universal.]

-10. All the peoples of the world have a vital intere~t in the success of
dieM_Mnt negotiations. COnsequently, all States halve the duty to
contribute to efforts in the field of disarmament. All StateB have the right
to participote in disarmament negotiations. They have the right to
partieip&te on an equal focting in those multilateral disarmament negotiations
wbich have a direct bearing on their national security.

-11. (In a world of finite resources, there is a close relationship between
expenditure on "tmaments and economic ancl social development. The
continuation of the arms race is detrimental to and incompatible with the
implementation of the new international economic order based on justice,
equity and co-operation. COnsequently, there is a close relationship between
disarmament and development. Progress in the former would help greatly in the
realization of the latter and resources released as a result of the
implementation of disarmament measures should be devoted to the economic and
.ocial development of a~l nations and contribute to the bridging of the
economic gap between developed and developing countr ies.]

-12. [Disarmament and arms limitation, particularly in the nuclear field, are
easential for ~he prev_ntion of the danger of nuclear war ane the
.trengtb~ning of international peace and security and for the economic and
.ocial advancement of all peoples, thus facilitating the achievement of the
new international economic order.]

-13. (Nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger to mankind and to the survival
of civilization.]

-14. (Mindful of the danger posed to all mankind by an arms race in outer
.pace that could undermine international peace and security and retard the
purauit of general and complete disarmament, all States should ref~ain in
their activities relating to outer space from actions contrary to the
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disputes in accordance wi th the Char ter of the United Nations and the
.trengthening of international peace and security are directly related tc each
other. Progress in any of these sphens has a beneficial effect on all of
them, in turn, failure in one sphere has negative effects on others.

-S. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institution. for maintaining peace and the settlement of international
di.putes by peaceful means.

-9. (The Member. of the United Nations are fully aware of the conviction of
their peoplea that the question of general and complete disarmament is of
utJlll).t iqlOrtance and that peace, security and economic and social development
are indivisible, and they have therefore recognized that the cor~esponding .
obligations and responsibilities are universal.]

-10. All the peoples of the world have a vital intere~t in the success of
dieM_Mnt negotiations. COnsequently, all States halve the duty to
contribute to efforts in the field of disarmament. All StateB have the right
to participote in disarmament negotiations. They have the right to
partieip&te on an equal focting in those multilateral disarmament negotiations
wbich have a direct bearing on their national security.

-11. (In a world of finite resources, there is a close relationship between
expenditure on "tmaments and economic ancl social development. The
continuation of the arms race is detrimental to and incompatible with the
implementation of the new international economic order based on justice,
equity and co-operation. COnsequently, there is a close relationship between
disarmament and development. Progress in the former would help greatly in the
realization of the latter and resources released as a result of the
implementation of disarmament measures should be devoted to the economic and
.ocial development of a~l nations and contribute to the bridging of the
economic gap between developed and developing countr ies.]

-12. [Disarmament and arms limitation, particularly in the nuclear field, are
easential for ~he prev_ntion of the danger of nuclear war ane the
.trengtb~ning of international peace and security and for the economic and
.ocial advancement of all peoples, thus facilitating the achievement of the
new international economic order.]

-13. (Nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger to mankind and to the survival
of civilization.]

-14. (Mindful of the danger posed to all mankind by an arms race in outer
.pace that could undermine international peace and security and retard the
purauit of general and complete disarmament, all States should ref~ain in
their activities relating to outer space from actions contrary to the
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observance of the relevant existing treaties or to the objective of preventing
an arms race in outer space, thus securing that it shall not become a new
arena for an arms race.)

"15. The adoption of disarmament measures should take place in such an
equitable and balanced manner as to ensure the right of each State to security
and to ensure that no individual State or group of States may obtain
advantages over others at any stag~. At each stage the objective should be
undiminishe~ security at the lowest possible level of armaments and military
forces.

"16. (In accordance with the Charte~,) the United Nations has a central role
and (a) primary responsibility in the sphere of disarmament. In order
effectively to discharge this role and facilitate and encourage all measures
in this field, the united Nations should be kept appropriately informed of all
steps in this field, whether unilateral, bilateral, regional or mUltilateral,
without prejudice to the progress of ne~otiation.

"17. While disarmament is the responsibility of all States, all the
nuclear-weapon States have the primary responsibility for nuclear disarmament
and, together with other militarily significant States, for halting and
reversing the ar~~ race.

"18. In the task of achieving the goals of nuclear disarmament, all the
lluclear-weapon States, in partiCUlar those among them which possess the most
important nuclear arsenals, bear a special responsibility.

"19. An acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations for
nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States should be strictly observed.

"20. Negotiations on partial measures of disarmament should be conducted
concurrently with negotiations on more comprehensive measures and should be
followed by negotiations leading to a treaty on general and complete
disarmament under effective international control.

"21. (Qualitative and quantitative disarmament measures ar.e both important for
halting the arms race. Efforts to that end must include negotiations on the
limitation and cessation of the qualitative improvement of armaments,
especially weapons of mass destruction and th~ development of new means of
warfare eo that ultimately scientific and te(.'~,.ological achievf:ments may be
used solely for peaceful purposes. )

n~2. Disarmament and arms liroi tation agreements should provide for adequate
measures of verification satisfactory to all parties concerned in order to
create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are being observed by all
parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be provided for in
any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined by the purposes,
scope and nature of the agreement. (Every effort should be made to develop
appropriate methods and procedures which are non-discriminatory and which do

~not unduly interfere with the internal affairs of other States or 1eopardize
their economic and soci.al development or prejudice their security. )
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observance of the relevant existing treaties or to the objective of preventing
an arms race in outer space, thus securing that it shall not become a new
arena for an arms race.)

"15. The adoption of disarmament measures should take place in such an
equitable and balanced manner as to ensure the right of each State to security
and to ensure that no individual State or group of States may obtain
advantages over others at any stag~. At each stage the objective should be
undiminishe~ security at the lowest possible level of armaments and military
forces.

"16. (In accordance with the Charte~,) the United Nations has a central role
and (a) primary responsibility in the sphere of disarmament. In order
effectively to discharge this role and facilitate and encourage all measures
in this field, the united Nations should be kept appropriately informed of all
steps in this field, whether unilateral, bilateral, regional or mUltilateral,
without prejudice to the progress of ne~otiation.

"17. While disarmament is the responsibility of all States, all the
nuclear-weapon States have the primary responsibility for nuclear disarmament
and, together with other militarily significant States, for halting and
reversing the ar~~ race.

"18. In the task of achieving the goals of nuclear disarmament, all the
lluclear-weapon States, in partiCUlar those among them which possess the most
important nuclear arsenals, bear a special responsibility.

"19. An acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations for
nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States should be strictly observed.

"20. Negotiations on partial measures of disarmament should be conducted
concurrently with negotiations on more comprehensive measures and should be
followed by negotiations leading to a treaty on general and complete
disarmament under effective international control.

"21. (Qualitative and quantitative disarmament measures ar.e both important for
halting the arms race. Efforts to that end must include negotiations on the
limitation and cessation of the qualitative improvement of armaments,
especially weapons of mass destruction and th~ development of new means of
warfare eo that ultimately scientific and te(.'~,.ological achievf:ments may be
used solely for peaceful purposes. )

n~2. Disarmament and arms liroi tation agreements should provide for adequate
measures of verification satisfactory to all parties concerned in order to
create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are being observed by all
parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be provided for in
any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined by the purposes,
scope and nature of the agreement. (Every effort should be made to develop
appropriate methods and procedures which are non-discriminatory and which do

~not unduly interfere with the internal affairs of other States or 1eopardize
their economic and soci.al development or prejudice their security. )
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-23. L~iversality of disarmament agreements helps create confidence among
States. When multilateral agreements in the field of disarmament are
negotiated, every effort should be made to ensure that they are universally
acceptable. The full co~~liance of all parties with the provisions contained
in such agreements would contribute to the attainment of that goal.

-24. All States, in particular nuclear-weapon States, should consider various
proposals designed to secure the avoidance of the use of nuclear weapons, and
the prevention of nuclear war. In this context, while noting the declaKations
made by nuclear-weapon States, effective arrangements, as appropriate, to
aSsure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or the threat of use of
nuclear weapons could strengthen the security of thOSG States and
international peace and security.

-25. (The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis of
agreements or arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the zone
concerned and the full compliance with those agreements or arrangements, thus
ensuring that the zones are genuinely fre~ from nuclear weapons, and respect
~r such zones by nuclear-weapon States constitute an important disarmament
measure. J

-26. Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons [, horizontal. vertical and
spatial,) is a matter of universal concern. Measures of disarmament must be
consistent with the inalienable right of all States, without discrimination,
to develop, acqUire and use nuclear technology, equipment and materials for
the peacefUl use of nuclear energy and to determine their peacefUl nuclear
programmes in accordance with their national priorities, needs and interests,
bearing in mind the need to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
International co-operation in the peacefUl uses of nuclear energy should be
conducted under agreed and appropriate international safeguards applied on a
non-discriminatory basis. ~/

-27. Significant progress in nuclear disarmament would be facilitated both by
parallel political or international legal measures to strengthen the security
of States and by progress in the limitation and reduction of armed forces and
conventional armaments of the nuclear-weapon States and other States in the
regions concerned.

-28. 1bgether wi~~ negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, negotiations
should be carried out on the balanced reduction of armed forces and of
conventional armaments, based on the principle of undiminished security of the
parties with a view to promoting or enhancing st~bility at a lower military
lev~l, taking into account the need of all States to protect their security.
These negotiations should be conducted with particular emphasis on armed
forces and conventional weapons of nuclear-weapon States ar~ other militarily
significant countries.

-~/ One delegation reserves its position on the inclusion of the text
following the first sentence in the chapter on principles.
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-23. L~iversality of disarmament agreements helps create confidence among
States. When multilateral agreements in the field of disarmament are
negotiated, every effort should be made to ensure that they are universally
acceptable. The full co~~liance of all parties with the provisions contained
in such agreements would contribute to the attainment of that goal.

-24. All States, in particular nuclear-weapon States, should consider various
proposals designed to secure the avoidance of the use of nuclear weapons, and
the prevention of nuclear war. In this context, while noting the declaKations
made by nuclear-weapon States, effective arrangements, as appropriate, to
aSsure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or the threat of use of
nuclear weapons could strengthen the security of thOSG States and
international peace and security.

-25. (The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis of
agreements or arrangements freely arrived at among the States of the zone
concerned and the full compliance with those agreements or arrangements, thus
ensuring that the zones are genuinely fre~ from nuclear weapons, and respect
~r such zones by nuclear-weapon States constitute an important disarmament
measure. J

-26. Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons [, horizontal. vertical and
spatial,) is a matter of universal concern. Measures of disarmament must be
consistent with the inalienable right of all States, without discrimination,
to develop, acqUire and use nuclear technology, equipment and materials for
the peacefUl use of nuclear energy and to determine their peacefUl nuclear
programmes in accordance with their national priorities, needs and interests,
bearing in mind the need to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
International co-operation in the peacefUl uses of nuclear energy should be
conducted under agreed and appropriate international safeguards applied on a
non-discriminatory basis. ~/

-27. Significant progress in nuclear disarmament would be facilitated both by
parallel political or international legal measures to strengthen the security
of States and by progress in the limitation and reduction of armed forces and
conventional armaments of the nuclear-weapon States and other States in the
regions concerned.

-28. 1bgether wi~~ negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, negotiations
should be carried out on the balanced reduction of armed forces and of
conventional armaments, based on the principle of undiminished security of the
parties with a view to promoting or enhancing st~bility at a lower military
lev~l, taking into account the need of all States to protect their security.
These negotiations should be conducted with particular emphasis on armed
forces and conventional weapons of nuclear-weapon States ar~ other militarily
significant countries.

-~/ One delegation reserves its position on the inclusion of the text
following the first sentence in the chapter on principles.
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"29. COllateral measures in both the nuclear and conventional fields, together
with other measures specifically designed to build confidence, should be
undertaken in order to contribute to the creation of favourable conditions for
the adoption of additional disarmament measures and to further the relaxation
of international tension.

"30. As security and stability should be assured in all regions taking into
account the specific needs and requirements of their respective situations,
bilateral and regional disarmament negotiations may also play an important
role and could facilitate negotiations of mUltilateral agreements in the field
of disarmament.

"31. Agreements or other measures should be resolutely pursued on a bilateral,
regional and multilateral basis with the aim of strengthening peace and
security at a lower level of forces, by the limitation and reduction of armed
forces and of conventional weapons, taking into account the need of States to
protect their security, bearing in mind the inherent right of self-defence
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations and without prejudice to the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples in accordance wi th
the Charter, and the need to ensure balance at each stage and undiminished
security of all States.

"32. Bilateral, regional and multilateral consultations and conferences should
be held where appropriate conditions exist with the participation of all the
countries concerned for the consideration of different aspects of conventional
disarmament.

"33. Draft multilateral disarmament conventions should be subjected to the
normal procedures applicable in the law of treaties. Those submitted to the
General Assembly for its commendation should be subject to full review by the
Assembly.

"34. (Each fully implement~d arms limitation or disarmament measure helps to
build (the] confidence [needed] [and] to advanae to more significant steps
toward general and complete disarmament measures.]

"35. (Respect for and the effective exercise of human rights and fundamental
freedoms I, especially the right to live in a nuclear-weapon-free,
demilitarized and non-violent world,] are essential factors for international
peace, justice and security.]

"36. (Confidence-building measures, especially when applied in a comprehensive
manner, have a potential to contribute significantly to the enhancement of
peace and security and to promote and facilitate the attainment of disarmament
measures.]

"37. lA better flow of objective information on milL:;,ry capabilities could
help relieve international tension and contribute tc ..~le building of
confidence among States on a global, regional or subregional level and to the
conclusion of concrete disarmament agreements.]]
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"29. COllateral measures in both the nuclear and conventional fields, together
with other measures specifically designed to build confidence, should be
undertaken in order to contribute to the creation of favourable conditions for
the adoption of additional disarmament measures and to further the relaxation
of international tension.

"30. As security and stability should be assured in all regions taking into
account the specific needs and requirements of their respective situations,
bilateral and regional disarmament negotiations may also play an important
role and could facilitate negotiations of mUltilateral agreements in the field
of disarmament.

"31. Agreements or other measures should be resolutely pursued on a bilateral,
regional and multilateral basis with the aim of strengthening peace and
security at a lower level of forces, by the limitation and reduction of armed
forces and of conventional weapons, taking into account the need of States to
protect their security, bearing in mind the inherent right of self-defence
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations and without prejudice to the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples in accordance wi th
the Charter, and the need to ensure balance at each stage and undiminished
security of all States.

"32. Bilateral, regional and multilateral consultations and conferences should
be held where appropriate conditions exist with the participation of all the
countries concerned for the consideration of different aspects of conventional
disarmament.

"33. Draft multilateral disarmament conventions should be subjected to the
normal procedures applicable in the law of treaties. Those submitted to the
General Assembly for its commendation should be subject to full review by the
Assembly.

"34. (Each fully implement~d arms limitation or disarmament measure helps to
build (the] confidence [needed] [and] to advanae to more significant steps
toward general and complete disarmament measures.]

"35. (Respect for and the effective exercise of human rights and fundamental
freedoms I, especially the right to live in a nuclear-weapon-free,
demilitarized and non-violent world,] are essential factors for international
peace, justice and security.]

"36. (Confidence-building measures, especially when applied in a comprehensive
manner, have a potential to contribute significantly to the enhancement of
peace and security and to promote and facilitate the attainment of disarmament
measures.]

"37. lA better flow of objective information on milL:;,ry capabilities could
help relieve international tension and contribute tc ..~le building of
confidence among States on a global, regional or subregional level and to the
conclusion of concrete disarmament agreements.]]
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"[I. [The United Nations as well as generally accepted principles of
international law provide the basic norms required for progress in the field
of disarmament. The process of achieving general and complete disarmament
under effective international control should take duly into account the basic
principles and priorities established by the Final Document of the first
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.)

[The United Nations Charter as well as generally accepted principles of
international law provide norms of conduct for nations required for progress
in the field of disarmament. Only strict observance of these norms can create
conditions necessary for the achievement of the ultimate objective of general
and complete disarmament under effective international control, also reflected
in the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament.]

"2. All States Members of the United Nations should affirm their full
commitment to the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter,
strictly observe its provisions as well as other relevant and generally
accepted principles of international law relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security fincluding the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States)
and refrain from actions which might adversely affect efforts in the field of
disarmament and the process of building confidence and security, displaying a
constructive approach to negotiations and the political will to reach
agreements.

"3. Disarmament, relaxation of international tension, respect for the right
to self-determination and national independence, the peacefUl settlement of
disputes in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the
strengthening of international peace and security are directlY related to each
other. Progress in any of these spheres has a beneficial effect on all of
them, in turn, failure in one sphere has negative effects on others.

"4. Recognizing that security is an inseparable element of peace, that the
arms race is inherently unstable and that enduring peace and security for the
future cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry, all States should
adopt defence policies and military doctrines which could contribute to
reductions in armed forces and armaments to the levels necessary for defence,
to a decrease in military confrontation and to greater confidence and
stability in relations among States. All States should seek to strengthen and
ensure international security through peaceful and mutually beneficial
co-operation and disarmament agreements, which is essential in order to halt
and reverse the arms race and prevent war, in partiCUlar nuclear war.

MS. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institutions for maintaining peace and the settlement of international
disputes by peacefUl means.

"6. All states have the obligation to promote international peace and
security and to contribute to efforts in the field of disarmament. fAll
States have the right to participate in the disarmament process.) All States
have the right to participate on the basis of equality in those multilateral
disarmament negotiations which have a direct bearing on their national
security.
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.. [1. rThe United Nations as well as generally accepted principles of
international law provide the basic norms required for progress in the field
of disarmament. The process of aChieving general and complete disarmament
under effective international control should take duly into account the basic
principles and priorities established by the Final Document of the first
speeial session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.]

[The United Nations Charter as well as generally accepted principles of
international law provide norms of conduct for nations required for progress
in the field of disarmament. Only strict observance of these norms can create
conditions necessary for the achievement of the ultimate objective of general
and complete disarmament under effective international control, also reflected
in the Final DOcument of the first special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament.]

"2. All States Members of the United Nations should affirm their full
commitment to the purposes and principles of the united Nations Charter,
strictly observe its provis ions as well as other relevant and generally
accepted principles of international law relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security rincluding the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly R.elations and Co-operation among States]
and refrain from actions which might adversely affect efforts in the field of
disarmament and the process of building confidence and security, displaying a
constructive approach to negotiations and the political will to reach
agreements.

"3. Disarmament, relaxation of international tension, respect for the right
to self-determination and national independence, the peaceful settlement of
disputes in accordance wi th the Char ter of the United Nations and the
strengthening of international peace and security are directly related to each
other. Progress in any of these spheres has a beneficial effect on all of
them I in turn, failure in one sphere has negative effects on others.

"4. Recognizing that security is an inseparable element of peace, that the
arms race is inherently unstable and that enduring peace and security for the
future cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry, all States should
adopt defence policies and military doctrines which could contribute to
reductions in armed forces and armaments to the levels necessary for defence,
to a decrease in military confrontation and to greater confidence and
stability in relations among States. All States should seek to strengthen and
ensure international security throu9h peacefUl and mutually beneficial
co-operation and disarmament agreements, which is essential in order to halt
and reverse the arms race and prevent war, in particUlar nuclear war.

~s. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institutions for maintaining peace and the settlement of international
disputes by peacefUl means.

86. All states have the obligation to promote international peace and
security and to contribute to efforts in the field of disarmament. fAll
States have the right to participate in the disarmament process.] All States
have the right to participate on the basis of equality in those multilateral
disarmament negotiations whiCh have a direct bearing on their national
security.
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.. [1. rThe United Nations as well as generally accepted principles of
international law provide the basic norms required for progress in the field
of disarmament. The process of aChieving general and complete disarmament
under effective international control should take duly into account the basic
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W7. Progress in the field of disarmament should contribute to the social and
economic development of all nations, particularly developing nations.

as. OUter space shall be the province of all mankind. Its exploration and
use shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all States
and in the interest of maintaining international peace and security and
promoting international co-operation and understanding. All States, in
particular the major space Powers, should contribute actively to the
prevention of an arms race in outer space.

a9. Bearing in mind the right of each State to security, the adoption of
disarmament measur~s should take place in such an equitable and balanced
manner as to enhance the security of each State and to ensure that no
individual State or group of States may obtain advantages over others at any
stage. At each stage the objective should be undiminiShed security at the .
lowest possible level of armaments and military forces.

r,

alOe The thited Nations have a central role and primary ~esponsibility in the
sphere of disarmament and in the promotion of international peace and
security. In order effectively to discharge this role and facilitate and
encourage all measures in this field, the United Nations should be kept
appropriately informed of all steps in this field~ whether unilateral,
bilateral, regional or mUltilateral, without prejudice to the progress of
negotiations.

~ll. An acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations for
nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States should be strictly observed. While
disarmament is the responsibility of all States, the nuclear-weapon States, in
particular those among them which possesf the most important nuclear arsenalso
have the primary resp:msibility for nuclear disarmament and, toge':'ber wi th
other militarily significant States, for halting and reve~sing th~ arms race.

a12. Qualitative as well as quantitative aspects must be taken into account in
disarmament and arms limitation agreements in order to promote international
peace and security ~nd to ensure [that improvement in armaments does not
undermine the validity and viability ef agreements and) that ultimately
scientific and tecbnological developments be used for peacefUl purposes.

w13. Disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for effective
measures of verification in order to create necessary confidence, monit~r and
prumate compliance. The specific measures of verification in any specific
agreement should be determined by the purposes, scope and nature of the
agreement.

w14. 1bget~~r with negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, negotiations
shOUld be ~arried out on the balanced reduction of armed forces and of
~nventional armaments, based on the principle of undiminished security of the
parties with a view to promoting or enhancin9 stability at a lower military
level, taking into account the need of all States to protect their security.
These negotiations should be conducted with particular emphasis on armed
forces and conventional wea~ons of th2 countries with the largest military
a(senals and other militarily significant countries.
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security. In order effectively to discharge this role and facilitate and
encourage all measures in this field, the United Nations should be kept
appropriately informed of all steps in this field~ whether unilateral,
bilateral, regional or mUltilateral, without prejudice to the progress of
negotiations.

~ll. An acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations for
nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States should be strictly observed. While
disarmament is the responsibility of all States, the nuclear-weapon States, in
particular those among them which possesf the most important nuclear arsenalso
have the primary resp:msibility for nuclear disarmament and, toge':'ber wi th
other militarily significant States, for halting and reve~sing th~ arms race.

a12. Qualitative as well as quantitative aspects must be taken into account in
disarmament and arms limitation agreements in order to promote international
peace and security ~nd to ensure [that improvement in armaments does not
undermine the validity and viability ef agreements and) that ultimately
scientific and tecbnological developments be used for peacefUl purposes.

w13. Disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for effective
measures of verification in order to create necessary confidence, monit~r and
prumate compliance. The specific measures of verification in any specific
agreement should be determined by the purposes, scope and nature of the
agreement.

w14. 1bget~~r with negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, negotiations
shOUld be ~arried out on the balanced reduction of armed forces and of
~nventional armaments, based on the principle of undiminished security of the
parties with a view to promoting or enhancin9 stability at a lower military
level, taking into account the need of all States to protect their security.
These negotiations should be conducted with particular emphasis on armed
forces and conventional wea~ons of th2 countries with the largest military
a(senals and other militarily significant countries.
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"15. All efforts should be exerted to achieve the prohibition of all other
weapons of mass destru~tion, in particular the final elaboration of a
convention on the p~ohibition of the development, production, stoc~piling and
use of all chemical weapons and on their destruction at the earliest po,ssible
date.

"16. Collateral measures in both the nuclear and conventional fields, tGge~hcr

with other measures specifically designed to build confidence, ShC!11d bE:'
undertaken in order to further the relaxation of international tensio~ ane
thus create favourable conditions for the adoption ot addition~l disarmamer.c
measures.

"17. As security and stability should be assured in all regions t~~i~9 i~to

account the specific needs and requiri!!ments of their respective situat:..c<.s,
bil~teral and regional disarmament negotiations should also play an importan~

role in order to facilitate negotiations of multilateral agreem.:nta i,n t,he
field of disarmament r which would enhance international peace and securicy.

"18. All states should pr~mote a better flow of objective informatiGn on
military capabilities in order to contribute to the building of confidence
among States on a global, regional or .regional level and in order to
facilitate the conclusion of concrete _ ;armament agreements, which would
enhance international peace and secur.ity.]

"IV. Prior i ties

"1. ~/ In the implementation of the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament
for the achievement of gener2! and complete disarmament under effective
international control as the ultimate goal, the priorities which reflect the
urgen~y attached to the measures for negotiations are:

nuclear weapons,

[- prevention of an arms race in o~ter space,]

- other weapons of mass destruction, including chemical weapons,

- conventional weapons, including any which may be deemed to be excessively
injurious or to have indiscriminate effects, and

reduction of armed forces.

"2. IEffective measures of nuclear disarmament, the prevention of nuclear war
and the prevention of ~n arms race in outer space have the highest priority.
Along with negotiations on these measures, effective measures should be
negotiated to prohibit or prevent the development, production or use of other
weapons of mass destruction, as well &s on the balanced reduction of armed
forces and of conventional armame~t~.]

"./ Some delegations expressed the belief that the order of the items
listed i~ this paragraph does not constitute an agreed order of importance.
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"3. [Nothing should preclude States from conducting negotiations on all
priority items concurrently.) Bearing in mind these priorities, negotiations
should be pursued on all measures which would lead to general and complete
disarmament under effective international control.

"v. [Measures and stages of implementation

First stage]

"DISARMAMENT MEASURES

itA. Nuclear weapons

Itl. [Nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger to mankind and to the survival
of civilization. It is essential to halt and reverse the nuclear arms race in
all its aspects in order to avert the danger of war involving nuclear
weapons. The ultimate goal in this context is the complete elimination of
nuclear weapons.

In the task of achieving the goals of nuclear disarmament, all the
nuclear-weapon States, in particular those among them Which possess the most
important nuclear arsenals, bear a special responsibility.

The process of nuclear disarmament should be carried out in such a way,
and requires measures to ensure, that the security of all States is guaranteed
at progressively lower levels of nuclear armaments, taking into account the
relative qualitative and quantitative importance of the existing arsenals of
the nuclear-weapon States and other States concerned.)

"2. The aChievement of nuclear disarmament will require [urgent] negotiation
of agreements at appropriate stages and with adequate measures of verification
satisfactory to the States concerned for:

" (a) Cessation of the qualitative improvement and development of
nuclear-weapon systemsJ

"(b) Cessation of the production of all types of nuclear weapons and
their means of delivery, and of the production of fissionable material for
weapons purposeSJ

"(c) fA comprehensive, phased prograrrane with agreed time-frames, whenever
feasible, for progressive) fSignificant] and balanced reduction of stockpiles
of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery, leading to their ultimate and
complete elimination at the earliest possible time.

"Consideration can be given in the course of the negotiations to mutual
and agreed limitation or prohibition, without prejUdice to the security of any
State, of any type of nuclear armaments.
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"3. Nuclear test ban:

The cessation of nuclear-weapon testing by all States within the
framework of an effective nuclear disarmament process would be in the interest
of mankind. ~I It would make a significant contribution to the aim of ending
the qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons and the development of new
types of such weapons and of preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
(Therefore, all efforts should be made to concl~de, as an important part of
the process of nuclear disarmamen~, a multilateral nuclear test ban treaty at
the earliest possible date.] (Therefore, it is necessary to make all efforts
for the elaboration of a multilateral treaty on a nuclear test ban at the
earliest possible date.] (Therefore, negotiations should be immediately
initiated for the urgent conclusion of a nuclear test ban treaty.] (It is
necessary to undertake all possible effo~ts and immediately hold negotiations
for the urgent eiaboration of a treaty on the complete and general prohibition
of nuclear weapon tests, before the conclusion of such a treaty all
nuclear-weapon States should declare a moratorium on all nuclear explosions.]
(It is therefore necessary as an important part of the process of nuclear
disarmament to make every effort to achieve an effective and verifiable
multilate:al treaty on a nuclear test ban at the earliest practical date.]

"4. (Pending the conclusion of further agreements relating to nuclear
disarmament the USSR and the United States should, on a reciprocal basis,
continue to refrain from actions which would undercut existing strategic arms
agreements concluded between them.]

"5. Negotiations between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics on nuclear and space arms:

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
have expressed consciousness of their special responsibility for maintaining
peace and have agreed that a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be
fought. The agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union to
accelerate the work at their bilateral nuclear and space arms negotiations has
been widely welcomed. In this context nations of the world have endorsed the
proclaimed objective of these negotiations and have stressed the importance of
their being pursued with utmost dispatch with the Objective of reaching early
agreements. In this regard the United States and the Soviet Union should also
continue to keep in view the following:

"(a) The objective to work out effective agreements aimed at preventing
an arms race in space and terminating it on Earth as well as limiting and
reducing nuclear arms.

"(b) The need to take fUlly into account the security interests of all
States.

"~I Some delegations reserved their position with respect to the first
sentence of this text.
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(It is therefore necessary as an important part of the process of nuclear
disarmament to make every effort to achieve an effective and verifiable
multilate:al treaty on a nuclear test ban at the earliest practical date.]

"4. (Pending the conclusion of further agreements relating to nuclear
disarmament the USSR and the United States should, on a reciprocal basis,
continue to refrain from actions which would undercut existing strategic arms
agreements concluded between them.]

"5. Negotiations between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics on nuclear and space arms:

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
have expressed consciousness of their special responsibility for maintaining
peace and have agreed that a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be
fought. The agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union to
accelerate the work at their bilateral nuclear and space arms negotiations has
been widely welcomed. In this context nations of the world have endorsed the
proclaimed objective of these negotiations and have stressed the importance of
their being pursued with utmost dispatch with the Objective of reaching early
agreements. In this regard the United States and the Soviet Union should also
continue to keep in view the following:

"(a) The objective to work out effective agreements aimed at preventing
an arms race in space and terminating it on Earth as well as limiting and
reducing nuclear arms.

"(b) The need to take fUlly into account the security interests of all
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sentence of this text.
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"(c) The need to display a spirit of flexibility and to maintain equal
and undiminished security for all at constantly decreasing levels of armaments
and the principle that neither side should seek to achieve military
superiority over the other.

"(d) The requirement for effective measures for verification of
compliance with agreements.

"(e) The fact that while reductions in the nuclear arsenals of the
United States and the USSR are directly to be negotiated and effected by the
two sides involved, tte overall SUbject of nuclear disar~ment is of
world-wide concern since nuclear weapons and their accumulation pose a threat
not only to their possessors and their allies but every other nation.

"(f) (The Unit~d Nations General Assembly has reiterated its belief that
bilateral and multilateral efforts for nuclear disarmament should complement .
and facilitate each other. 1

(The fact that bilateral negotiations do not in any way diminish the
urgent need to initiate mUltilateral negotiations in the COnference on
Disarmament on the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament.)

"(g) The need to keep the united Nations General Assembly and the
Conference on Disarmament appropriately informed of the state of negotiations.
inter alia, in view of the responsibilities entrusted to these bodies as well
as the universal desire for progress towards disarmament.

( ...',:'

The Soviet Union and the United States, having agreed to accelerate the
pace of their bilateral negotiations, should exert every effort to achieve
agreements on substantial reductions in their nuclear arsenals to be
implemented during the initial phase of the disarmament process, which should
be as brief as possible. In this context, the two sides have already agreed
on the ?rinciple of 50 per cent reductions in their nuclear arms appropriately
applied, as well as the idea of an interim INF agreement. During this initial
phase other agreements helpful to the overall disa~mament process should also
be concluded and put into effect.

Fbllowing is the text of the Joint united States-Soviet statement which
was issued on 8 January 1985, regarding their negotiations on nuclear and
space arms:

'As previously agreed, a meeting was held on 7 and 8 January 1985 in
G~neva between George P. Schultz. the United States secretary of State,
and ADdrei A. Gromyko. Member of the Politburo of the Central Committee
of the CPSU, First Deputy Chairman of the COuncil of Ministers of the
USSR and Minister of Fbrei9n Affairs of the USSR.

During the meeting they discussed the subject and objectives of the
forthcoming united Stat~s-Soviet negotiations on nuclear and space arms.

The sioes agree that the subject of the negotiations will be a
complex of questions concerning space and nuclear arms - both strategic
and intermediate-range - with all these questions considered and resolved
in their interrelationship.
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"(c) The need to display a spirit of flexibility and to maintain equal
and undiminished security for all at constantly decreasing levels of armaments
and the principle that neither side should seek to achieve military
superiority over the other.

"(d) The requirement for effective measures for verification of
compliance with agreements.

"(e) The fact that while reductions in the nuclear arsenals of the
United States and the USSR are directly to be negotiated and effected by the
two sides involved, tte overall SUbject of nuclear disar~ment is of
world-wide concern since nuclear weapons and their accumulation pose a threat
not only to their possessors and their allies but every other nation.

"(f) (The Unit~d Nations General Assembly has reiterated its belief that
bilateral and multilateral efforts for nuclear disarmament should complement .
and facilitate each other. 1

(The fact that bilateral negotiations do not in any way diminish the
urgent need to initiate mUltilateral negotiations in the COnference on
Disarmament on the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament.)

"(g) The need to keep the united Nations General Assembly and the
Conference on Disarmament appropriately informed of the state of negotiations.
inter alia, in view of the responsibilities entrusted to these bodies as well
as the universal desire for progress towards disarmament.

( ...',:'

The Soviet Union and the United States, having agreed to accelerate the
pace of their bilateral negotiations, should exert every effort to achieve
agreements on substantial reductions in their nuclear arsenals to be
implemented during the initial phase of the disarmament process, which should
be as brief as possible. In this context, the two sides have already agreed
on the ?rinciple of 50 per cent reductions in their nuclear arms appropriately
applied, as well as the idea of an interim INF agreement. During this initial
phase other agreements helpful to the overall disa~mament process should also
be concluded and put into effect.

Fbllowing is the text of the Joint united States-Soviet statement which
was issued on 8 January 1985, regarding their negotiations on nuclear and
space arms:

'As previously agreed, a meeting was held on 7 and 8 January 1985 in
G~neva between George P. Schultz. the United States secretary of State,
and ADdrei A. Gromyko. Member of the Politburo of the Central Committee
of the CPSU, First Deputy Chairman of the COuncil of Ministers of the
USSR and Minister of Fbrei9n Affairs of the USSR.

During the meeting they discussed the subject and objectives of the
forthcoming united Stat~s-Soviet negotiations on nuclear and space arms.

The sioes agree that the subject of the negotiations will be a
complex of questions concerning space and nuclear arms - both strategic
and intermediate-range - with all these questions considered and resolved
in their interrelationship.
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The objective of the np.gotiations will be to work out effective
agreements aimed at preventing an arms race in space and terminating it
on Earth, at limiting and reducing nuclear arms, and at strengthening
strategic stability. The negotiations will be conaucted by a delegation
from each side divided into three group3.

The sides believe that ultimately the forthcoming negotiations, just
as efforts in general to limit and reduce arms, should lead to the
complete elimination of nuclear arms everywhere.

The date of the beginning of th~ negotiations and the site of these
negotiations will be agreed through diplomatic channels within one month.'

"6. Multilateral negotiations on nuclear disarmament:

(The urgent initiation of multilateral nuclear disarmament negotiations
is of vital interest to the nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States. The
conclusion of multilateral disarmament agreements would he facilitated by
sUbstantial progress in the bilateral negotiations in th;s area between the
States which possess the most important arsenals and h~~a d special
responsibility in the field of nuclear disarmament. Als~. multilateral
negotiations are particularly important to achieve significant and universal
progress toward the achievement of nuclear disarmament. This will require
negotiation of agreements at appropriate stages, taking due account of the
relative quantitative and qualitative importance of existing arsenals and the
necessity of maintaining the undiminished security of all States, nuclear and
non-nuclear, at each stage, and with adequate measures of verification
satisfactory to all parties concerned, for the cessation of the qualitative
improvement and development of nuclear-weapon systems, for the cessation of
the production of all types of nuclear weapons and their riteans of delivery and
for the reduction of stockpiles of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery.

In the course of such negotiations, a combination of the measures as
detailed in paragraph 2 above, or a combination of different elements of such
measures, could be considered.

The overall objective of the measures for nuclear disarmament outlined in
the preceding paragraphs for negotiation during the first stage of the
comprehensive Programme, and of those included in subsequent stages, would be
to achieve qualitative and quantitative limitations on and significant
reductions of the nuclear-weapon arsenals existing at the beginning of the
stage.]

"7. Avoidance of the use of nuclear weapons and prevention of nuclear war:

(There is today an international consensus that a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be fought. There is no objective of greater importance
than the prevention of nuclear war. The surest way to remove the danger of
nuclear war and the use of nuclear weapons is nuclear disarmament and
elimination of nuclear weapons. (All Member States recognize the need to
prevent war, especially because war can escalate to nuclear war. As ~n

important step in improving internat.ional security and reducing the risk of
war, including nuclear war, the nuclear-weapon States with the most important
nuclear arsenals should seek deep and verifiable reduction in their nuclear
arsenals (to equal levels in a more stable configuration).) Pending the
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The objective of the np.gotiations will be to work out effective
agreements aimed at preventing an arms race in space and terminating it
on Earth, at limiting and reducing nuclear arms, and at strengthening
strategic stability. The negotiations will be conaucted by a delegation
from each side divided into three group3.

The sides believe that ultimately the forthcoming negotiations, just
as efforts in general to limit and reduce arms, should lead to the
complete elimination of nuclear arms everywhere.

The date of the beginning of th~ negotiations and the site of these
negotiations will be agreed through diplomatic channels within one month.'

"6. Multilateral negotiations on nuclear disarmament:

(The urgent initiation of multilateral nuclear disarmament negotiations
is of vital interest to the nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States. The
conclusion of multilateral disarmament agreements would he facilitated by
sUbstantial progress in the bilateral negotiations in th;s area between the
States which possess the most important arsenals and h~~a d special
responsibility in the field of nuclear disarmament. Als~. multilateral
negotiations are particularly important to achieve significant and universal
progress toward the achievement of nuclear disarmament. This will require
negotiation of agreements at appropriate stages, taking due account of the
relative quantitative and qualitative importance of existing arsenals and the
necessity of maintaining the undiminished security of all States, nuclear and
non-nuclear, at each stage, and with adequate measures of verification
satisfactory to all parties concerned, for the cessation of the qualitative
improvement and development of nuclear-weapon systems, for the cessation of
the production of all types of nuclear weapons and their riteans of delivery and
for the reduction of stockpiles of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery.

In the course of such negotiations, a combination of the measures as
detailed in paragraph 2 above, or a combination of different elements of such
measures, could be considered.

The overall objective of the measures for nuclear disarmament outlined in
the preceding paragraphs for negotiation during the first stage of the
comprehensive Programme, and of those included in subsequent stages, would be
to achieve qualitative and quantitative limitations on and significant
reductions of the nuclear-weapon arsenals existing at the beginning of the
stage.]

"7. Avoidance of the use of nuclear weapons and prevention of nuclear war:

(There is today an international consensus that a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be fought. There is no objective of greater importance
than the prevention of nuclear war. The surest way to remove the danger of
nuclear war and the use of nuclear weapons is nuclear disarmament and
elimination of nuclear weapons. (All Member States recognize the need to
prevent war, especially because war can escalate to nuclear war. As ~n

important step in improving internat.ional security and reducing the risk of
war, including nuclear war, the nuclear-weapon States with the most important
nuclear arsenals should seek deep and verifiable reduction in their nuclear
arsenals (to equal levels in a more stable configuration).) Pending the
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achievement of nuclear disarmament for which negotiations should be
relentlessly pursued all States should co-operate for the adoption of
practical and appropriate measures to prevent the outbreak of a nuclear war
and to avoid the use of nuclear weapons.

In this context account should be taken of existing undertakings by
nuclear-weapon States about no-first-use of nuclear weapons as well as about
non-use of any weapons except in response to an attack. In addition, it
should be borne in mind that the situation in the wake of any use of nuclear
weapons cannot be limited or controlled and would lead to a global war
endangering the very survival of human civilization as it is known. It is
therefore incumbent on all States, in particular, nuclear-weapon States to
ensure that their future actions, policies and ag~eements rrule out thp. use of
nuclear weapons.] [are conducive to the elimination of nuclear weapons].]

"8. Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States
against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons:

The nuclear-weapon States should take steps to assure the
nonnnuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons. Bearing in mind the declarations made by the nuclear-weapon States,
efforts should be pursued to conclude, as appropriate, effective arrangements

"to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of
nuclear weapons.

"9. Nuclear non-proliferation:

It is imperative, as an integral part of 'the effort to halt and reverse
the arms race, to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The goal of
nuclear non-proliferation is on the one hand to prevent the emergence of any
additional nuclear-weapon States besides the existing five nuclear-weapon
States, and on the other progressively to reduce and eventually eliminate
nuclear weapons altogether. This involves obligations and responsibilities on
the part of both nuclear-weapon States and non-nuclear-weapon States, the
former undertaking to stop the nuclear arms race and to achieve nuclear
disarmament by urgent application of the measures outlined in the relevant
paragraphs of the Final Document, and all States undertaking to prevent the
spread of nuclear weapons.

Effective measures can and should be taken at the national level and
through international agreements to minimize the danger of the proliferation
of nuclear weapons without jeopardizing energy supplies or the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Therefore, the nuclear-weapon States
and the non-nuclear-weapon States should jointly take further steps to develop
an international consensus of ways and means, on a universal and
non-discriminatory basis, to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Full implementation of all the provisions of existing instruments on
non-proliferation, such as the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons and/or the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) and the South Pacific Nuclear Free ZOne
Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) by States parties to those instruments will be an
important contribution to this end. Adherence to such instruments has
increased in recent years and the hope has been expressed by the parties that
this trend might continue.

(
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therefore incumbent on all States, in particular, nuclear-weapon States to
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"8. Effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States
against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons:

The nuclear-weapon States should take steps to assure the
nonnnuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons. Bearing in mind the declarations made by the nuclear-weapon States,
efforts should be pursued to conclude, as appropriate, effective arrangements

"to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of
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"9. Nuclear non-proliferation:

It is imperative, as an integral part of 'the effort to halt and reverse
the arms race, to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The goal of
nuclear non-proliferation is on the one hand to prevent the emergence of any
additional nuclear-weapon States besides the existing five nuclear-weapon
States, and on the other progressively to reduce and eventually eliminate
nuclear weapons altogether. This involves obligations and responsibilities on
the part of both nuclear-weapon States and non-nuclear-weapon States, the
former undertaking to stop the nuclear arms race and to achieve nuclear
disarmament by urgent application of the measures outlined in the relevant
paragraphs of the Final Document, and all States undertaking to prevent the
spread of nuclear weapons.

Effective measures can and should be taken at the national level and
through international agreements to minimize the danger of the proliferation
of nuclear weapons without jeopardizing energy supplies or the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Therefore, the nuclear-weapon States
and the non-nuclear-weapon States should jointly take further steps to develop
an international consensus of ways and means, on a universal and
non-discriminatory basis, to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Full implementation of all the provisions of existing instruments on
non-proliferation, such as the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons and/or the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) and the South Pacific Nuclear Free ZOne
Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) by States parties to those instruments will be an
important contribution to this end. Adherence to such instruments has
increased in recent years and the hope has been expressed by the parties that
this trend might continue.

(
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Non-prolifer~tion measures should not jeopardize the full exercise of the
inalienable rights of all States to apply and develop their programmes for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy for economic and social development in
conformity with their priorities, interests and needs. All States should also
have access to and he free to acquire technology, equipment and materials for
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, taking into account the particular needs of
the developing countries. International co-operation in this field should be
under agreed and appropriate international safeguards applied through the
International Atomic Energy Agency on a non-discriminatory basis in order to
prevent effectively the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Each country's choices and decisions in the field of the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy should be respected without jeopardizing their respective fuel
cycle policies or international co-operation, agreements and contracts for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, provided that the agreed safeguard measures
mentioned above are applied.

In accordance wi th the principles and prov IS Ions of General Assembly
resolution 32/50 of 8 December 1977, international co-operation for the
promotion of the transfer and utilization of nuclear technology for economic
and social development, especially in the developing countries, should be
strengthened.

"10. Establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones:

Bearing in mind the importance of significant nuclear arms reductions and
other measures discussed in this chapter, the establishment of
nuclear-weapon-free zones, on the basis of agreements or arrangements freely
arrived at among the States of tr:.e region concerned, Jean) constitute Cs] an
important [disarmament] [nuclear non-proliferation] measure. The process of
establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones [that will enhance world-wide security
and stability] in different parts of the world should be encouraged, with the
ultimate objective of achieving a world entirely free of nuclear weapons. In
the process of establishing such zones, the characteristics of each region
should be taken into account. The States participating in such zones should
undertake to comply fully with all the objectives, purposes and principles of
the agreements or arrangements establishing the zones, thus ensuring that they
are genuinely free from nuclear weapons. With respect to such zones, the
nuclear-weapon States in turn are called upon to give undertakings, the
modalities of which are to be negotiated with the competent authority of each
zone, in particular:

"(a) to fespect strictly the status of the nuclear-weapon-free zone,

"(b) to refrain from the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons against
the States of the zones.

"The following nuclear-weapon-free zones have been established:

"(a) In Latin America, under the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America {Treaty of Tlatelolco). In this respect, the States
concerned should adopt all relevant meaSQres to ensure the full application of
the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of
Tlatelolco), taking into account the views expressed on the adheEenCe to it at
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Non-prolifer~tion measures should not jeopardize the full exercise of the
inalienable rights of all States to apply and develop their programmes for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy for economic and social development in
conformity with their priorities, interests and needs. All States should also
have access to and he free to acquire technology, equipment and materials for
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, taking into account the particular needs of
the developing countries. International co-operation in this field should be
under agreed and appropriate international safeguards applied through the
International Atomic Energy Agency on a non-discriminatory basis in order to
prevent effectively the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Each country's choices and decisions in the field of the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy should be respected without jeopardizing their respective fuel
cycle policies or international co-operation, agreements and contracts for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, provided that the agreed safeguard measures
mentioned above are applied.

In accordance wi th the principles and prov IS Ions of General Assembly
resolution 32/50 of 8 December 1977, international co-operation for the
promotion of the transfer and utilization of nuclear technology for economic
and social development, especially in the developing countries, should be
strengthened.

"10. Establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones:

Bearing in mind the importance of significant nuclear arms reductions and
other measures discussed in this chapter, the establishment of
nuclear-weapon-free zones, on the basis of agreements or arrangements freely
arrived at among the States of tr:.e region concerned, Jean) constitute Cs] an
important [disarmament] [nuclear non-proliferation] measure. The process of
establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones [that will enhance world-wide security
and stability] in different parts of the world should be encouraged, with the
ultimate objective of achieving a world entirely free of nuclear weapons. In
the process of establishing such zones, the characteristics of each region
should be taken into account. The States participating in such zones should
undertake to comply fully with all the objectives, purposes and principles of
the agreements or arrangements establishing the zones, thus ensuring that they
are genuinely free from nuclear weapons. With respect to such zones, the
nuclear-weapon States in turn are called upon to give undertakings, the
modalities of which are to be negotiated with the competent authority of each
zone, in particular:

"(a) to fespect strictly the status of the nuclear-weapon-free zone,

"(b) to refrain from the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons against
the States of the zones.

"The following nuclear-weapon-free zones have been established:

"(a) In Latin America, under the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America {Treaty of Tlatelolco). In this respect, the States
concerned should adopt all relevant meaSQres to ensure the full application of
the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of
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the tenth special session of the General Assembly, the General Conferences of
OPANAL and other relevant forums, and including ratification of Additional
protocol I by all States concerned.

"Cb) In the South Pacific, under the South Pacific Nuclear Free ZOne
Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga). In this respect and in view of the measures
undertaken by the Parties to the Treaty, the attention of the States concerned
is drawn to the Protoco1s attached to the Treaty, with relevant measures which
they are invited to undertake.

"Other international legal instruments which give comparable
nuc1ear-weapon-free status to their respective area of application are,
inter alia, the Antarctic Treaty, the Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and other Celestial Bodies und the Treaty on the Prohibition of the
Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the
Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in the Sub-soil Thereof.

"In the light of existing conditions, where the establishment of
nuc1ear-weapon-free zones has been proposed, and without prejudice to efforts
for establishing nuc1ear-weapon-free zones in other regions, the following
measures, among others, should be considered:

"(a) In Africa, the Organization of African Unity has affirmed the
denuclearization of the continent. The United Nations General Assembly in
successive resolutions has supported the African initiative for the
denuc1earization of the continent and at its tenth special session the
~nera1 Assembly, by consensus, called upon the'Security Council to take
appropriate effective steps to prevent the frustration of this ohjective.

"(b) The establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East
in compliance with General Assembly resolution 35/147 would greatly enhance
international peace and security. pending the establishment of such a zone in
the region, States of the region should solemnly declare that they will
refrain on a reciprocal basis from producing, acquiring or in any other way
possessing nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices and from permitting
the stationing of nuclear weapons on their territory by any third party, and
agree to place all their nuclear activities under International Atomic Energy
Agency safeguards. Consideration should be given to a Security Council role
in advancing the establishment of a nuc1ear-weapon-free zone in the
Middle East.

(

against

uc1ear
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reaty of
to it at

"(c) All States in the region of South Asia have expressed their
determination to keep their countries free of nuclear weapons. No action
should be taken by them Which might deviate from that objective. In this
context. the question of establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia
has been dealt with in several resolutions of the General Assem~ly, which is
keeping the subject under consideration.

"(d) [Efforts to create nuclear-weapon-free zones in other re<;Jions of the
world should be promoted at the initiative of States which intend to become
part of the zone.]
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the tenth special session of the General Assembly, the General Conferences of
OPANAL and other relevant forums, and including ratification of Additional
protocol I by all States concerned.

"Cb) In the South Pacific, under the South Pacific Nuclear Free ZOne
Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga). In this respect and in view of the measures
undertaken by the Parties to the Treaty, the attention of the States concerned
is drawn to the Protoco1s attached to the Treaty, with relevant measures which
they are invited to undertake.

"Other international legal instruments which give comparable
nuc1ear-weapon-free status to their respective area of application are,
inter alia, the Antarctic Treaty, the Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and other Celestial Bodies und the Treaty on the Prohibition of the
Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the
Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in the Sub-soil Thereof.

"In the light of existing conditions, where the establishment of
nuc1ear-weapon-free zones has been proposed, and without prejudice to efforts
for establishing nuc1ear-weapon-free zones in other regions, the following
measures, among others, should be considered:

"(a) In Africa, the Organization of African Unity has affirmed the
denuclearization of the continent. The United Nations General Assembly in
successive resolutions has supported the African initiative for the
denuc1earization of the continent and at its tenth special session the
~nera1 Assembly, by consensus, called upon the'Security Council to take
appropriate effective steps to prevent the frustration of this ohjective.

"(b) The establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East
in compliance with General Assembly resolution 35/147 would greatly enhance
international peace and security. pending the establishment of such a zone in
the region, States of the region should solemnly declare that they will
refrain on a reciprocal basis from producing, acquiring or in any other way
possessing nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices and from permitting
the stationing of nuclear weapons on their territory by any third party, and
agree to place all their nuclear activities under International Atomic Energy
Agency safeguards. Consideration should be given to a Security Council role
in advancing the establishment of a nuc1ear-weapon-free zone in the
Middle East.
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"(c) All States in the region of South Asia have expressed their
determination to keep their countries free of nuclear weapons. No action
should be taken by them Which might deviate from that objective. In this
context. the question of establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia
has been dealt with in several resolutions of the General Assem~ly, which is
keeping the subject under consideration.

"(d) [Efforts to create nuclear-weapon-free zones in other re<;Jions of the
world should be promoted at the initiative of States which intend to become
part of the zone.]
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ISpecific proposals have been put forward for the establishment of a zone
free of nuclear weapons in the Balkans. Regional States have expressed their
determination to undertake individual or joint steps to bring about the
withdrawal of nuclear weapons and to set up such a zone. Interested Balkan
countries have engaged in a process of bilateral and multilateral dialogue on
practical measures aimed at creating a nuclear-weapon-free zone and enhancing
security, confidence, good neighbourliness and co-operation.]

lIt was proposed that negotiations be opened without delay on the
establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free corridor in Central Europe. It is
suggested that the corridor - from the territory of which all nuclear-weapon
systems should be removed - should range approximately 150 kilometres along
both sides of the borderline between the Federal RepUblic of Germany on one
side and the German Democratic Republic and the Czechoslova~ Socialist
Republic on the other. At a subsequent stage, it would be expanded to cover
the whole area of Central Europe as defined for the purpos~ of the Vienna
negotiations on mutual reductions of armed forces and armaments in
Central Europe.] ~I

IImplementation of the plan for reducing armaments and increasing
confidence in Central Europe which, inter alia, provides for gradual
disengagement and reduction of jointly agreed operational and battlefield
kinds of nuclear arms, so that all types of nuclear arms would be covered by
international negotiations and agreements.]

IThe right of any group of States to conclude regional treaties in order
to assure the total absence of nuclear weapons from their respective
territories is internationally recognized. Efforts to create
nuclear-weapon-free zones in other regions of the world have been undertaken
at the initiative of States which intend to become part of the zone. Not all
States have formally recognized these proposals.

Proposals for the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones have been
put forward for various parts of Europe, including the Balkans, Central Europe
and Northern Europe. Not all States in the respective areas have yet agreed
on the merits of establishing such zones.]

11 (e) IEnsur ing that the zones are genuinely free from nuclear weapons and
respect for such zones by nuclear-weapon States constitute an important
disarmament measure.].

n~/ The proposal for a corridor free from battlefield nuclear weapons in
Central Europe was first suggested by the Independent Commission on
Disarmament and Security Issues (now known as the Palme Commission). One
delegation emphasized that such a corridor would not constitute a
nuclear-weapon-free-zone as defined in the present paragraph. Some
delegations emphasized that a nuclear-weapon-free corridor (also widely
referred to as a 'zone') when, as proposed, expanded to cover the whole area
of Central Europe, would in effect become a nuclear-weapon-free zone.
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"B. Other weapons of mass destruction

"1. All States should adhere to the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use
in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925.

62. All States which have not yet done so should accelerate the process of
adhering to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production
and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Bioloqical) and ~xin Weapons and on Their
Destruction.

"3. It is necessary to make all possible efforts for the early achievement at
the negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament of an international
convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the development,
production, stockpiling and use of all chemical weapons and on their
destruction.

"4. An international treaty on the prohibition of the development,
production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons should be concluded,
bearing in mind the negotiations under way in the Conference on Disarmament
and all proposals made in connection tnerewith.

"5. Effective measures should be taken to avoid the danger ~nd prevent the
emergence of new types of weapons of mass destruction based on new scientific
principles and achievements. Efforts should be appropriately pursued aiming
at the prohibition of such types and systems of weapons. Specific agreements
could be concluded on particular types of new weapons of mass destruction
which may be ident}fied. This question should be kept under continuing review.

"C. Conventional weapons and armed forces

"1. ~gether with negotiations on nuclear disarmament measures, the
limitation and gradual reduction of armed forces and conventional weapons
should be resolutely pursued within the framework of progress towards general
and complete disarmament. states with the largest military arsenals have a
special responsibility in pursuing the process of conventional armaments
reductions.

"2. ~/ In view of the present situation where the concentration of troops and
armaments in Europe ~/ has reached an especially high level, it is necessary
to strengthen strategic stability through the establishment, at a
significantly lower level, of a stable, comprehensive and verifiable balance
of conventional forces. The more stable situation should be achieved by
agreements on appropriate and mutual reductions and limitations in the whole

"~/ The mentioning of Vienna negotiations and the stockholm Conference
under the heading 'Conventional weapons and atmed forces' is without prejudice
to the content of talks in those fora.

"~/ With the common understanding that this does not refer to neutral
and non-aligned States.
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of Europe and on effective confidence- and security-building measures, taking
into account the need to dispel the mutual suspicion and distrust accumulated
over many years.

Such steps should enSure undiminished security of all States with full
respect for the security interests and independence of all States, including
those outside military alliances.

The agreement on a set of oonfidence- and security-building measures at
the Conference on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures and Disarmament
in Europe, held in Stockholm, represents a new step of great political
importance. Its full implementation will reduce the dangers of armed conflict
and of misunderstanding or miscalculation of military activities in that
region. The agreed measures are of military significance and politically
binding and are provided with adequate forms of verification which correspond
to their content.

On the basis of equality of rights, balance and reciprocity, equal
respect for 'the security interests of all CSCE participating States, and of
their respective obligations concerning confidence- and security-building
measures and disarmament in Europe, these confidence- and security-building
measures cover the whole of Europe as well as the adjoining sea area */ and
air space, whenever notifiable military activities affect security in-Europe
as well as constitute a part of activities taking place within the whole of
Europe.

The positive results obtained at the Stockholm Conference show that,
despite differences of opinion, concrete and verifiable agreements are
possible in the sensitive field of military security. Their implementation is
appropriate for furthering the process of confidence-bui1ding and improving
security, making an important contribution to developing co-operation in
Europe, thereby contributing to international peace and security in the world
as a whole. !.!:../

"3. Agreements or other measures should be resolutely pursued on a bilateral,
regional and multilateral basis with the aim of strengthening peace and
security at a lower level of forces, by the limitation and reduction of armed
forces and of conventional weapons, taking into account the need of States to
protect their security, bearing in mind the inherent right of self~efence

embodied in the Charter of the United Nations and without prejudice to the

"~I In this context, the notion of adjoining sea area is understood to
refer also to ocean areas adjoining Europe.

R~/ FUrther formulations on confidence- and security-building meaSures
and disarmament in Europe should be possible on the basis of work under way in
Vienna.
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principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples in accordance with
the Charter and the need to ensure balance at each stage and undiminished
security of all States. Such measures might iuclude the following:

"(a) Bilateral, re~ional and multilateral ~onsultations and conferences
should be held where appropriate conditions exist with the participation of
all the countries concerr.ed for the conside~ation of 1ifferent aspects of
conventional disarmament, such as the initiative envisaged in the Declaration
of Ayacucho subscribed to by eight Latin American countries on 9 December 1974.

A(b) COnSUltations should be carried out among major arms SUPPliers and
recip~ent countries on the limitation of all types of international tr.ansfer
of conventional weapons, based in particular on the principle of undiminished
security of the pa~ties with a view to promoting or enhancing s~ability at a
lower military level, taking into account the need of all States to protect
their security as well as the inalienable right to self-determination and
independence of peoples under COlonial or foreign domination and the
obligations of States to respect that right, in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations and the Declaration on Principles of International Law
c~ncerning Friend~y Relations and Co-operation among States.

"4. Prohibition or restrictions of use of certain conventional weapons,
including those which may cause unnecessary suffering o~ which may have
indiscriminate effects:

"(a) Adherence by all States to the agreement adopted by the
united Nations COnference on Prohibition or Restrictions of USe of Certain
Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to
Have Indiscriminate Effects.

"(b) Broadening of the prohibition or restrictions of use of certain
conventional weapons which may be deemed to be excessively injurious or to
have indiscriminate effects, either through amendments to the existing
Pr~tocols or through the conclusion of additional Protocols, in accordance
with Article 8 of the CCnvention on Prohibition or Restrictions of Us~ of
Certain Conventional Wf apons Which May be Deemed to Be Excessively In Jl,r ious
or to Have Indiscriminate Effects.

M(C) The result o~ the above~entionedConference should be considered by
all States, especially producer States, in regard to the question of the
transfer of ::iluch weapons to other States.

"D. Milita~y budgets ~/

"1. Gradual. reduction of military budg,:ts on a mutually agreed basis, for
example, in absolute figures or in teru~ of percentage points, particularly by
nuclear-weapon States and oth~r militarily significant States, would be a
measure that would contribute to the curbing of the arms race and "nuld
increase the possibiliti~sof reallocation of reRources now being US~ for
military purposes to economic and social development,> par':icularly for the
be~efit of the developing countries.

"~I One delegation reserves its position on the inclusion of the current
text in the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament.
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... IIIIliUlI~lIII'lIIH'l_M.. .._ .._.

"2. The basis for loplementing this measure will have to be agreed by all
participating States and will ~equire ways and means of its impl~mentation

acceptabl~ to all of them, taking account of the problems involved in
assessing the relative significance of reductions as among different States
and with due regard to the proposals of States on all the aspects of reduction
of military budgets.

.~. The General Assembly should continue to consider what concrete steps
should be taken to facilitate the reduction of military budgets, bearing in
mind the relevant proposals and documents of the Uhited Nations on this
question.

"E. Related measures

"1. Further steps to p~ohibit military or any other hostile use of
environmental modification techniques:

Review of the need for a further prohibition of military or any ot~er

hostile use of environmental modification techniques with a view to the
adoption of further measures to eliminate the danger to mankind from such use.

"2. Further steps to prevent an arms race on the sea-bed and the ocean floor
and the subsoil thereof:

Consideration of further measures in the field of disarmament for the
prevention of an arms race on the sea-bed and tbe ocean floor and in the
subsoil thereof in order to promote the peaceful use oi, and to avoid an arms
race in, that environment, taking into account, as appropria~e, the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the proposals made during
the First and Second Review Conferences of t.he Parties to the Treaty on tpr
Pro.'libi tion of the Elnplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Otl~er Weapons of Mal'
Destruction ")n the sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and i:'l the Subsoil Thereof, ..s
well as an} relevant technological developments.

"3. ~/ In order to prevent an arms race in outer space, further measurc~

should be taken and appropriate international negotiations hgld in aCCOl ,nee
with the spirit of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States
in the EXploration and Use of Outer Space, including the ~Pon a~ Other
celestial Bodies.

All States, in particular those with major spa~~ cap&bilities, should
contribute actively to the objective of the peacefUl ~sa of outer s~ce and
take il1lllediate measures to prevent an arms race in oueer sp~ce in the intert!st
of maintaihing international peace and security and promoting international
co-operation and unaerstanding. '!!:../

"./ The plAcement of tbis pat~graph in the Comprehensive Progral1llle of
Disas:miment 'tIill be determined ,.al:er.

"~I Some delegations reserved their position on the first two paragraphs
until the language of this entire section. is completed and its placement
resolved.
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subsoil thereof in order to promote the peaceful use oi, and to avoid an arms
race in, that environment, taking into account, as appropria~e, the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the proposals made during
the First and Second Review Conferences of t.he Parties to the Treaty on tpr
Pro.'libi tion of the Elnplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Otl~er Weapons of Mal'
Destruction ")n the sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and i:'l the Subsoil Thereof, ..s
well as an} relevant technological developments.

"3. ~/ In order to prevent an arms race in outer space, further measurc~

should be taken and appropriate international negotiations hgld in aCCOl ,nee
with the spirit of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States
in the EXploration and Use of Outer Space, including the ~Pon a~ Other
celestial Bodies.

All States, in particular those with major spa~~ cap&bilities, should
contribute actively to the objective of the peacefUl ~sa of outer s~ce and
take il1lllediate measures to prevent an arms race in oueer sp~ce in the intert!st
of maintaihing international peace and security and promoting international
co-operation and unaerstanding. '!!:../

"./ The plAcement of tbis pat~graph in the Comprehensive Progral1llle of
Disas:miment 'tIill be determined ,.al:er.

"~I Some delegations reserved their position on the first two paragraphs
until the language of this entire section. is completed and its placement
resolved.
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To tL' ,. ;,d all effective efforts should be made both bilaterltlly and
mul tilaterally.

In this regard bilateral negotiations have been undertaken and should be
continued to work out effective agre~ments on the prevention of an arms race
in outer space. The two'parties are lequested to continue to keep the
Conference on Disarm~ent and the United Nations General Assembly informed of
the progress made in their bilateral sessions in order to facilitate
multilateral work on this subject.

Efforts sho",ld be made by the ConferencE" -.I;l Disarlnament in the exercise
of its responsibilities as the mUltilateral disarmament negotiating forum
in accordance wi th paragraph 120 of the Final Iocument of the
tenth special session of the General Assembly and which has a primary role in
the negotiation of a multilat~ral agreement or agreements, as app~opriate, on
the prevention of an arms race in outer space. ~I

"(4. The establishment of zones of peace~ ~I

The establishment of zones of peace in various regions of the world under
appropriate conditions, to be clearly defined and determined freely by the
States concerned in the zone, taki~g into account the 'characteristics of the
zone and the principles of the Charter of the United retions, and in
conformity with international law, can contribute to 3trengthening the
security of States within such zones and to international peace and security
as a whole.

"la) Sou~h-East Asia:

In the inte:est of the promotion of peace. stability and co-operation in
South-East Asia, steps should be taken by nl1 States of the regi~~, primarily
those States most directly interested, through consulta~ions and dialogue
among themselves, towards the early establishment of a zone of peace, freedom
and neutrality in South-East Asia, which would be consistent with the
Political Declaration of the Seventh Summit Conference of the Non-Aligned
Countries in New Delhi, held in March 1983. ~I

"~I Many delegations consider that the first paragraph, which reproduces
paragraph dO of the Final Document of the fi~st special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disarmament, should be supplemented to reflect
that present urgency and importance of the subject. They furthe~ consider
that it should occupy a more prominent place in the Programme and, to that
end. propose that it be incl!!ded as subsecf;ion B in the section 'Disarmament
measures', under the headings 'Prevention of an arms race in outer space'.
Other d~le~ations are considering the placement of this paragraph pending the
balance of the overall document.

":=1 Measures related to the Asian and Pacific Ocean region were also
proposed.

~~/ One delegation reserves its position on this text.
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"Cb) Indian OCeanl

Achievement of the objectives of the Declaration of the Indian OCean as aZone of Peace would be a substantial contribution to the strengthening ofinternational peace and security.

There is agreement within the United Nations for practical steps to betaken to establish a ZOne of Peace in the Indian Ocean region.

Practical steps should be taken within the United NationsAd BbC COmmittee on the Indian OCean to prepare for an early COnference, as anecessary step towards establishing a zone of peace.

Taking into account the political and security climate in the region, theAd Hoc ColllDittee should collPlete its preparatory work relating to theConference on the Indian OCean to enable the Conference to be opened at a datenot later than 1988 to be decided' by the committee in consultation with thehost country. Such preparatory work would comprise organizational matters andSUbstantive issues, including the provisional agenda fo,. the Conference, rulesof procedure, participation, stages of conference, level of representation,documentation, consideration of appropriate arrangements for any internationalagreements that may ultimatelv be reached for the maintenance of the
India~ OCean as a zone of peace and the preparation of the draft final
docum~nt ~f the COnference.

The Ad Hoc committee shou)~~ at the same time, seek the necessaryharmoni2Ation of view~ on remai. ~ng relevant issues.

The creation of a zone of peace requires the active participation of andfull co-operation among the littoral and hinterland States, the permanentmembers of the Security COuncil and the major maritime users to ensureconditions of peace and security based on the purposes and principles of theCharter, as well as the geneKal principles ,f international law.

The creation of a zone of peace also requires respect for theindependence, q(vereignty and territori~l integrity of the littoral andhinterland States.

mCc) Mediterraneanl

Bearing in mind that security in the Meditertanean region is closelylinked with European security and with international peace and security,positive steps should t~ taken by all States concerned to ensure peace,security and co-operation in the Mediterranean region.

~ this end further efforts are necessary for the reduction of tensionsatld of armaments, for strengthening of confidence, for the creation ofconditiono of security and fruitful co-operation in all fields for allcountries and peoples of the Mediterranean, on the basis of the principles of
~overeignty, independence, territorial integrity, security. non-interventionand non-interference, non-violation of international borders, non-use of forceor threat of use of force, the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territoryby force, peaceful settlement of disputes and respect for permanentsovereignty over natural resources, for the promotion of just and viableSOlutions of ~xisting problems and crisis in the area On the basis of the
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provisions of the Charter and of relevant resolutions of the United Nations,
the withdraw~l ef foreign forces of occupation and the right of peoples under
colonial or foreign domination to self-determination and independence.

The States of the Mediterranean region and other concerned States should
co-operate to define and implement, as appropriate, such steps and measures
which should be conducive for creatinq conditions of peace, security and
co-operation in the Mediterranean region in accordance with the purposes &nd
principles of the Charter of the United Nations and with the provisions of the
Declaration on Principles of International Law COncerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation a..l1ong States itl accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations.

In this connection note is taken of the commitments assumed by the
participants of the meeting of the Mediterranean members of the Movement of
the Non-Aligned Countries held at Valletta, Malta in 1984, and at Brioni,
Yugoslavia, in 1987, with the objective of contributing to peace and security
in the region. ~I

nl(d) South Atlantic:

The declaration of the Zone of Peace and Co-operation of the
South Atlantic constitutes a concrete step towarcs the goals set forth by the
international community to be achieved through the establishment of zones of
pe~Ge in various regions of the world for the benefit of all mankind, the~eby

contributing significantly to the strengthening of international peace and
security and to the promotion of the principles and purposes of the
United Nations. In this context, it is recognized that the States of the
region have a special interest and responsibility to promote regional
co-operation for economic development and peace.

States of other regions, in particular militarily significant States,
should scrupulously respect the South Atlantic region as a zone of peace and
co-operation, especially through the r~auct.ion and eventual elimina~ion of
their military presence there, the no; .ntroduction of nuclear weapons or
other weapons of mass destruction and the non~xtension into the region of
rivalries and conflicts foreign to it.

All States of the region and of all other regions should co-operate in
the elimination of all sou~ces of tension in the zone, respect the national
unity, sovereignty, political independence ar~ territorial integrity of every
State therein, refrain from the th.:eat or use of force, and strictly observe
the principle that the acquisition of territory by force is inadmissible.

The elimination of apartbeid and the attainment of self-determination and
independence by the people of Namibia, as well as the cessation of all acts of
aggression and subversion against States in the zone are essential for peace
and security in the region. ~ that end, implementation of all United Nations
resolutions pertaining to colonialism, racism and apartheid is urgently
required. ]]

n~/ There was a proposal for the convening of a conferen~e on the
Mediterranean region.
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"OTHER MEAS ORES

-1. Confidence-building measures

-In order to facilitate the process of disarmament, it is necessary to
take measures and pursue policies to strengthen international peace and
security and to build confidence among States. Commitment to
confidence-building measures could significantly contribute to preparing for
further progress in disarmament. For ttiis purpose, measures such as the
following, and other measures yet to be agreed upon, should be undertaken:

"Ca) The prevention of attacks which take place by accident,
miscalculation or communications failure by taking steps to improve
communications between Q:)vernments, particularly in areas of tensions, by the
establishment of 'hot lines~ and other methods of reducing the riSk of
conflict,

-Cb) States should assess the possible implications of their military
research and development for existing agreements as well as for further
efforts in the field of disarmament.

"Cc) States should consider implementing measures based on the principles
of openness and transparency, such as the provision of objective information
on military matters.

"2. Prevention of the use of for~ in international relations

"Ca) Strict adherence and full commitment by all States Members of the
United Nations to the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations and their
obligation strictly to observe its principles as well as other relevant and
generally accepted principles of international law relating to the maintenance
of international peace and security, in particular the principl~s of
refraining from the threat or use of force against the sovereignty,
territorial integrity or political independence of any States or against
peoples under colonial or foreign domination seeking to exercise their right
to self-determination and to achieve independence, non-acquisition and
non-annexation of territories by force and non-recognition of such acquisition
or annexation, non-intervention and non-interference in the internal affairs
of other States, the inviolability of international frontiers, and the
peaceful settlement of disputes, having regard to the in~erent right of States
to individual and collective self-defence in accordance with the Charter.

-Cb) Strengthening the ~ole of the United Nations in the maintenance of
international peace and security and full implementation of the decisions of
the Security Council by all States Members of the United Nations in accordanc~

with thei~ obligations under Article 2S of the United Nations Charter.

-3. World pUblic opinion in favour of disarmament

"Kne;",ledge of facts and opinions about the armaments race and the efforts
to halt and reverse it is an essential condition for world public opinion to
mobilize in favour of disarmament. In order to inform world public opinion on
such issues, the specific measures set forth below, designed to increase the
dissemination of information on these matters should be adopted in all regions
in a balanced, factual and objective manner:
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"(a) Throughout the implementation of the programme, therefore,
governmental and non-governmental information organs of Member States and
those of the United Nations and its specialized agencies as well as
non-governmental organizations should be encouraged, as appropriate, to
undertake further programmes of information relating to the danger of the
armaments race as well as to disarmament efforts and negotiations and their
results, particularly by means of annual activities conducted in connection
with Disarmament Week.

"(b) With a view to contributing to a greater understanding and awareness
of the problems created by the armaments race and the need fur disarmament,
Governments and governmental and non-governmental international organi~ations

are urged to take steps to develop programmes for disarmament and peace
studies at all levels.

"(c) The World Disarmament campaign, which was solemnly launched by the
General Assembly at the opening meeting of its second special session devoted
to disarlnament, should provide an opportunity for discussion and debate in all
countries on all points of view relating to disarmament issues, objectives and
conditions. The Campaign has three primary purposes: to inform, to educate
and to generate pUblic understrnding for the objectives of the United Nations
in the field of arms limitation and disarmament.

It (d) As part of the process of facilitating the consideration of issues
in the field of disarmament, studies on specific questions should be
undertaken on the decision of the General Assembly, when neces$ary for
preparing the ground for negotiations or reaching agreement. Also, studies
pursued under the auspices of the United K~tions, in particular by the
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research could bring a useful
contribution to the knowledge and exploration of disarmament problems,
especially in the long term.

"(e) Member States should be encouraged to make all efforts to ensure a
better flow of information with regard to the various aspects of disarmament
issues, to avoid dissemination of false and tendentious information concerning
armaments, and to concentrate on the widest possible dissemination and
unimpeded access for all sectors of the public to a broad range of information
and opinion on the danger of the escalation of the armaments race and on the
need for general and complete disarmament under effective international
control.

"4. Verification

"Disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for adequate
measures of verification satisfactory to all parties concerned in order to
create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are being observed by all
parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be provided for iu
any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined by the purposes,
scope and nature of the agreement. Agreements should provide for the
participation nf parties directly or through the United Nations system in the
verification process. Where appropriate, a combination of several methods of
verification as well as oth~r compliance procedures should be employed.
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and opinion on the danger of the escalation of the armaments race and on the
need for general and complete disarmament under effective international
control.

"4. Verification

"Disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for adequate
measures of verification satisfactory to all parties concerned in order to
create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are being observed by all
parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be provided for iu
any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined by the purposes,
scope and nature of the agreement. Agreements should provide for the
participation nf parties directly or through the United Nations system in the
verification process. Where appropriate, a combination of several methods of
verification as well as oth~r compliance procedures should be employed.
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"In order to facilitate the conclusion and effective implementation of
disarmament agreements and to create confidence, States should accept
appropriate provisions for verification in such agreements.

"In the context of international disarmament negotiations, the problem of
verification should be further examined and adequate methods and procedures in
this field ba considered. Every effort should be made to develop appropriate
methods and procedures Which are non-discriminatory and which do not unduly
interfere with the inter~al affairs of other States or jeopardize thei:
economic and social development.

"Adequate and effective verification requires employment of differell:':
techniques, such as national technical means, international teChnical means
and international procedures, including on-site inspections. Verification
arrangements should be addressed at the outset and at every stage of
negotiations on specific agreements. All States have equal rights to
participate in the process of international verification of agreements to
which they are parties.

"All States parties to arms limitation and disarmament agreements should
strictly implement and fully comply with the entirety of the provisions of
such agreements if individual nations and the international community are to
derive enhanced security from them. Any violation of such agreements not only
adversely affects the security of States parties, but can also create security
risks for other States relying on the constraints and commitments stipUlated
in those agreements. Weakening of confidence in such agreements diminishes
their contribution to global and r~gional stability and to further disarmament
and arms limitation efforts and undermines the credibility and effectiveness
of the international legal system. States parties should support efforts
aimed at the resolution of non-conpliance questions, with a view to
encouraging strict observance by all parties of the provisions of such
agreements and maintaining or restoring the integrity of such agreements.

"U~ISARMAMENTAND DEVEIDEMENT

"1. In view of the relationship between expenditure on armaments and economic
and social development, the implementation of the Comprehensive Programme of
Disarmament should make an effective contribution to economic and social
development of all States, in particular of the developing countries. In this
context, it is of particular significance that substantial progress in
disarmament should be made in accordance with .the responsibility that each
State bears .in the field of disarmament, so that real resources now being used
for military purposes can be released to economic and social development in
the world, particularly for the benefit of the developing countries.

"2. Disarmament would contribute over the long term to the effective economic
and social development of all States, in particular developing.countries, by
contributing towards reducing the economic disparities between developed and
developing countries and establishing [the) [a] new international order on the
basis of justice, equity and co-operation and towards solving other global
problems.

"3. The Secretary-General shall periodically submit reports to the
C~neral Assembly on the economic and social consequences of the armaments race
and its extremely harmful effects on world peace and secur i tr. )
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"(DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

"1. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institutions for maintaining peace and the settlement of international
disputes by peaceful means. During and after the implementation of the
programme of general and complete disarmament, thete should be taken, in
accordance with the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the
necessary measures to maintain international peace and B~curity, including the
obligation of States to place at the disposal of the United Nations agreed
Jt,1npower necessary for an international peace force to be equipped wi th agreed
types of'armaments. Arrangements for the use of this force should ensure that
the Uti ted Nations can effectively deter or suppress any threat or use of arms
in violation of the purposes and principles of the United Nations.)

"Intermedi~te Stage ~/

"(1. ibe intermediate stage should start no later than 1990 and last five to
seven years.

"2. The USSR and the United States should go on with the reduction agreed
upon during the first stage and also carry out further measures designed to
eliminate their medium-range nuclear weapons and freeze their tactical nuclear
systems.

"3. Other nuclear-weapon States should pledge to freeze all their nuclear
weapons and also not to station them in the territories of other countries.

"4. All nuclear-weapon States should eliminate their tactical nuclear arms,
i.e. weapons having a range (or radius of action) of up to 1,000 km. This
measure should be taken after the completion by the USSR and the United States
of the 50 per cent reduction of their nuclear weapons that can reach each
other's territory.

"5. The Soviet-Americcan accord on the prohibition of space-strike weapons
should become multilateral with the mandatory participation in it of major
industrial States.

"6. All nuclear-weapon States should cease nuclear-weapon tests.

"7. There should be a ban on the development of non-nuclear weapons based on
new physical principles, whose destructive capacity is close to that of
nuclear arms or other weapons of mass destruction. 1 **/

"*/ The heading is without prejudice to the position of delegations with
respect to questions relating to stages of implementation.

"~I Some delegations reserved their position on these paragraphs which
represent the position of one group of states.
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respect to questions relating to stages of implementation.

"~I Some delegations reserved their position on these paragraphs which
represent the position of one group of states.
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"Last stage -:1
"[1. The last stage should begin no later than 1995. During this stage the
elimination of all remaining nuclear weapons should be completed. By the end
of 1999 there shou:d be no more nuclear weapons on earth.

"2. A universal accord should be worked out to ensure that nuclear weapons
never again come into being.

"3. The last stage should be completed by the end of 1999.J ~I

"VI. Machinery and Procedures

"1. The United Nations [, in accordance with the Charter,J should continue to
have a central role and primary respc,.lsibility in the sphere of disarmament.

"2. Negotiations on multilateral measures of disarmament envisaged in the
Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament should, as a rule, be conducted in the
Conference on Disarmament, the single multilateral negotiating body in the
field of disarmament.

"3. Bilateral and regional disarmament negotiations may also play an
important role and could facilitate negotiations of multilateral agreements in
the field of disarmament.

"4. The United Nations should be kept duly informed through the
General Assembly, or any other appropriate United Nations channel reaching all
Members of the Organization, of all disarmament efforts outside its aegis
without prejudice to the progress of negotiations.

"5. The Programme has three stages: The first stage, the intermediate stage
and the Jast stage. The objective of the last stage is to achieve the goal of
general and complete disarmament under effective international control. The
general wish being to complete the disarmament process, all efforts should he
made to implement each stage, as well as the Programme as a whole at the
earliest possible date in such a way as to contribute to the security of
States and enhance international security.

In the first stage of the Programme, all States should make maximum
efforts towards implementation of the priori.ty measures and as many other
measures included therein as possible.

Those measures that have not been implemented by the end of the first
stage will be included in the intermediate stage. The scope of disarmament
measures during the intermediate stage will depend on the progress made in the

"-:/ The heading is without prejudice to the position of delegations with
respect to questions relating to stages of implementation.

"••/ Some delegations reserved their position on these paragraphs which
represent the position of one group of States.
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implementation of the first stage. In addition, the intermediate stage
comprises the measures necessary to prepare for the last stage. The time of
the implementation of the intermediate 9t~ge would depend on the measures
included therein.

The last stage comprises the total elimination of nuclear weapons and the
implementation of other measures necessary to assure that, by the end of the
stage, general and complete disarmament under effective international control
will have been aChieved.

86. All efforts should be made by States, particularly through the conduct of
negotiations in good faith, on specific arms limitation and disarmament
measures, to achieve the goal of ~enera1 and complete disarmament, as defined
in the Comprehensive Programme. In order to assure continued progress towards
the full realization of this ultimate goal, there shall be reviews - including
at special sessions of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament - of the
implementation of the measures included in the various stages of the
Comprehensive Programme. The first such review will take place on a date to
be decided by the United Nations General Assembly and will:

"Ca) review the implementation of measures .inc1uded in the first stage of
the Comprehensive Programme,

8Cb) consider the readjustments that need to be made in the Programme in
the light of the review and the steps that need to be taken to stimUlate
progress in its implementation,

"Cc) elaborate, if nece~sary, in more concrete terms further measures,
taking into account the progress made so far and other celevant de~elopments,

and

"Cd) recommend the date of the next review.

"7. In addition to the periodic reviews to be carried out at special
sessions, there should be an annual review of the implementation of the
Programme. Therefore, an item entitled 'Review of the implementation of the
Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament' should be annually included on the
agenda of the regUlar sessions of the General Assembly. TO facilitate the
wo~k of the Assembly in this regard, the Secretary-General should annually
submit a report to the General Assembly on progress in the implementation of
the Progr allllle •

8S. During its annual review, or at its periodic special sessions to review
the implementation of the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, the
General Assembly may. as appropriate, consider and recommend further measures
and procedures to enhance the implementation of the Programme.
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-9. In the implementation of the Comprehensive Prog£amme of Disarmament, the
Disarmament Commission shall continue functioning as a deliberative body, a
subsidiary organ of the General Assembly, and shall consider and make
recommendations on various problems in the field of disa~mament.

-10. Proposals listed in paragraph 125 of the Final Document of the first
special session and annex II of the COncluding Document of the second special
session devoted to disarmament 8hould be considered, and decisions taken, at
an appropriate time.

-11. At the earliest appropriate time, a world disarmament conferenc~ should
be convened with universal participation and with adequate preparation."

I. l nsideration of other areas dealing with the cessation of the
arms race and disarmament and other relevant measures

99. In addition to the consideration of the items on the agenda, members of
the COnference discussed other questions dealing with the cessation of the
arms race and disarmament and othe~ relevant measures.

100. The subject of verification was mainly examined in the context of
disarmament measures relating to the agenda items under consideration and its
central role was generally recognized. In tb~ course of the work of the
COnference, members have welcomed a growing v' .vergence of views which has
emerged on that question. Some members drew attention to the Stockholm
Declaration, by which its signatories stated their intention to propose at the
third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, the
establishment of an integrated multilateral verification system within the
United Nations (CD/807). The COnference also had before it documentation on
verification submitted by one member containing detailed information on
various aspects of that subject (00/275, CD/670, CD/707 and 00/774).

101. At various stages of its work, the COnference also considered the
question of further measures in the field of. disarmament foe the prevention of
an arms race on the seabed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof.
Different views were expressed by members on this subject.

J. Consideration and adoption of the special report of the Conference
to the third Special session of the General Assembly of the
United Nations devoted to disarmament

102. This item on the agenda was considered by the Conference, in accordance
with its programme of work, from 11 to 29 April 1988.

103. This special report, as adopted by the COnference on 29 April 1988, is
transmitted by the President on behalf of the COnference on Disarmament.

David Meiszter
President
COnfe~ence on Disarmament
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COMMF.NT SE PROCURER LES PlJBLICA'nONS DES NATIONS UNIEs
Les ~blicatio~ des Nations Unies sont en V"lIl<: dans les Iibrairi.es et les agences dc!positaires
du monde enti~!. Infonnez-vous aupres de vl;!tte libraire ou adressez-vousii;JIJations Unies,
Sect\'Jll des V9JIles, New York ou Geneve.

K.AK.'nOJI~ U3.llAHIDI OprAHmAQIm OIi1>E,llHHEHHLIX HAURR
H3J181iHl! OprllHHJatIHIl 061.eJ1HRCHHbIX HlIUHit"MOl/(HO KynHTb B KfilHlKHhIX Mar83HHax
H areRTCTB!iX BO llCex paltOHall MHpa. 3asc;JlHTe cnpasKH 06 H3J1l\HHJIX a BaweM KHHl/(HOM
Mara3H11e IIJlH nHWHTe noaapecy: OpraHH3aU!'lli 061>ellHHe!lHbIX HauHlt, CeKllllll no
I!PO.l;8JI(oe H3J1llHHli, H&JO-floPK HJlH :lKcmesa.

COM'O CONSEGUIR PU3i.lCACIONES DE LAS NACIO~ UNID!~

!.as publ;eaciones de las Naciones l1nidas esllln en 'l'cnla en librerias ') casas distribuidoras en
todas p "$ del mullllo. COllSulte a su librero 0 dirfjaSe a: N&ciones Uni.das. Secci6n de Venllis,
Nueva" ark 0 Ginebra;

M "'1WlIl:l\Mif er

Utho'" UniledNatiofiS, New York




